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Abstract

The behaviour of captive animals has - over the last few decades - increasingly become an

issue of concern for researchers. Behaviour in zoo-housed animals can be problematic as a result of

the lack of naturalistic stimuli or opportunities to perform species-typical behaviour under captive

conditions. The research reported in this thesis concerned the conservation ofspecies-typical

behaviour via the application of a variety of methods from both the laboratory and more applied

settings. The dual aims of the thesis were (l) to contribute to the understanding of behaviour

conservation models and their application to captive species, and (2) to explore the combinations of

methods which produced the most naturalistic levels and topographies of behaviour in the three

subject species.

The experimental component sought to utilise Ecological Learning Theory and the

behaviour systems approach as a framework for stimulating species-typical foraging and defense

behaviour. The subject species were Fennec foxes (Fennecus zerda), Meerkats (Suricata suricatta),

and Dwarf mongoose (Hetogale partula). The four studies employed a modified repeated measures

design and involved the following conditions: (1) macro and micro reinforcement schedules, (2)

non-response-contingent feeding, (3) response-contingent [operant] feeding, and (4) simulated

predation. These conditions were applied individually and in various combinations'

Results indicated that, as expected, micro reinforcement schedule manipulations produced

more substantial changes to behaviour than macro schedule manipulations in all species. ln

addition, non-response-contingent feeding resulted in the activation of modules within the foraging

behaviour system previously unused in the captive environment. Levels of foraging behaviour were

concomitantly modified. By contrast, response contingent foperant] feeding resulted in more

stereotyped responding in the three subject species, as well as atendency to decrease the overall

level of foraging behaviour. Additionally, the operant feeding method led to decreased foraging

effort on the part of the subjects when the inter-reinforcer interval was increased. Simulated

predation resulted in increased group cohesion (indicated by decreased food-related and general

aggression), as predicted. The combination of simulated predation with non-response-contingent

feeding produced the greatest behaviour benefit for both the Meerkat and Dwarf mongoose groups

in terms of increasing the level of foraging and decreasing overall aggression between group

members. Overall, the data indicate that (1) species-typical behaviour can effectively be elicited in

the captive environment using non-response-contingent methods, and (2) these methods are most

effective when implemented within a behøviour systems framework.

The discussion explored the implications of the results for the management of behaviour in

captive species. It is concluded that the behaviour of captive foraging species can be effectively

managed when the behaviour systems approach is applied. In addition, making species-typical

behaviour functional in the captive environment resulted in substantial benefits in terms of both the

level and topography ofbehaviour displayed by the subjects. Directions for future research - in

terms ofboth a broader range ofspecies and techniques - were also considered.
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Chøpter One: Animøls ønd captivity.

With the world's biodiversity dwindling, zoos are fast becoming centres for

conservation ofspecies that are threatened - and often close to extinction - in their natural

habitat. This chapter will consider modern zoos in terms of the problems associated with

captivity, and goals such as species conservation via captive breeding and release. It will

also consider the maintenance of both the psychological and physical well being of captive

animals through simple enrichment methods, in addition to the study of animal behaviour

as a discipline.

1.1 Zoos and Captivity.

Humans have been interested in collecting and observing exotic animals for

centuries. The modem zoological park - as distinct from the menageries established by

wealthy landowners - developed partly as a result of the urgings of prominent naturalists

(the Comte de Buffon, for example). In the late eighteenth century, the Jardin des Plantes

in Paris was established by integrating animals into the existing botanical landscape to

more accurately represent the natural history of the world. It was stressed that the pu{pose

of this 'park' was scientific research rather than public entertainment, and Sir Stamford

Raffles and Sir Humphrey Davy followed this theme when they founded the Zoological

Society of London in 1826. This was closely followed by the opening of the Regent's Park

Zoo, which Sir Raffles envisaged as a "scientific establishment" aimed at assisting the

teaching and study of zoology (Blunt, 1976; Mench & Kreger, I996).It was soon

discovered, however, that maintenance of such an establishment required a constant influx

of revenue, and thus a "petting zoo" was included to attractthe public (Ritvo, 1990).

The attraction that larye andlor exotic animals hold for human observers is

undeniable. Adams and Carwardine (1990) describe an encounter with a rhinoceros in its

natural habitat, infusing it with the awe inspired by the animal's proximity:

"The animal measured about sixfeet high at its shoulders, and
sloped down gradually towards its hindquarters and rear legs,

which were chubby with muscle. The sheer immensity of every
part of it exercised afearful magnetism on the mind. Wen the

rhino moved a leg, just slightly, huge muscles moved easily under
its heavy skin like Voll<swagens parking." (P. 95)

For the greater proportion of humans in the western world, however, captive

populations may be the only feasible means by which they may experience such 'close

encounters'. This has formed part of the attraction of zoos the world over. Throughout the
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history of zoos, however, there have been many criticisms levelled at the notion of keeping

animals in captivity. An early source of controversy centred on the public feeding of live

animals to captive carnivores. Larger concerns were centred around the treatment and care

of the animals in such captive collections. Interest in the learning and intelligence of

animals in the nineteenth century resulted in the proliferation of various 'training'

techniques to produce entertaining tricks for the amusement of the public. These

techniques, however, too often involved brutality, as did the behaviour modification

techniques used to control unluly captive wild animals (Mench & Kreger, 1996).Early

captive conditions were also criticised in terms of the physical care the animals received.

At this time, zoos possessed very little information about the husbandry techniques suitable

for exotic species, and the "kennel" style of zoo animal management "... required only

ensuring that the animals were fed and cleaned ..." (Seidensticker & Doherty, 1996 187).

Thus, there was little consideration given to the effect of barren cages and human

behaviour on the animals in the zoo setting.

As zoos have proliferated throughout the world in the last two centuries, so have

the objections to the holding of wild animals in captivity. As will be discussed in the next

subsection, however, there have not only been improvements in the husbandry practices of

zoos, but the state of species in their natural habitat is such that - in some cases - captive

breeding has been used to supplement low numbers in wild populations.

It is beyond the scope of this thesis to discuss all the philosophical arguments put

forward both for and against zoos. It will therefore begin from the point of view that zoos

serve a useful pulpose in at least one of the following areas: the conservation of species,

education of the public, and opportunities for researching rare and endangered species. As

will be discussed later in this chapter, zoos are often involved in the breeding of

endangered species with one of two possible goals in mind: introducing captive bred

animals into the natural habitat to supplement excessively small wild populations, or

simply maintaining the existence of a species in captivity which may have little chance in

the free environment due to human encroachment and the destruction of habitat. Such

species may also be the subject of research in the zoo environment, as individuals are far

more accessible to the behavioural researcher than would be the case in the natural habitat.

Another important function of the zoo is the education of the public with respect to the

understanding of the animals themselves, understanding of the negative impact of human

activity on animal life, and the steps that can be taken to minimise this impact.
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Ll.l TIte problem of declining biodiversity.

It was once thought that - outside periods of mass extinction - extinction occumed

at an approximate rate of one species per century (Adams & Carwardine, 1990). In the last

century, this estimated rate rose to the level of one species per year. More recently,

however, as human populations continue to expand and place ever-increasing pressure on

the world's natural resources, the estimated rate has increased yet again. It is diff,rcult for

scientists to do other than estimate this rate: the number of as yet unknown species - in

addition to obscure species existing in regions where their survival is not closely monitored

- make it difflrcult for an accurate picture to be presented (Tudge, 1991). Even the most

conservative of these estimates are, however, causes for concern.

Although extinction is an essentialpart of the processes of nature and is more the

norm than the exception, the rapidity of the process should be of concern. This is because

of the importance of speciation (ie. the formation of new species via the breakdown in the

interbreeding pool). The speed at which this can occur in order to provide movement of

new species into an empty or parlly unoccupied ecological niches through the evolutionary

process may not be equal to the operational needs of those niches (Tudge, 1991). As stated

by Stanley (1985), "humans are wielding a double-edged sword' (p.32). Here, the

implication is that the same human interferences causing the high extinction rates are also

producing a decline in speciation rats. As E. O. 'Wilson explains in his 1992 work"The

Diversity of Lile", even if speciation is suffrciently rapid, the process may produce species

which fill new niches relatively inefficiently. That is, they may not have been " ...fined-

tuned by the vast numbers of mutations and episodes of natural selectic¡n needed to insert

them solidly into the community of organisms into which they were born." (p. 68).

Why is this occurring, and what should be done about it? To answer the first, we

must look at the human race. Humans are the most adaptable species that has ever lived;

the main reason for this is that humans have the ability to reason their way towards

achieving their immediate goals. If they cannot take what they want directly from the eafih,

they create or build it. If it doesn't exist, they search until they find some way to bring it

about. The problem with this approach to living is that the short-term benefits may well be

outweighed by the long-term costs of our actions. 
'When humans erect constructions over

once-natural areas of the planet's surface, they destroy the delicate balance of plant and

animal species therein. As Kaufman (1986, p.l) has stated:

"As we eliminate each species that stands in our way today, we lose

any hope of having it back tomorrow. Life on the planet advances

irreversibly, like a ratchet, towards greater impoverishment."
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In essence, the problem is one of cumulative effect. As increasing numbers of

species become extinct throughout the world and biodiversity declines, the ecological

impact rnay be far more serious than we currently envisage.

As to what should be done about this problem, the ans\¡/er to date has been

conservation. That is, specialised care and breeding of species that have reached some limit

of number whereby their continued existence as a species is at risk. According to Tudge

(1991), the conservation of species implies, necessarily, interference by humans. That is,

captive populations ofendangered or threatened species are taken in, and their breeding

brought under control to produce the best outcome in genetic terms. If circumstances

permit, these captive-bred populations are then used to supplement the wild populations

that still exist in the natural habitat. Where habitat loss or degradation are the main

contributing factors in the decline of the species, however, conservation must be extended

to the environment itself. Indeed, that is the foremost hope for conservationists around the

world: to conserye entire ecosystems (Conway, 1986).

1.1.2 The changingface of zoos.

What progressive zoos are doing, then, is not simply augmenting the number of

individuals of threatened and endangered species. In addition to this, they are playing an

important role in terms of educating the human race about its role in the destruction of

habitat and thus the extinction of other species.

The role of zoos has changed markedly over the course of the last century. As

species either disappear from their natural habitat or their numbers become perilously low,

there has been a need for breeding programs to augment dwindling numbers or replace lost

populations altogether. Thus, zoos have taken on something of the role of a modern 'ark'

(Tudge, 1991). This ark is concerned with the propagation of species in the long term, but

it is also concemed with the propagation of the natural behaviours of these species. For

this reason, research on wild animals is essential for establishing a behavioural 'baseline':

that is, to understand how free animals operate in their natural habitat so that those

involved in the maintenance of wild animals in captivity understand what is needed in the

captive environment. It is essential that captive wild animal care provide individuals with

the potential for introduction to the wild, in terms of the maintenance of the skills

necessary for survival and reproduction. In addition, increased public awareness and

understanding of the intricacies of animal behaviour and the reliance of species on the

conservation of ecosystems rather than individual species alone may have long term

benefits for the implementation of effective conservation programs.
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In the past, keeping captive animals has proven problematic. It is easy to see,

however, that in many zoos the situation is rapidly changing. From the earliest concrete

cages, enclosures have progressed to softer, more natural environments that are not only

more pleasing to the human eye, but also more beneficial to the individuals housed within

them. For example, the gorilla enclosure at the Melbourne Zoo in Australia provides

eafthen flooring, ample vegetation and numerous 'hiding places' out of the direct line of

sight of the public. This serves the gorillas well, as they may choose when they are willing

to be situated in plain view of a group of zoo visitors. Problems still exist, however, with

many captive environments. An understanding of how these environments relate to the

behavioural problems of the animals, and what can be done to ameliorate them, brings the

eventual aim of zoos much closer to fruition.

It is the aim of this thesis to apply a behaviour systems framework to the problem

of maintaining natural behaviour in captive small Carnivores. This framework will not

only allow a better understanding of the stimuli and cues eliciting problem behaviours in

captive individuals, it will also allow predictions to be made regarding the effectiveness of

the remedial measures applied to the species under consideration. Additionally, the

relationship between the feeding and defense systems will be examined, as well as the

effect of the activation of these systems on the overall quantity and quality of other

behaviours.

1.2 The problem of behavÍourfll abnormølities in lhe captive environmenl.

Zoo curators and keepers, as well as researchers in the field of animal behaviour,

have been increasingly concerned with the psychological welfare of captive animals, and

have given this a high priority in captive situations such as the zoo. This has led to the

elevation of enclosure design from the simple and barren concrete they were once

composed of, to exhibits relatively rich in stimuli for the animals they house. This

development in exhibit design may have been a reaction to the high levels of abnormal

behaviour encountered in zoos everywhere, and for which zoos have been heavily

criticised in the past.

1.2.1 Stereotypy in captìve animals.

Stereotypy, although not easy to define, has implications of abnormality and

repetitiveness, and is qualitatively distinct from the behaviours animals perform in their

natural habitat (Tudge, l99I). Stereotypic movements appear to have no immediately
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discernible function, and such repetitious behaviour - when lacking an apparent goal - can

be viewed as maladaptive (see also Mason, 1991). That is, they often carry undesirable

consequences - for example physical problems may develop through excessive repetition

of a limited range of behaviours. These can in turn lead to more serious consequences such

as lack of breeding in captive groups, reduced longevityl, and animals which carry the

developed stereotypic behaviour with them when released into the natural habitat, thereby

reducing their chances of survival in the 'real world'. In keeping with this qualitative

definition, then, there are several types of behaviour that can be classified as stereotypies:

these include pacing; rearing; head tossing, weaving or nodding; bouncing in place;

somersaulting; and rocking. The latter three commonly occur in primates, and are termed

'stereotyped motor acts' (Erwin & Deni, 1979).
'What 

are the causes of stereotypic behaviour? Ridley and Baker (1982) point out

that such behaviour seems restricted to captive animals, mentally ill humans and subjects

using stimulant drugs. They emphasise the apparent link between such behaviour and

either past or present sub-optimal environmental conditions (Mason, 1991). In this view,

tf9r, rt.t.otypic behaviours are entirely abnormal and should be considered maladaptive.

. This particularly applies, for example, when an animal raised in a sub-optimal environment

is transferred to a stimulus-rich environment, and yet continues to display the stereotyped

behaviour which developed under the previous conditionst. The term "abnormal

behaviour" must now be qualified. There are two categories here: qualitative and

quantitative. The distinction is made - for the purposes of this thesis - on the basis of the

numerous studies reported in this chapter. Qualitatíve abnormalities encompass behaviours

that occur in captivity but are either absent in the natural setting, or occur within a specific

functional context which is absent in the captive environment. Quantitative abnormalities

include those behaviours that may occur in both captive and natural settings ie. they occur

at much higher (or lower) than normal levels in captivity than in fi'ee-living inclividuals.

Stereotyped behaviour - as it occurs in the zoo setting - tends to encompass both

qualitative and quantitative behavioural abnormalities3. This type of stereotypy - which

involves behaviour that is a response to the captive environment - is distinguished from

I Animals which develop serious physical disorders as a result of their behaviour may require surgery, which

is always a risk, or - in extreme cases - humane termination.

2 An example from pelsonal experience is the male Sunbear housed at the Adelai de Zoo.In spite of the

excellent quality of exhibit, this animal continues to display frequent stereotypic pacing.

3 The distinctions between qualitative and quantitative abnormalities (for the purposes of this thesis) have

been based on the distinction between the fopography and Ievel ofbehaviour (respectively).
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response stereotypy, which is a response to operant contingencies, and will be discussed in

section 2.3.

The explanations suggested by researchers for such behaviour vary, and indeed,

this may be appropriate given that different species tend to react to their environments in

different ways, according to the ethology of the species itself. Levels of stereotypy may

also vary according to the situation (Berkson, 1967; de Jonge, Carlstead & 'Wiepkema,

1986 Odberg, 1986; Thelen, 1979; Wood-Gush, Stolba & Miller, 1983). Hughes and

Duncan (1988a & b) put forward a modified motivation model to account for the abnormal

behaviour of captive animals. This model relies on the concept of an ethological or

behavioural 'need' on the parl of the animal to perform specific behaviours, and implies

that animals' welfare will suffer if they are unable to cany out natural behaviow patterns.

Hughes and Duncan (1988b) state that a coÍìmon feature of a behavioural 'need' is that it

is internally driven and does not rely on environmental feedback for its regulation. They

cite several examples to support this view: for example, laying hens display continuous

nest-building sequences during the pre-laying and laying periods, with each nest-building

behaviour sequence lasting approximately the same length of time before each egg is laid,

despite nests from previous laying periods still being available. Rats intravenously or

intragastrically administered water which is far in excess of normal amounts will still

voluntarily drink water when it is available, suggesting that the act of drinking is in itself

reinforcing via oral sensory feedback (Nicolaidis & Rowland,l9l5).

Dawkins (1983) has attempted to qualify the notion of ethological need by arguing

that only behaviours that could be regarded as "necessities" - and which were given a high

priority in preference tests (such as feeding, for example) - would be regarded as

ethological 'needs'. This view is supported by the results of observations such as those

made by Breland and Breland (1961), in their now famous attempt to condition pigs to

deposit tokens in a piggy-bank for a food reward. Breland and Breland found that, over

time and with increasing food deprivation, the pigs showed a tendency to drop the tokens

and root for them on the ground; similarly, raccoons which were also conditioned to

perform this response with coins spent their time rubbing and 'washing' the coins rather

than depositing them in the bank. This is interpreted as a tendency of the animals to

perfolm particular aspects of their appetitive repertoire in response to food rewards, which

then interferes with the performance of the more arbitrary operant response imposed for

that reward. Similarly, Powell and Curley (1976), in a study with both Mongolian gerbils

and non-domesticated cotton rats conditioned to press a lever to obtain food, found that the

operant response was displaced by more ogenetically based behaviours' (such as scratching
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and biting) as the schedule requirements were altered. Thus it would appear that, as stress

related to the inhibition of goal attainment or frustration of natural behaviour pattems

increases, animals may tend to reveft to the performance of behaviotrs from their natural

repertoires, a tendency labelled by early researchers as 'instinctive drift'. As the next

section will show, however, this does not hold true under all captive conditions for all

species.

The concept of ethological 'need' appears to be tied in with the "coping"

hypothesis of stereotypic behaviour recently investigated by Cooper and Nicol (1991).

According to the ocoping' hypothesis, animals may perform apparently arbitrary

behaviours in an attempt to reduce the physiological responses associated with the stress of

an environment that doesn't cater to their behavioural needs (Rushen, 1993). Cooper and

Nicol (1991,1993) tested the simplest form of the coping hypothesis; that is, stereotypies

reduce responses to aversive conditions by modifying animals' perceptions. Thus, under

the umbrella of this hypothesis, stereotypic behaviour can be attributed to an adaptive

mechanism (Sorenson & Randrup, 1986) that is a response to behavioural arousal

(Valenstein,1976), boredom (Kiley-'Worthington, 1977), the frustration caused by

environmentally restricted activities or activities which do not result in the expected

consequences (Odberg, 1989).

A growing body of evidence appears to support the latter hypothesis, as

behavioural stereotypy commonly occurs under deprivation conditions (Appleby &

íu*r"n"", lg87), and as a result of frustration (Rushen, 1985). Thus, when either natural

behaviours or their natural conclusions are prevented, the result often appears to be an

increase in the level of stress of these animals (Cooper & Nicol, I99I). Here, the

ethological 'need' of the animal to perform certain natural behaviours and obtain particular

outcomes may result in the performance of stereotypic behaviour as a compensatory act.

Thus, from viewing stereotypic behaviour as entirely maladaptive, some

stereotypies may now be considered functional in terms of a captive animal's well being.

Here, behaviours thatare not selÊdestructive or damaging to other individuals may also be

viewed as fulfilling a particular function. That is, species that would normally roam far

afield in the course of normal daily activity - such as foxes and bears, for example - may

produce stereotypic pacing behaviour when residing in captivity. This may be viewed as a

form of exercise, with the animal compensating for its lack of available space by covering

the same ground repeatedly. This interpretation mustbe considered in conjunction with the

topography of the behaviour, however. Running back and forth may give the appearance of

exercise, but does the captive individuals' behaviour also include repetitive head-tossing or
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other movements that are not part of the natural reperloire? Do such behaviours have

physically detrimental consequences related to their repetitive nature? If so, one should be

wary of interpreting such behaviour as 'adaptive' for the captive environrnent, and possibly

view it as abnormal or maladaptive.

Here, the term adaptive is taken as a reference to behavioural adaptation to captive

environmental conditions, and has a positive connotation. That is, animals' behavioural

repertoires may become modif,red to suit the conditions under which they exist in captivity.

Whether these modifications involve the addition of new behaviours to repertoires, the

absence of behaviours which have become non-functional in the captive context, or the

modification of existing behaviours within the repertoires to suit captive conditions, the

changes or adaptations which have occumed are in some way beneficial to the animal in

question. Stereotypic behaviour, however, tends to occur as a response to certain aspects of

the captive environment; it is most commonly seen in response to suboptimal environments

which are associated either physically or temporally with frustration, conflict or lack of

stimulation (Brett & Levine, 1979; Falk, 1971; Odberg, 1978,1987),In addition, past

traumatic events may have lasting effects on the central nervous system which cause

stereotypies to persist, regardless of the nature of the current environment (Mason, l99l).

Such behaviour may therefore be maladaptive. That is, it often holds no net benefit for the

animal concerned. This is particularly so if the stereotypy occurs at the expense of normal

behaviour, and continues unabated after relocation to a more suitable exhibit.

Evidence from recent studies suggests that the'coping'interpretation of stereotypic

behaviour in general is somewhat deficient. Researchers such as Dantzer, Gonyou, Curtis

and Kelley (1936) and Rushen, de Passille and Schouten (1990) have found that early

studies supporting this view are difficult to replicate or generalise. Consideration must be

given to the side effects of any form of stereotypic behaviour. Those resulting in repetitive

muscle strain or replacing large portions of natural behavioural repertoires, for example,

may be precluded from any 'adaptive' interpretation. As Mason (1991) states, studies

showing that some stereotypic behaviours play a 'coping' role (for example, by reducing

physiological responses to aversive situations) must not be generalised to all stereotypic

behaviours without further investigation. In studies of stereotypic jumping in caged voles

(Kerures & de Ryke, 1988; Odberg, 1989), it was found that lowering the ceiling of the

cage prevented this behaviour. This lack ofstereotypy resulted in raised corticosteroid

levels - or 'stress' - in all subjects. Animals which then developed a new form of

stereotypy showed an accelerated reduction in cofticosteroid levels to the baseline
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compared with non-stereotypic subjects, which the authors interpreted as evidence for the

ocoping' role of stereotypic behaviour.

Conversely, such behaviour is not always accompanied by calming or stress

reduction. The stereotypic voles appeared more fearful than their counterpafts, and fled in

response to loud noise, for example (Odberg, 1987).In veal calves, biting and licking

stereotypies appear to have no effect on abomasal lesions associated with stress

(Wiepkema, Cronin &, vanRee, 1984; 'Wiepkema, van Hellemond, Roessingh & Romberg,

1987). Thus, the association of stereotypic behaviour with coping - reduction of distress,

anxiety or aggression, for example - is not a predictable relationship and is not necessarily

generalisable across species or situations (Falk, I97I; Mason, l99l).

Recent research has begun to focus on the effect of hand rearing on the formation

of stereotyped behaviour. A study using eight species of captive primates by Marriner and

Drickamer (1994) showed that rearing method played an important role in the level of

stereotyped behaviour displayed by individuals. In addition, they found that captive

omnivorous species showed higher levels of stereotypy than folivores or frugivores. This

could be a result of the fact that the behavioural reperloires of omnivores are often richer

and more varied than those of folivores or frugivores, due to their varied diet and the

inclusion of at least some hunting strategies in the repertoires. Consequently, their

repertoires would be even more restricted than that of leaf- and fruit-eating species by

captive conditions. Similarly, Meder (1989) found that hand-reared gorillas displayed

stereotyped behaviour in their infancy, although this dissipated during the hrst or second

year of life. A more permanent effect on behaviour appeared to be the higher incidence of

aggression and solitary play, and lower incidence of social play in hand-reared gorilla

infants.

Let us consider stereotypy and play behaviour and the effects of both on the

behavioural repertoires of captive animals.

1.2.2 Stereotypy and play behaviour.

In examining stereotyped behaviour, Cooper and Nichol (1991, 1993,1996) and

Rushen (1985, 1993) have put forward reasonable theories to explain the function of such

behaviour in captivity. Tþ9 ploblem with stereotyped behaviour is that it often interferes

with the normal behavioural functioning of the animals: more specifically, it interferes

with the natural behavioural repertoire. In examining play behaviour, it can be seen that

play (as commonly observed in a multitude of species) can also be viewed as abnormal for

various reasons. This will become clearer when a working definition of play is reviewed.
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What then differentiates play from stereotypy, and how can one be beneficial while the

other appears to serve no immediate function?

It has been said that the conceptual entity 'play' is diff,rcult to define, although it

has been noted that even the most naïve observers can agree when animals appear to be

'playing' (Bekoff, 1976;Loizos, 1966; Symons, 1978). A wide variety of species show

motor pattems as part of such 'play' repertoires that are clearly adapted for a different

context; when observed, however, they give the impression of a lack of "seriousness"

(Hinde, 1970) and apparently have no consunìmatory goal (Rasa, 1984). Hinde

acknowledges that these are subjective impressions, while Chalmers and Locke-Haydon

(19S1) acknowledge that the measures used to identify play are also subjective. The

apparent lack of "seriousness" in these actions, however - such as when young animals

play-fight without injury, for exampl e - may be due to a lack of the equipment necessary

for causing actual injury, as well as a lack of "seriousness" in the actions themselves. Thus,

such interpretations of play may be less subjective than initial impressions would indicate.

Fagan (1981) has put forward a def,rnition of play which manages to encompass

such bouts of behaviour, despite the lack of topographical consistency between them. He

defines play behaviour as:

" ...behaviour that.functions to develop, practice, maintain physical
or cognitive abilities and social relationships, including both tactics
and strategies, by varying, repeating and/or recombining already

functional subsequences of behaviour outside their primary context"
(p.6s)

Play can now be divided into several categories, according to the object or other

animal at which the behaviour is directed. These categories consist of: 1) Individual or

solitary play,2) Social play, 3) Object play and 4) Social object play.

Within Fagan's (1981) working definition, there is a word common to both

stereotypy and play behaviour: repeating. Play actions are therefore at least partially

defined as repetitive. What, then, makes play distinct from stereotyped behaviour? The

characteristics of play behaviour must be considered if this is to be made clear.

Hinde (1970) outlines seven major characteristics of play behaviour common to

most vertebrates. They appear to centre about the notion of the diversification and

recombining of behaviour patterns, yet they may include incomplete motor sequences that

are repetitive in nature. Functionally diverse motor patterns may be combined in a single

sequence of behaviour (such as hunting and play in the mongoose, according to Rensch

&Ducker, 1959), and in the social context, play is normally not treated seriously eg. the

'play-face' signal found in rhesus monkeys (Altmann, 1962). That is, behaviour
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accompanied by the 'play face' - even if somewhat aggressive in nature - will not be

treated as a serious threat by one animal to another. It will therefore not elicit the severity

of retaliation or defensive behaviour that a true aggressive encounter would. In addition,

not only is play elicited by a wide range of often unusual stimuli (for example, the

domestic kitten playing with the ball of wool, as described by Thorpe, 1963), but the

intensity of the movements in the behaviour sequence are often exaggerated when outside

their functional context.

These characteristics, when examined as a cohesive group of attributes, show that

the motivational state of play is different to that found in the normally functional context of

the motor patterns themselves (Rasa, 1984). That is, the behaviours will occur without the

usual enduring motivational states associated with the behaviour set. Sexual patterns, for

example, often appear during play despite animals not being sexually aroused (Hinde,

1970;Leyhausen, 1965). In addition, the consummatory sequence of the behaviour appears

to have little or no bearing on either the completion of the sequence or its repetition.

What, then, is the adaptive function of play behaviour? It would appear, in contrast

to stereotypic behaviour, that play functions to expand the behavioural repertoire of young

animals. Negro, Bustamante, Milward and Bird (1996) found that young raptors devote a

relatively fixed amount of time to object manipulation with a preference for objects

resembling natural prey items, and that the results suggest that such play has a hunting

skills maturation function. Similarly, young cheetah cubs show high rates of locomotor

play, suggesting that this may aid in escaping predation, while the cubs that stalked and

crouched at family members also did so more often in response to prey, and had higher

contact rates with live prey (Caro, 1995). In adults, play may assist in maintaining a

comprehensive existing behavioural repertoire. In addition, object play may also function

to build an "augmented repertoire of possible solutions" for problematic tasks. Birch

(1945) showed chimps that failed to solve the 'raking-stick' problem benefited greatly

from the opportunity to play freely with sticks. That is, they showed an increased ability to

apply tools in wider contexts and to modify existing tools to suit their immediate purposes

after unstructured object play. Similarly, Pellis (1991) found that object play appeared to

be motivationally related to feeding in otters. As subjects became increasingly excited

prior to feeding, time devoted to objectplay increased substantially and, following food

satiation, such play declined in favour of social play between subjects.

Stereotypy, by contrast, appears to function as a reducing agent for the behavioural

repertoires of captive animals. 'Where play foms new sets of motor patterns through the

combination of parts of existing sequences [for example Watson and Croft's (1993) finding
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that playfighting in red necked wallabies resulted in motol tlaining benefits, and that the

motor requirements of playhghting changed with age] stereotypy tends to reduce the

number of motor patterns utilised by captive animals. Animals become limited to restricted

patterns of behaviour thal are frequently repeated. An example would be excessive pacing

in captive bears, which can replace foraging behaviours and even conspeciltc interactions.

Play also functions in facilitating social learning for young animals, and helps to form and

maintain relationships (hierarchical or otherwise) with other group members in social-

living species. Pellis, Pellis and McKenna's (1993) findings with rat triads support this

notion; subordinate rats directed significantly more play behaviour towards the dominant

rat than towards another subordinate, suggesting that play may perform a "friendship

maintenance function".

Ultimately then, stereotypy reduces behavioural flexibility, and thus survival htness

in the natural habitat. Play behaviour, by contrast, not only increases the physical fitness of

the animals, but also sharpens their ability to adapt existing behavioural patterns to suit

different needs. This ensures that behaviour is flexible and that animals are adaptable to the

conditions in their environment. This is often mediated by the characteristics of the

environment (captive and natural), as in Sommer and Mendoza's (7995) study which

showed that Hanuman langurs in a resource-rich habitat showed play rates six to seven

times higher than those in resource-poor habitats, and that the rich-habitat langurs showed

longer duration of each play bout. For langurs in the poor habitat, there was a significant

increase in play during times of increased plant food availability. This perhaps forms the

basis for yet another argument for the ethologically driven design of captive environments,

with species ethology the primary determinant of enclosure specifications. This may also

help to alleviate one of the more complex problems of captive management: that is,

abnormal aggression in captive animals.

1.2.3 AbnormalAggression.

Abnormal aggression is another problematic aspect of captive animal maintenance.

It may be defined as aggressive or agonistic behaviour occurring in inappropriate contexts

or at inappropriate levels. Such behaviour may be elicited by captive conditions either in

association with or apart from normal aggression cues, and so may be maintained well

beyond any nonnal functional limits for the behaviour. Thus, the relationship between the

captive environment and abnormal aggression may not be a simple one, as there are many

contributing factors which must be taken into account and these will vary according to the

species in question.
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In the natural environment, aggression may occur for reasons such as territorial

disputes (Scott, 1958), defense against predators or conspecific intruders, and the

establishment and maintenance of hierarchical status. Within the natural context, however,

aggression is rarely self-directed; neither is it observed to continue for extended periods, or

result in excessive injury to group members in social living species.

Species existing in social groups tend to display particular group compositions; in

species which are male dominated (such as baboons, lions and macaques, for example)

group composition tends to consist of one or two adult males and amuch larger proportion

of females. The benefits here are two-fold: fewer males mean less competition for desired

mates, and the plesence of males can often reduce the incidence of aggression between

female members of the group. Sackett, Oswald and Erwin (1975) found that all-female

groups of pigtail macaques showed significantly higher levels of aggression than those

groups with resident males in attendance. As unbalanced or 'unnatural' group

compositions are likely to occur in captivity for a variety of reasons and cannot always be

immediately corrected, there would appear to be a greater chance of aggression being

triggered under such conditions. Samuels and Henrickson (1983) found that a large number

of female rhesus macaques simultaneously reaching sexual maturity in a captive group

may be associated with greatly increased aggression, and that this may be exacerbated by

the lack of kinship ties sometimes found in captive populations.

Self-aggression, most commonly studied in primates, is another product of captive

conditions. Chamove and Anderson (1981) state that self-aggression is most commonly

observed in Old World monkeys reared under conditions which in some way inhibit access

to social partners. They add that it may also occur in otherwise normal monkeys when they

experience extreme frustration and have no appropriate target for the expression of this

frustration. Erwin, Mitchell and Maple (1973) have also stated that self-aggression in

rhesus monkeys occurred primarily in stressful contexts where outward expression of

emotion was somehow restricted, for example by lack of an appropriate companion animal,

and this view is supporled by the results of de Monte, Anderson and Charbonnier's (1992)

study of self-aggression in stumptail macaques.

Although in the past many instances of aggression have been attributed to

inadequate enclosure size, there appears to be no simple relationship between these two

variables for primates (de'Waal, 1989), and possibly not for other species either. Findings

by Pollard and Littlejohn (1996), for example, show that in the spring red deer stags in

large pens were more active and aggressive than those housed in smaller pens. This was
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partly attributed to the fact that such aggressive behaviour patterns as occur at this time of

year require a great deal of space simply not provided by the smaller pens.

The physical characteristics of the captive environment do appear to be imporlant

in the maintenance of normal levels of natural behaviour. Whittington and Chamove

(1995) found that the provision of visual cover (such as trees, for example) reduced the

incidence of aggression between female red deer, in addition to providing protection from

the elements. In an evaluation of over four thousand captive reptiles, V/arwick (1990)

found that abnormal behaviours (including abnormal aggression) resulted from captive

environments deficient in both concept and design. He concluded that these behaviours

were related to poor adaptability and environmentally induced trauma. Thus, enclosure size

is not the only characteristic of importance to the maintenance of behaviour in captivity,

and the reaction of captive animals to their environment is related to the ethology of the

individual species concerned.

Feeding within restricted areas may also cause prolonged or excessively high levels

of aggression within captive animal populations. For foraging animals that take small prey

or food items that are not suitable to share with conspecifics, there is the issue of

competition to contend with. Unlike an African wild dog (Lycaon pictus) pack,for

example, which hunts cooperatively to bring down large prey which is then shared

amongst the entire group, animals that rely heavily on foraging rather than true hunting as

their means of survival arc not so willing to share their food resources. Thus, a species

such as the Red fox (Vulpes vulpes), which relies heavily on insects as a staple part of its

diet, will tend to become aggressive when forced to feed within close proximity to others

of its species (Macdonald, 1987).

1.2.4 Captive breeding and the conservation of nnturül behsvíour.

Such examples of abnormal behaviour are, of course, detrimental to species

conservation programs. Animals displaying long-term patterns of stereotyped behaviour

which persist outside the captive environment will be unfrt for release into the wild. Mason

(1993) discovered that the stereotyped behaviours of adult caged mink became more

frequent and less variable with age, and that the animals with the highest stereotypy levels

were more likely to perform the behaviours in more than one context. Thus, a severe

stereotypy could well generalise to the natural environment and reduce the survival ability

of the animal concerned. This is, of course, the opposite effect to that of play behaviour,

which functions (among other things) to build new behaviours into the animals'

repeftoires. In addition, any offspring that such animals have may also be unfit for release,
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as the results of Cooper and Nicol's (1994) study demonstrate. They obserr¿ed that newly

weaned (non-stereotypic) bank voles (Clethrionomys glareolzs), when exposed to older

'demonstrator' animals with locomotor stereotypies, showed accelerated development of

such stereotypies. These behaviours then persisted, even in the subsequent absence ofthe

original 'demonstrator' animal. In a 1991 study, Cooper and Nicol - again using bank

voles - described the effect of stereotypies on environment preference of captive members

of this species. Those animals with well-developed stereotypies showed a decreased

preference for an enriched environment. If this is the case and these results may be

generalisable to other captive species, then there are serious implications for captive

breeding and release of members of endangered species.

It is here that research in the field of animal behaviour can provide information

regarding vital methods for the conservation of natural behavioural repertoires in captive

wild animals. Behavioural research in the zoo setting has progressed from the investigation

of leaming and simple observational studies of animals in their captive environments, to

far more experimentally complex studies involving the elicitation of particular behaviours

or complete behavioural pattems. Examples include Thomas (1992) with African wild

dogs, Clode (1989) with Fennec foxes, and Foster-Turley & Markowitz(1982) with Asian

small-clawed river otters. These often involve techniques more commonly found in other

contexts (such as operant conditioning or autoshaping, for example), implemented with the

aim of improving the suitability of the captive environment for the species concerned.

Earlier precursors of this type of work were often categorised as 'behavioural

enrichment', and this term aptly described the techniques common during the early years

of such research. These included the addition of novel objects to enclosures, the

modif,rcation of environmental complexity and of feeding and other care routines to

'enrich' the lives of the animals.

1.3 Behaviourul enrichment: ø prelude to the conservøtion of nøturøl

repertoires.

'Work conducted in zoos and fauna parks in the last decade has begun to concentrate

more heavily on the elicitation of behaviours performed by animals in their natural habitat.

This is exemplified by the work of Markowitz and his colleagues with their emphasis on

species-typical behaviour. As the purpose of zoos has evolved to include the conservation

of species and the education of the public, the emphasis of behavioural research within the

zoo has also altered.
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1.3.1 Early methods of enricltment.

The lack of behavioural opportunities provided for animals in captivity - both in

the laboratory and the zoo setting - has been an issue ofconcern for researchers since early

in the twentieth century. Yerkes (1925), for example, stated that kindness to captive

primates necessitated the provision of "amusements" for both enteftainment and exercise.

The effects of both rich and barren environments on the behaviour of captive animals has

been studied by many researchers (Denenberg,1962; Meyers, 1971; Mitchell, 1973), as

have been the effects of environmental complexity, cage design and the provision of

objects for play, manipulation or feeding purposes.

From relatively simple beginnings, enrichment for captive animals has progressed

to apparatuses and tasks that are far more complex. Markowitz's (1982) "token economy"

(where Diana monkeys were required to exchange tokens in return for food rewards), as

well as his work with Mandrills and the 'speed game' (where Mandrills competed with

humans to be the hrst to press a disk after it was lit), and orangutan tic-tac-toe (again

competing against human players) are examples of the development of this area of

research. Markowitz himself stated, however, that such behavioural work in the zoo setting

was in its early stages, and that

"Lights, levers and games will be replaced with naturalistic
materials that contribute to the zoo's educational function."
(1982:4 - 5)

In addition, he also stated that

"New exhibits ,should provide naturalistic ways for animals to obtain
their ownfood." (1982: 13)

From this premise, then, behavioural conservation is seen to be the next step in the

progressive improvement of captive environments for wild species. Such maintenance of

natural behavioural repertoires may be brought about through the proper application of

ethological and experimental knowledge; both to the design of the enclosures themselves,

and the methods employed to elicit behaviour from captive animals.

1.3.2 Novelþ and complexity of the envíronment.

The provision of novelty and environmental complexity for captive animals has

been studied in both the laboratory and the zoo setting. When researchers began to study

the effects of novelty on the behaviour of laboratory rats, they discovered that the

consequences of including novel objects (for example) in the open field used for
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exploration studies varied. A study by Kardos (1994) showed that rats on a fixed-interval

60 second reinforcement schedule tended to show significantly more 'escape responses' in

the presence of familiar objects than they did in the presence of novel objects of the same

calibre, although responding on the schedule remained relatively unaffected. This effect

does not necessarily mean that animals show an unwavering interest in novel objects over

time, however. A study by Xavier, Saito and Stein (1991) showed that rats habituated more

quickly to novel stimuli presented in the same location in a familiar field as previously

habituated objects. This suggests a transfer of habituation effects, for which Xavier et al.

(1991) propose an explanation based on adaptive value. That is, there is a decremental

decrease in the response to a now "predictable" environmental change (as natural

environmental changes are assumed to be). This is because species have been'selected' for

their ability to quickly habituate to - and ignore - these relatively low impact changes. It is

notable that laboratory rats are habitually housed in sparse, stimulant-free environments. In

addition, they are often tested in relatively barren conditions where even the smallest

change in surroundings can produce an inflated level of interest for an extended period.

The responses of captive wild animals to novelty may be observed in the same way.

Paquette and Prescott (1988) observed that novel objects were initially associated with a

high level of manipulation and a decrease in inactivity and abnormal behaviours in captive

chimpanzees. Once the animals became familiar with the objects, however, the frequency

of object manipulation decreased substantially commensurate with an increase in abnormal

behaviours. Similarly, Line, Morgan and Markowitz (1991) tested the effects of providing

a variety of different toys as well as a wooden stick on the behaviour of both young and

aged rhesus monkeys displaying abnormal behaviour patterns. It was found that after the

first day of exposure to these objects, contact and use by the subjects declined markedly. In

addition, there was no observed overall change in either abnormal behaviour or general

activity, suggesting that there was no appreciable improvement in the animals' welfare

using this method. 'Wright's (1995) results concuned with this, in that there appeared to be

an initial decrease in idle behaviour in orangutan subjects with the provision of novel

objects, but that idle behaviour subsequently increased during follow-up observations.

Wright concluded that such novelty treatments must be constant and varied in order to be

maximally effective.

Although these results contrast with those of 'Westergaard andFragaszy (1985)

from their study of captive capuchin monkeys, there appears to be a valid explanation for

this. 'Westergaard 
and Fragaszy found that when straw was spread across the monkeys'

cage floor and a set of six portable, manipulable objects was provided, the monkeys
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showed spontaneous tool use and manipulation of these objects. Further, they discovered

that these became routine activities for the animals. They concluded from this that

providing straw and manipulable objects in an already well equipped cage was an effective

method of long-term behavioural enrichment for these monkeys.

To understand this result and reconcile it with previously outlined work, the

ethology of the species must be taken into consideration. The objects supplied by

Westergaard and Fragaszy may well have had characteristics which made them suitable for

use as tools, while the dog toys supplied by Line, Morgan and Markowitz (1991) are

unlikely to have had the necessary attributes to elicit this type of behaviour. It would

appear then that novelty, in and of itselt is simply not enough to ensure long term

behavioural benefits for captive animals, and this is intuitively sensible. After all,

habituation to and familiarisation with novelty - which often occurs very quickly in non-

banen captive environments - renders the novel familiar. Hence, any benefit of novelty

will only continue as long as there is still the element of surprise and the potential for new

discoveries about the nature of the object, except perhaps when the object can be integrated

into the animal's natural behavioural repertoire in some way. Thus, as Markowitz (1982)

stated in reference to the early attempts of zoos to make their exhibits more natural in

appearance, there is a need for"careful analysis of the behavioural contingencies ín nature

that may he missing in captivity" (p.2).

Complexity of environment has also been the subject of research in both the

laboratory and zoo context. A study by Ferchmin and Eterovic (1977) found that laboratory

rats exposed to environmental complexity not only displayed increased cortical weight, but

also showed enhanced acquisition of motor skills compared to previously isolated

counterparts. Studelska and Kemble (1979) found that twenty-four hour exposure to a

novel complex environment resulted in short-term increases in open-field activity in

Holtzman rats, suggesting that short duration exposure to complexity may not carry lasting

effects on behavioru in laboratory animal subjects. Similarly, Kippel (1978) also concluded

that early life experiences with environmental complexity need not permanently modift

behaviour in laboratory mice.

In the zoo setting, complexity of environment is often an artefact of enclosure

design or husbandry techniques, Chamove, Anderson, Morgan-Jones and Jones (1982)

fourd that the burial of frozen food items in woodchip litter reduced aggression and

inactivity in eight captive primate species, suggesting that increased environmental

complexity (even of this simple variety) may be effective in improving the housing

conditions of captive primates. In a study of modif,red environmental complexity involving
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changing the number of compartments and the amount of floor space available to captive

green monkeys, Clarke and Mayeaux (1992) found that when the available compartments

were reduced to a single one, rates of both non-contact aggression and affiliative behaviour

were increased during testing and subsequently remained high. Monkeys rvith moderately

reduced complexity (where compartments were reduced to two instead of one) showed

increased affiliative behaviour but decreased aggression, a result which continued after

complexity was subsequently restored. The implication here is that, as has been found in

laboratory studies, the relationship between complexity and behaviour is not simple.

1.3,3 The early applícation of operant technìques ín the zoo: øll tlùngs in moderøtíon.

Hal Markowitz and his coworkers pioneered much of the work involving operant

techniques in the zoo setting. These operant-style devices ranged from cricket feeders for

captive Asian small-clawed otters, through Diana monkeys and Spider monkeys obtaining

food via token deposits, and to the elicitation of hunting behaviour in captive tigers using

natural-appearing simulated ground prey4. Despite some early success with these new

techniques, there have been situations involving these operant methodologies where

unnaturally high levels of otherwise natural behaviours (such as hunting for example) have

been induced in subject animals (see Tudge, 1991).

This raises the question of the importance of level of behaviour in the captive

environment. Just as it is disturbing for the public to see inactive animals, it is equally

disturbing to watch an animal endlessly repeating the same behaviour. Carlstead (1996)

has stated that when zoo visitors form the impression that captive animals are bored or

unhappy in their enclosures, they will fail to develop an appreciation for both biological

diversity and the need to conserve it O. 328). Additionally, * animal displaying

excessively high levels of a particular behaviour runs the risk of turning a once natural

behaviour into a new form of stereotypy, which defeats the original purpose of the

enrichment program.

This excess of behaviour may often be brought about by the inappropriate

application of reinforcement schedules in the operant situation. As numerous laboratory

studies have shown, some schedules (for example, variable interval) have a propensity for

producing a prodigious amount of responding in the animals subjected to it. This then

raises the issue of the 'matching' of behaviour elicited in captivity with the level and

o Refer to Markowitz (1932) and Foster-Turley & Markowitz (1932) for further details regarding apparatus

and experimental procedures.
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topography of such natural behaviour in the wild. A careful examination of the ethology of

wild members of the species is therefore necessary to ensure that this 'matching' can be

achieved. This also leads to the adoption of a theromorphic view of animals, as outlined

below.

1.3.4 The ímplícation of the animal-centred approachfor captíve species.

"Poodles in diamante collars mincing to the límousine, are an
expression of anthropomorphi,sm; and,ço are rottweilers and pit bull
terriers, v,renched through the park by muscly men with tattooed
necl<s. Crude anthropomorphism is also a poor guide to husbandry.
Poodles, when let off the lead, are dogs like any other, chasing
sheep and hanging on with their needle teeth. They are as capable
as any other dog of goingferal. It is hard to believe they like sitting
on silk cushions and walking like haclcney horses (who are similar
victims of human whim)." (Tudge, l99l: I94)

From a very young age, humans commonly employ an anthropomorphic attitude in

order to identify with and understand animals. This is embodied in cartoon characters such

as Walt Disney's Donald Duck and Mickey Mouse; children's literature also encourages

this view of the animal kingdom, with examples such as A. A. Milne's Winnie the Pooh,

Kenneth Graham's Wind in the [I/illows, and a host of others coÍtmon in the viewing

appetites of small (and perhaps not so small) children. That is, animals are depicted with

certain human qualities, and are made to symbolise those qualities (Tudge, 1991). The

"rule of inference" for the anthropomorphic approach (as applied in a somewhat more

scientific view) dictated that observers of'animal behaviour would interpret the behaviour

in terms of whatever he or she would be feeling in when placed in the same situation:

essentially treating animals as though they were "humans dressed infur or feathers" (p.7),

Rather than taking this traditional view of animals, Timberlake (1997) has proposed an

animal-centred, theromorphic view (see also Timberlake, 1993).

This theromorphic view proposes that scientists, rather than attempting to assign

human thoughts and feelings to an animal, attempt to place themselves in the place of the

animal. Timberlake (1997) admits that this approach may cause initial confirsion, as there

is a tendency for the human to ask how he or she would feel in the animal's place. As he

states in reference to lions, however:

"...this inference of motivation andfeelings by itself is not likely
to be any more revealing of lion behaviour than imagining how a
blade of grass feels when trampled by a passing lioness would
explain how it sprang back up." (p. 10)
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The important issues in the study of animal behaviour and the attempted prediction

of animals' general behaviour and responses to particular stimuli are therefore an

understanding of not only the sensory proclivities of the species in question, but also the

animals' previous experience with the environment, aspects of sociality (with regard to the

effect of other individuals on an animal's immediate environment), and what types of

strategic choices (and related motor pattems) are available to the animal at that time

(Timberlake,1997). This has serious implications in two areas: the management of captive

animals (in terms of husbandry and exhibition, for example) and behavioural research into

captive wild animals.

In terms of husbandry, if zoos wish to encourage breeding in their animal

populations, they may need to adjust the social structure of their animal groups. Animals

existing socially in the wild may require a certain number of conspecifics within auditory,

olfactory and/or visual contact to breed successfully. Similarly, the manner in which

animals are exhibited must consider the ethology of the individual species. Animals with a

large flight distance from humans would be best exhibited in an enclosure which gives

them the opportunity to flee a human's approachs.

Similarly, the behavioural researcher in the zoo setting must consider the species-

specific sensory proclivities when designing apparatus for feeding or other purposes. V/hat

are the typical signals or sensory modalities the animals use when procuring food? What

are the stimuli of paramount importance for the detection and identifrcation of predators? If
the natural environment (with a periodically renewing food resource, for example) cannot

be replicated in captivity, what types of functional equivalents can be put in place? This

leads to the often used but little mentioned technique of tuning in behavioural research.

Tuning refers to the selection of variables and measures, and the development of

procedures and apparatus, that facilitate the testing of simple functional laws (Timberlake,

1997; 1995;1990)6. It is an important tool for the application of the behaviour systems

approach to animal learning and behaviour, and an understanding of the use of this

technique fosters the generalisability of results gathered in captivity to other settings.

s It should be noted that many zoos (Adelaide Zoo, Melbourne Zoo and Taronga Zoo are examples within the

author's recent personal experience) have made substantial prog-ress in the naturalistic housing of their

anirnal populations. It is increasingly common for a theromorphic attitude to be the driving force behind

exhibit design in zoos of this calibre.

6 Tuning will be referred to in further detail in section 4.1.1
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1.4 The study of animal behaviour.

Captive animal research, from the accounts of early work contained above, appears to

have incorporated some of the principles of both ethology and comparative psychology.

Observations of natural behaviour in the wild have often resulted in expectations for

captive behaviour, and the manipulation of the captive environment to produce the desired

behavioural result. It is the synthesis of these disciplines which Timberlake (1993b)

contends has resulted in the discipline of Animal Behaviour (see also Hinde, 1966 and

Marler & I{amilton, 1966).

The study of leaming in animals has also evolved from the assumption that

arbitrary responses and simplified laboratory environments provide the most meaningful

insights into learning (eg.Pavlov, 1928),to the incorporation of ecological factors and

variables into the study and interpretation of learning phenomena (eg. Davey, 1989). This

ecological approach to the study of behaviour forms the basis for the current series of

experiments, which encompass several aims. These aims are (1) the understanding of the

adaptation of behaviour to the captive environment (2) the prediction and elicitation of

species-typical behaviour under specific conditions, and (3) the application of ecological

principles to the maintenance of natural behavioural repertoires in captive wild animals.

1.4.1 Animal behaviour: the blending of disciplines for a holístic picture.

The discipline of ethology seems a stark contrast to the rigidly controlled

conditions within which early comparative psychologists conducted animal behaviour

research. Where comparative psychology was concerned with the study of species such as

mice, rats and pigeons under controlled laboratory conditions, ethology examined the

underlying mechanisms of and reasons for the behaviour of animals. For ethologists, then,

the 'laboratory' was the world in which animals existed, regardless of the lack of

experimental control available there.

Tinbergen (1963) characterised ethology as"the biological study of behaviour"

(p. 411), meaning that as a discipline it is characterised by observable phenomena such as

behaviour or movement as well as the biological method of study. Following this theme, he

proposed four main areas of inquiry for ethologists: the causation, survival value, evolution

and ontogeny of behaviour. These areas, claims Gould (1982), are commonly investigated

using the "observe, then experiment" approach. By this conception, then, ethology not only

examines the immediate causes of behaviour and its outcome (survival value), it also looks

at phylogenetic behaviour relations (the evolutionary aspects of behaviour) and ontogenetic
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aspects of behaviour (the history of experiences in the lifetime of an organism). As these

questions are not asked in isolation from one another, a question about the survival value

of a particular behaviour would lead to one concerning the mechanism of the behaviour.

Thus, concerns regarding the adaptive value of the behaviour would then stimulate ideas

relating to mechanisms, and vice versa (Dawkins, 1989).

Despite some extreme characterisations of comparative psychology as studying

laboratory-bound artificial environments, subjects and responses (versus ethology as a

series of uncontrolled freld observations), these two apparently dichotomous approaches

(ie. the simplified versus the complex) have become increasingly indistinguishable

(Blanchard, Brain, Blanchard &Parmigiani, 1989; Dewsbury, 1990; Timberlake, 1993b).

It would appear that the discipline of Animal Behaviour also benefits from the

addition of information and investigative techniques applied by ecologists. Ecologists view

nature as apuzzle; they examine the functioning of ecosystems, and attempt to deduce the

order in which species were added to these ecosystems as they developed. E. O. Wilson

(1992) states that:

"Ecologists deduce assembly rules by observing which species

actually live together in nature." (p. 159)

In this way, information obtained about the interactions of species within an ecosystem

may be used for several purposes: itmay, for example, be applied to the understanding of

community compositions, the effects of releasing captive bred animals into particular

areas, and the understanding ofthe behavioural characteristics ofspecies necessary to

ensure their survival in the wild.

The investigative approaches ecologists use may vary, although they commonly

include at least one of the following (outlined by Haila & Levins, 1992):

1) The study of both competition and predator-prey interactions to determine the

behaviour of complex systems.

2) The use of statistics to examine pure data (population numbers, for example) rather

than complex theoretical systems, producing a descriptive analysis of the ecosystem.

3) Establishing controlling factors (eg. species dominance) within an ecosystem and thus

determination of the other species residing within a particular system.

4) Cybernetics or systems theory work using models to predict regulation patterns within

a system, with the emphasis on energy and nutrient flow.
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Thus, the study of ecology may contribute to the understanding of behaviour and species

interactions, as well as the design of behavioural maintenance programs for captive wild

animals to ensure that the integrity of their behavioural repertoires remains intact.

It is in this blending of different approaches that a holistic account of animal

behaviour can be generated. 'Werner (1994) defines behaviour as"...essentially a set of

devices for responding to environmental stimuli and tracking changes in those stimuli." (çs.

297), Thus, with this blending of approaches, not only is an animal's (or species')

propensity for particular responses to given stimuli taken into account, but the modification

of behavioural responses with experience may also be examined. In addition, observations

of the relationship between response form and inferred ecological function can be applied

to the prediction of the responses emerging under conditioning procedures (Timberlake &

Silva, 1994).

1.5 Conclusion.

It can be seen, then, that the maintenance of captive wild animals in the zoo

setting may often give rise to problems, particularly in terms of space and the functional

utility of the environment. Early work in the area of environmental enrichment has led

researchers towards a more animal-centric approach to the problems inherent in the captive

situation. This is particularly encapsulated by the "theromorphic" view outlined by

Timberlake, wherein researchers are encouraged to understand species-specific

physiological and behaviornal factors relating to the optimal maintenance of captive wild

animals. An application of this view (in conjunction with the blended approaches of animal

behaviour and ecology) will not only encourage a better understanding of animal

behaviour, however; it may also lead to the evolution of behavioural management

techniques from simple behavioural enrichment to the conservation of natural behavioural

repertoires in captivity.
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Chapter Two: The ecologicøl view oJ'learning and behøviour: applícations

for cuptive animul maintenance.

Prior to the growth of interest in the ecological aspects of learning and behaviour,

much of the work conducted within this discipline was strongly laboratory-bound.

Timberlake (1990) has argued that even behaviour studied under strictly controlled

laboratory conditions can be related to evolutionary determinants and hence, to ecological

considerations. This has become more obvious since many researchers have begun to

acknowledge the contribution of the ecological chalacteristics of species to the design of

experimental apparatus and methodologies.

2.1 A historicøl perspective on the study of animctl behoviour und

leørning.

2.1.1 The study of behaviour eørly thß century.

Early in its developmental history, experimental psychology was dominated by

researchers such as Thorndike (1898; 1911), Pavlov, (1928), Tolman (1938) and Hull

(1943) studying learning in animals. In essence, these authors contended that animal

learning could be best studied outside of the natural (ecological) context; that is, in

arbitrary situations where the associative abilities of species could be viewed as discrete

from the interference of instinct (Thomdike, 1911). The ultimate goal of such

investigations, then, was to deduce general laws of behaviour that could

used to explain general characteristics of behaviour acquired as a result of the pairing of

events (Seligman, 197 0).

Thorndike (1898) studied the modification of non-reflexive animal behaviour by

experience in a systematic and controlled manner in the laboratory setting. Perhaps his

most well known experiments were conducted with cats inptzzle boxes. Here, the animals

were required to make specific responses (eg. pulling a rope, pressing a lever, stepping on

a platform or a combination of these) in order to escape the box and obtain the food reward

outside. Thorndike repeatedly returned the cats to the puzzle boxes to determine the change

in behaviour with experience, and discovered that the escape latency declined from 160

seconds in trial one to seven seconds in trial 24. He attributed this decline to the

progressive strengthening of an S - R connection, which he accounted for using the "law

of effect". This law essentially stated that actions connected closely in time to a satisfting
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outcome would become more firmly connected with the specific situation, and that when

this situation recurred, the action relevant to it would be more likely to recur (Thorndike,

1S98). This interpretation of Thorndike's result was strengthened by a later experiment by

Guthrie and Florton (1946), wherein cats were required to manipulate a pole inside the

puzzle box to effect an escape. They discovered that escape latencies declined until the

subjects had mastered the task, after which there was little variation between trials. In

addition, each animal developed an individual style of manipulating the pole, which

remained consistent across trials.

Thorndike contended that this "Law of Effect", coupled with another law (the "Law

of Exercise") could explain or account for all behaviour, regardless of its complexity

(Leahey, 1997). The "Law of Exercise" states that:

"Any response to a situation will, all other things being equal, be

more strongly connected with the situation in proportion to the

number of times it has been connected with that situation, and to
the average vigor and duration of the connections." (Thorndike,
1898:244)

The Law of Effect - on which the principle of reinforcement was based - is still one of the

most important concepts in learning theory today (Mazur, 1994).

Pavlov's experimental work began with his now famous observations of salivary

responses in dogs. He observed that restrained dogs fed as paft of the experimental

procedure would begin salivating prior to food presentation once they had been tested

several times. Pavlov further studied this phenomenon, which was later termed classical

conditioning (}r4az;ur, 1994; 'Walker, Burnham & Borland, 1994). The standard procedure

for this type of experiment involves selecting an unconditioned stimulus (US, for example

food) which reliably elicits a characteristic unconditioned response (UR, for example

salivation), and pairing it with a CS (conditioned stimulus, for example a bell) known not

to elicit the UR automatically. Following the conditioning procedure (the presentation of

the CS followed by the US), the CS will come to elicit a response which may or may not

be similar to the original US (that is, the CR or conditioned response). As will be discussed

later, the CR and UR may take very different forms, but still have a tendency to originate

from related behavioural repertoires.

Thus, the study of animal learning had emerged as the study of animal behaviour

under controlled conditions (Davey, 1981).

V/ith the experimental emphasis gaining in popularity, J. B. Watson came into

prominence and coined the term "behaviowism" as a label for the 'ideal' psychology. In

his 1913 paper, Watson describes this ideal:
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"Psychologst cts the behaviourist vievts it is a purely obiective branch of
natural science. Its theoretical goal is the prediction and control of
behaviour. Introspectionforms no essential part of its methocls, nor is
the scientific value of its data dependent on the reqdiness with which
they lend themselves to interpretation in terms of consciousness. The

behaviourist, in his efforts to get a unitary scheme of animal respon,te,

recognises no dividing line between man and brute. The behaviour of
man, with all of its refinement and complexity, þrm,s only a part of the

behaviourists total scheme of investigation." (p. 158)

Clearly, Watson utterly rejected the introspective method of investigation which

characterised the late nineteenth century antecedent to the study of animal behaviour,

wherein interest in animal behaviour was cultivated only for its similarities to human

behaviour. 
'Watson's theme was re-emphasised in his 1919 book 'P,sycholog,t from the

Standpoint of a Behaviourist '. His criticisms were grounded in three main areas: first, that

introspection failed empirioally by not defining questions it could convincingly answer;

second, that introspection was unlike the methods employed by the natural sciences, and

was therefore not scientific at all; and third, that introspection failed in practical tests

because it necessitated that animal researchers find some behavioural criterion of

consciousness, and that this consciousness was actually inelevant to animal work (Leahey,

1997). He held that there was no need to invent unobservable mental associations to

account for human and animal behaviour, and - as the previous quote of Watson's view of

the 'ideal' psychology shows - that psychology should be a science based on observable

behaviour (McGovern, Furumoto, Halpern, Kimble & McKeachie, 1991), Even with such

an extreme position, 'Watson was successful in directing psychologists to the relationships

between environment and behaviour (Pierce &Epling, 1995;Mazur,1994). The central

problem for behaviourism, then, was to account for mental phenomena without invoking

the mind (Leahey, 1997); to this end, Watson's definition of behaviour reflected this desire

by virtue of reducing behaviour to its most basic components. That is, the 'molecular'

behaviourism of Watson defined behaviour as muscle responses caused by triggering

stimuli. All the behaviourist then had to do to predict and control behaviour was analyse

even the most complex behaviours into their smallest muscular components so that they

could be understood physiologically. This is a reductionist account of the behaviour of

organisms, withinwhich behaviour is explainedmechanistically (Davey, 1981).

During the 1930s and 1940s, according to Koch (1964), animal learning went

through an "age of theories". Eminent theorists as Guthrie, Tolman, and Hull (each of

whom proposed influential but widely different explanations of animal learning based on

the principles of conditioning) found themselves in competition for the ultimate
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explanation of animal learning (Davey, 1981). At this time, due to the influence of the

principles of conditioning, animals were again regarded as 'automatons' and the

mechanistic view of behaviour was once again commonplace. Each theorist had his own

view of what behaviourism should truly entail. Hull, for example, advocated "mechanistic

behaviourism", and held that'Watson's behaviourism needed to progress along

nrathematical lines (Hull, 1952b). Hull's emphasis was on stimulus-response (S-R)

associations, and he used Woodworth's ( I 9 1 8) concept of 'drive' as the underlying

explanation for learning and behaviour. That is, intemal arousal motivates behaviour

(Mowrer & Klein, 1989). This assumption was to be used for explanations of such

phenomena as habit strength, reactive inhibition and conditioned inhibition. In addition, the

assumption of drive reduction underlies the effect of incentive motivation (the influence of

reward magnitude on motivation level), an idea which later led his associate Spence (1956)

to put forward an 'anticipatory goal mechanism'. This essentially indicated that Pavlovian

conditioning was responsible for the influence of the magnitude of reward on the intensity

of the instrumental behaviour. Hull's theory of learning showed the influence of Pavlov's

ideas and had as its cornerstone one of the oldest principles in associative learning: that is,

the more frequently two stimuli are paired, the more strongly an individual will associate

one with the other (Hull, 1943;Maztr,1994). This concept was, however, dependent on

drive reduction to strengthen associations. In accordance with Darwinian theory, drive

reduction led to a need reduction, resulting in a biological advantage of learning the

association.

Tolman, by contrast a pure associationist, found himself in conflict with Hull's

mechanistic behaviourism. He did not understand behaviour in terms of it being a

reflection of automatic responses to environmental events (Mowrer & Klein, 1989).

Rather, his "purposive behaviourism" held onto concepts such as purpose and cognition as

real, while Hull dismissed these things as the result of mechanical processes, which could

be described using mathematics and equations (Leahey,1997). Tolman's behaviourism

was "molar"; thal is, he studied whole, integrated molar acts rather than the minute

individual components that interested Watson. His view of behaviour as the dependent

variable caused by environmental and internal independent variables led him to redefine

his behaviourism as "operational behaviourism" (Tolman, 1936), in order to reflect the two

main features as he saw them. These were (a) that intervening variables (those which

connected the dependent and independent variables and allowed predictions to be made on

the basis of equations) were defined operationally, and (b) that behaviour is comprised of
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activities by which an animal 'operates on' it environment. This final point is very similar

to an underlying tenet of operant conditioning, which will be discussed later in this chapter.

2.1.2 B. F. Skinner ønd radical behaviourism.

With the development of the behaviourist tradition in psychology, the types of

questions posed by researchers in the field underwent a reversal of emphasis. That is,

rather than asking whether animals exhibit behaviour patterns characteristic of human

mental processes, the study of animal behaviour for its own sake became a discipline in its

own right (Davey, 1981). B. F. Skinner utilised this new perspective in his own research,

and held that if universal laws of behaviour could be established for all animals, then

human animals would also be subject to these laws. That is, that they learn fiom the

experiences which result from (are consequences of) their behaviour (Davey, 1981 ;

Mowrer & Klein, 1989). Skinner's radical behaviourism retreated from the notion of

stimuli as mechanical elicitors of behaviour (Skinner, 1938), and was certainly influenced

by the Darwinian analysis of evolution (Leahey, 1997). That is, Skinner likened the

selection of valious aspects of organisms' behaviour (via reinforcement) to the selection of

various traits in species by the action of nature. Thus, those that are reinforced (selected)

are strengthened, and those that are not disappear from the behavioural repertoire (Vargas,

1990). This is encapsulated in a quote from the 1957 book Schedules of Reinþrcement:

"When an organism acts upon the environment in which it lives, it
changes that environment in ways which o.ften affect the organism
itself. Some of these changes are what the layman calls rewards,
or what are generally referred to technically as reinforcers: when
they follou, behaviour in this way, they increase the likelihood
that the organism will behave in the some way again. Most events

whichfunction as reinþrcers are those v,hich are related to
biological processes important to the survival of the organism".
(Ferster & Skinner, 1957: l)

In The Behaviour of Organisns, Skinner (193 8) sought to develop a means of studying

purposive behaviour which was an extension of the simple yet rigorous study of reflexes

developed by Pavlov (Timberlake, 1988). Yet while Pavlov interpreted reflexive

conditioning as the study of the nervous system, Skinner's "respondent" (or classical)

conditioning directed attention to environmental events and responses. With his focus on

the functional relations between behaviour and its consequences, both respondent and

operant conditioning (discussed in the next section) necessitated the study ofobservable

correlations between objective events and behaviour (Pierce & Epling, 1995). Thus, rather
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than a mechanistic view of organisms, wherein they are seen as passive mechanisms

prodded into action by stimuli, Skinner held that animals were capable of initiating their

or,vn behaviour (Davey, 1981). This is a clear departure from the traditional S-R approach

used by his behaviourist predecessors (Vargas, 1990; Davey, i 9 8 1 ).

2.1.3 The operant pøradigm and the experimental annlysís of behaviour.

B. F. Skinner is credited as the man who invented and defined the operant

conditioning paradigm, as well as founding the experimental analysis of behaviour

movement (Pierce &,Epling,1995; Leahey, 1997). Skinner saw a distinction between the

types of behaviour that the operant and classical techniques were able to study, and set out

the classical (respondent) - instrumental (operant) distinction in this way:

"The kind of behaviour that is controlled with specffic eliciting
stimuli may be called respondent behaviour and a given
correlation a respondent. The term is intended to carry the sense of
a relation to a prior event. Such behaviour as is not under thi,ç kind
of control I shall call operant and any specific exrtmple an operant.
The term refers to a posterior event.....An operant is an identifiable
part of behaviour, which it may be said, not that no stimulus can be

.found that will elicit it, (there may be a respondent the response of
v¡hich has the same topography), but that no coruelated stimulus
can be detected upon occasions when it is observed to occur. It is
studied as an event appearíng spontaneously utith a given

.frequency." (Skinner, 1938: 20 - 21)

Thus, where classical conditioning is a relationship between two stimuli involving control

of behaviour by its antecedents, operant conditioning is a relationship between a response

and a stirnulus involving control of behaviour by its consequences (Davey, 1981, 1989;

Pierce & Epling, 1995; Timberlake, 1988).

The term instrumental conditioning was used to reflect the fact that an organism is

instrumental in obtaining its own reinforcement. Similarly, the term operant conditioning

implies the fact that the organism operates on its environment in order to obtain

reinforcement (Mazur,1994 Pierce & Epling, 1995), which also has connotations of

purposive behaviour. Skinner defined the operant in terms of a'three-term contingency':

that is, the antecedent stimulus, the response, and the reinforcer (consequent stimulus).

Here, according to Timberlake (1988), the three terms were defined simultaneously and

conditionally. That is, they were dependent upon the occurrence of a reinforcement effect.

As Timberlake states:
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" ...a reinforcer wos a stimulus that changed the rate of a response
upon which it was contingent, a response was that movement
(environmental effect) changed in rate by the contingent
pre,sentation o.f a reinþrcer, and a stimulu,ç was that aspect of the

environment that set the occasionfor the change ìn rate of the
respon.se." (1988: 306)

Thus, instrumental (operant) conditioning acts to change the frequency of this

response in a way that is predictable with respect to its consequence (Davey, 1989; Pierce

& Epling, 1995). Skinner's original conception of operant behaviour and conditioning was

to have at least two valuable side effects, which included (a) a viable framework for

studying complex behaviour patterns (Timberlake, 1988) and (b) the study of local changes

in the rate and frequency of behaviour (Davey, 1989). The focus here was on finding

relationships between manipulations of the circumstances surrounding the organism and

changes in the rates of specified response/movement classes, with the result that the

operant approach emphasised the control of behaviour in addition to understanding and

describing it (Leahey, 1997; Timberlake, 1988).

Skinner's preference for an empirical rather than theoretical approach led him to

shun references to any internal activities occurring inside the organism, whether they were

described as 'intervening variables' or physiological processes (Schultz, 1969). Rather,

Skinner's goal of analysing behaviour by locating the determinants of specific behaviours,

and divining the relationship between the antecedent influence and subsequent behaviotu,

led him to the conclusion that systematic experiments were the most effective means of

achieving this. Here was the basis for what he called the "experimental analysis of

behaviour" (Leahey, 1997; Pierce & Epling, 1995).

In 1958, the fîrst issue of the new journal"Journal of the Experimental Analysìs of

Behaviour" was published. Its focus was on operant research, often involving Skinner's

preferred method of experimental investigation; that of collecting copious amounts of data

from a small number of subjects under well-controlled experimental conditions (Schultz,

1969). This approach shunned the use of statistics; instead, it advocated the use of

demonstrations of particular characteristics in several different species to establish cross-

species generality. In addition, it drew parallels between laboratory and "real" settings,

where reinforcement was contingent upon a particular behaviour, and attempted to use

operant principles to modify problem behaviours outside the laboratory (Mazur, 1994).

What the experimental analysis of behaviour emphasises is f,rnctional analyses; that

is, classiffing behaviour with respect to its response functions and analysing the

environment with respect to its stimulus functions (Pierce & Epling, 1995), where the term
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'function' refers to the charaoteristic effect of a behavioural or environmental event.

Despite differences in essential methodology, both operant and classical conditioning

procedures have progressed through the increasing emphasis on such functional analyses

and interpretations.

2.1.4 The use of conditioning procedures to ínvesligate leørning and behsviour.

Traclitionally, the aim of the study of animal learning has been to develop an

"arbitrary general-process approach" (Timberlake, 1984: 321). Proponents of this

approach advocate the use of artificial problems involving arbitrarily chosen stimuli and

behaviours to study learning, in order to elucidate generalisable learning principles that

transcend both species and tasks (Davey, 1981). To this end, there have been many

mechanisms proposed to explain the nature of learning as a process. For example, Skinner

proposed reinforcement mechanisms for behaviour acquisition, Tolman suggested the

formation of cognitions through experience, and Guthrie proposed that contiguity was

enough to ensure learning. The two major paradigms, operant and classical conditioning,

have in the past been considered separate entities, yet current thinking suggests that they

may interact in many learning situations and thus there potentially exists a third form of

learning: the combination of classical and operant (Davey, 1989; Mowrer & Klein, 1989).

For both approaches within traditional learning theory, there has been an assumption of

learning generality across all stimuli and responses (Mowrer & Klein, 1989). Skinner, for

example, stated that

"...the general topography of operant behaviour is not important,
because most if not all specific operants are conditioned. I suggest
that the dynamic properties of operant behaviour may be studíed
with a single reflex." (1938: 45 - 46)

Similarly, Pavlov states that

"...qry natural phenomenon chosen at will may he converted into a
conditioned stimulus..." (1928: 86)

Here, the topography of the behaviour is obviously of little or no import, as the

emphasis appears to be placed on the mechanisms that the learning of certain behaviour

can uncover. Examples of the general principles of learning discovered using a linited

number of species in laboratory conditions include Skinner's operant conditioning, where

behaviour is modified by its consequences; stimulus generalisation; the equipotentiality of

all stimuli in terms of their potential as Pavlovian CSs; and the temporal contiguity

principle, where associations are only learned if events occur in close temporal proximity

(Davey, 19S9). As research in these areas progressed from relatively few species to many
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species, and from standard laboratory apparatus settings to cliffèrent environments, it

became increasingly clear that departures from the expected findings were not simply the

result of differences in procedure or problems with expedmental design (Davey, 1989;

Mazur,1994; Mowrer & Klein, 1989). This led to the questioning of the existence of the

'general principles of learning', belief in which had previously been common to the field

of learning (Lockard, l97l;Rozin &,Kalat,l971; Seligman, 1970).

2.2 Classical conditioning and the progression towards an ecological

øpproøch to learning.

Pavlov believed that there were three important aspects to the understanding of

behaviour; that is, the detailed knowledge of the role of the environment in shaping

adaptive behaviour, the use of the experimental method for solving behavioural problems,

and the study of normal as well as surgically treated animals (Davey, 1981). His work with

"sham feeding" and conditioned salivation in dogs progressed from simple observation to

carefully controlled experiments, wherein the salivary responses of the animals following

food presentation could be precisely measured. From such findings as these, Pavlov

established a number of principles related to the adaptive nature of physiological

phenomena, which formed the basis for classical conditioning as it is now known.

In standard Pavlovian conditioning experiments, where a CS is paired in close

temporal contiguity with a US which - after a number of pairings with the US - comes to

elicit a CR that is somehow relevant to the US, the US is usually some"biologically

important evenf'that evokes an unlearned reflexive type of response or UR (Davey, 1989).

In early studies of this phenomenon, such USs were limited to food for hungry animals,

and electric shocks or loud noises (as aversive stimuli), but the variety of stimuli has been

expanded in more recent years. Similarly, the types of CSs used have been expanded to

include not only mild, ecologically neutral audio-visual stimuli, but also species-relevant

stimuli to help elucidate the mechanisms underlying Pavlovian conditioning (Davey,

19S9). Such stimuli have included conspecifics (Timberlake, 1983a; Timberlake & Grant,

1975),toy hedgehogs (Keith-Lucas & Guttman,1975), and live cats for rat subjects

(Blanchard & Blanchard, 1969b).

This development has come about as a result of both the need for increasingly

complex concepts to explain existing data, and the variant effects of learning

manipulations on the responses of different species (Breland & Breland, 196l; Garcia &,

Koelling, 1966; Seligman, 1970; Shettleworth, T9T2; Timberlake, 1984). Indeed, there

appears to be merit in a combined approach - that is, the 'arbitrary' used in conjunction
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with the 'ecologically relevant' - when species-typical results are obtained using

supposedly arbitrary laboratory techniques (eg. polydipsia, autoshaping, misbehaviour',

taste-aversion-leaming and constraints on learning and performance (eg. Bolles, 1970;

Domjan, 1980, 1983; Falk, l97l; Hollis, 1982; Logue, 1979; Seligman, 1970;

Shettleworth, 7972, I 983; Staddon, 1983; Timberlake, 1 984).

It is relatively recent that laboratory investigators have recognised that studying

behavioural plasticity in arbitrary situations may not truly elucidate the mechanisms of

behaviour acquisition in the natural environment (Galef, 1984). In fact, according to Galef,

this revelation accompanied the demonstration of special featules in rats' leaming of taste-

toxicosis associations by Garcia, Ervin and Koelling (1966) and Garcia and Koelling

(1966). Some researchers (for example Rozin and Kalat, l97l) interpreted the results of

these two studies as reflecting the influence of ecological demands on learning, despite the

fact that there is little evidence that taste is the basis on which rats in the wild distinguish

between toxic and suitable food items (Galef & Osborne, 1978).In fact, there is little

evidence to suggest that rats encounter such situations as were presented in these studies in

their natural habitat (Domjan & Galef, 1983), indicating the need for a more

comprehensive and detailed knowledge of the ecology of the species in question before

any ad hoc fmctional interpretations can be successfully applied. As Galef (1984) points

out:

"Just so stories are as questionable when generated in response to
laboratory a,s to field data. Meaningful integration of laboratory
andfield studies of behaviour requires a reorientation in the

development of questions rather than a paragroph or two of
untested (and frequently untestable) speculation as to the adaptive
significønce of behavioural capacitie,s of organisms observed in
experimental situations. " C). 486)

2.2.1 The autoshaping phenomenon und other non-conformistJindings.

The 'just so' stories described by Galef (1984) may in themselves be of no useful

consequence to the interpretation of experimental data, however they may have led to

researchers reformulating the questions around which their experiments have been based.

In 1968, Brown and Jenkins described an experiment where pigeons were presented with

pairings of a pecking key illuminated for eight seconds (the CS), followed by response-

independent food (the US). They discovered that this training eventually resulted in the

birds approaching and pecking the illuminated key, and labelled the phenomenon

"autoshaping" (Brown & Jenkins, 1968; Davey, 1981,1989; Tomie, Brooks &. Zito,1989)
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They held that this term reflected the fact that pigeons appeared to 'shape' themselves to

form a free-operant response. The procedure itself is essentially the application of

Pavlovian conditioning procedures to skeletal motor responses in unrestrained animals

(compared with Pavlov's restrained dogs). Hearst and Jenkins (197a) label this same

phenomenon "sign-tracking", stating that this term more accurately reflects the signal-

directed nature of the behaviour elicited by the localised CS (in this case, an illuminated

pecking key).
'Whichever label is chosen (and they are often used interchangeably), the finding

had important implications for the study of animal learning and behaviour. First, if this

keypecking behaviour was truly Pavlovian, then this process had identified a new type of

CR; that is, a signal-directed behaviour with a complex skeletal motor response topography

which had previously been considered solely the realm of instrumental procedures. This

would suggest that Pavlovian CRs could affect the performance of instrumental responses

in a manner not previously considered (Tomie, Brooks & Zito,l989). Second, it made

clear the fact that the behaviour elicited by the US was not simply arbilrary, btrt was

instead functionally related to the nature of the US in an ecologically relevant manner.

That is, this behaviour was 'chosen' by the pigeons themselves, rather than selected by the

researchers and selectively reinforced. Given that the ethology of the pigeon shows that

pecking is part of their feeding reperloire, the fact that this was the response reliably

elicited by the pairing of an illuminated pecking key with food gives credence to the idea

that this is not merely an arbitrary response. Similarly, Jenkins, Barrera, Ireland and

Woodside (1978) used this basic procedure - this time using a light on a pole to predict the

anival of food for hungry dogs. They found that the dogs approached the light rather than

the feeder, and displayed behaviours related to food-begging from conspecifics (including

barking, nosing and bowing).

Other researchers have since extended the original Brown and Jenkins experiment,

demonstrating the generality of the phenomenon. Not only have a wide range of stimuli

and reinforcers been applied, but a wide range of species have now also demonstrated

autoshaping (Davey, 1989; Tomie, Brooks &, Zito,1989). Avian species other than pigeons

have shown species-specific behaviours in response to a food or water US paired with an

illuminated key: for example ring doves and zebra finches acquired the keypeck with a

food US (Balsam & Schwartz,I9SI; Biondolillo, Stamp, 'Woods & Smith, 1997), newly

hatched chicks acquired feeding and drinking responses respectively to a lit key relative to

the presentation of food or water (Woodruff & Starr, 1978). In addition, the keypeck

response has been autoshaped in chicks using heat reinforcement (Cunningham, Ostroff &
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Harris, 1989; Wasserman, Deich, Hunter & Nagamatsu,I9TT; Wasserman, Hunter,

Gutowski & Bader, 1975), which at f,rrst glance may appear surprising. However, a closer

examination of the ethogram of young chicks shows that they tend to peck at the mother

hen's wings in order that she take them beneath herself and share her warmth.

In addition, autoshaping of both cooperative behaviour and keypecking have been

demonstrated in starlings (Reboreda &. Kacelnik, 1993). Both rats and guinea pigs have

been reported to sign-track by approaching and contacting a lever associated with food

(Cleland &,Davey,1983; Davey & Cleland, 1982; Locurto, Tenace & Gibbon, 1976;

Poling & Poling, 1978). Autoshaping has also been demonstrated in goldfish (Brandon &

Bitterman, 1979;' 
'Woodard & Bitterman, 1974;), and other fish species such as bluegill,

pumpkinseed sunfish, largemouth bass (Northmore, Skeen &,Pindzola. 1981) and archer

fish (Waxman & McCleave,1978). In a study designed to autoshape leverpressing in

horses, ho\,vever, Dougherty and Lewis (1993) predictably failed to obtain the leverpress

response despite 1400 pairings of the illuminated lever with a grain US. This strengthens

the argument that autoshaping elicits species-specific responses, as it is diffrcult to bring to

mind an example of a horse in its natural state pressing levers to obtain food.

The results of studies in conditioned taste-aversion learning (or TAL, which studies

using controls have shown is a Pavlovian rather than an operant conditioning phenomenon)

support the lack of faith in the equipotentiality premiseT. Although one-trial aversion

learning is reliably shown in rats, it is only so when the stimulus is ecologically relevant.

Garcia and Koelling's (1966) bright-noisy water experiment involved two groups of rats

presented with a compound stimulus consisting of both audio-visual and taste components

(flashing lights and saccharin-flavoured water). While one group were given an electric

shock as they drank, the other group was subjected to induced illness. The poisoned group

showed an aversion to the water, while the shock group showed aversion to the audio-

visual stimulus. This is a clear demonstration that the type of stimulus used has a direct

relationship to what is leamed.

Clearly, then, ecological factors are important in the understanding of learning

phenomena and the elicitation of natural behaviour in captive animals. The rats in the TAL

study displayed apropensity for associating taste with poisoning, which may be expected

as taste is often an accurate indicator of whether a food item is edible. Additionally, not

only are the types of stimuli important, but species itself must also be treated as a variable.

t This is the assumption that the type of stimulus employed in conditioning studies was unimportant in

learning.
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This is clear from the observations of the Breland's and the apparent misbehaviour of their

.8
plgs .

Thus, the ecological approach to learning phenomena takes into account the functional

context in which behaviour evolved (Timberlake,1984), rather than treating evolution as

irrelevant as the traditional approach often did. The ecological approach, then, centres on

understanding the modification of functioning systems by experience, expanding on the

early work of Tinbergen (1951) who emphasised the importance of species-specific

behaviour patterns. The behaviour systems approach, which provides a theoretical model

on which to base predictions regarding the natural characteristics of learning, is the logical

extension of this ecological approach to learning. This model, proposed by Timberlake, is

discussed in section 3.3. Behaviour systems models of feeding and defense repertoires will

be applied to the design of feeding methods and simulated predatory encounters for captive

animals in order to elicit natural behavioural repertoires.

2.2.2 The application of operant conditioníng to foraging tasks.

B. F. Skinner's conception of conditioning was based on the Darwinian principle of

selection (Pierce and Epling,1995; Vargas, 1990). That is, when an individual emits

behaviours that produce effects or consequences, the behaviours that result in appropriate

outcomes increase in occurrence. Those resulting in inappropriate outcomes decrease in

occuffence or cease altogether. Skinner not only recognised that selection of responses

occurred by consequences, however; he also realised that operant behaviour "naturally

varies inform anclfrequency" (Pierce and Epling,1995:8). Thus, there may be slight

variations in each performance of the operant response topography, although the general

form remains the same. The level of operant behaviour may also change.

A typical operant conditioning experiment specifies the form of the behaviour

which is to be associated with a reinforcer. This, claims Blackman (1974), has resulted in

the study of arbitrary patterns of behaviour convenient to both the experimenter and the

subjects, examples of which include bar pressing for both rats and monkeys, and disk or

key pecking for pigeons. Despite this early tendency to study apparently arbitrary

responses, operant behaviour has more recently been applied to the study of foraging

behaviour; researchers in this field treat certain operant tasks as analogous to foraging

tasks encountered in the natural habitats of subject animals (Shettleworth, 1988). Lea

t This "misbehaviour" was referred fo as instinctive drift, as the behaviour tended to revert to the behaviours

which occurred when the animals were seeking food in their natural environment.
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(19S1) has conducted detailed comparisons of foraging behaviour and operant responding,

and has stated that it would appear from these comparisons that

"the ,same principles...govern instrumental perþrmance in the field
as in the laboratory; and that, in consequence, operent psychology

rnay be able to supply the behavioural mechanisms of some of the

fficts observed by ecologists, while foraging may supply the
evolutionary rationale for some of the phenomena observed in the
laboratory" (p. 355).

Thus, laboratory simulations of foraging tasks have become common practice in the

attempt to test both the assumptions of models (in areas such as optimal foraging, for

example) as well as the general assumption that evolution maximises fitness (Shettleworth,

1988). Shettleworth also outlines several reasons for the simulation of foraging in the

laboratory: these include the testing of optimal foraging models, discovering whether

operant behaviour is optimal, uncovering ecologically valid behavioural principles,

analysing examples of learning from the held and making foraging models more realistic

(1988: 6 -t).
Theories of learning and motivation, physiological and brain mechanisms, and diet

and metabolism have long centred on foraging behaviour data (Collier & Rovee-Collier,

1981). Questions may be raised, however, concerning the validity of substituting the

pecking of a lighted disk key by pigeons (for example) for food handling in the natural

environment. Shettlewofth (1988) contends that the similarity in results between parallel

laboratory and held studies have resulted in acceptance of such simulations as a valid

method of study. The autoshaping phenomenon first observed by Brown and Jenkins

(1968) may also be taken as support for this view: pigeons will emit pecking responses

towards a lighted key when food is provided without the need for operant shaping

techniques, indicating that this may be an ecologically determined response and therefore

an acceptable way of studying foraging in the laboratory.

Operant foraging simulations, such as that conducted by Lea (1979) were originally

designed to asceftain whether the predictions of optimal foraging models and the results of

naturalistic studies could be reproduced using reinforcement schedules and then accounted

for using general models of operant performance (Shettleworth, 1988). One problem with

this approach has been (for example) the modelling of handling time as a delay to

reinforcement on interval schedules. As Shettleworth and Jordan (1986) discovered,

however, although handling may be modelled as a task precluding actual food

consumption by the subject animal in particular theoretical models, animals do not

necessarily treat all delays as qualitatively equivalent. Rats prefer actively husking a
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sunflower seed to waiting through a designated handling time and receiving a pre-husked

seed. Thus, where operant simulations separate handling times into waiting (the equivalent

of husking a seed, for example) and eating, natural handling does not necessarily follow

such clear-cut lines. Food may be consumed during the handling period, as the animal

peels off a section of fruit skin, removes a section of husk, or slowly dismembers a prey

item piece by piece. Operant researchers must be wtry, then, of drawing conclusions based

on such modelling studies when there is evidence that animals do not treat all modelled

aspects of foraging behaviour as equivalent to those which occur naturally.

Ecological considerations should, of course, play amajor role in the design and

execution of operant foraging experiments. This is not only for the benef,rt of extemal

validity for the experimental results themselves, but also for the useful application of the

knowledge gained. It is in this way that operant simulations of foraging tasks may be

useful for the study and maintenance of captive wild animals. Laboratory research can

now in many instances, move out of the 'true' laboratory with its sterile environments and

strictly controlled stimuli, into more'naturalistic' zoo or semi-captive settings. Here, the

application of reinforcement schedules (guided by ecological considerations) may provide

zoos with a simple yet effective method of maintaining levels of behaviour in captive

populations that are akin to natural levels in free-living animals.

2.3 Reinforcemenl schedules in the laborølory øndfield.

2.3.1 Schedules of reínforcement in the laboratory

B. F. Skinner defined and extensively researched the scheduling of intermittent

reinforcement in the laboratory. He realised that in nature it is rare to encounter continuous

reinforcement; predators may attempt several times to obtain prey before being successful;

courting rituals may need to be repeated several times before the courting animal is able to

mate with its chosen partner. Skinner outlined four basic types of reinforcement schedule:

variable interval, variable ratio, fixed interval and fixed ratio. In his book with co-author C.

B. Ferster "schedules of Reinforcement" , Skinner detailed the result of extensive research

into the effects of different schedules on behaviour patterns. He considered that knowledge

of the effects of schedules was an important basis for understanding the regulation of

behaviour. This point was supported by Reynolds (1966), who wrote that
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"schedules of reinforcement have regular, orderly, andprofound
effects on the organism's rate of responding. The importance of
schedules of reinforcement cannot be overestimated. No
description, accounL or explanation ofany operant behaviour of
any organism is complete unless the schedule of reinforcement is
specified." (p. 60)

Reynolds (1966) goes on to say that behaviour which has previously been attributed to

drive, needs and other motivational factors would be better understood in the context of the

regulatory effects of reinforcement schedules. This may be an extreme view: animals in

their natural environment are affected by schedules, as are laboratory animals; there are,

however, many other variables to account for in the regulation of behaviour. To state the

obvious, the f,reld is not the sterile laboratory; there are conspecifics, predators,

competitors, dependent young and seasonal climatic factors (among others) to account for

in addition to any overt effects ofschedules.

2.3.2 The effect of reinforcement sclteclules on behnviour.

As extensive research by Skinner and others has shown, reinforcement schedules

have a relatively predictable effect on behaviour patterns, providing there are no interfering

variables intervening to affect the context of the behaviour. Fixed ratio schedules, for

example, tend to produce a "stop-and-go" pattern of responding (see Mazur,1994 and

Ferster and Skinner,1957 for example cumulative records). Here, animals respond at a

high rate until reinforcement is received, cease emitting responses during the post-

reinforcement period, then abruptly begin responding again. Schedules of reinforcement

have other notable effects on the behaviour of laboratory animals: they appear to elicit

adjunctive, or schedule-induced, behaviour, as well as stereotyped responding. For the

pu{poses of applying schedules to the maintenance of natural levels of behaviour in captive

wild animals, a careful analysis of the appropriate schedule type and value is essential, as

is the provision of opportunities for animals to engage in a variety of responses.

2.3.3 Reinþrcement schedules snd levels of behaviour.

As previously noted, the basic schedules outlined by Skinner (1938) tend - when

animals have been subjected to them for an extended period - to result in particular

pattems of responding. V/ith schedules such as variable ratio, the level of responding is

relatively high. While this may be of interest to laboratory researchers studying learning

phenomena, it is undesirable in captive wild animals in the zoo setting. As feeding

schedules and other 'enrichment' methods are often put in place to relieve the existing
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behavioural problems in these animals, enforcing a schedule that results in excessively

high levels of any behaviour would appear to be defeating the original intention.

Another problem with respect to behaviour levels under schedule conditions is that

ofadjunctive behaviour. Falk (1977) has described adjunctive behaviour as appearing to

have no primafacie adaptive function, in that it appears "not only curiously exaggerated

and persistent, but also energetically quite costly." (p.326). He then goes on to propose

that adjunctive behaviour serves a similar biological function to displacement behaviour,

which often arises when the primary behaviour is frustrated or interrupted. This intemrpted

behaviour is analogous to a rat on an intermittent food reinforcement schedule. In this

situation, it is not uncommon for the animal in question to undertake apparently unrelated

and incongruous behaviours in the place of the biologically relevant behaviour (Pierce and

Epling, 1995).Intermittent reinforcement schedules have been found to cause increases in

a variety of behaviours occurring between reinforcer delivery, including drinking (Roper,

1981), wood chewing (Killeen, I975), and air-licking (Mendelson and Chillag, 1970).

Lucas, Timberelake and Gawley (1988), in a study of adjunctive behaviour in rats

subjected to periodic food delivery in a 24 hour environment, have proposed that

adjunctive behaviour is not in fact extraneous. Rather, it may constitute an"orderly

distribution of responses ordínarily related to finding and foragíng for food." (p. l9). This

explanation ofadjunctive behaviour calls upon ecological considerations for the

explanation of its occurrence, and may well be explicable in terms of behaviour systems

models or animal behaviour. The issue of excessiveness remains one of concern, however:

it is undesirable to induce in captive animals any single behaviour (or group of behaviours)

to levels greatly in excess of normal levelse.

2.3.4 The topography of behøvíoural responses uncler schedule conditions.

It has been proposed that the presentation of non-contingent food rewards will elicit

species-typical foraging responses, and that these movements are more stereotyped than

those emitted during contingent reward (Silva and Pear, 1995). This result could be

expected because, as Timberlake (1983) has pointed out, the imposition of a contingency

may interfere with an animal's natural feeding system and thus produce increased variation

in behaviour. The operant paradigm, by contrast, predicts that responses will be more

stereotyped under contingent reward conditions, as the animal is limited in the type of

behaviour that is effective in eliciting reward. Silva and Pear (1995) tested these

e Here, "normal levels" may be defined as the rate at which these behaviours occur in the natural habitat.
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predictions by studying the responses of pigeons on both fixed interval (FI) and fixed time

(FT) reinforcernent schedules. They concluded that movement pattems were less

stereotyped during non-contingent reward. These results support previous research

suggesting that reinforcement results in response stereotypy, even if such stereotypy is not

a condition of the contingency (see Machado, 1993; Schwaftz, 1980, 1981; Skinner, 1938).

'When considering the effect of schedules on behaviour patterns outside the

laboratory setting, it appears that a certain level of stereotypy can be observed within

parlicular behaviour patterns (for example, the way in which a Meerkat kills and devours

an individual species of insect). Particular methods of capture and dismemberment will

commonly be employed for individual insects within a species, as their evasive

manoeuvres tend to be similar between individuals. Contrary to the expectation that

repeated reinforcement not explicitly contingent on behavioural variability results in some

degree of stereotypy (Silva and Pear, 1995), the parallel situation in the natural habitat does

not appear to result in stereotypy to the same degree. When schedules are imposed on

captive wild animals, care should be taken to avoid the imposition of contingencies which

may result in excessive behavioural stereotypy. An additional problem with the

reinforcement of large classes of behaviour sequences is the eventual predominance of a

limited number of behaviours within that class (Schwartz, 1980), an eventuality which

must also be avoided in captive wild animals.

2.3.5 The ecologlt of species øs ø determinønt of schedule øpplicøtíon.

A detailed knowledge of and familiarity with the ecological characteristics of each

species under study is necessary for the successful application of schedules as a tool for the

conservation of natural behaviow. Topographies and levels of behaviour resembling those

in free-living individuals may be achieved by utilising more than one aspect of an animal's

ecological characteristics. Thus, it is proposed that if reinforcement schedules have the

effect of increasing the level of foraging behaviour in captive animals, they should be

implemented in conjunction with schedules which may have a regulatory effect on

foraging. Therefore, a food reinforcement schedule may be usefully applied to increase

foraging behaviour in captive species which display low levels of this behaviour in

captivity; a schedule employing simulated predation may be applied in conjunction with

this in order to maintain a relatively natural level of foraging behaviour. The behaviour

systems approach (outlined in section 3.2) may provide a useful framework both for

predicting the level and topography of the responses obtained on a given schedule, as well
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as allowing predictions conceming the interaction of two opposing sets of behaviours:

feeding and defense.

2.4 Conclusion.

In the preceding chapter, the progression from the study of learning early this

century to the incorporation of the ecological viewpoint was outlined. This growing

emphasis on the ecology of species in the application of experimental methods and the

interpretation of experimental results originated largely from the findings of autoshaping

research. The ability of the autoshaping technique to 'tap into' species-specific behavioural

responses led to the understanding that laboratory techniques could be applied to the

maintenance of natural behavioural repertoires in captive animals. This may also be

achieved using reinforcement schedules (as part of the operant paradigm or as a stand-

alone technique), if applied in a manner consistent with species' ecological characteristics.

The importance of the topography and level of behaviour is also emphasised, as

excessively high levels of behaviour - even if those behaviours are deemed 'natutal' - ate

detrimental to the welfare of captive animals.
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Chapter Three: The conservution of complete behøvioural repertoires in

captivity.

This chapter begins by examining the various aspects of foraging, in terms of both

the animal itself and the environment in which it exists. The applicability of optimal

foraging theory to free-living animals will be considered, as well as its possible usefulness

in the captive setting. In addition, predation as a stimulus will be considered, particularly

its relationship to other behaviours in animals'reperloires. Finally, the use of laboratory

techniques to encourage natural behaviour will be considered, in terms of bringing

functional aspects of the natural habitat into the captive environment.

3.1 Theforaging animal.

3.1.1 The study offoraging in the laborotory.

The study of foraging in the laboratory setting has become something more than a

mere tool for the understanding of learrring. Such an emphasis on learning phenomena has,

over the last fifty years, amounted to little more than a form of anthropocentricism wherein

laboratory animals were viewed as simpler human beings (Baum, 1983: 253). Baum (1983)

goes on to state that there are three main types of artificiality in laboratory studies of

foraging: the restriction of functional space, the relatively small proportion of an

organism's active hours that are utilised, and the lack of resemblance of the imposed

feeding schedules to the occuffence of food in the natural habitat. Steps have been taken to

overcome these artificialities in the laboratory: various researchers have used twenty-four

hour environments ('closed economies') (eg.Baum, 1972 &,I974; Collier, 1980; Graft,

Lea &. Whitworth, 1977; Hursh, 1980; Lucas, Timberlake & Gawley, 1988), with many of

these also including large living areas to combat the problem of restricted space (eg.

Goldstein, 1981a, 1981b; Graft,Leaand Whitworth,7977; Mellgren, 1982).Inthese cases,

the obtained results resembled those previously established in more typical experiments

(the restricted space of the Skinner box and the 'open economy' or one hour sessions).

Baum (1983) states, however, that new questions arose as a result of these 'closed

economy' studies. These questions relate behaviour in such closed economies to that found

in the wild; for example, the question of what rules organisms follow in exploiting their

environmental resources. This is where the interests of psychologists and behavioural

ecologists coincide (eg. Krebs, 1974,1978) and lead to the theoretical approach of optimal

foraging models.
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Baum's (1983) f,rnal point, the artificiality of the imposed schedules, has many

irnplications for the interpretation of laboratory studies of foraging. He suggests that

despite a prima facie resemblance of natural and artificial schedules, there are many points

of departure betrveen the two, not the least of which is the invariant nature of artificial

schedules compared to the depleting returns experienced on naturally occurring schedules.

Shettleworth (1989) contends thaf "behaviour in accord vtíth optimal foraging models can

be generated on,schedules in the laboratory", but the conclusions that can be drawn from

these operant simulations of foraging are limited (p. 83). In other words, although such

optimal models may explain behaviour in the laboratory setting, they do not necessarily

explain behaviour in the natural habitat. Similarly, Galef (1989) states that"the details of

feeding behcniour probobly depend on the circumstances in which it is observed" (çt. 53).

He suggests that animals displaying stringent criteria for food choice in the captive

situation (outside of the laboratory) would not, in all probability, display such strict

adherence to food preferences in the natural habitat where competition for limited

resources may be a determining factor. Similarly, laboratory animals with qd libitum

access to food may show a tendency to be even more particular about their choice of food

items for consumption.

Several strategies have been put forward to overcome the difficulties inherent in

attempting to extrapolate the results of laboratory foraging studies to outside (ie. natural)

situations. These include the incremental increase of realism in laboratory situations

(Fantino and Abarca, 1985), and the parallel study of foraging problems in both operant

and naturalistic situations (Schull, Gekch, Vitale, Allan, James and Harrison (1985). A

ñuther suggestion in this vein may be to study foraging in a24-hotr environment which

attempts to mimic the natural habitat (as many modern zoo animal enclosures do), and with

the ecological characteristics of the species in mind. To implement such a methodology,

however, information from free-living members of the species must be utilised in both the

design of the environment and the application of experimental paradigms.

3.1.2 Stuclies of foraging in the wilcl: Functional aspects of the environment.

The environment in which a predatory animal exists contains many components

that affect the way the animal functions in its quest to obtain prey. Physical features that

affect the way an animal functions may include the amount of shelter or cover available,

thereby influencing the manner in which a predator may hunt. Where there is sparse cover

(in the form of trees, shrubs or long grass, for example), large predators may opt for the
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direct approach, rushing upon their prey and running them down with sheer speed or

wearing them down with long-distance stamina. Smaller predators - particularly

omnivorous ones such as foxes, mongoose, and civets (for example), may have a

somewhat more varied repertoire of food acquisition behaviours. This is related both to the

greater variety of foods in their diets, as well as the different locations in which this food

may be obtained. The diet of the Red fox, for example, has been studied extensively by

Macdonald (1987;1992).It has been found that not only do these animals consume prey

such as rabbits, mice and insects, but they also eat fruit and berries, earthworms and birds;

urban foxes may also scavenge from human rubbish. Each of these dietary elements

requires the animal to apply different techniques to acquire them, leading to a more varied

and complex series of foraging patterns overall than pure hunting predators. Desert foxes,

such as the Fennec and Blanford's fox for example, hunt desert rodents, reptiles and

crawling insects, and also dig and search for roots, tubers and burrowing insects either in

the sand or rocþ crevices within their territories. This means that they must be adept at

both hunting techniques and the gathering of extremely small prey and vegetation.

In the preceding paragraph, a distinction between predators relying almost solely on

hunting (for example, leopards, lions, tigers and other large carnivores) and those which

employ both hunting and gathering tactics has been made. Smaller Carnivores such as the

Fermec fox (Fennecus zerda), Dwarf mongoose (Helogale parvula) and Meerkat (Suricata

suricatta) utilise both the pure hunting strategies shown by larger predators as well as

strategies for gathering smaller and þossibly) less mobile prey items. It is the study of

small-prey gathering and predator avoidance strategies in such small Carnivores which are

the focus of this thesis. These species provide an ideal medium in which to examine the

effects of reinforcement schedules on behaviour: they vary in the level of stereotypy they

display in the captive environment, their circadian rhythms, and their natural habitat (from

grassy-woodland to extreme desert conditions), yet they retain enough similarities (in

terms of diet, appetitive and defensive behaviours for example) to allow cross-species

comparisons of behavioural responses to the reinforcement schedules, operant apparatus

and predator silhouetteslo.

The physical features of the environment which influence the behaviour of a

foraging animal are varied, andmay be features of the terrain these animals inhabit or

produced by other (prey) species dwelling within the limits of that habitat. For example,

small crevices or burrow entrances may induce digging and scratching behaviour for

'o Fo. u full review of species ethograms and habitat details, please refer to appendices A, B and C.
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foragers which habitually search in such places for their nourishment; termite hills may

elicit scratching or snout-pushing behaviour from animals such as anteaters and bat-eared

foxes, which feed on the termites therein; bird nests may elicit stealthy stalking behaviour

if the predator wishes to steal eggs; an omnivorous predator may climb a particular species

of shrub or tree to access the berries, fruits or flowers it contains. In many cases, such

physical features are noticeably absent from the environments in which captive members

of wild species are housed. It is often the case that, although affempts have been made to

create more naturalistic environments for captive animals, the designs are often left to the

devices of architects. Therefore, despite being aesthetically pleasing to the human eye,

these enclosures may be lacking important physical features essential to the maintenance of

naturalistic behavioural repertoires in captive animals. Some may even actively encourage

' bad' behavioural habits in captive species, such as unnaturally low levels of activity or

high levels of stereotypy.

An issue of concem for researchers attempting to ìntegrate such functional aspects

of the natural environment into the captive setting, then, is which of the particular features

of the environment are of imporlance for the elicitation of a wide range of foraging

behaviours. Related to this is the issue of actually reproducing these features in captivity: is

it enough that they are functionally similar, or must they be carefully reproduced down to

the minutest detail? As the chapter on behavioural enrichment demonstrated, the means by

which "natural" behaviour is elicited in the captive environment must be carefully

designed according to the ecological characteristics of the species in question. In addition,

food-related behaviour is not the sole repeftoire of importance for captive animals. Other

repertoires - such as those of defense, mating and body care - also impact on the animal's

well-being (as measured by both the physical health of the animal and the similarity of

behaviour in captivity to that in the 'free' state), and thus consideration for these should be

integrated into a holistic program for the improvement of captive conditions.

3.1.3 The effecl of other variøbles onforaging.

There are factors other than hunger or energy maximisation to consider when

examining the behaviour of predatory animals. For those that occupy a lower place in the

food chain than top predators (such as lions, for example), there is the important issue of

defense against larger predators. As stated by David Macdonald (1992),

'oSmall Carnivores .face the dilemma of being both predator and prey" (p. 797)
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There is little long-term benefit in a small foraging animal obtaining a rich food supply if
this action immediately places the animal in a high-risk situation; that is, one where the

chance of being preyed upon is very high. If such a situation is unavoidable, the animal

must then have in place a set of behaviours with which it may protect itself from actual

predation. This will, in turn, impact on the ability of the animal to acquire food. For small

foragers such as the Meerkat (Suricata suricatta) and Dwarf mongoose (Helogale parvula)

for example, aerial predators constitute the greatest threat to group members when

foraging, followed closely by terrestrial predators. As these animals often forage by

digging in the dirt with their heads down and rear ends pointing skyward, aerial and

terrestrial predators would easily come upon them unaware if they did not keep a constant

and vigilant search of the skies above. Such a vigil will, of course, impact on the ability of

the animals to obtain adequate food during foraging bouts. Not only is the animals' overall

foraging time decreased by the need to scan the skies and surroundings, but potential prey

may be able to escape if an animal's attention is diverted by a possible aerial threat, thus

decreasing the energetic profitability of the foraging bout.

The problem of defense is dealt with by these species in either of two possible

ways: first, a single animal may stand sentinel and scan both the skies and the terrestrial

surroundings for approaching predators while the rest of the group forages freely within a

relatively small area around them. Alternatively, the entire group may forage

simultaneously with all group members periodically lifting their heads and scanning the

skies and surroundings for possible threat (Macdonald,1992). Although both of these

methods involve sacrifices in available foraging time for individuals animals, the time debt

incurred is still far less than it would be if each individual needed to maintain its own

personal anti-predator vigil. Field studies indicate that individual Meerkats tend to take

solitary tums guarding the group (unless juvenile group members are currently 'in

training', at which time they will stand sentinel alongside an adult animal; this forms part

of their education, preparing them to take their place as an adult member). For the dwarf

mongoose, a similar solution is applied to the problem of predation risk. For this species, it

is common to have more than one adult individual performing "guatd duty" atop various

elevated points within the chosen foraging territory of the group.

Similarly, competitors may also impact on the ability of foragers to obtain food. An

approaching rival band of Meerkats may spark a"gang war" between the two groups,

which involves considerable investment in terms of time and energy to protect home

and/or foraging territory (Goss, 1996; Macdonald,1992).
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Thus, a detailed knowledge of species ecology and the interaction of each species

with both its environment and the other species residing within this environment are

essential for a complete understanding of foraging behaviour. It is this type of knowledge

which should be applied when researchers are studying foraging species in captivity, and

this has occumed - to some extent - through the development and application of optimal

foraging theory.

3.1.4 Optimalforaging theory: a brief summnry.

Foraging behaviour in animals has been the subject of extensive study in both

laboratoly and field environments, and researchers in this area have utilised both empirical

and theoretical approaches (Kamil & Sargent, 1981). Such study has been the product of a

variety of disciplines, including ethology, behavioural ecology and psychology, and thus

represents a multidisciplinary area for psychologists interested in animal behaviour. In

fact, optimality theories of animal foraging integrate mathematical models based on those

found in the discipline of economics, and deal with predicting the amount of retum (profrt)

relative to the investment (cost) incurred in producingthat return. This type of model

allows foraging theorists to make predictions about a foraging animal's choice of prey

items or areas in which prey can be found.

One of the earliest theoretical treatments of optimal foraging was outlined by

ecologists MacArthur and Pianka (1966). Many other authors subsequently employed these

methods and assumptions (eg. Charnov, I976a; Pulliam, I974; Schoener, 1971,1974;

Werner &,Hall,1974), and much of the increased research in this area caî be attributed to

MacArthur and Pianka's early work (Maynard-Smith,1974; Schluter, 1981). The

underlying assumption of this theory states, in essence, that foraging behaviour has been

shaped by the forces of natural selection to produce strategies that will maximise the ability

of the animal in question to survive and reproduce (Collier & Rovee-Collier, 1981; Fantino

&. Abarca,l9B5; MacArthur,l9T2; Pierce & Ollason, 1987; Pyke, Pulliam & Chamov,

1977; Stephens & Krebs, 1986; Zeiler,1987).

As the focus of attention here is predicting the strategies that produce maximal

profit for the foraging animal, mathematical models are commonly used to describe the

ecological systems in which foragers reside. From these models, testable predictions can be

made about foraging behaviour by considering what the "ideal" behavioural strategies

would be given a pafticular set of circumstances (Krebs, Houston & Charnov, 1981;Lea,

1982; Sih, 1980; Zeiler,1987). These predictions take one of two distinct and separate

forms: that is, the forager either selects from a variety of prey distributed throughout its
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habitat (the focus of the prey-choice model), or it selects between discrete areas (patches)

in which the prey are distributed (the focus of the patch-choice model) (Stephens & Krebs,

1986). Animals may forage optimally within either of these basic models, both of which

assume that foragers perform many repetitions of a behavioural sequence consisting of

three elemenls: Search - Encounter - Decide. That is, foragers search for either prey or

patches. Once a prey item or patch has been encountered, a decision must be made. Under

the prey-choice model, the forager must decide whether to attack the prey item or forgo it

in favour of a potentially larger gain from a future item. Under the patch-choice model, the

forager must decide whether to stay in a patch or resume searching for a potentially more

prolrtable patch (Morrison, Marcot & Mannon,1992; Stephens & Krebs, 1986). The

decisions at this point are influenced by a variety of factors, including the density of food

items, the energetic value of individual food items, and the distances between patches.

Both the prey and patch models are composed of three components: decision

assumptions, crrüency assumptions, and constraint assumptions. These are model

parameters set by the researcher, and may not be mutually exclusive. Stephens and Krebs

(1986) make the point that constraint assumptions, for example, clearly depend upon what

is being constrained. Decision assumptions involve setting which problems or choices will

be analysed, currency assumptions relate to the way in which these choices will be

evaluated, and constraint assumptions relate to the factors limiting the forager's choices

and potential profits. The currency usually in operation within these models is energetic or

nutrient gain, in the form of maximisation of the long-term average rate of energy gain.

These optimality models, then, tend to predict the behaviour of foraging animals in

both specific energetic and qualitative terms; these predictions are structured according to

the perceived "ideal" behavioural patterns that researchers have constructed based on

information available about the animal and its ecological niche.

In the next section, the work of many researchers in this area will be reviewed and

the value of optimality models assessed in terms of two main questions: first, what are the

benef,rts of applying such models to the study of foraging; and second, are they beneficial

when applied to captive wild animals in the zoo setting?

3.1.5 The reulþ of optimølforaging: Advantøges ønd dßødvøntøges of the theory.

Several authors, including Pierce, Ollason, Stephens, Krebs, and Shettleworth have

reviewed optimal foraging models. Pierce and Ollason (1987) discuss eight factors which

they claim render such models a "uraste of time", including the notion that if rewards

þrofrts) from different activities (foraging, defense, and reproduction for example) are not
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independent, then there is no reason to expect optimal performance in any single activity.

In addition, if foragers must learn about the environment to behave optimally, then an

optimal strategy may never be attained. For these and other reasons, they view optimality

models as being of little or no use in the study of foraging behaviour.

Certain assumptions are made when an optimal foraging model is being tested,

some of which are intuitively sensible. For example, it is assumed that if an animal spends

zero time in a patch, then the net energy gain will be zero; similarly, it is assumed that the

net energy gain may be described by a gain function which is initially increasing and

eventually negatively accelerated. Others are somewhat dubious, such as the assumption of
ocomplete information'. This means that the forager is assumed to know the model's

parameters, to recognise prey or patch types, and not to use information acquired during

the process of foraging (Stephens & Krebs, 1986). The patch-choice model, for which the

question most commonly examined is "how long to remain in a patch", would actually

appear to rely on the forager acquiring and using information during the act of foraging. If
the prey items in a patch are depleted over time, the forager reaches a point where it must

decide between staying in the patch and continuing to forage, or leaving the current patch

to search out another patch with a higher net energy gain potential. This would indicate

that the forager uses information about the changing condition of the patch: if this were not

the case, then an animal could conceivably remain in a single patch indehnitely, as it

would perceive the level of food available as static.

In a study by Roche (1996), the decision of black-capped chickadees to leave

foraging patches appeared to have been influenced by the capture rate experienced in the

patch, indicating that information gained during foraging was indeed instrumental in the

animals' decisions regarding patch residence time. Similarly, Erwin (1985) suggested that

for predators of active prey, changes in resources availability in the short term may have

more impact on a foragers' decision to leave a patch than overall resource depletion. Other

researchers studying common shrews (Barnard & Hurst, 1987), salamanders (Jaeger &

Rubin, 7982), goldhsh (Lester, 1984) and rats (Mellgren, Misasi & Brown, 1987) also

conclude that foragers utilise information gained during foraging in a patch to influence

their stay/leave decisions. McNamara and Houston (1985) also point out that - contrary to

the assumption of complete knowledge in optimal foraging models - animals in new

environments do not have such "complete information" about environmental parameters.

Jaeger and Rubin (1982) found that salamanders"learned throughforaging experience to

a.ss¿sr the profitability of prey types" (p.167), contrary to the prediction of optimal

foraging theory that predators will immediately rank prey types and specialise in the most
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profitable type when it is abundant. This was supported by Gosselin and Chia's (1996)

finding that, although there may exist prey preferences in hatchling snails, information

gained through experience with various prey types was used in foraging decisions later in

life.

It has also been suggested that quantitative predictions arising from the models

used in foraging theory have not been verified under empirical scrutiny (Morrison, Marcot

& Mannon, 1992; Pierce & Ollason, 1987), Stephens and Krebs (1986) for example found

that only 1l out of the 125 studies they reviewed showed unambiguous quantitative fits

with model-generated predictions. There are, however, two clear qualitative trends to be

considered. First, the prediction that patch residence time in depleted patches will increase

as travel time between patches increases has been upheld in most studies of this prediction.

Second, as the prey model predicts, foragers selectively attack prey items that are the most

profitable even when less valuable þrofitable) items are freely available (Krebs & Davies,

1993; Monison, Marcot & Mannon,1992:. Stephens, 1990). Krebs, Erichson, Webber and

Chanrov (1977) studied prey selection in great tits when the abundance of both large and

small prey were carefully controlled. They found that, as predicted, great tits selectively

chose large worms despite the fact that small ìù/orrns were much more abundant. Similarly,

Elner and Hughes (1978) found that foraging shore crabs tend to select a particular size of

mussel, one that yields the highest rate of energy return. The reverse has, however, been

found with other species such as redshank (Goss-Custard, 1977) and captive finches

(Willson, l97I). Turpin and Johnston (1991) found that hamsters prefened food pellets of

an unfamiliar size rather than the most profitable pellets, while free-living grey squirrels

were found to prefer hickory nuts to other varieties, despite their substantially lower rate of

energy retum (Lewis, 1982). These results show that, despite the presence of 'clear

qualitative trends', the existing empirical evidence does not unequivocally support these

predictions (Schluter, 1 98 1).

This is also evident when partial preferences are examined from an optimal

foraging point of view. Optimal foraging models, as previously stated, predict that animals

will specialise in the highest return prey items in a patch. This prediction does not hold,

however, when animals are partially satiated, in which case they may not focus solely on

the most energetically profitable prey items (Lacher, Willig & Mares, 1982). That is, they

show 'partial preferences'. This depends on many factors, including the level of hunger of

the predator and the absolute abundance of the prey items themselves. Rechten, Avery and

Stevens (1983), for example, found that hungry great tits followed the predictions of

optimality models more closely than partially satiated ones, while Lacher, Willig and
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Mares (1982) found that folivores increased their intake of high-ranked foods as the

abundance of such foods was increased. This was not, however, accompanied by

concomitant decrease in the consumption of low-ranked foods. In the zoo setting, animals

may not experience the same degree of hunger that free-living animals encounter, because

food availability does not fluctuate in the same manner in such an insulated captive

environment. Thus, unless food availability is carefully manipulated, preferences for more

prohtable food items may not be as clear-cut as they are in the wild.

In terms of partial prey consumption, Sih (1980) has made the point that optimal

foraging models view prey as discrete items whose energetic values and handling times

can be represented by a single numerical value. This assumption, while valid for predators

which consume their prey whole, may not hold for predators which takes two or more bites

to consume prey, or for predators who suck their prey (such as vampire bats, for example).

For such animals, the value of the prey may change with each bite and Sih (1980) suggests

that in this case, each prey item may be viewed as a discrete patch with decreasing intake

rate as a function of the time spent in the patch (p. 281). He contends that in this way,

optimal foraging models may be used to predict the behaviour of such predators.

Thus, there is still some doubt as to the universal applicability of optimal foraging

models in explaining and predicting foraging behaviour. However, Jenkins (1982) has

suggested that

"Foraging theory, combined with good empirical work onfood
selectìon, may lead to vqluqble new in,sights about certain wildlife
management problems. " þ. 256)

Perhaps employing the qualitative predictions inherent in optimality models will enhance

the application of optimal foraging theory to the management of captive animals.

Rosenzweig and Abramsky (1997) have stated that optimal foraging theory has entered a

new phase; that is, instead of being tested, it is being used by various researchers in

different fields (such as behavioural ecology, population ecology, and community ecology)

to discover information about animal's brains, patterns of density-dependent variation, and

niche relationships. Rosenzweig and Abramsky (1997) themselves applied a type of

optimal foraging theory which utilises bundles of qualitative predictions (called "isoleg

theory") to study the behavioural of desert gerbils and reveal the shapes of the

mathematical functions describing their behaviour. Such qualitative predictions may be

better constructed with the aid of sound knowledge of an animal's ethogram, and the way

that various aspects of such ethograms interact with, and are modified by, each other and

the surrounding conditions.
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Such knowledge of species' ethograms lends itself to the application of the

behaviour systems models of Timberlake (1989; 1993). These models enable the prediction

of response topography, in addition to general predictions regarding the level of response

(behaviour). Behaviour systems models may be of more use than optimality models in a

captive environment such as the zoo. They not only allow the integration of learning

effects, but also the prediction of which stimuli will be most effective in the maintenance

of natural behavioural repertoires in captivity

3.2 Behaviour systems andforaging: Ecologicul considerutions.

In section 2.2.7,the 'precursor' of the behaviour systems approach (that is, the

autoshaping procedure) was discussed in conjunction with the importance of ecological

considerations for the study of animal learning and behaviour. Despite fears that the

inclusion of ecological considerations in animal learning research would lead to "endless

botanising of response,s, stimuli, and reinforcers with no integrative theory" (Timberlake,

1984: 323; Skinner, 1938), Timberlake's behaviour systems approach has provided an

integrative theoretical model. Behaviour systems models incorporate ecological

considerations in their construction, and may therefore be used to frame predictions about

behaviour relative to stimuli either inherent in the situation or supplied by an experimenter.

Thus, they may be used to predict behaviour in any species whose functioning in its natural

setting is a known quantity.

This approach represents a 'partnership' between ecology and the laboratory. It has

not simply applied laboratory techniques to the analysis of ecological problems; rather, it

has emphasised the role that the ecology of subject species plays in determining responses

to stimuli. Thus, as stated by Timberlake (1984):

"From the standpoint of evolution and development, a functional system
precedes, underlies, and determines much of the nãture of lectrning... An
ecological analysis of learning considers how, where, and to what end the
operation of a basic functional system is modified by experience." (p. 324)

The approach used by the ecological perspective of learning and behaviour begins with the

knowledge gathered through field observation of subject species, and the way in which the

behaviour they exhibit serves important survival functions (Riley &Langley, 1993). This

then presupposes that organisms arrive at new learning situations with"organised stimulus

sensitivities, processing proclivities, response structures and integrøtive states evolved to

produce adaptive behaviour in particular environments" (Timberlake, 1984:324).
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3.2.1 Behaviour systems: A brie.f outline.

Timberlake (1989) has described behaviour systems as complex control structures

which relate to particular functions or needs of organisms, such as feeding (Timberlake,

1983b), defense (Bolles, 1970; Bolles & Farselow, 1980), body care (Fentress, 1973) and

reproduction (Baerands & Drent, 1982). He lists the critical features of a behaviour system

as: (1) motivational processes that prime other structures and help organise and maintain

the sequence of their expression, and (2) perceptual-motor structures (or 'modules') that

relate specific stimulus sensitivities to parlicular response components. These response

components are often sequentially and temporally related, and are readily elicited, initiated,

controlled and terminated by stimuli which resemble the effective stimuli found in the

natural setting (Timberlake, I 989).

Therefore, as stated by Davey (1989), a behaviour system is a theoretical means of

relating three aspects of an animal's behaviour together. These are the phylogenetically

pre-organised responses of the animal, the internal motivational states of the animal, and

the external stimuli which may act to release responses appropriate to that internal

motivational state. Timberlake (1993) states that

" A behaviour system is presumed to provide the preorganised materials

.þr learning; it is the substrate that is integrated, linked, qnd
dffirentiated under reinforcement procedures. Learning is assumed to
occur at many points in the behaviour system, in variedforms, ond as a

function of conditions rangíngfrom simple stimulus exposure to explicit
response contingencies." (p. 1 1 8 -9)

The summary of behaviour systems below is taken directly from Timberlake (1993)

and Timberlake and Silva (1995¡rr. The behaviour system consists of a hierarchy of fotu

levels of organisation and control. These are (from the highest to the lowest) the system,

the subsystem,the mode, andthe perceptual-motor module. The individual components of

a system are functional units that represent typical combinations of determinants and

categories of outcome. It is these four levels of control hierarchy and their components that

select and coordinate individual responses (termed action patterns). The sy,stem level

accounts for the tendency of behaviour to be organised around important functions (such as

feeding, defense, reproduction and body care as previously mentioned). Subsystems refer to

combinations of stimulus sensitivities, motivational states and response components that

constitute strategies for meeting the needs of any particular system (eg. the predatory or

t' A detailed overview of the model can be found in Timberlake (1993); the appetitive behaviour system is

treated in detail in Timberlake and Silva (1995).
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foraging subsystems). For example, the predatory subsystem of the rat encompasses

sensitivity to moving stimuli along with the greater likelihood of chase and capture

responses. The activation of a subsystem, therefore, should increase an animal's sensitivity

to particular stimuli and the probability of mode and modules being expressed in coherent

sets of action pattems. Modes are the motivational substates that relate to the sequential

and temporal organisation of action patterns. They control responses ranging from general

search behaviour to specific consummatory responses. Perceptual-motor modules indicate

the predisposition to respond to certain stimuli with particular response components. The

perceptual aspects include sensory filters that modify incoming stimulus properties and

assist in organising and combining different stimuli. The motor organisation in a module

results from motor "programs" or rules for their assembly relative to cerlain stimuli or

other motor programs . Action patterns refer to coherent sets of behavioural responses.

Timberlake and Silva (1995) and Timberlake (1993) emphasise that behaviour systems are

not static entities; rather, they are representations of the dynamic functioning of an

organism wherein the expression of the system as behaviour is modified by various

mechanisms. These include positive and negative feedback, internal stimuli, relations

between components of different systems and subsystems, and rules for the combination of

and competition for expression among action patterns (Timberlake and Silva, 1995). The

motivational processes throughout the system are modified (in terms of both their strength

and persistence) by external stimuli.

In the feeding behaviour system ofthe rat, responses related to the general search

mode typically commence the sequence of behaviour. This mode is distinguishable by

attention to novelty and the search for cues predicting food. When cues predicting the

immediate ptesence of food occur, behaviour shifts to aþcal search mode in which the

animal's behaviour is related to the immediate procurement of food. The appearance of

food triggers the handling or consuming mode. Following food ingestion, as the probability

of food declines, the animal first shifts back to aþcal search mode (searching a restricted

area for more food items) and then a general search mode if none are encountered. This

may be followed by a switch to behaviour which is characteristic of a completely different

system.

The feeding system ofthe rat has been the subject ofextensive research and

discussion in the laboratory, as evidenced by the work of Timberlake (1983a; 1983b;

1983c; 1990; 1993;1994;1997), Timberlake and Lucas (1989) and Timberlake and Silva

(1995). It is the species most commonly used when behaviour systems are applied to the

study of learning or behaviour. Yet the application of behaviour systems should not be
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limited to laboratory housed domesticated animals. The application of behaviour systems

analyses may provide benefits for captive wild animals in the zoo setting - benefits which

have not been fully explored to date. As stated by Timberlake and Silva (1995),

"... the behaviour systems approach...separates sequences of behaviour and
the hierarchy of motivcttion; it distinguishes a sequence of modes underlying
appetitive behaviour, and it questions the distinction between appetitive and
consummatory behaviour ... the behaviour systems approach usually view,ç

topography as primary data and inference of ecological function as an initial
step in analysing a phenomenon (Timberlake and Silva, 1994)." (p.246)

In addition, it is often the predatory subsystem that is investigated. The foraging

subsystem is an equally important component of the feeding system of tnany small

omnivorous Camivores, and it is this subsystem, along with the defense behaviour system,

which will form the central theme of this thesis.

The choice of species for this series of studies began with an interest in the findings

of Clode's (1989) study with a group of Fennec foxes (Fennecus zerda). The Meerkat

(Suricata suricatta) and Dwarf mongoose (Helogale parvula) were subsequently selected

because field data for these species indicate that they are similar to the foxes in many

ways, yet different enough to allow a different perspective on the effects of experimental

treatments. The table below summarises the similarities and differences between the

species, while full details of the ethogram of each species are available in appendices A, B

and C.

Table 3.2,1.1: Summary of species attributes

Exìsting probìems with aggression in

captive envi¡onment

Existing problems with aggression in

captive environrnent

No observed aggression

problems in captive

Stereotypies not observed in captivityStereotypies not observed in captivityExisting stereotypies in

Lone sentry ancl randonr scanning

methoiis used in combination
Lone sentry = main guarcling methodNo known sentry activity

Predators similar to but more

numerous than Meerkat
Predators similar to Dwarf mongooseNo confinnecl preclators

Relatively social têeclerRelatively social feederSolitary feeder

Diurnal in wildDiurnal in wildNocturnal in wilcl

Semi-deserl habitatSemi-desert habitatTrue desert habitat

Ilwarf mongooseMee¡kalþ-ennecJox

3.2,2 Thefeeding behavìoursystem.

In considering the feeding behaviour system, it is obvious that this system is not

continuously active (ie. animals do not feed all the time), and thus the activating stimuli

and external releasers relevant to this system must be considered. In much of the work

done on feeding behaviour, hunger or food deprivation state is the main activator that has
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been applied to prime the system. Activators are not limited to hunger, however, as many

animals do not wait until hunger strikes before attempting to acquire food. Migratory

animals, those which hibernate, those with high metabolic rates (such as shrews, for

example) and those which inhabit a "boom-or-bust" economy (where the possibility for

food acquisition is sporadic) must acquire stockpiles of food (Davey, 1989).

This is where a good working knowledge of the species' functioning in its natural habitat is

essential. Other activating factors - such as feeding habits, time of day, climatic factors or

recollection by a member of a hoarding or caching species that food stores are low - may

play an equally important role in the activation of the feeding system. Representations of

the feeding behaviour systems of the Fennec fox, Meerkat and Dwarf mongoose are

available on pages 60 to 62, including both the predatory and foraging subsystems of all

three species.

As the key at the bottom of each page shows, each species has its particular system

activators, while each subsystem also reacts to individual external releasers. For the Fennec

fox (figure 3.2.2a), time of day (they are noctrunal hunters and foragers) and hunger are

activators of the feeding system. The feeding system activators are similar for both the

Meelkat (figure 3.2.2b) and Dwarf mongoose (figure 3.2.2c), with the addition of climate.

Although the latter two species are strictly diurnal, the high metabolic requirements of both

compel them to spend a large proportion of the waking day foraging. As these species live

in semi-desert conditions, however, the often excessive midday temperatures necessitate

rest or sleep periods during the day, assisting with both thermoregulation and water

conservation.

Individual subsystems are released by a variety of external stimuli reflecting the

sensory proclivities of each species. Figure 3.2.2aindicates that noises, objects and

movement trigger the predatory subsystem of the Fennec fox. As these foxes have

extremely sensitive hearing, sound is the most effective of these triggers. By comparison,

the external releasers for the predatory and foraging subsystems of the Meerkat and Dwarf

mongoose are oriented towards visual and olfactory cues, as these senses are more acute

than their auditory abilities. The acuity of these senses also forms an important basis for

their defense behaviour systems (refer to figures 3.2.3 a, b, c and d), as will be discussed in

section 3.2.3.
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Figure 3.2.2a: Thefeedíng system of the Fennecþx.
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Figure 3.2.2b: Thefeeding system of the Meerkat.
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Figure 3.2.2c: Thefeeding system of the Dwarf mongoose.
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When the feeding behaviour systems are examined more closely, the likely pattems

of behaviour can be predicted given the presence of particular stimuli at any given time.

The ethograms of each subject species are presented in appendices A, B and C, with this

information compiled from available reports of each species' behaviour in its natural

habitat. It can be seen in hgures 3.2.2a, b and c that the foraging subsystems of the three

species are similar, with the greatest similarity being between the Meerkat and Dwarf

mongoose. This can be expected, as they are of a similar size and inhabit relatively similar

habitats. The diet of the two species are also very similar, with the exception that the

Meerkat has a tendency to prey on poisonous arthropods (eg. the scorpion) and thus has

specialised techniques for dealing with these animals. That is, the behaviours themselves

are the same, but pouncing and seizing is quickly followed by biting of the tail to disable

the sting.

The Fennec fox, although similar in many ways with respect to its foraging

subsystem, shows a tendency to rely more heavily on its auditory senses to locate prey.

Thus, time of day and I or hunger will activate the feeding system, as the Fennec foxes are

nocturnal in their natural habitat. Sounds or the sight of potential prey will activate the

general search mode; here, larger moving prey tends to activate the predatory subsystem,

while sounds or the sight of smaller prey or stationary food objects (such as eggs or fiuit)

activates the foraging subsystem. Examining the foraging subsystem, if the fennec detects

an underground sound, for example, it will attempt to pinpoint the source with behaviours

such as audio scan, locomote, visual scan, and sniff. Once the prey item has been located,

the seek module is then triggered and the fox will scratch, dig and paw at the ground to

uncover the prey item. Once the prey has been uncovered, its movement will trigger the

capture module, thus acting as a releasing stimulus. When this has been successful, the

handle/consume module will be activated. It should be noted that the subsystem is not

fixed, and that animals will move between different modules and modes depending on the

outcome of the previous module. The Meerkat and Dwarf mongoose subsystems are

similarly flexible and outcome-dependent.

3.2.3 TIrc defense behaviour system.

Davey (1989) discusses the utility of the behaviour systems approach for predicting

the origins of Pavlovian conditioned responses in aversive or defensive conditioning. As

for the appetitive behaviour system, the main questions regarding the defense behaviour

system are (1) what natural factors activate the defensive behaviour system ? (2) what is

the species' repertoire of natural defensive behaviours? (3) what internal and external
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releasers release these reactions? It is proposed that the range of aversive stimuli that can

be used for defensive conditioning is very broad compared with that available for the

appetitive behaviour system (Bolles, 1970; Davey, 1989; Hollis, 1982). This is because the

detection of a potential predator is a much more urgent issue than finding food: animals

may survive without food for some time, whereas failure to detect a predator may result in

immediately fatal consequences. This means that animals have evolved a range of anti-

predator strategies that varies considerably between different species. Davey (1989) states

that for the purpose of integrating these strategies into a behaviour systems analysis, they

may be divided into two categories: (I) defensive activators: the detection of stimuli which

activate the defensive behaviour system, and (2) natural defensive releasers: the repertoire

of evolved defensive reactions and the stimuli that release them. He suggests that, for the

purposes of Pavlovian conditioning, the first category may be used as Pavlovian

unconditioned stimuli (US), while the second may determine the nature of the conditioned

response (CR).

For the majority of species, there are two types of defensive capabilities necessary:

that is, both inter- and intra- specific strategies are needed (Davey, 1989). Even for species

such as the Meerkat, avian and terrestrial predators are not the only threat to well being. As

previously stated (refer also to the ethogram in appendix 2),ivaI groups of meerkats may

battle each other for the right to claim particular territory. As the attack style and

capabilities of conspecihcs may be extremely different from that of predatory species such

as African hawk eagles or Black-backed jackals (for example), different strategies will be

called upon to deal with these threats.

There are a series of stimuli which may act as general defensive activators for most

prey species, as predatory attacks ofteri have ceftain behavioural elements in common.

These include movement þarticularly toward the individual) and physical pain (Davey,

1989), and are often used in both defensive conditioning studies in the laboratory and in

anti-predator behavioural studies conducted in the less restrictive environments of the zoo

or semi-captive settings (as outlined in the next section). Others include specific physical

features (eyes, for example, as studied by Scaife,l976a), olfactory cues (Sieck, Baumbach,

Gordon & Tumer, 1974) and auditory cues (either predator-associated or in the form of

warning calls from conspecifics) (Marler, 1956; Russel, 1979; Walther, 1969; Washburn &

DeVore, 1961). Davey claims that these activators, which prime the organism's defensive

behaviour system, are either pre-wired or learned rapidly during the early developmental

stages of an organism's life (Davey, 1989). The actual defensive reaction of the individual
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then depends on the availability and detection of releasers for the different components of

the defensive system.

It appears to be the functional features of the environment which provide the cues

releasing particular modules of the activated defense system. For example, Davey (19B9)

cites the detection of an escape route as a releaser for the fleeing response in rats, while an

inescapable situation tends to release freezing and bradycardia (decreased heart rate). The

detection of an activating stimulus for the system as a whole may also act as a releaser for

particular modules within that system, such as threat displays, approach-attack or mobbing

(Azrin, Hutchinson and Hake, 1963; Hollis, I984a; Kruuk, 1916). The detection of an owl

by pied flycatchers appears to act as both a defensive system activator as well as a natural

releaser for mobbing behaviour (Curio, I975)

The defensive behaviour system may be used to predict the nature of the CR in

Pavlovian aversive conditioning, just as the appetitive behaviour system may be used to

predict the nature of the CR in appetitive conditioning. For the defensive system, however,

the fact that some neutral aspect of the situation rather than the CS itself tends to determine

the form of the CR means that the roles of the CS - as both defensive activator and specific

module releaser - are functionally independent (Davey, 1989).

The proposed defensive behaviour systems of the Dwarf mongoose are illustrated on

pages 66 and 67 (figures 3.2.3a &,3.2.3b). The system activators and external subsystem

releasers are listed in table 3.2.3.1 (page 68). The Meerkat defense systems are illustrated

on pages 69 and 70 (figures 3.2.3c &, 3.2.3d), with the relevant system activators and

subsystem releasers listed in table 3 .2.3 .2 (page 7 I) - h can be seen that there are a larger

number of releasers for both the system and the system components than are observed for

the appetitive behaviour system. Thus, it appears that the relative urgency of antipredator

defense when compared with food acquisition does necessitate a wider amay of cues

eliciting such protective behaviour. For both the Meerkat and the Dwarf mongoose, the

defensive behaviour system may be divided into two sub-types: one evoked by conspecific

threats and one evoked by predators. Although many elements of the two types of

defensive system are similar, there are also differences in the composition of particular

perceptual-motor modules within the system. It may be observed, however, that there is a

much greater degree of external stimulus input and control at all levels of the behavioural

hierarchy than is apparent in the feeding behaviour system.
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SUBSYSTEM MODE MODULE ACTION

Scan

Rear

Crouch

Warning call(general)

Sniff

Visually fixate

Fear call (specific)

Run to burrow

Run to shelter

Leap

Scramble

Herd / Carry young

Huddle

General

Search

Focal
Fleeing

Search Direc'tional

Movement

Refeat

Gene¡al

Scan

Rear

Warning call (general)

Sniff

Visually fixate

Mobbing call

Flock together

Threat scratching

Piloerection

Growl

Lunge

Snap

Nip

Bite

Grapple

Shake

Chase

Search

Focal
Aggression

Search Swarm

Mobbing

Dlsplay

Fígure 3.2.3a: The defense behaviour system of the Dwarf mongoose (a) Predator-

oriented.
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SUBSYSTEM

Fleeing

Aggression

(single

conspecific)

Mobbing

(rival conspecific

group)

MODE MODULE

Focal Search lnvestigate

Submit lmmobile

Retreat
Directional

Focal Search Investigate

Threat Display lntimidate

Attack Approach

Aseault

GeneralSearch Alerting

Focal Search

ÀCTION

fixate

Sniff

Crouch

Lie on back

Shriek

Run

Leap

Scramble

Visually fixate

Sniff
scratch

Gape

Piloerection

Growl

Hiss

Lunge

Hold

Wrestle

fixate

Sniff

Mobbing call

Threat scratch

Nip

Bite

Push

call

lnvestigate

Threat Display Throng
Hiss

Run

Attack Assault

Growl

Figure 3.2.3b: The defense behaviour system of the Dwarf mongoose þ) Conspecific-

oriented.

Chase

Bite

Nip

Push
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Table 3.2.3.I : System activators and external stimulus inputs for the Dwarf mongoose

defensive behaviour system.

System Activators

(a) Predator:

Non speciÍïc:- * Movement towards Specific:- * 'Attack' flight pattern

* Sudden movement * Predator vocalisations

* Aerial movement * Species-specific motphological

characteristics (avian)

* Conspecific fear I alarm calls

(b) Conspecific: * Movement towards (rival group or single animal)

* Visual fixation by conspecific

* Threat posture of conspecific

External releasers of subsystems:

(a) Predator

Fleeing: Aggression:

* Proximity to shelter/termite mounds * Proximal rival group

* Proximal raptor x Proximal srnall carnivores

x Proximal terrestrial predator * Proximal small raptors

* Adults caring for young remove * Proximal snake

them to safety when predators appear

(b) Conspecific

Fleeing: Aggression: Mobbing:

* Dominant anirnal threat x Subordinate animal threat * Mobbing call from

posture posture group member

* Larger rival group approach x Intruder / smaller rival * Lone intruder

group approach * Smallrival group

* Conspecific approach during approach

feeding
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SUBSYSTEM MODE MODULE ACTION

Scan

Rear

Crouch

Warning call(general)

Sniff

Visually fixate

Fear call (specific)

Run to burrow

Run to nearby shelter

Leap

Scramble

Herd / Carry young

Huddle

General

Search

Focal
Fleeing

Search Directional

Movement

Rètreat

General

Rear

Warning call(general)

Sniff

Visually fixate

Mobbing call

Flock together

Threat scratching

Piloerection

Growl

Lunge

Snap

Nip

Bite

Grapple

Shake

Chase

Search

Focal
{ggression

Search Swarm

Mobbing

Display

Figure 3.2.3c: The defense behqviour system of the Meerkat (a) Predator-oriented.
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SUBSYSTEM

Fleeing

Aggression

(single

conspecific)

Mobbing
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group)

MODE

Focal Search

Submit

Retrêat

Focal Search

Threat Display

Aüack

GeneralSearch
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MODULE

lnvestigate
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Directional

Movement

lnvestigate

lntimidate

Approach

Assault

Alerting
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fixate

Sniff

Crouch

Lie on back

Shriek

Run

Leap

Scramble
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Vocalise

Sniff
scratch

pe

Piloerection

Growl

Hiss

hake

Wrestle

fixate

Sniff

Mobbing call

Threat scratch

call

lnvestigate

Threat Display Throng
Hiss

Run

Chase

Bite

Nip

Push

Wrestle

Growl

Attack Assault

Figure 3.2.3d:The defense behaviour system of the Meerkat þ) Conspecific oriented.
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Table 3.2.3.2: System activators and external stimulus inputs for the Meerknt defensive

behaviour system.

System Activators

(a) Predator:

Non specific:- * Movement towards Specilic:- * 'Attack' flight pattern

x Sudden movement * Predator vocalisations

* Aerial rnovement * Species-specific morphological

characteristics (avian)

x Conspecific fear I alarm calls

(b) ConspecifTc: * Movement towards (rival group or single animal)

* Visual hxation by conspecihc

* Threat posture ofconspecihc

External releasers of subsystems:

(a) Predator

Fleeing: Aggression:

* Proximity to shelter/termite mounds * Proximal rival group

* Proximal raptor * Proximal small carnivores

x Proximal terrestrial predator * Proximal small raptors

* Adults caring for young remove 
'< 

Proximal snake

them to safety when predators appear

(b) Conspecific

Fleeing: Aggression: Mobbing:

* Dominant animal threat * Subordinate animal threat + Mobbing call from

posture posture group member

* Larger rival group approach * Intruder / smaller rival * Lone intruder

group approach * Small rival group

* Conspecific approach during approach

feeding
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The predator-oriented and conspecific-oriented defensive behaviour systems of both

the Meerkat and Dwarf mongoose have been drawn separately, as the two are triggered by

different stimuli, involve different actions, and tend to have different outcomes. The

common non-specific releasers for the predator-oriented defensive system in both subject

species involve movement: sudden movement (located at ground level), aeñal movement

or movement towards the animal or group. Specific releasers include particular 'attack'

flight patterns in avian predators, predator vocalisations/sounds, morphological

characteristics of the approaching organism, and conspecihc alarms calls. Here, the initial

activation of particular modules depends on which releaser has triggered the behaviour

system. That is, if a non-specific activator is the trigger, then the animals enter the general

search module. This involves actions such as scan, rear, and general warning call.If the

threat is positively identified, animals will then progress to the directional movement

module. If a specihc activator is the trigger, then animals may move directly to the retreat

mode, which involves the directional movement module and actions suchasfear call

(specific), run, leap, scramble and herd/caruy young. A non-specific trigger may be

identified as a less serious threat during the general or.focal search modes, in which case

the animals may progress to the mobbing mode, involving the swarm and threat display

modules. These may culminate in actual attack (the assauh module) if the approaching

organism moves too close to the group.

It should be noted that the defensive behaviour systems in figures 3.2.3a through to

3.2.3d are not in their final form; they have been constructed based on the information

outlined in the ethograms in appendices B and C, and may need revision when new

information comes to light through field and experimental observation.

3.3 Predulors and defense.

As part of the natural functioning of any ecological system, predators and prey

interact on a daily basis. The degree ofsuccess ofthe predator in capturing and devouring

the prey varies, as does the rate at which prey manage to evade capture by their predators.

Attacks by predators provide a source of stimulation for prey species which may be lost in

the relatively insulated environment of the zoo. As Thompson (1996) has stated in

reference to the modem zoo,
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"For zoos to achieve their full potential in conservation and
education, en,suring the mere survival of zoo specimens is not
sfficìent. l4/e must also strive to preserve behavioural diversity
among the animals in our care. " (p. 315)

Such behavioural diversity should also include anti-predator behavioural repertoites, rather

than concentrating solely on appetitive or mating behaviours (although these are also of

paramount importance). If zoos truly aim to conserve species, and the introduction of

captive-bred specimens into the natural habitat to supplement wild populations is to be part

of this aim, then animals must be equipped with the necessary survival skills. This may not

necessarily involve leaching the animals the appropriate responses to predatory

imminence; instead, it may simply entail eliciting the innate responses already present in

the species' behavioural repertoire and ensuring that they are evoked by the appropriate

stimuli.

3,3.1 Research on antipredator behøviour.

The elicitation of natural anti-predator responses may be accomplished by

presenting prey species with the appropriate stimuli. As Tinbergen (1939) and Lorenz

(1939) found when they passed cardboard flight silhouettes overhead of young geese,

turkeys and ducks, predators possess numerous stimulus characteristics that may elicit such

responses from potential prey species. These early studies employed the now famous

"hawk-goose" conhguration (ie. a silhouette that appeared as a hawk when moving in one

direction, and a goose when moving in the other). It was hypothesised that the short neck

and general raptor shape evident when the stylised silhouette flew in the 'hawk' direction

would elicit anti-predator responses in the young birds, due to its resemblance to the flight

silhouette of a flesh-and-blood raptor passing overhead. It was discovered that young geese

and ducks did not respond differently to the two flight directions, while young turkeys

emitted a greater number of warning calls in response to the 'hawk' direction of flight

(Lorenz,1939; Macedonia & Polak, 1989).

This work paved the way for further experimentation using elements of the natural

habitat to elicit anti-predator responses. Tinbergen emphasised the "short-neck hypothesis"

in explaining the reaction of the prey species to the stylised predator, a view which became

widely accepted for explaining how birds recognised the raptor shape. Lorenz,by

comparison, placed his emphasis on the relative flight speed of the silhouette (measured in

silhouette lengths). Neither of these experiments, however, controlled adequately for the
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prior experience of the test subjects with naturally occurring birds (Macedonia & Polak,

r e8e).

Schleidt (1961) studied turkey hens and addressed the issue ofprior experience, as

well as factors such as the shape of the silhouette and its relative flight speed. One

important factor to emerge from Schleidt's results was that the relative rarity of occurrence

of a silhouette determined the level of the observed response. That is, the most infrequently

occurring silhouettes elicited the strongest responses, irrespective of the neck length. This

result has implications for the use of predatory silhouettes in the captive environment, as

will be discussed in the next section.

Recently, research in this area has greatly expanded the number of species

in which anti-predator behaviour has been analysed, as well as the types of predatoly

stimuli used. Examples of this work include investigations of: the effects of avian and

mammalian predators on the behaviour of ground squirrels (Hanson & Coss, 1997) and

Alaskan hoary marmots (Holmes, 1984); the responses of deermice to both mammalian

and reptilian predators (Hirsch & Bolles, 1980); the responses of semi-captive lemurs to

avian predators (Macedonia & Polak, 1989) and their assessment of potential avian threat

(Macedonia & Yount, 1991); investigating the responses of prairies dogs (Owings &

Owings, 1979) and captive lemurs (Bayart & Anthouard,1992) to live snakes; and the

reactions of vervet monkeys (Ceropithecus aethiops) to life-sized silhouettes of leopards,

snakes, eagles, baboons, other vervets, and geese (Brown, Kreiter, Maple & Sinnott, 1992).

These studies have taken into account not only the relatively simple explanations of

antipredator responses put forward by Tinbergen and Lorcnz in their early work, but also

combinations of factors such as avian flight speed, spatial proximity, and visual, olfactory

and auditory cues.

Auditory cues eliciting antipredator reactions have been studied using the

"playback" method. That is, vocalisations by members of the subject species in response to

the imminence of particular predators are recorded, often in the natural habitat. These calls

are then played to captive animals and their reactions recorded and analysed. Moran (1984)

performed such a playback study on a group of captive meerkats (Suricata suricatta).He

discovered that there were two classes of vocalisation relating to potential predator threat,

and that group members reacted to these with a variety of alerting and retreating

behaviours relative to the intensity of the call emitted. Similarly, Blumstein and Armitage

(1997) recorded and played back the alarm calls of yellow-bellied marmots to other

members of the species. Their results indicate that the same vocalisations are emitted in

response to a variety of alarming stimuli, and that it is the number or rate of calls which
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communicates the degree of risk to other group members. This result supports earlier work

by Blumstein (1995) with golden mamots, where it was discovered that variation in the

number of repeated notes in a single call type produced situationally specific alarm calls.

Alternatively, the calls of predators themselves have been recorded and played to

groups of captive animals to determine their identification of - and response to - auditory

rather than visual predatory stimuli. Gebo, Chapman, Chapman and Lambert (1994)

examined the locomotor patterns of red colobus monkeys under three conditions: during

normal foraging, in sight of a terrestrial predator, and after playback of a crowned hawk-

eagle call. They found that fleeing movements were very rapid and showed increased

incidences of vertical leaping and bounding when compared with movements during

normal foraging.

The studies outlined above involve the responses of captive or semi-captive wild

animals to either simulated or living natural predators. Here, the behaviour systems

approach may be successfully employed to predict arange of possible responses, as the

animals' functioning in their natural habitat is known. Hanson and Coss (1997), for

example, outline the organisation of the responses of California ground squirrels to avian

and temestrial predators, information that has been gathered through considerable research.

When approaching predatory mammals are sighted, the squirrels produce multinote

vocalisations, and some retreat to their burrows while others place themselves in elevated

positions to continue to monitor the predator's approach. As the predator closes the

distance between itself and the squirrels, all animals retreat to the safety of their bunows

(see Leger, Berney-Key & Sherman,1984; Owings & Hennessey,l9S4; Owings,

Hennessey, Leger & Gladney,7986; Owings &Leger,1980; Owings & Virginia, 1978 for

further detail). Encóunters with avian predators typically evoke one-note vocalisations and

an immediate retreat to the safety of the burrow or any other nearby haven (Leger et al.,

1984; MacWhirter,1992; Owings & Hennessey,l9S4; Owings & Virginia,1978;

Sherman, 1985). Significantly, both Belding's and California ground squirrels display the

ability to discriminate between predatory and non-predatory raptors in their natural habitat,

as evinced by the difference in vocalisations when the two classes of bird were sighted.

Hanson and Coss (1997) repofi that the size, elevation and flight speed of the raptor are

considered important factors in the identification of potentially threatening individuals.

This finding has implications for other species of small foraging Carnivore also subject to

regular predation by raptors. Both the Meerkat and Dwarf mongoose, for example, should

display the ability to discriminate between predatory and non-predatory species, as this

will carry avaiety of benefits for such social-living species. The reaction of both Meerkat
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and Dwarf Mongoose groups to a sentinel's predator warning call is to cease current

activity and either alert to the direction of the danger or retreat to safety. This would

constitute an excessive disruption to daily foraging activity if it were to occur each time a

non-predatory species approached the group, thus causing the well being of the group to

decline due to its inability to obtain adequate amounts of food.

3.3.2 Laborøtory sìmulutions of antipredúor encounters.

Laboratory simulations of predation involving electric shock, loud noises and

laboratory rats have been car¡ied out to investigate the effect ofdefensive strategies on

other behaviours (for example, feeding and foraging as studied by Fanselow et al, 1988).

This type of laboratory simulation differs from those which present visual or acoustic

predator cues to subject animals in that it imposes physical consequences (such as pain) on

the subjects. Fanselow and Lester (1988) have proposed a model of defensive responses to

potential predation which suggests that rats o'c.tre sensitive to the risk of predation and that

the topography of their defensive behaviour changes as a.function of predøtory

imminence." (Fanselow et al, 1988: 361). This follows from Bolles' (1970) suggestion that

in situations ruled by aversive motivation, the range of behaviours available to an animal

becomes limited to a set of self-protective responses. These are responses with a

phylogenetic history of protecting the individuals within the species from predation

(Fanselow, Lester and Helmstetter, 1988).

This proposal is similar in nature to the effect of activating a behaviour system,

specifically (in this case) the defensive behaviour system. In support of this, Fanselow et

al. (1988) found that rats subjected to random daily electric shock in an operant chamber

reorganised their feeding behaviour so that they reduced their risk of electric shock. This

was accomplished by reducing the frequency of meals throughout the day, while increasing

the size of each meal (ensuring that the daily caloric value of food intake remained stable).

Fraser and Huntingford (1986) in a study with three-spined sticklebacks, discovered that

the fish tended towards a "risk-adjusting" strategy when under threat of predation in the

preferred feeding area. That is, even when the amount of food available was increased

within the feeding area, the fish continued to reduce their feeding time as a function of the

de gree of predatio n hazar d.

The structure of the defense behaviour system of the rat has been discussed by

Fanselow, Sigmundi and Williams (1987), who refer to them in the same vein as Bolles'

(1970) original conception of species-specific defense reaction (SSDRs). It is suggested

that, in a fear-evoking situation, the animal's available behaviours become limited to these
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SSDRs, and that within this set of SSDRs a hierarchical order exists. For the rat, then, the

three most important defense reactions (freezing, flight and defensive burying) will be

somehow ordered and yet still amenable to reorganisation relative to the type and intensity

of the perceived threat. Significantly, Fanselow et al. (1987) report that"behavioural

support stimuli" are commonly cited as the basis for selection of a particular SSDR in

response to threat or aversive stimulation (see also Bolles and Fanselow, 1980). This again

relates environment to behaviour, as the availability of escape routes is a necessary

precondition for the selection of the flight response, while a suitable substrate must be

available for effective defensive burying to occur. In considering the defensive behaviour

system for the Meerkat and Dwarf mongoose (following the templates set out by authors

Timberlake and Davey in their works on behaviour systems models and ecological learning

theory respectively), this appears to be an important factor. In particular, the social aspects

of defense in these two species (eg. the mobbing of predators) necessitate the presence of a

minimum number of conspecifics for such group defense to be a viable option.

3.3,2 Nøturalistic stimuli in the cøptíve envíronment: Predøtors and the well-being of

captive animals.

Animals in their natural habitat, particularly smaller and medium-sized species

often face the dilemma of predating while being predated upon by other species. Studies of

the Dwarf mongoose, for example, indicate that in the wild groups may face up to 1.5

attacks per waking hour and spend up to twenty percent of their day dealing with these

predatory incidentsl2. Captive wild animal will rarely - if ever - face the same degree of

predation as their wild counterpartsl3. Other factors notwithstanding, it may be beneficial

to captive species to encounter some degree of predation in their daily lives, even if this

means simply simulating predators and rotating various forms in order to avoid rapid

habituation. Stanley and Aspey (1984) studied five species of African ungulate and their

responses to periodically visible lions in an adjacent enclosure. They reported that the

ungulates modif,red their behaviour when the predator was in sight, spending less time

grazing and more time alert to the lions' presence, and that this had no discernible

't Please refer to the Dwarf mongoose ethogram in appendix C for fur1her detail.

'3 Please note that in some instances, the presence of the public may have an effect on captive animals which

some authors may equate to predation. For the purposes of this thesis, however, predation refers only to

encounters with known predatory species or those analogous to natural predators (species which are usually

geographically discrete in the natural setting, but which may be situated in close proximity in the zoo

environment).
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deleterious effects on the animals.

The possible benefits of predator simulations in the zoo context should be

considered; captive-bom endangered animals that are due for release will need to be

prepared for the species they will encounter outside their crurent sheltered environment. In

addition, for social species such as the Mongoose and Meerkats, a certain amount of

'bonding' occurs in relation to the group's antipredator responses. Predation may caffy

benefits for the group, by aiding group relations in the event that they have become

somehow'strained' under captive conditions.

, The carefully controlled application of simulated predatory encounters may also be

of benefit in situations where captive animals are relatively inactive. Rather than simply

pursuing a new feeding regime alone, this may be combined with the antipredator aspect of

natural behaviour to produce more of the species' entire behavioural reperloire on a daily

basis.

3.4 Conclusion.

As this chapter has illustrated, there are different methods for the attempted

prediction of animals' behaviour in response to the changing of environmental conditions.

Two important accounts are the optimal foraging approach and the behaviour systems

approach. For the pulposes of the series of experiments outlined here, however, the

behaviour systems approach provides a fuller account and a simpler method of predicting

responses to experimental treatments such as changed mode of food presentation and

simulated predatory encounters. As the ethograms of the species studied provide the basis

for the construction of the behaviour system, the information gleaned about the species'

behaviour in its natural habitat forms the basis for predicting the responses of captive wild

animals to stimuli in their environment. Its emphasis on topography as well as level of

behaviour makes it an invaluable tool for the management of captive wild animals.

The next chapter outlines the experimental designs for each of the studies as well as

data collection methods and analyses to be used in the results chapters.
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C hapter Fo ur: Methodo lo gical Iss ues.

4.1 Løboratory purudigms in the zoo setting.

This thesis aims to use techniques that were formerly limited in application to the

conf,rnes of the laboratory setting to study not only the behaviour of captive wild animals in

the zoo, but also to improve the level and topography of the behaviours displayed by these

animals. Thus, it is somewhat exploratory in nature, in that the techniques must be

implemented in a way that takes into account the less stringent environmental control

possible in the zoo setting.

There have been studies conducted in the zoo setting which have implemented

orthodox operant techniques, and some researchers such as Stevens (1978) have used them

to study the response patterns of species other than laboratory rats on reinforcement

schedules. Yet others, such as Markowitz (1982) for example, have used these techniques

to improve the captive situation of wild animals which are not displaying adequate

amounts of species-typical behaviour due to the conditions in which they are housed. This

author proposes that it is not simply the opportunity to respond for reward that is

impoftant, it is the schedules upon which animals are placed and the freedom they have to

choose the manner in which they will respond that has a strong impact on their behaviour.

Thus, the techniques used in this thesis, while retaining many of the essential

characteristics of orthodox laboratory techniques (the operant, for example), have been

subject to some alteration in the manner in which they are applied. These changes have

been made in order to adapt the techniques to both the environments in which they are

being used, as well as to the aim of ecological relevance to the species themselves.

It is difficult - if not impossible - for a researcher in the zoological garden to apply

laboratory paradigms to captive animals at the zoo setting without taking into account the

changing daily conditions to which these animals are subjected. Factors such as changes in

the weather, the number of zoo visitors on a given day, variations in the timetables or

behaviour of keepers (indeed, different keepers working on various shifts) may all have an

effect on the results obtained under any experimental procedure. With the animal

populations studied for the purposes of this thesis, it was not possible to control all food

intake and environmental factors (such as changes to exhibits, for example) as stringently

as would have been the case with laboratory housed animals. Thus, the experimental

methods have - of necessity - been more flexible than is the case in a stable laboratory

environment in an attempt to account for and deal with areas lacking control.

The animals in each of the four studies were observed extensively; as conditions do

change frequently, a large number of observations were taken during each condition and

baseline. Each hour of the day was covered a maximum of seven times and a minimum of
five times during each condition over a minimum time span of two weeks in order to
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ensure that the data obtained were as representative as possible of the animals' daily habits.

In addition, data collected on days when extremely disruptive activities were occurring in

the vicinity of the subjects' exhibits and affecting their behaviour were disregarded to

avoid the possibility of any biasing effect on the final result. The affected hour(s) were

then rescheduled for another day when such unusual activities were not occurring.

In terms of the experimental procedures themselves, the group housing of the

animals posed certain problems for the application of the opelant technique. As has been

stated in the introduction, operant procedures in a group setting often result in competition

for the resource (in this case, the food outlet). This may lead to at least temporary increases

in aggression, or to the exclusion of particular subordinate animals by higher ranking or

dominant ones. In this case, operant sessions were extended to allow animals that were

initially excluded by more dominant conspecifics to participate in the operant session also.

Alternatively, animals that had no opportunity to take an active part in the operant session

or suffered unduly for their efforts to do so were simply fed quietly in another area of the

enclosure and not included in the data collection process for the operant sessions. Thus,

they received free mealworm rations while responding at the apparatus distracted the

dominant animal(s).

Additional problems with implementing the operant technique in the zoo setting

included the interference of other priority behaviours with the running of the operant

session. This was particularly a problem with the meerkat groups, as they frequently

interrupted foraging bouts to take up sentinel positions and scan for aerial predators. Here,

responding often appeared far more sporadic than is observed to be the case in laboratory

rats. The animals would forage around the apparatus, and then leave for extended periods

while partaking in other activities, before returning for very shotl spaces of time and

foraging again. Thus, sessions were not of equal lengths in terms of time, although a

standard amount of mealworms (the daily ration assigned by the keepers) was used for

each session. This is somewhat different to the set time session lengths often used by

researchers applying operant techniques in the laboratory, yet it is in accordance with the

aims of these studies. That is, the application of both the operant and non-operant

techniques in a manner ecologically relevant for each species used.

Finally, although operant conditioning was carried out in the standard manner, the

range of acceptable responses (ie. those that produced rewards) was larger than is possible

with a conventional operant foraging apparatus of this type. In a study by Clode (1989),

three Fennec foxes were conditioned to 'forage' in a sandpit. The digging motions set off
the sensors placed beneath the sand at different intervals and triggered the delivery ofa

reward to the animals. For the purposes of this thesis, it was desirable that a larger range of

behaviours fi'om the foraging repertoire be acceptable for reward. Thus, it was necessary to

retain manual control over the delivery of food, as many of the behaviours (such as sniffing

or audio scanning, for example) were not suitable to trigger automatic food delivery.
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As one of the aims of this series of studies was to compare the effects of
contingent and non-contingent reinforcement on similar schedules, the operant apparatus

was used to implement a variable interval schedule of the same time value as the variable

time schedule implemented by the non-response-contingent apparatus. The animals'

ethograms were used to determine which behaviours would be appropriate to use as the

contingent responses: that is, any combination of the behaviours from the foraging

subsystems of the three subject species outlined in chapter three. In this way, differences in

responding could not be attributed to the fact that the operant technique rewards only a

limited number of possible behaviours, as all the behaviours that were reinforced by the

delivery of free food by the non-response contingent apparatus would also be reinforced

using the operant apparatus.

4.1.1 Experimental design consideratíons.

Experimental design in the zoo setting is far from simple. A multitude of factors

must considered before an experiment can be considered valid in an applied setting such as

this. In terms of equipment or apparatus, the aesthetic appeal of the apparatus is important,

as is the safety of the subject animals. Thus, apparatuses should be unobtrusive and blend

with the surroundings, so as not to constitute an eyesore for the public. Additionally, as

animals are prone to biting, chewing, scratching, probing and climbing on equipment, it
must be sealed so that there are no free wires and placed in such away as to not facilitate

escape. This was a concern with the Meerkat groups, as they were not housed in

completely closed exhibits. A feeder situated too close to a wall, for example, would have

provided an ideal opportunity for Meerkats to escape and run free through the zoo. Moving

parts must also be sealed off or placed in inaccessible areas of the equipment so that paws

cannot become caught.

Important in designing checksheets and behavioural categories is preliminary

observation The researcher must spend time becoming familiar with the appearance of
each the subject animals (to facilitate rapid identification during formal observation) and

their relationships with conspecihcs in the exhibit. In addition, the behaviours to be

measured must be observed prior to formal data collection, and the necessary changes

made to checksheets and lists of relevant behaviour.

In terms of experimental design, a common method employed in the zoo setting

according to Saudargas and Drummer (1996) is the repeated measures design. Of the

variety available, the type employed in this thesis is the withdrawal method and is

indicated by the following notation: ABACADABAEAF. Here,,4 indicates baselines, while

other letters indicate different experimental treatments. A repeated letter in the order

indicates a repeated condition, which is included to control for any order of conditions

effect.
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4.1.2 Species comparisons.

The choice of species for this series of studies was determined by their status as

primarily foraging animals. The Meerkat (Suricata suricatta), Dwarf mongoose (Helogale

parvula) and Fennec fox (Fennecus zerda) have true foraging behaviour as a very large

part of their feeding behaviour systems. They ale all small omnivorous Carnivores,

consuming food items ranging from vegetable matter to insects to eggs, small birds,

reptiles and mammals. Fennec foxes may also hunt small mammal prey using tactics

typical to both small feline and canine predatory species. Meerkats and Dwarf mongoose

also hunt small prey, although they are rather more limited in choice as their extremely

small size is prohibitive of taking extremely large prey. Detailed descriptions of the

hunting and feeding behaviours of all three species are available in appendices A, B and C.

The studies involving the aerial predator silhouettes were carried out using only the

Meerkats and Dwarf mongoose, as the lack of literature on the wild behaviour of Fennec

foxes meant that it was not possible to confirm the existence of any aerial predators for this

species. Predator silhouettes were therefore selected on the basis of
(1) those coÍrmon to both species

(2) a species that predates on Mongoose but not on Meerkats

(3) a species that preys on neither species

(4) a neutral overhead stimulus which bears no resemblance to aelial predators to

rule out simple overhead movement as the defensive behaviour stimulus.

The experiments were carried out species by species, however the results will be

grouped by procedures so that some continuity in the effects of the techniques can be

preserved.

4.1.3 Subjectídentification.

To facilitate data collection, the researcher spent a considerable amount of time

prior to beginning each study becoming familiar with the subjects. Instant identification

was necessary for the instantaneous scan sampling method to be used correctly. V/ith the

Meerkat trio and Dwarf mongoose group, however, the animals were so similar in

appearance that other means of identification were required. On consultation with the zoo

staff, it was agreed that as the animals were to be caught up and moved to new exhibits, an

identifying mark would be placed on all but one of the group while in the hands of the

keepers. This consisted of shaving small patches of fur in different locations on each

animal. The Fennec fox pair was easily distinguishable, as Bamey habitually slept too

close to the heat lamp on the sleeping platform and developed a dark, slightly scorched

patch on his back, while Belinda had a stockier build than Barney. Positive identification

became automatic after only five days of observation.
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Barney

Belínda

Figure 4.1.3a: The Fennecþx pair.
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Femole meerkut

Male meerkat (Tumu)

Figure 4.1.3b: The Meerknt pair.

The Meerkat pair was similarly simple to identiff within a short time span. The male

(Tamu) was much slimmer, while the female was stockier with slightly longer fur and a

more rounded head and face.
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Male one

Male two

The male Meerkat trio were easily identifiable following the moving of the animals to

their new enclosure and the shaving of meerkats one and three on the right and left

shoulders respectively. Male two remained unshaved.
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Male three

Figure 4.L3c: The male Meerkst trio.

(eft to upper right) Mongoose D, Mongoose B, Mongoose E,
Mongoose F, Mongoose G.
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Mongoose A (Jumper)

Mongoose M (Moshi)

Figure 4.1.3d: The Dwarfmongoose group.
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The Dwarf mongoose group was the most difficult in which to identif,, individual animals,

despite the shaved marks on different sites of their torsos. Mongoose A (Jumper)rapidly

became easily identif,rable due to injuries inflicted by her group-mates, while mongoose M

was easily singled out due to his large size in comparison with the rest of the group. The

three young females, however, were extremely close in appearance. In addition, the rapid

movement of the animals made identification extremely difficult to assess where the

identifying marks were located. Mongooses B and D were also very similar in size and

appearance, and the researcher needed approximately two weeks to become suffrciently

familiar with these individuals to confidently identify them.

4.2 Experimenlal procedures

4.2.1: Study One - The Fennec Fox (Fennecus zerda)

4.2.1.1 Subjects.

The subjects of this study were two Fennec foxes (Fennecus zerda) housed in an

outdoor enclosure at the Adelaide Zoo.The taxonomic details are shown in table 4.2.I.I

below.

Table 4.2.1.1 : Taxon details for the fennec fox pair

MelbourneCaptive29/rtl886yrs 3 months 26 daysFemaleBelinda

MelbourneCaptive09/08/85l0yrs Tmonths l7daysMaleBarney

OrieinBornBirth DateAqeSexN¿me

A second pair of foxes housed at the rear of this exhibit was unavailable for this study, as

they were being sequestered in the den region at the rear of the fennec enclosure for

breeding purposes.

4.2.1.2 Díet.

The Fennecs were fed on a regular routine consisting of two handfuls of
mealworms at 8.15am each morning scattered on the floor of the enclosure. This was

followed by the evening meal consisting of mice or day-old chicks combined with dry cat

food and diced fruit. Live crickets were a preferred treat for the fennec foxes, but were

infrequently available and thus were not part of the regular diet of the animals.

4.2.1.3 Enclosure.

The Fennec fox enclosure can be seen in figure 4.2.labelow. The public viewing

area measured approximately 6m in length, 3m in width and 4 m in height. The inner area

consisted of artificial sandstone walls, sand flooring and an off-limits den arcato which
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could be closed off via a metal slide. Small amounts of vegetation were placed at different

places throughout the enclosure, and a small platform with a heat lamp suspended above it
were featured on one ledge, providing the foxes with a heat source on cooler days.

4.2.1.4 Apparatus and equipment.

The designs shown in figures 4.2.1d and 4.2.|e (page 91) were utilised as the basis

for all of the non-operant (non-contingent) and operant feeder conditions in each study

(respectively). Figures 4.2.1b and 4.2.1c show the placement of the apparatuses within the

enclosure. The food box itself was placed inside a hollowed out log prior to the beginning

of the first meerkat study (study two) in order to maintain a more natural appearance for

the benefit of the zoo and the zoo visitors. As one of the aims of these projects was to keep

enclosures as natural as possible, the feeder apparatuses were housed within the hollow log

for the last three studies. More detailed descriptions of the design specifications are

available in appendix D.
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mealworms inside this box

(fixed to the fence) fall down the

pipes into the sandbox below

i- 
- - - - - PVC piping (the small apparatus used three pipes)

I

sandbox containing sand

and leaflitter.

Dimensions:

120cmx200cm xl2cm

(increased from previous

dimensions of

90cmx90cmx12cm)

Figure 4.2.1d: The enlarged non-contingent qpparatus.for conditions two and three

scoops çarrylng

mealworms;

attached to a belt

which rotates them

around in the

direction ofthe

arrows

control box for manual operation ofoperant food

dispenser, connected to a 6V car battery which

powers the apparatus

,' Carbattery

I
I
I
I

r- - - sandbox (details in

figure 4.2.1d above)

food delivery

chute

mealworms
t

I

Figure 4.2.Le: The operant apparatus
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The operant sessions (as well as random hours throughout all conditions) were

videotaped on 3hr colour VHS tapes using a National WVP 100N video camelel and an

Audio 2CH Panasonic vídeo recorder. The video tapes were then scored by hand using

checksheets (available in appendix E), and selected portions of these taped hours used for

the independent observer reliability testing.

4.2.1.5 Proceclure.

The f,rrst study involved the Fennec fox pair (Fennecus zerda) at the Adelaide Zoo.

The reason these animals were studied irrst is that the methodology was conceived in

response to the problems encountered during a study involving the Fennec foxes performed

by Clode (1989). V/ith the implementation of the operant feeding technique with the (then)

group of three Fennec foxes housed at the Adelaide zoo, aî increase in aggression was

observed between the three animals that appeared to be related to dominance issues over

the feeder apparatus. Clode observed that competition over the feeder was not confined to

operant session times, but extended over the entire day. It was proposed that the

competitive situation created by the standard operant food distribution (ie. at a single point

and in small amounts) was the major contributing factor in the elicitation of aggressive

behaviour. In addition, despite the foxes being conditioned to dig at a ceftain intensity in

order to achieve reinforcement, two of the foxes showed a tendency to dig 'gently' with

one paw (termed 'scratching at the ground' for the purposes of this thesis), which was not

adequate to trigger the operant feeder mechanism.

In keeping with the results outlined in Brown and Jenkins' (1968) autoshaping

article (in which pigeons beganperforming species-typical pecking motions towards a

keylight when placed on a non-contingent food reward schedule), it was proposed that non-

contingent reward presented on a schedule that approximates naturally occuming feeding

schedules may produce more component foraging behaviours from the natural repertoire,

without the attendant side effects common to the operant technique.

There was also interest in the possible effect of different types of schedules: that is,

those that encompass food delivery across the entire day ('macro schedules') and those that

are more commonly thought of as true schedules (food delivery within foraging bout or

session - 'micro schedules'). Mills (1994) found that captive Persian leopards showed

substantial decreases in the level of stereotypic pacing behaviour when feeding times were

changed from a rigid afternoon schedule (ie. 3.15pm on Saturdays, Sundays, Tuesdays and

Thursdays) to morning feeding. Thus, an alteration in the macro feeding schedule produced

a positive result. It is proposed to examine the effect of alterations to the macro feeding

schedules of the subject species in this series of studies in order to rule out this procedure

as adequate to produce the desired behavioural results.

Thus, condition one began by examining the effect of changing the macro feeding

schedule. This involved altering the times that the mealworm ration was placed inside the
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fennec enclosure so that they differed each day on a random basis. The evening meal time

was not altered as this would not be altered during any other condition (due to the

unsuitability of the food for distribution from the feeder apparatuses). Observations were

taken claily, with each hour covered a minimum of five times. In the second week of each

condition, 24 hours of noctumal obsewations were conducted to determine the effect of the

treatment on nocturnal behaviour. At the end of this condition, the macro schedule reverted

to the original hxed time of 8:15am, so that this could be held constant throughout the next

two conditions.

Condition two then examined the effect of the non-contingent reinforcement

schedule on behaviour using the small apparatus þictured in figure 4.2.Ib).It was

discovered during the course of this condition that Barney was easily able to patrol the

length of the apparatus and exclude Belinda, resulting in increased aggression and little

foraging benefit to the female fox. Thus, the apparatus was increased in size for condition

three to determine whether this would enable Belinda to participate in foraging activities

regardless of Barney's presence in the apparatus.

Condition four combined the altered micro schedule using the large apparatus with

the altered (variable time) macro schedule to determine what effect this would have on the

behaviour ofthe foxes.

The three non-contingent schedule conditions were carried out prior to the operant

condition, to avoid any carry-over effect of operant conditioning which would have made it
diff,rcult to separate the effects of the conditions clearly. In this way, the behaviours that

emerged using the non-contingent schedule can be assumed not to be a result of any

conditioning or response selection by the experimenter. Following this, the apparatus \¡/as

removed. Condition five involved only the variable time macro schedule (as in condition

one) to ensure that there were no order-oÊcondition effects on behaviour.

The non-contingent feeder was designed to use the movement of the mealworms to

deliver them into the sandpit placed below on a variable time reinforcement schedule.

Following construction, the apparatus was tested in the workshop to determine the rate at

which the mealworms would be dispensed. As the mealworms became less active as the

temperature decreased, it was determined that a temperature of approximately 17oC

provided an adequate amount of movement in the mealworms. At this temperature, they

travelled down the outlet tubes on what was determined to be a variable time 120 second

schedule. As the effect of novelty on the foxes' behaviour was not the focus of interest, the

animals were given time to habituate to the presence of the apparatus within their

enclosure. Once they showed no excessive interest in the apparatus, condition two was

begun. Rather than signalling food delivery using this non-contingent apparatus, the

mealworms were simply placed inside the apparatus and allowed to dispense. When the

foxes began to forage as part of their usual daily routine, they foraged in and near the

apparatus as part of their routine. It was observed that their attention was taken by either

sound or movement emanating from the leaf litter beneath the outlet pipes, and that this
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appeared to release responses from the foraging subsystem which will be discussed in

chapter five.

Condition six involved the operant conditioning phase. The operant apparatus was

placed inside the enclosure and habituation time allowed. During this time, the empty

operant feeder was triggered at random intervals in order to allow the foxes to become

accustomed to the sound of the mechanism. When the foxes were no longer consistently

startled by the sound of the mechanism (there were still what appeared to be random startle

responses from the foxes throughout the operant conditions, but these were very

infrequent), operant conditioning began.

To begin conditioning, the attention of the foxes needed to be elicited. Because

they had been thoroughly familiarised with and habituated to the apparatus, it was

necessary to use free reinforcers to attract them to the vicinity of the apparatus. Once this

had been accomplished, the conditioning process began. A range of responses from the

foraging repertoire were selected for reward; these included digging, scratching at the

ground, sniffing, nosing, audio scanning, and focal searching (or a combination of these).

This was intended to ensure that any response stereotypy resulting from the use of the

operant technique could not be attributed to the selection of only one or two responses for

reinforcement. No criterion relative to the number of responses was placed on the animals

due to the problems inherent in attempting to condition two animals simultaneously; rather,

the conditioning ended once the animals showed strong and reliable foraging responses in

the vicinity of the food chute. Once the responses were established, the two operant

conditions began. Condition seven was conducted using the fixed time macro schedule and

variable time 120 second micro schedule to facilitate comparisons with condition two and

three. An extinction phase followed this condition, wherein the foxes were not rewarded

for performing the operant response. The last condition (condition eight) utilised the same

conditioned responses. This time, the micro schedule remained at variable time 120

second, combined with the variable time macro schedule (to facilitate comparisons with

condition four). Another extinction session followed this condition. The summary of the

experimental design can be found in table 4.2.1.2.
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Table 4.2.1.2: Summary of the Fennecfox experimental design.

I dayReward animals when not foragingExtinction

I weekVariable tilne macro schedule with variable

interval micro schedule

Eight: Operant Phase 2

I dayReward animals when not foragingExtinction

I weekFlred time macro schedule with variable

interval micro schedule

Seven: OperantPhase I

I weekIntroduce response criteria and condition

animals

Six: Operant conditioning

4 daysChanged macro schedule onlyBaseline 6 (nieht)

2 weeksOriginal feeding mode; change macro schedule

f¡om fixed tirne to variable time

Five: Change macro schedule

only

4 daysChange macro and rnicro schedules to variable

time

Baseline 5 (night)

2 weeksLarge apparatus providing variable time micro

schedule with macro schedule changed to

variable time

Four: Changed mode of food

presentation and changed macro

schedule

4 daysLarge apparatus providing variable time micro

schedu le

Baseline 4 (night)

2 weeksAs for condition two.Three: change mode of food

presentation using enlarged

apparatus

4 daysSmall experimental apparatus providing

variable tirne micro schedule

Baseline 3 (night)

2 weeksmicro schedule changed to variable time; macro

schedule remains at orighal fixed time

Two: change mode of food

presentation only

4 daysno experirnental apparatus: changed macro

schedule only

Baseline 2 (night)

2 weeksChange macro schedule from fixed tirne to

variable time

One: change rnacro food

schedule

8 days2 x24 hour observation cyclesPreliminary Observation

(Baseline l)

TimeProcedureCondition
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4.2.2: Study Two - The MeerkaÍ pnir (Suricata suricatta).

4.2.2.1 Subjects.

The second study involved the pair of Meerkats (Suricata suricatta) housed in the

giraffe moat. The taxonomic details are shown in table 4.2.3 below.

Table 4.2.2.I : Taxon details the Meerkat

4.2.2.2 Diet.

The Meerkats were fed on different combinations of the following foods daily:

mealworms, mincemeat mixture (mincemeat combined with vegetables and fruit), day-old

chicks, mice, eggs, avocados, peanuts, and crickets. The food was provided on a variable

time schedule throughout the day, according to the keeper working on that round at any

given time. Crickets were again somewhat difhcult to acquire and constituted a treat.

4.2.2.3 Enclosure,

The Meerkat enclosure is depicted in figure 4.2.2a (page 92).The enclosure

measured approximately 12 metres long, 3 metres wide and 1.5 metres deep. It was floored

with sand with a Iarge arca covered in leaf litter beneath the main 1og, providing perfect

substrates for the digging and tunnelling behavioril commonly displayed by meerkats.

4.2.2.4 Apparatas.

The basic design of both the non-contingent and operant apparatuses was retained

for this study (and the following two studies with the Meerkat trio and Dwarf mongoose

group). Both apparatuses were housed inside a hollow log to provide a more natural

appearance for the benefit of the animals, the keepers, and the zoo visitors. These

apparatuses and their positions within the enclosure are depicted in figures 4.2.2b and

4.2.2c.

To facilitate loading of the feeder, the operant apparatus was modified so that the

mealworm dispenser was formed of a long perspex tube connected to a perspex block fitted

with a 'rack and pinion' device to push the mealworms out through the hole in the perspex

in a plunger-like motion. This was necessary because the log housing restricted the

experimenter's ability to load the feeder device with an adequate supply of mealworms. A

smaller supply in the feeder necessitated interruptions to sessions in order to enter the

enclosure and reload the feeder. Full design specifications are available in appendix D.

PerthCaptive08/10/905yrs I month l1 daysFernale(none)

lyr 9monthsMaleTamu AdelaideCaptivet7 102194

OriginBornBirth DateageSexName
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4.2.2.5 Procedure.

This study followed the same design as the Fennec fox study, as depicted in table

4.2.2.2. The non-contingent apparatus did not have to be increased in size for the meerkats;

thus, there was one less condition involving this apparatus. In addition, as the Meerkats are

a diurnal species, there were no nocturnal observations taken. Preliminary observations

indicated that the meerkat pair became active at approximately 9.30am (when the sun

began to shine on their enclosure) and retired to their den (beneath the 'hot rock') at

approximately 4.30 - 5.00pm in the evening. Observation hours were thus restrictecl to this

raîge of times.

4.2.2,6 Pltase two of tlte research:

Studies three and four were conducted as the second phase ofthe research. The

effect of altering the feeding regime (in terms of food presentation, feeding times and

micro feeding schedules) has been examined in the first two studies. In keeping with the

aim of encouraging species-typical behaviour in captive species, the effect of simulated

predation will now also be examined. As stated in section 3.3.3, the elicitation of species-

typical behaviour need not be limited only to food-related behaviour. Indeed, there have

been numerous studies examining both the effects of simulated predation on captive and

semi-captive species, as well as the mechanisms for recognition of natural predators.

It is proposed that, as captive species lack the variety of stimuli evident in the

natural habitat, they may benefit from the presentation of all types of such stimuli.

Additionally, these stimuli need not be implemented as 'stand-alone' measures: it may be

more beneficial to the animals concerned to present combinations of stimuli which elicit

species-typical behaviours from more than a single behaviour system. In this way, it may

be possible to study not only the effects of simulated predation in terms of predator

recognition and the effect on the level and topography ofbehaviour, but also the effects of
simulated predation in conceft with the effects of altered feeding routines and the manner

in which animals change between two different types of behaviour system.
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Figure 4.2.2a: Diagram of the Meerkat pair enclosure at the Adelaide Zoo.

Fìgure 4. 2. 2b : The non-contingent feeder
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I dayReward animals when not foragingExtinction

2 weeksReward anirnals on small scale VI 120 second

schedule and large scale FT schedule

Seven: Operant Phase 2

I dayReward anirnals only when not foragingExtinction

2 weeksReward animals on small-scale VI 120 second

schedule and large scale VT schedule

Six: Operant Phase I

I weekOperant Conditioning of foraging response with

new apparatus

Five: Operant conditioning

4 daysReinstate original macro scheduleBaseline 5

2 weeksChange macro schedule íÌom variable time to

fixed time

Four: Change macro

schedule only

4 daysNo experimental apparatusBaseline 4

2 weeksMicro schedule changed to variable time and

macro schedule to variable time

Three: Change mode of food

presentation and macro

schedule

4 daysNo experimental apparatusBaseline 3

2 weeksMicro schedule changed to variable tirne,

maintain previous macro schedule

Two: Change mode of food

presentation

4 daysChange macro schedule to originalBaseline 2

2 weeksMacro schedule changed to fixed time from

variable time

One: Change rnacro schedule

2 weeks5 x 7 hour (day) observation cyclesPreliminary Observation

(Baseline 1)

TimeProcedureCondition
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Ta.ble 4.2.2.2: Summary of the experimental designfor the Meerkat pair

4.2.3: Study Tltee - Meerkat (Suricata surícflttfl) male trio.

4.2.3.1 Subjects.

Study three involved a trio of male meerkats. The taxonomic details are available in

rable 4.2.3.1 below.

Table 4.2.3.I : Taxon detaíls the trio of male Meerkats

AdelaideCaptive3t/07 194lyr 3 months l8daysMale 3

Male2 AdelaideCaptive31107194lyr 3 months lSdays

lyr 3 months l8daysMale I AdelaideCaptive31107/94

AseAnimal OriginBornBirth Ðate
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4.2.3.2 Diet.

The Meerkats were fed daily on different combinations of mincemeat mixture, day-

old chicks, mice, eggs, avocados, peanuts and crickets. The keepers periodically provided

pigeons for the trio, but these were infrequent additions to the diet, as were crickets. The

meerkats were observed to handle snail shells, but it is unclear whether they consumed the

snails or simply played with the empty shells.

4.2.3.3 Enclosure.

The male meerkat trio was housed in a triangular exhibit consisting of an island

surrounded by a shallow moat (previously housing snakes). The outer walls of the

enclosure measured approximately 12 metres each in length, with the moat spanning

approximately I metre wide. The centre island contained several trees and logs, as well as

a den box. A heat lamp was mounted along one of the tree branches above a log commonly

used as a sentry point by the meerkats. A diagram of the enclosure is presented in figure

4.2.3abelow. Figures 4.2.3c (a) and (b) present views of the placement of the aerial

apparatus in relation to the enclosure.

Placement of the feeder and aerial silhouette apparatuses was determined during the

preliminary observations. It was decided to have the silhouettes pass over the sector in

which the animals frequently spent a large proportion of their time, in order that when the

silhouette was scheduled to pass overhead the animals would have clear visual contact with

the silhouettes. The silhouettes took approximately 5 seconds to traverse the exhibit when

travelling at full speed.

4.2.3.4 Apparatus.

Both the non-contingent and operant feeders remained unchanged for this study.

The aerial silhouette apparatus was introduced during this study. This consisted of two

upright Pine posts between which a23m long cord (spliced together at the ends) was

suspended approximately 3 metres above the ground. The silhouettes were driven along

this cord by a pulley system powered by a modified cordless drill. This allowed variable

silhouette flight speed as the silhouettes were flown across the exhibit. The silhouettes used

for this study are pictured in figures 4.nb(Ð to 4.2.3b(v). Each silhouette spanned 1 metre

in length except the dark chanting goshawk silhouette, which spanned 60cm. The

wingspans of each silhouette were determined relative to both the actual wingspan of the

predator in question and the design of the supporting apparatus. All silhouettes were

specifically chosen for consistent wing span; the goshawk silhouette was specif,rcally

chosen to determine whether size would be an important factor in the responses of the

subjects. Full design specifications are available in appendix D.
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Figure 4.2.3a: The Meerkat trio enclosurefeaturing the overhead silhouette apparatus

position and flight path.
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Figure 4.2.3b(i): The African hawk eagle

(Hieraaetus spilogaster) s ilhouette

(predator ).

Figure 4.2.3b(ii): The Greylag goose

(Anser anser) silhouette (non-predator).

Figure 4.2.3b(iii): The Martial eagle (Pollemaetus

b ell icosus) s ilhouette (predator).

Figure 4.2.3c: The aerial

silhouette apparatus

(a) featttring the African

hawk eagle. The

silhouettes were attached

at this end (which also

housed the motor).

þ) a view of the apparatus'

-rajectory across the

enclosure.

Figure 4.2.3b(iv): The square

s il houette (neutral st imulus).

Þ'igure 4.2.3b (v): 'l'he Dark chanting goshawk silhouette (Melierax metabates)

(predator on Dwarf mongoose only).

(a) (b)
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4.2.3.4 Procedure.

The procedure for the next two studies omits the conditions involving only changes

to the macro feeding schedules of the Meerkats and Dwarf mongooses, as there were no

obsen¿able effects for this feeding manipulation on the behaviour of the Meerkats in the

previous study.

As the summary in table 4.2.3.2 shows, this study concentrates on the micro

schedule manipulations using the non-contingent apparatus and operant feeder, and

combines these with the silhouette presentations. Condition one begins by changing the

macro feeding schedule to a variable time from a fixed time schedule, followed by a

baseline which reinstated the original feeding schedule. Condition two then alters the

micro feeding schedule to a variable time 120sec schedule, and condition three then

combines this feeding schedule with the aerial silhouettes presented at random times

throughout the day. Prior to the beginning of silhouette presentations, the animals were

habituated to the noise of the apparatus via a series of 'dry runs'. These involved the

apparatus being activated with no silhouette attached. These were continued until the

animals no longer reacted to either the sound made by the drill powering the overhead cord

or the movement of the cord itself. The silhouette presentations begin with the square to

preclude any biasing effect of a predator silhouette presentation may have had on the

presentation of the neutral stimulus. Following this, all hve silhouettes were presented

twice each, including the Greylag goose silhouette attached to the overhead cord backward

[in the manner of Tinbergen (1939) and Lorenz (1939)]. Each silhouette presentation was

videotaped to facilitate accurate observations and timing of the emergence latencies of the

animals (if they fled to underground areas following a silhouette flight).

Condition four reinstated the original feeding regime and combined this with the

silhouette presentations. There was a longer 'baseline' break between the conditions to

prevent rapid habituation to the aerial shapes having a serious effect on the animals'

reactions. In this condition, the silhouettes were presented four times each in random order.

Following a baseline, condition five introduced the operant response contingency, followed

by condition six which involved only the operant manipulation of the micro feeding

schedule to VT 120sec. Condition seven combined the aerial silhouette presentations with

the operant manipulation of the micro schedule. Again, silhouettes were presented four

times each in random order. Both the operant sessions and the aerial silhouette

presentations were videotaped to facilitate accurate behavioural observations.

4.2.4: Study Four - Dwarf mongoose (Helogale pnrvula).

4.2.4.1 Subjects.

The subjects for the fourth study were six female and one neutered male Dwarf

mongoose (Helogale parvula). Taxonomic details are avallable in table 4.2.4.I.



2 weeksMicro VT (120 sec) feeding schedule cornbined

with aerial silhouette presentations

Six: Operant phase 2

I dayReward animals when not foragingExtinction

2 weeksChange micro schedule to VT (120 sec) using

operant feeder; leave macro schedule as VT

Five: Operant phase I

.l 
weeklntroduce operant response contingencyFour: Operant conditioning

4 daysOriginal feeding regime; no aerial silhouettesBaseline 3

2 weeksOriginal VT macro feeding schedule combined with

aerial silhouette presentations

Three: Original feeding

schedule and aerial silhouette

presentations

I weekOriginal feeding regirne reinstated; 'dry runs' with

aerial apparatus (rnovement of cord with no

silhouette attached).

Baseline 2

2 weeksMicro VT (120 sec) feeding schedule combined

with aerial silhouette presentations

Two: Change micro schedule

and present aerial silhouettes

2 weeksChange micro feeding schedule to VT (120 sec)

using non-contingent apparatus

One: Change micro feeding

schedule

2 weeksObserve animals on origìnal feeding schedulesBaseline I (preliminary

baseline)

TimeProcedureCondition
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Table 4.2.3.2: Summary of the experinxental designfor the male Meerkat trio.

Table 4.2.4.1: Taxondetailsfor the Dwarf mongoose

4.2.4.2 Diet.

The Dwarf mongoose are fed daily on a diet consisting of varied combinations of
mincemeat mixture (containing diced vegetables, fiuits, and powdered meal), eggs, mice,

day-old chicks, and mealworms. Mealworms were fed in the mornings, and the mincemeat,

mice or day-old chicks fed in the evening.

Neutered maleCaptiveAdelaide2yrs Smonths lOdaysMMoshi

5rnonths l SdaysFG Jnmper's offspringCaptiveAdelaide

Adelaide5months l SdaysFF Jumper's offspringCaptive

Jumper's offspringCaptiveAdelaideItr 3months l6daysFE

Ex nocturnal houseCaptiveAdelaideSyrs 2months 16daysFt)

Ex noctumal houseCaptiveAdelaidelyr 8 months l7daysFC

Ex nocturnal houseCaptiveAdelaide2yrs 6months 4daysFB

Adelaide3).rs 6months l2davsFA (Jumper) Ex alpha femaleCaptive

Other detailsBornOrisinAseSexName
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4.2.4.3 Enclosure.

The Dwarf mongoose enclosure measured approximately 7 metres long and 6

mehes wide. The depth varied from approximately 1.3 metres at the front of the enclosure

to approximately 1.8 metres at the rear of the enclosure, where the rear wall adjoined a

higher level of adjacent enclosures. The ground was covered in leaf litter, with abundant

ferns and other plants in the back region of the enclosure. The enclosure is pictured in

figure 4.2.4a.

Figure 4.2.4a: The Dwadmongoose enclosure at the Adelaide Zoo.

Figure 4.2.4b: The Africanhøwk eagle aerial silhouette traversing the Dwarf mongoose

enclosurefrom left (where silhouettes were attached by the experímenter) to ríght.
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4.2.4.4 Apparatus.

The apparatuses used in this study are the same as those used in the previous stucly.

(refer to the design specif,rcations in appendix D and the descriptions in section 4.2.3). One

difference was the length of the cord strung between the two posts supporting the aerial

silhouettes: this was shortened by 3 metres to allow for the fact that the support poles were

placed closer together. The flight time of the silhouettes across the enclosure, however,

remained the same as in the previous study (approximately 5 seconds). The two feeder

apparatuses were located beneath a large tree in middle of the enclosure to attempt to

discourage invasion and theft of mealworms by birds. The trajectory across the enclosure is

pictured in hgure 4.2.4b (previous page).

Figure 4.2.4.2: The experimental design summaryfor the Dv,arf mongoose

4.2.4.5 Procedure.

Table 4.2.4.2 above shows the summary of the dwarf mongoose experimental

design. Previously it was proposed that the nature of the foragers' daily activity made

2 weeksOperant sessions using micro variable tilne 120

second schedule and silhouette presentations

Seven: Operant condition

combined with silho uetle

presentations

I weekNo apparatusExtinction

2 weeksOperant sessions using variable time 120 second

reinforcement schedule

Six: Operant condition only

I weekConditioning to the operant apparatus and response

contingency

Five: Operant conditioning

Baseline 5 I weekReinstate original feeding regime, no silhouettes

Four: Orìginal macro

variable time schedule and

silhouette presentation

2 weeksReinstate original feeding regime combined with

presentation of predatory stimuli

I weekN o si lh ouette presentati ons duri n g observati on sBaseline 4

Three: Change micro

schedule and aerial

silhouette presentations

2 weeksChanged mode offood presentation & predatory

stimuli presented aÍ a rate compatible with the

predator presence in the natural habitat

I weekReinstate regular feeding routineBaseline 3

2 weeksChanged mode of food presentation: feeder

apparatus provides mealwonns at varied intervals

Two: Change micro

schedule

Baseline 2 1 weekReinstates original feeding routine

Change macro fèeding schedule fiom ttxed time to

variable time

One: Change macro

schedule

2 weeks

2 weeks5 x 8 hour day-time baseline observationsBaseline I

TimeProcedureCondition
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Table 4.2.4.3;Summary tables of the conclition labels useri in each res'ults chapter

Chapter 5:

Chapter 7:

Chapter 8:

6

nlaConclition IBaselineDwarf mongoose group

nlaCondition 2BaselineMeerkat trio

nlaConclition 2BaselineMeerkat pair

Condition 3Condition 2BaselineFennec fox

Second non-

contingent feeder

condition

First non-contingent

feeder condition

Preliminary

baseline

Species

BaselineDwarf mongoose group nlaCondition 1

BaselineMeerkat pair Conclition I Condition 3

Fennec l'ox Condition 1Baseline Condition 5

Species Macro schedule

baseline

Second macro

schedule condition

First macro schedule

condition

nlaOperant condition IBaselineDwarf mongoose group

nlaOperant condition IBaselineMeelkat trio

Operant condition 2Operant condition IBaselineMeerkat pair

Operant condition 2Operant condition IBaselineFennec f'ox

Second operant feeder

conclition

First operant feeder

condition

Opcrant

baseline

Species

Condition 3Condition 2Condition IBaselineDwarf mongoose

group

Condition 3Condition 2Condition IBaselineMeerkat trio

Silhouettes with

operant feeder

Silhouettes

with no

feeder

Silhouettes with

non-contingent

feeder

First

silhouette

baseline

Species
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projects, the standard parametric methods of data analysis are not feasible for two main

reasons. First, the very low number of available subjects is prohibitive. Many of the

parametric tests require larger sample sizes than can be made available in a zoo population

of animals (where study groups may often number as low as 2 animals). In addition, the

violation of the 'homogeneity of variance' assumption inherent in the data may be

prohibitive of parametric statistics, in that it may not be amenable to adjustment using the

standard logarithmic type treatments. Thus, although the repeated measures designs

utilised for the studies in this thesis would (with larger N) be best suited to multivariate

analysis of variance (MANOVA) and related samples t-tests, the group sizes (two groups

of 2 animaLs, one group of three animals and one group of seven animals) made the use of

these techniques impossible. In terms of homogeneity of variance assumptions, the data

was erratic in nature, a situation which was due largely to capricious and non-repetitive

controlling factors that are not simple to allow for statistically.

Nonparametric statistics were also considered for use in this thesis. These are -

according to Lehrman (1979) - more appropriate for behavioural analyses than parametric

statistics as they are "distribution free" (Crockett, 1996: 558) and do not require many

assumptions about the population from which the data were drawn. The problems arising

with these methods are that:

(1) they are less powelful than their parametric counterparts.

(2) the most appropriate test (the Friedman's two-way analysis of variance by

ranks) requires an impossibly large difference between treatment scores to

show a significant effect when the number of subjects is only two.

(3) it would be inappropriate to use statistics with one or two groups of animals

that will not be consistently applied to each group of subjects.

(a) with small numbers of subjects, the sample size and statistical power may be

increased by using individual scores for subjects for each time period or block.

This "lumping" of multiple scores from different individuals increases the

possibility of committing a type I error (falsely rejecting the null hypothesis -
termed the "poolingfallacy" by Machlis, Dodd and Fentress, 1985).

Thus, it was prefered to conduct the examination of the results using the visual

inspection method favoured by the JEAB rather than using statistical methods. The low N

would result in reduced power of statistical tests, thus increasing the probability of

committing a type II error (failing to show an effect where one does in fact exist).

Although a Wilcoxon test may be used when the sample size is five or larger, this would

only apply to the Dwarf mongoose group. In order to maintain consistent data treatment, it

was therefore decided to forego the use of statistical testing. In an applied setting such as

the zoo, the effect size is more important than its statistical significance when curators and

keepers are deciding whether a modification to an enclosure should be implemented on a

permanent basis.
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Observation ltours.

Additional consideration will be given to time of day effects (if they exist). For

some behaviour, such as pacing by the Fennec foxes, there was a clear effect of the time of

day. Pacing was consistently observed during particular hours (for example, during each

repetition of the 3 - 4pm observation period) and thus these results will be presented in

such a way as to illustrate clearly the effect of treatments on all observation hours.

For all other data in each of the four species, each day is divided into three time blocks

consisting of l/3 of the range of observation times. That is, for the two Meerkat groups and

the Dwarf mongoose group, the times were divided as follows:

Morning: 9.30am to 1 1.30am

Midday: 1 L30am to 1.30pm

Afternoon: 1.30pm to 4.30pm

The Fennec foxes were similarly divided, although the observations on this species also

included night hours (as in nature they are a nocturnal species). The Fennec fox times were

divided as follows:

Morning: 8am to 1lam

Midday: 1lamto 3pm

Afternoon: 3pm to 6pm

Early night: 6pm to 1Opm

Middle night: 1Opm to2am

Late night: 2amto 6am

These divisions were based on the baseline and preliminary watches on the animals. Each

division forms a sensible unit and represents different periods of activity for the animals.

Midday (and the surrounding times) seems to be a rest period for each species, where

lower activity is consistently observed. Moming and afternoon activity periods have higher

values, as these tend to coincide with feeding times for the animals. These divisions are

used for all conditions in each study so that a comparison of the behaviour levels may

show a consistent pattern across the time periods and a clear increase or decrease for each

period across conditions. This should ensure that the changes in behaviour across

conditions are not simply due to a large change in a relatively small block of time rather

than an overall effect.

Magnítude of effects.

Decisions regarding the magnitude of changes to behavioul levels will follow the

format outlined below. These limits have been set with the existing levels of behaviour in

mind. In addition, it should be noted that what may appear to be a small percentage when

behaviours are being considered individually may actually amount to an overall change of
a much larger magnitude when behaviours are considered as a group and the changes are
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srunmed to produce an overall difference. Thus, the magnitude of changes are defined as

follows:

Small changes/effects: 0.0 1 
o/o to 7 .5o/o

Moderate changes/effects: 7.5 l%o to 15.0%

Large changes/effects: 1 5 .}lYo and higher

4.3.1 Intru- and Interobserver Relíabílily

The reliability of the experimenter's observations was tested using a forty minute

video tape consisting of ten minutes of previously scored video footage from each of the

four studies. The tape was played to a naïve observer to whom the behavioural categories

had been clearly explained. The observer was provided with a list of these behaviours in

order to facilitate fast and accurate scoring. The observer was then instructed to note the

behaviour each animal displayed at the beginning of each one-minute time block, which

was denoted by the beeping of a stopwatch. The experimenter simultaneously scored the

same video footage out of sight of the naiVe observer (to avoid any'copying' of the

experimenter's scoring). The observations were then compared and a "percentage

agreement" calculated using the Kappa statistic, which takes chance agreement into

account (Lehner, 1979). These percentages are illustrated in table 4.3.1.1 below.

Table 4.3.l. I : The Kappa scores for the natve observer and the two sets of scored dctta for
the experimenter. The uncoruected scores are shov,n in brackets.

40e4% (9s%)Overall agreement

40e6% (97%)Experimenter score set 1 vs score set 2

4087% (e3%)Experimenter and naiVe observer 1

Total

Observations

Agreement

The high percentages of agreement in the table above show that the experimenter's

observations were reliable across the four studies conducted (ie. high intra-observer

reliability). The agreement between the experimenter and the naiVe observer was slightly

lower, but this can be expected with any completely naïve observer who has had no

previous experience with taking behavioural observations. When taken together, the

overall agreement score is very high, supporting the notion that the behavioural

observations were reliable.
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C høpter Five : Res ults for Íh e non-resp onse-contingent feede r app ø røtus.

5.1 The efficts of micro reinforcement schedule mønipulutions,

5.1.1 Introduction.

This chapter is concerned with the experimental results obtained by the

manipulation of the micro (within session) reinforcement schedules. It was proposed in

section 2.3.1that animals in the wild setting are rarely faced with continuous

reinforcement schedules; Skinner (1938) has stated that this is a rare occurrence. It may

then be proposed that if wild animals are to be kept in captivity, it would be to the benefit

of both the animals and the zoo visitors for the animals to be 'reinforced' in an intermittent

way. As many zoos are now focusing on conservation and introduction of captive-bred

animal into their natural habitats, it would appear to be sensible for the animals to

experience food that is more diffrcult to obtain than regularly provided meals for which

they do not have to work. Additionally, as for the Fennec foxes, the daily schedules of the

keepers may not suit the animals' circadian rhythms. Nocturnal animals that are not

displayed in the specialised environment of the nocturnal house (where day and night are

interchanged) may be relatively inactive during the daylight hours, except to rise and eat

when keepers present food to them. One expected effect of the apparatus used to

manipulate the micro feeding schedules was that, as the mealworm ration placed within it

would be "dispensed" (or rather dispense itself) at a relatively slow (yet varying) rate, the

carryover effect of this daytime feeding would be an increase in the nocturnal foraging

activity of the animals. This forms the basis of the first set of hypotheses. That is, that the

overall level of nocturnal foraging behaviour will increase with the introduction of the

feeder apparatus. Concomitant with this, the animals will display increased levels of focal

search, general search and audio scan behaviours, as well as digging, scratching at the

ground and sniffrng. An effect of increasing the natural behaviour of foraging will be a

decrease in the amount of stereotypic pacing displayed by the animals. This occurs as the

excessive behaviour is at least partially replaced by behaviours from the foraging repertoire

that are more functionally relevant to the animals' situation.

The second set of hypotheses is based on Skinner's (and others') work with

reinforcement schedules. It has been shown experimentally that reinforcement schedules

may result in relatively predictable patterns of responding in the laboratory setting. Ferster

and Skirurer (1957) show examples of typical cumulative records produced by laboratory

animals that have been placed on various reinforcement schedules. Schedules such as
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variable interval (VI), for example, tend to produce a steady, moderate rate of response

when compared with the variable ratio (VR) schedule in the standard laboratory setting.

The zoo setting, however, may provide an environment in which it is far more diff,rcult to

obtain such 'clean' responding. Animals have external influences affecting their behaviour

(zoo visitors, neighbouring animals, keepers entering enclosures) which will eliminate the

possibility that such regular responding pattems can be recorded. Species such as the

Meerkat and Dwarf mongoose also have intervening behaviours which intemrpt their

schedule responses: most particularly, these behaviours include conspecific aggression and

sentinel behaviour. Thus, it may be diffrcult to produce a consistent, unintenupted bout of

foraging behaviour in animals with other priorities (as defense is a high priority

behaviour). On examining the availability of food in the natural habitat, it would appeat

that avariable interval schedule most closely approximates the situation in the wild, as

foraging animals may encounter prey at different time interr¡als during a foraging bout.

They may need to do varying amounts of work to obtain the prey item, or may even be

unsuccessful in obtaining it - two situations that are not precisely included under the

umbrella of the interval schedule. The application of schedules in the zoo setting falls

somewhere between the wild and laboratory settings: there is a certain amount of control

over the schedule parameters. Using the non-response-contingent feeder apparatus, a

variable time schedule was imposed on the availability of food, yet the provision of a

reinforcer was not contingent on any response by the animals, Unlike the operant technique

(which will be discussed in chapter 7),the animals were not conditioned to 'use' the

apparatus in any particular manner. Mealworms were dispensed (or rather, they dispensed

themselves) regardless of any activity by the subject animals. It was proposed that, in a

manner similar to the autoshaping procedwe, non-contingent provision of food on a

'naturalistic' schedule (that is, one which approximates that found in the wild) will result

in subject animals performing foraging behaviours from their natural repertoires without

the 'automaton' effect brought about by the operant technique.

5.1.2 Hypotheses.

Hypothesis One.

It is expected that the level offoraging behaviour will increase when the micro feeding

schedule is changed to a variable time l20sec schedule using the non-contingentfeeder

apparatus. This is the expectation for all three species, as the variable time micro schedule

provides a periodically renewing food source. Thus, the original feeding regime involved
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the animals encountering food which was then quickly consumed and not 'renewable' (as

the captive environment does not allow the animals to move further afield in search of

more prey), the animals would move from the handle/con,sume andfocal search modes to

the general search mode. Following this, if foraging was still not effective after an

extended period of time (which, for the foxes, was the interval between breakfast and

dinner), the animals would move out of the feeding system altogether. The provision of

food over an extended period under a variable time micro feeding schedule means that the

animals do not need to move out of the feeding system for longer periods, as foraging

remains functional for longer. Thus, overall levels of foraging should be increased.

Hypothesis Two.

It is expected that ìncreases in the leyels of foraging in the Fennec.fox pair will be greater

during the nocturnal hours than the diurnal hours. As the Fennec foxes are a nocturnal

species in their natural habitat, it is proposed that when foraging is made functional over

extended periods using the non-contingent feeder apparatus which implemented the

variable time micro feeding schedule, then the foxes will begin to revert to their natural

preferences for nocttnnal activity.

Hypothesis Three.

It is expected that the presentation ofþod using the non-contíngentfeeder apparatus will

result in an overall decrease in the level of aggression between group members in all three

subÌect species. This is proposed to occur as a result of the increase in effective foraging

behaviour, thus replacing excessive levels of one behaviour with moderate levels of two

different behaviour. Aggression unavoidably occurs in both the natural and captive

settings, as it is - of course - apart of the normal functioning of most organisms. It may be

exacerbated in the captive environment, however, due to constant and often unavoidable

proximity in which individuals live. Competition over food in captivity may become

particularly f,rerce, as this becomes a focal point for captive animals with little else to do.

Although the Adelaide Zoo Meerkat and Dwarf mongoose groups did not want for

activities, group dynamics (in the Meerkat trio rather than the pair) for these species were

such that one animal had become the target of excessive aggression by other individuals

within the group. If the change in micro feeding schedule can, as explained under

hypothesis one, increase foraging by keeping modules within the foraging subsystem

activated for longer periods, then animals should be occupied with behaviours other than

attacking conspecifi cs.
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Hypothesis Four.

It is expected that the level of stereotypic pacing will decrectse during the use of the

variable time I20sec micro schedule as a result of the increase in.foraging behaviours

from the natural repertoire. Here again, making behaviours from the natural reperloire

functional within the captive environment will cause them to increase. This should in turn

reduce the level of other excessive behaviours (such as stereotypic pacing) by replacement.

Hypothesis Five.

It is expected that (a) there will be a decrease in general search and an Ìncrease in focal

search behaviours withín the foraging repertoire during the non-contingentfeeder

condition when compared to baseline levels. This prediction results from the observation

that captive animals tend to stay in the general ^çearch mode for long periods, as their food

sources ate zoo keepers (and sometimes the public, in spite of instructions to the contrary).

The feeder apparatus will make the source of food internal to the exhibit, thus resulting in

an increase in the use of the/ocal search mode.

þ) the non-contingent feedîng apparatus will result in the emergence of

previously unseen behaviours from the species-fltpical þraging repertoire. Activating the

foraging subsystem in these captive species without placing restrictions on the types of

behaviour which will be useful for procuring food items means that more of the actions

within the subsystem are functional and may be utilised for this purpose.

(c) the levels of component behaviours from the þcal search mode will

increase in response to the micro variable time I20sec feeding schedule provided by the

non-contingentfeeder. This is an extensionof hypothesis 5(a).If focal search levels

increase in response to the micro schedule manipulation, individual behaviours within this

mode will alter to varying degrees. Thus, changes in component behaviours will not

necessarily be equal; rather, they will reflect the needs of the animals in relation to the

altered food presentation.

5.2 Methodology and data collection.

5.2.1 Experimental desígn and subjects.

This section deals with the results obtained in the first part of each experiment with

the four groups of animals. Baseline observations were taken, followed by the non-

contingent feeder apparatus was installed in each enclosure and the animals allowed two

days in the presence of the apparatus (without any food being dispensed) to allow

habituation to the apparatus itself. The animals were then observed for two weeks with
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mealworms being dispensed from the feeder apparatus (but with solid food meals such as

mince meat mixture remaining on the original schedule). This was followed by another set

of baseline observations. The Fennec foxes were then subjected to another two week block

with the apparatus doubled in size (due to an increase in aggressive behaviour possibly due

to competition over the smaller feeding area provided by the original apparatus size).

Another baseline followed this condition

Each one hour period in the daily observation range was covered five times, to

allow for variation in behaviour on given days due to temperature variations and other

external influences. After preliminary observations, it was determined that the following

hours were suitable for behavioural observation for each species as displayed in Table

5.2.1.1below.

Table 5.2.1.1 : Observation hours for each species.

9.30am to 4.30pmDwarf mongoose

9.3Oam to 4.30pmMeerkat þair and trio)

24how observationsFennec fox

Species

5,2,2 Behavíourulcategories.

The behavioural categories relevant to the conditions which will be discussed in this

section of the thesis are listed below.

(1) Fennec foxes

Foraging (overall feeding category) which is then broken down into its components,

consisting of

- audio scan (also termed 'listen'; is peculiar to the Fennecs): ears are swivelled to

pinpoint the location of prey, with body held rigid and poised to move in for prey

capture.

- generql search: a mode in which animals are searching the general vicinity of the

enclosure and beyond for food items by walking about, sniffing, scanning, etc (Please

referto ethogram in appendix 1).

- focal search: once a potential source of prey is located the animals naffow their search

to a smaller area and are ready to move into handle/consume mode when the food item

appears.
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- nose / snffi sniffrng tends to be very similar to nosing, in that the nose is held close to

the potential source of food items and may also be used to push at a food item.

- dig: digging with both feet and creating a hole in the ground in search of food items.

- paw / scratch: (at the grotmd): the foxes use one paw at a time to lightly scratch at the

surface of the ground or the food item (possibly to turn it over), which is very similar to

pawing the food item.

- pounce: once a food item is pinpointed, the fox may pounce if it is still moving.

- Cache: a module of behaviour involving carrying the food item to a "secret" site,

digging a shallow hole, dropping the food into the hole and covering it over by pushing

sand over it with the nose.

Acúivily - the overall amount of time that the animals are active in some way.

Pøcing - the repetitive pacing / running of the foxes within a restricted area

Aggression - aggressive interactions between the animals involving either threat behaviour

(head lowered, ears flattened against head, continuous eye contact and teeth bared)

or actually attack (in the case of this fox pair, this behaviour was limited to mild

nipping)

(2) Meerkats and Dwarf mongoose

Foraging which is broken down into:

- general search: a mode in which animals are searching the general vicinity of the

enclosure and beyond for food items by walking about, snifftng, scanning, etc (Please

refer to ethograms in appendices 2 and 3).

- focal search: once a potential source of prey is located the animals nanow their search

to a smaller area and are ready to move into handle/consume mode when the food item

appears.

- nose / sniff. sniffing tends to be very similar to nosing, in that the nose is held close to

the potential source of food items and may also be used to push at a food item.

- dig: digging with both feet and creating a hole in the ground in search of food items.

- paw / scratch (at the ground): the animals use one paw at a time to lightly scratch at the

surface of the ground or the food item þossibly to turn it over), which is very similar to

pawing the food item.

- probe:probing at holes, hollows crevices with paws or nose to locate or retrieve prey.

Activíty - the overall amount of time that the animals are active in some way.

Sentinel - animals 'standing watch' either on the ground or at an elevated location within

the exhibit.
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Aggression - consistin g of threat behaviour (including threat displays where animals bare

their teeth, stare continuously at a conspecific, raise the tail, piloerect the body hair and

attack nearby vegetation, shaking it in their mouths or tearing it out of the ground) and

actual attack : this consi sts of non-injurious attack (which comprises chasing, wrestling

and 'holding' - where the teeth are used to grasp the opponent without biting) and

injurious attack (which comprises nipping, biting, and clawing)

5.2.3 Data collection.

Data points were collected using the instantaneous scan sampling method with a scan

interr¡al of one minute. The scan order was random for the Meerkat and Fennec fox groups,

as there were two groups of two animals and one group of three and the scanning took

relatively small amount of time. As the mongoose group contained seven animals and the

scanning and notation of behaviour took somewhat longer, the animals were scanned in

order (each animal was labelled A to G and M) to ensure that each animal was scanned at

the proper one minute interval.

For the purposes of comparison, the data were totalled for each time block and

convefted into percentages using the following formula:

total times viour occurred in a time block x 1

total no. hours in time block x 60

This allowed a comparison of the relative proportion of time that each behaviour

contributed to the overall observation period and hence, the effect of each treatment could

be clearly illustrated using graphs.

5.3 Results.

5.3.1: Forøging behaviour and general øctívity.

Hypothesis one statesfhaf the level offoraging behaviour will increase v,hen the

micro feeding schedule is changed to a variable time I20sec schedule using the feeder

apparatus. This may be expected because once the feeding system is activated by the

extemal releasers (such as hunger or time of day), the animals will forage and eat as

necessary to appease their appetites or until food is no longer available. Rather than food

rapidly running out, the apparatus implementing the micro schedule change represents a

periodically renewing resource. Thus, rather than the animals moving out of the

handle/consume modq back to the general search mode and then out of the feeding system
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altogether, a shift may occur back to either focal or general search modes, depending on

the interval between the renewal of food availability in the apparatus. Animals should

therefore spend longer in the feeding system, as it will be functional for them to do so, and

thus the level of foraging should increase. As the graphs in figru'es 5.3.1a,5.3.1d and 5.3.1f

demonstrate, this hypothesis tends to be supported. This is further confirmed when the

tables illustrating the differences in foraging levels are examined.

Fennec foxes.

Figure 5.3.laillustrates the levels of foraging behaviour in the Fennec fox pair

during each condition. It is apparent that there is a large increase between behaviour levels

during the baseline and condition 2 for the male fox (Barney); interestingly, however,

Bamey displays a moderate increase inþraging level during condition 3 (r,vhen compared

with the baseline)r . These differences are displayed in table 5.3 . 1 . 1 . As previously stated,

condition 3 of the Fennec fox study comprised a repeat of condition 2 using the enlarged

feeder apparatus. This added condition was a response to the rise in aggression brought

about by Barney's attempts to exclude the female fox (Belinda) from the original small

feeder apparatus (see figure 5.3.2c). The size of the original apparatus required the foxes to

forage within a relatively restricted (90cm x 90cm) area, bringing them into close

proximity when attempting to forage simultaneously. This led to Belinda being excluded

from the apparatus if she attempted to forage when Barney already occupied the feeder

area. This is reflected by the small change inþraging level exhibited by Belinda during

condition 2, compared with the large change she exhibited during condition 3. The

enlargement of the feeder area and increase in the number of tubes (from three to six)

resulted in a slight decrease in feeder-related aggression and increased Belinda's ability to

forage simultaneously with Bamey. During this condition, Bamey was unable to guard the

larger apparatus sufficiently to prevent Belinda accessing it, and thus was no longer able to

monopolise the foraging area.

Table 5.3.1.1 : Mean dffirences inforaging levels across all time blocks for the Fennec þx
pair.

1.00 8,5 t9.68 8.668.93 7.03

-4.47 9.4812-73 16.9617.2r 7.47Mean

Male FemaleAnimal:

CBAComparison*

-t

1 The sizes of differences are judged according to the limits set out in chapter 4.
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The slight lowering of Barney'sþraging levels during condition 3 may have been a

result of the tendency of wild foxes to forage individually. In captivity, this appeared to

hanslate to Barney showing a tendency to leave the apparatus sooner when Belinda also

occupied it. The results for the Fennec fox pair show the strongest support for the f,rrst

hypothesis.

There are fluctuations in the amount of time the foxes spentforaging dvingeach

time period. This is expected, as the animals cannot maintain a constant high rate

throughout both the day and night, and neither is this desirable. It can be observed that the

activity levels illustrated in figure 5.3.lb reflect these fluctuations, as do the difference

figures in table 5.3.I.2. The hours comprising midday, for example, show a distinctly

lower level of not only foragingbehaviour but also all activity, as this is the time when the

foxes prefer to sleep, As the Fennec fox ethogram states, Fennecs are nocturnal in their

natural habitat; thus, hypothesis two (relevant only to the foxes) states that increases in

foraging behaviour wíll be greater during the nocturnal hours than during the diurnal

hours.In the natural habitat,the time of day feeding system activator dictates that the

animals should tend to forage and hunt during the night hours. If this is extended to the

captive situation, the same prediction should hold true.

Examination of hgure 5.3.Ia shows that this hypothesis is not supported overall, and

that the foxes show a more complex pattern of behaviour change than is predicted by this

simple hypothesis. The largest increases inforaging occur (for Barney) during the morning

and late-night time blocks of condition2 and in the afternoon block of condition 3

(increases of between 23Yo and28%). For Belinda, by contrast, the largest increases are

during the mid-night time block of condition2 (a moderate l4Yo increase) and the

afternoon, early night and mid-night time blocks of condition 3 (differences of between

20o/o and30%). The largest increases tend to occur during different time blocks for the two

animals, as evidenced by the graph in figure 5.3.Ia. The mutual increase inforaging during

the afternoon time block of condition 3 may be parlially a result of the afternoon meal

provided by the keepers. This enables the animals to forage simultaneously without

necessarily being in close proximity to the other animal. Overall, however, it can be seen

that Barney shows a slight preference for daytime foraging while Belinda displays a

preference for night time foraging. This alteration in time of day preference for the male

fox may be a product of captive rearing and habituation to the daytime routines of the

keeping staff at the zoo.
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Table 5.3. 1 .2: lu[ean daily dffirences ín activiÍy levels for the Fennec fox pair

8.ls r3.80r 1.38 14,19I 1.87 6.15SD

-6.53 2.86I 0.4 I 9.9716.95 7.trMean

Male FemaleMale FemaleMale FemaleAnimal:

cBAComparison

Meerkat and Dwad Mongoose.

Figures 5.3.1d and 5.3.1f illustrate theforaging levels in the Meerkat and Dwarf

mongoose groups respectively. It is clear that theforaging levels of the Meerkats support

thefirst hypothesis, except in the case of the female Meerkat, who shows a clear decrease

in foraging level in comparison with the baseline level. That is, the male Meerkats show

mean increases between the baseline and condition2 (non-contingent feeder) of between

60/o and20Yo, while the female shows a mean decrease of 12.39%. These differences in

level of .foraging behaviour for each animal are listed in table 5.3.1.3 and 5.3.1.4 for both

the Meerkat and Dwarf mongoose groups respectively.

Theþraging levels of the Dwarf mongoose group show an interesting effect in that,

for animals B through to M, the level of þraging in the morning hours decreases sharply,

while the midday levels show a clear increase which outweighs the increase observed

during the afternoon hours. The alteration in the presentation of mealworms may have been

interacting with the consistent presentation of the afternoon feed to produce this pattern. In

other words, the meahvorms were not immediately available in the mornings as they had

been using the original scatter feeding method, prompting the animals to forage with

increased fervotr during the midday hours for this part of their diet. Combined with this

was the consistency of the afternoon (main) feed of the day: the animals were given

enough food to keep them nourished throughout the night at approximately 4pm daily.

Thus, although there appeared to be a slight increase in the level of foraging

behaviour during these hours, it was negligible in comparison to that observed during the

midday hours, as there was a regular source of food replenished each afternoon. It is

therefore diffrcult to state that the results for the Dwarf mongoose group clearly support the

hypothesis, This indicates that further work is needed to clarify the effect of micro

schedule manipulations on these animals, and issues of apparatus tuning must also be taken

into consideration.
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Figure 5.3.Lc: Fennecfoxesforage singly in the small non-contingent apparatus.
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Pair fernale Pai¡ male Trio male one Trio male two Trio m¿le three

Figure 5.3.1e: Activity levels (percentage) and meon temperature (C) þr all Meerkats.
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Figure 5.3.Lf: Foraginglevels in the Dwarf mongoose group.
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Figure 5.3.19: Activity levels (percentage) and mean temperature (C) þr the Dwarf

mongoose group.

Table 5.3. I . 3 : Mean daily foraging behaviour and activity level dffirences for the two

Meerknt groups.

rFo =

The nature of Meerkat and Dwarf mongoose behaviour in the wild setting is

somewhat different to that of the Fennec foxes. These species are small diurnal foragers

with a tendency to spend the greater portion of their day occupied with the quest for food.

This may be reflected in their higher þraglng levels for each time block, and it may be

expected that there will be less variationintheforaging levels between time blocks than

moân
two
tmmæn

^{a

*condlüonone*basellne

m6an
onê
onô moan

14.04 t4.t62.62 2.348.57 1.45 5.08 17.207.23 14.36

11.13 t1.52t999 6.386.04 2.92-12.39 -5.51 10.33 t7.7t
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would be observed in the Fennec foxes. As is the case with the Fennec s, the activity level

graph reflects the changes in foraging levels for the Meerkat and Mongoose groups. The

Meerkat activity level graph in figure 5.3.1e shows a tendency for the Meerkats to be less

active when the mean temperature approaches 3OoC. As the study involving the Meerkat

pair was conducted in the summer months (December through to February), it was noted

that the female Meerkat became particularly inactive at temperatures in excess of 32 
oC, 

as

shown by the dramatic decrease in her activity duling the midday hours.

As stated in the Methodology section, variables such as weather (extreme

temperatures and rain) cannot be controlled by the experimenter, and thus must be taken

into account when examining any behavioural measures taken. The study involving the

Meerkat trio took place during the winter months (June through to August), resulting in

lower mean temperature and the rescheduling of some observation hours due to heavy rain

(during which the Meerkats tended to stay inside the dens or tunnels in their enclosure.

Figure 5.3.1e shows that the Meerkat trio was more active than the pair overall, and

although this cannot be solely attributed to the temperature, a relationship may exist.

Indeed, a relationship may be expected, as it has been observed in both free living

Meerkats and Dwarf mongooses that during the hottest parts of the day the animals may be

found to rest in shaded areas to conserve water and regulate body temperatures. Similarly,

during rainstorms, the animals tend to take shelter in burrows or dens.

Additional information regarding levels of foraging behaviour and overall activily

can be seen in table 5.3.1.3 above. Table 5.3.1.3 indicates that the female Meerkat alone

showed a decrease inþraging behaviour in response to the introduction of the VT120sec

micro feeding schedule during condition 2, while the four males displayed a positive

change inforaging level. This decrease inforaging behaviour contributed to an overall

decrease in activity level for the female when combined with a decrease in sentinel

behaviour (depicted in figure 5.3.1h). The male Meerkats displayed a lower overall level of

sentinel behaviour which, when combined with the increase in.foraging levels, led to a

relatively insignificant change in activity level. The changes to sentinel behaviour can be

seen in table 5.3 . 1 .4 below.

13.812.9]7.469.39t0.23SD

9.0r-1.24-9.43-11 .l s- 14.00

Trio male 3Trio male 2Trio male IPair malePair femaleAnimal:

Table 5.3.1.4: Mesn daily dffirences in sentinel behaviour for the Meerkat groups.
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As figure 5.3.1g shows, the mean temperatures in the baseline and condition 1

observations during the mongoose study were similar. Rain of varying intensity was

recorded during eight separate hours of the condition 1 observation period, which may

have contributed to the decrease in activity observed in comparison to baseline

observations. It would appear that the decrease in morning activity for the mongooses is,

for the main part, due to the decreasedforaging activity occurring in response to the

introduction of the feeder apparatus. This may be seen when fìgures 5.3.1f and 5.3.1g ale

compared, with mean difference scores are displayed in table 5.3.1.5 below.

Table 5. 3. I . 5 : Mean dffirences in foraging and activity levels for the Dwarf mongoose

group.

Table 5.3.1.6: Mean dffirence scores for Dwarf mongoose sentinel behaviour

0.19l.'712.\310.070.942.332.25SD

0.22-3.49-5.85-0.341.08-0.0221.47Mean

MGFEDBAAnimal:

The Dwarf mongoose group also show overall decreases in sentinel behaviour, with

the exception of mongooses A (the ex alpha female), mongoose D and mongoose M (the

neutered male). These differences inforaging and activity levels are displayed in table

5.3.l.5, rvhile sentinel behaviour differences are displayed in table 5,3.I.6 above. The

agpyession displayed towards mongoose A by mongoose M during the baseline

observation period lesulted in mongoose A attempting to avoid visual contact with the

neutered male during this time. This may have been the reason for the lack of sentinel

behaviour displayed by mongoose A; she avoided placing herself in a prominent position

suitable for ,çentinel activity, as this appeared to incite aggres,sion in the neutered male.

Following the introduction of the non-contingent feeder, aggression towards mongoose A

decreased substantially and resulted in a large increase in mongoose A's Ievel of sentínel

behaviour. This can be seen in hgure 5.3.1i below.

r0.58t2.s6l7.l 8r 8.95t8.9416.3612.10SD

-3.994.15t.2t-2.934.320.987.60Mean

Activity

16.5913.3415.59r 3.95r 0.1811.434.52SD

9.261.826.444.413.253.020.12Mean

MGFEDBAAnimal:

Foraging
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Activity levels appeared to increase for all mongooses except E and M: the

relationship that developed between these two animals resulted in mongoose E spending a

great deal of time closely following mongoose M. It is therefore not unexpected that, when

mongoose M began to spend more time inactive or inside the den area, mongoose E would

follow suit.

Although in the captive environment the observed decrease in sentinel behaviour

has no direct detrimental effect on the animals, one of the aims of the research reported

here is to maintain species-typical behaviour in the captive environment. Thus, chapter

eight will detail the results of combining feeding methods and simulated predation inthe

captive environment.
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Figure 5.3.Lh: Sentinel behuviour levelsfor the Meerktt groups.
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Figure 5.3.1i: Sentinel behaviour levels in lhe Dwarf mongoose group.

5.3.2: Aggressíon and slereolypic pacing.

For the Fennec fox, Dwarf mongoose and Meerkat groups there are other important

considerations related to activity levels, however. For the Fennec foxes the level of

stereotypic pacing contributed substantially to the activity levels of the animals. For the

Meerkat and Dwarf mongoose groups, the occurrence of agonistic interactions within the

gfoups were also of importance. The latter is particularly important in the Meerkat trio and

the Dwarf mongoose group, as there were relatively high existing levels of aggression in

these two groups. Of the male Meerkat trio, male three was commonly observed to perform

aggressive displays when in the immediate vicinity of male one, and commonly threatened,

*condiliont'¡o+basêllne

*condiüon one+bas€llnê
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wrestled with, and often attacked this animal while male two was occupied with other

activities. These agonistic interactions \À/ere not simply limited tofood ctggression,but

occurred even when the animals were basking in the morning sunlight. Examples of

aggressive behaviour in the three species can be seen in figues 5.3.2a (i) to 5.3.2a (iv).
'With 

respect to the Mongoose group, the females and neutered male had recently

been moved to a new exhibit to prevent further breeding of the existing group, which

appeared to have an effect on the dominance hierarchy. The female which had previously

occupied the alpha position within the group (ie. Mongoose A had been the primary

breeding female) became the focus of much of the group's aggression; similarly, another

senior female (animal C) also became victim to group aggression, and subsequently died

during baseline observations.

Hypothesis three sfates fhat the presentation ofþod using the non-contingent feeder

apparatus will result in an overall decrease in the level of aggression betvteen group

members. As one of the problems often encountered in the captive environment is that of

lack of species-typical activity or productive activity (such asþraging, for example), it

should follow that if these behaviours are increased, then the occurrence of excessive non-

functional behaviours will decrease. As shown in f,rgures 5.3.2b (i) and (ii), the levels of

aggression in the two foxes decreased across conditions in line with the increases in

þraging levels (as depicted in figure 5.3.1a), thus supportinghypothesi,ç three.Ilis

apparent that not only does the level of food-related aggression show a small but distinct

decrease during condition 3, but that non-þod related aggression also decreases during

both feeder conditions (see table 5.3.2.1).This aggressi¿¡n was most commonly observed

either when the male and female crossed paths while pacing, and when the female repelled

the male's attempts to join her on the sleeping platform. The reduction in non-food related

aggression may therefore also be an indirect result of increased levels of þraging, as this

appeared to decrease the overall level of s/ereotypic pacing and therefore the number of

instances wherein the foxes would cross paths during this activity.

By contrast, the results for the Meerkat trio lie quite strongly in the opposite

direction. During the presentation of food using the non-contingent feeder apparatus, both

food-related aggression levels [figure 5.3.2c (i)] as well as aggression levels towards

individual conspecifics (apparently unrelated to feeding activities) increased (as shown in

figure 5.3.2c (ii)). The difference scores are displayed in table 5.3.2.2.I1 is difficult to state

a clear causal chain between these separate increas es in aggression.It may be the case that

the animals' escalated non-food-related aggression meant that they could not forage
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Figure 5.3.2a(i): Threat behaviour towards male Fennec.fox byfemale Fennec.fox.

Figure 5.3.2a (ii): Threat behaviour towards Meerkat male one by male three.

Figure 5.3.2a (iii): Attack andwrestling between males one and three of the Meerkqt trio.
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Figure 5.3.2a (iv): lIlrestling between Mongooses E and F, and F and G.
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peaceably in such close proximity, whether foraging in the feeder apparatus or in other

areas of the enclosure. Alternatively, this increase may be the result of the animals having

to forage in closer proximity in order to use the feeder apparatus simultaneously. This will

be further explored in the Discussion section.
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Figure 5.3.2b (i):Food-related aggression levels in the Fennecfox pair.
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The Meerkat pair was not included in the figures depicting aggression, as their

calculated levels were so low as to be negligible during both the baseline and non-

contingent feeder conditions. Ovelall levels of aggressive behaviour between the male and

female were observed as 054% and 0.67%o respectively during the baseline observation

period. This decreased to 0.02% and 0.05% during condition 2 (using the non-contingent

feeder apparatus). Thus, the lesults were in the expected direction and support hypothesis

three, however the level of behaviour was low and the effect sìze was small.

Tqble 5.3.2.1: Dffirence s'cores.for Fennecþx aggres,síon levels.

0.48 0.250.57 0.640.59 0.53SD

-0.23 -0.r 8-0.72 -0.62-0.49 -0.44Mean

Male FemaleMale FemaleMale FemaleNorr-footl-reluted

0.66 0.530.31 0.310.44 0.32SD

-l.07 -r.09-0.34 -0.420.13 0.66Mean

Male FemaleMale FemaleMale FemaleF o o d- re I s te d uggres s io tr

CBAComparison*:

Table 5.3.2.2: Aggression dffirence scores for the Meerkat trio.

3.690.281.3 8SD

9.790.95ó.83Mean

N o n -ltr o d- rel o I e d øgg ress io n

6.680.801.84SD

6.831.9810. l6Mean

Trio male 3Trio male 2Trio male IFood-reluted aggress ion

The lesults of /'ood-related aggression for the Dwarf mongoose group suggest that

the hypothesis is suppofted, as shown in hgure 5.3.2d(r), however the levels of aggression

ale relatively low throughout both conditions. Thus, the results for the Dwarf mongoose

group show a trend towards decreasedfood-related aggression during condition two,

although the effect itself is not large. Additionally, the level of overall aggression îot
related to food acquisition or consumption (shown in figures 5.3.d (ii) also appears to be

relatively low. The majority of such aggressive interactions occurred at a level of 0.560/o

or lower, except in the case of aggression by mongooses B, G and M towards mongoose A.

Thus, only the aggression levels for these three mongooses ale displayed in figure 5.3.2d

(ii). Mongoose A (the former alpha female) appeared to attract a high level of agonistic

attention from Mongoose M (the neutered male) when the group was first formed in the

new exhibit. Mongooses B and G also displayed levels of aggression towards mongoose A

in excess of those displayed by conspecifics in the same exhibit during the baseline

obsen¡ation peliod. There appears to be a substantial decrease in aggression between these

con - con
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individuals during condition two, however this is not clearly attributable solely to the effect

of the non-contingent feeder. Tt may be the case that the group as a whole began to

establish a new dominance hierarchy and that the need for aggressive encounters was thus

reduced. Alternatively, the establishment of the new hierarchy may have combined with

mongoose A's increased sentinel activity to ensure that she was less accessible as a target

for aggressive behaviour. Thus, although the results are in the expected direction for these

animals, it is uncertain whether this constitutes clear support for the hypothesis.

Table 5.3.2.3: Mean tn level,s.

Table 5.3.2.4: Mean in the level in the Fennec potr,
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Figure 5.3.2d (i):Food-related aggression in the Dwarf mongoose group.
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Batney

Figure 5.3.2e: Stereotypic pacingþr the Fennecþx pair.

Figure 5.3.2f: Barney pacing around the base of the left-hand ledge.

The fourth hypothesis relates to the Fennec foxes only, as stereotypic pacingwas

not observed in the Meerkat or Mongoose groups. Hypothesis þur støtes lhat the level of

stereotypic pacing will decrease during the use of'the VTI20sec micro /ëeding schedule

due to the increase in the level ofþraging behaviours from the natural repertoire.In other

words, stereotypic behaviour will be replaced by functionalforagingbehaviour. It is

proposed that animals performing repetitive, non-functional behaviours do so due to the

unavoidable restrictions placed on them by the captive environment. These animals lack

the opportunity to perform usefully behaviours which would otherwise be a necessary part

of their daily repertoire, and thus substitute other behaviours (such as pacing, for example)

in their place. These substitute behaviours may also be non-functional, however they do

not appear to need the same level of reinforcement necessary to maintain behaviours that

form part of the natural repertoire. Consequently, they may occur at high levels in captive

animals.

It is proposed that if behaviour from the natural repertoire can be made functional

once more, then the need for stereotyped behaviours will be reduced. It is apparent from

examining figrre 5.3.2e that the level of srereotypic pacing is moderately reduced during

conditions two and three when compared to the baseline observations. The male fox

showed a pattern of pacing behaviour which appeared to be directþ related to the feeding

routine, as he was observed to spend most of the hour leading up to the afternoon food
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delivery pacing in a semicircular path around the large ledge protruding from the rear wall

of the exhibit. An alternative route taken (as shown in figure 5.32Ð involved pacing

around the base of the left-hand ledge. The graph in figure 5.3.2e shor,vs clearly

demonstlates that the male'spacing peaked during the afternoon timeblock.

The female fox showed a much milder level of pacing at- this time of the day; when

the two animals did pace this route together, aggressive encounters occurred due to the

frequency of near-collision between them. These aggressive encounters consisted of

lowering the head close to the ground, flattening the ears and baring the teeth at the other

animal without interrupting the speed of the pacing. When the sounds of the keeper

approaching the rear of the exhibit were heard, the animals began to increase the speed of

their pacing until it reached a frantic level. This only subsided when the keeper actually

appeared in the exhibit. At this time, Belinda would retreatto the ledge on the left of the

exhibit and lower her ears and head in a threatening manner towards the keeper, while

Barney waited within relatively close proximity to the keeper for the food to be placed on

the ground.

The female fox displayed a much higher level of pacing during the night time hours,

particularly during the early- and middle- night time blocks. During these times (compared

with during the day) the den door was opened to allow the animals free access to the rear

area.It was inthis doorway areathatthe majority of the female fox'spacing tookplace. It

appeared to follow apaltern of three paces either side of the door, with occasional head-

tossing and infrequent pauses to stare intently at something outside the exhibit which was

invisible to the experimenter.

The use of the non-contingent feeder during conditions two and three decreased

stereotypic pacing during these "problem" periods to relatively low levels, supporting the

hypothesis. A comparison of figures 5.3.1a and 5.3.2e reveals that the decrease inpacing

behaviour reflected the increase in foraging behaviour for both Barney and Belinda, further

supporting the notion that non-fturctional behaviour may be replaced by functional

behaviorus from the natural repertoire.

5.3.3: The topography of foragíng behavíour: components of the foraging repertoire.

The next set of hypotheses are conceffred with the topography of theforaging

behaviour obsen'ed in the subjects, and how this may be altered using the non-contingent

feeder apparatus. Hypothesis five (a) states that there will be a decrease in general search

and an increase infocal search behaviours within the þraging repertoire during the non-

contingent feeder condition when compared to baseline levels. This would be expected as
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the feeder apparatus provided mobile food, which should elicit increasedfocal search

behaviours from the subjects. It was expected that the animals would return to general

search mode less during foraging bouts with this feeder apparatus than would normally be

the case with simple free food requiring no effort to obtain.

Fennecfoxes.

General andfocal search levels for the Fennec foxes are illustrated in figures

5.3,3a (i) and 5.3.3a (ii) respectively. It can be seen in figure 5.3.3a (i) that there was a

clear trend towards a lower proportion of foraging consisting of general search behaviour

during conditions 2 and 3 compared to the baseline levels, thus suppofüng hypothesis five

(a).The differences are substantial, with alarge mean decrease of 16.430/o for the male fox

(Barney) between baseline and condition 2 levels during each time period. The differences

between the baseline and condition 3 levels are similar, with a large mean decrease of

15.99%. The female fox (Belinda) showed moderate decreases in general sertrch levels,

with a mean decrease of 7.42Yo between baseline and condition 2 levels, artd7.82o/o

between baseline and condition 3 levels.

Focal search behaviour (depicted in figwe 5.3.3a (ii)) can be seen to increase

during conditions 2 and 3, also supporting hypothesis five (a). The differences here are

moderate, with mean increases of 9.79o/o between the baseline and condition2, and 10.87o/o

between the baseline and condition 3 for the male fox (Barney). Similarly, moderate mean

increases were observed at 8.03% between baseline and condition2 and 10.24% between

baseline and condition 3 levels for the female fox (Belinda). Thus, the results obtained for

the Fennec fox pair support hypothesis five (a).

Hypothesis five (b) states thaf the non-contingent W I20sec miøo food delivery

schedule will result in the emergence of previously unseen behaviours from the species-

typical foraging repertoire. This hypothesis has its basis in the notion that captive animals

- which have their food presented to them in a manner which may not resemble the

situation in the wild setting - need not utilise their entire foraging repertoire to procure

their daily food needs. The Fennec foxes, for example, exhibited no audio scanning,

pouncing or caching behaviour during baseline observations, although these behaviours are

part of the feeding behaviour system outlined in chapter three. The manner in which the

mealworm portion of the animals' diet was presented using the non-contingent apparatus -
that is, with mealworms falling into the sand and leaflitter below the apparatus at variable

intervals - was proposed to mimic the conditions in the natural setting in terms of the

mealworms being more active once in the leaflitter. This provides the opportunity for the

animals to use a wider range of individualforaging behaviours to obtain the mealworms
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rather than simply picking them offthe ground inside the exhibit. For this reason,

hypothesis five (c) states that the level of component behsviours from the þcal search

mode will increase in response to the micro VT l2}secfeeding schedule provided by the

non- cont in gent fe eder.

As figures 5.3.3a (iii) and 5.3.3a (iv) show (respectively), audio scanningand

pouncingbehaviour emerged in the Fennec foxes during the course of condition2 and

continued at relatively high levels throughout condition 3, supporting hypothesis five(b).In

addition, digging (depicted in figure 5.3.3a (v)) and nosing / snffing (depicted in figure

5.3.3a (vii)) also showed tendencies to increase during conditions 2 and 3, in support of

hypothesis five(c). Mean daily differences for these behaviours can be seen in table 5.3.3. L
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Figure 5.3.3a (i): The proportion offoraging consisting of general search behaviour

in the Fennecfox pair.
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Figure 5.3.3a (ii): The proportion offoraging consisting ofþcal search behaviour

in the Fennecfox pair.
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Figure 5.3.3a (iv): The proportion ofþraging consisting of pouncing behaviour for
the Fennecþx pair.
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Figure 5.3.3a (v): The proportion ofþraging consisting of digging behaviour for the

Fennecþx pair.
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Figure 5.3.3a (vi): The proportion ofþraging consisting of scratching and pawing

behaviourfor the Fennecþx pair.
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Figure 5.3.3a (vii): The proportion offoraging consisting of nosing and snffing

behaviourþr the Fennecfox pair.
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(1) (2)

F igur e 5. 3. 3 b (i) : F ennec þxes consume morning mealw orm rat ion under the

original feeding regime, with Barney scratching lightly at the ground (photo I).

Figure 5.3.3b (ii): Belinda displaysþcal

search behaviour during the baseline

observations.

(1) (2)

Figure 5.3.3b (iii): (I) Barneynosing/snffinSatuftof grass inthefrontrighthand

side of the enclosure during condition 3; (2) Belindaþrages in the small non-

cont ingent feeder apparqtus dur ing condit ion 2.

Figure 5.3.3b (iv): Barneyforages in the

non-contingent opparatus w ith Belinda

perþrming general search behaviour from
the front of the enclosure.

The behavio:ur scratching at the ground / pawing can be observed in figure 5.3.3a

(vi) as decreasing during conditions 2 and 3. This is due to the fact that the foxes

performed this behaviour at a high level under the original feeding regime, where the
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mealworms were scattered on the ground inside the exhibit, allowing the foxes to walk

about and consume their morning food ration with little effort expenditure. Often the

animals would stand still amongst the scattered mealworms and scratch lightly at the

surface of the ground to roll the worms closer for consumption (as shown in figures

5.3.3b(i) 1 and2). Once the mealworms were made more difficult to obtain, the animals

needed to resort to somewhat more involved strategies in order to consume the worms.

Thus, the increase in other behaviours led to a decrease in the proportion of foraging

constituted by scratching at the ground / pawing. Thus, although this does not support

hypothesis five(c), it can be seen that this is still a benef,rcial result of the non-contingent

feeder apparatus. The aforementioned behaviours are all components of the foraging

repertoire that will be elicited if the animals must work to obtain their food. 'When

presented with a food source such as the feeder apparatus, which drops active mealworms

into a pit filled with leaf litter and sand at various intervals, the animals are required to find

the mealworms within the pit. This is a more involved process than eating them straight

from the sandy floor of their enclosure; while the foxes are not.þraging,the mealworms

may be dispensed into the pit and burrow down under the mulch. Their activity may cause

minute sounds which the foxes - with their extremely sensitive hearing - can pinpoint and

use in visually fixating the location of the mealworms before devouring them.

An important outcome of the use of the non-contingent feeder apparatus was that

the emergent behaviours from the foraging repertoire were not restricted to the apparatus

itself - they generalised to other locations within the enclosure. Thus, the foxes began to

dig holes in a variety of areas and also investigated the nooks between rocks and ledges,

displayed audio scannÌng andfocal searching of grass tufts within the enclosure (as seen in

figure 5.3.3b (iii) 1, for example). This is important because one of the aims of this method

is to encourage behaviour appropriate to the natural habitat, and this includes the expansion

of food acquisition behaviour to a larger and more diverse range of locations. Although

this is - by necessity - limited in the captive environment, the results here do indicate that

this is an obtainable goal for captive animals (particularly in the pre-release phase of a

captive breeding and release program).
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Table 5.3.3.l: A,{ean dffirence scores.for.foraging component behaviours in the Fennec

fox pair.
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One behaviour which emerged unexpectedly was the "pipe-banging" displayed by

Barney. As the ends of the pvc pipes through which the mealworms travelled to reach the

leaflitter pit were not fixed to the ground, Barney began lo scratch at the ends of the pipes

near the end of condition 2. This developed into "pipe-banging",wherein Barney would

pull at the end of a pipe with one paw and allow the end to fall to the ground, which

infrequently resulted in the emergence of up to half a dozen mealworms that had become

caught together in a section of the pipe. The impact of the pipe on the ground was

evidently enough to loosen the worms and allow them to emerge from the pipe. This

behaviour inadvertently resulted inlhis.foragingbehaviour becoming an operant: Barney

would produce reward (however inconsistent) by the use of this new technique. This

illustrates both the ability of animals to modify their behaviour to extract the most from

their environment, and the tendency for animals to do the unexpected.

Another set of behaviours which emerged during condition 2 and continued during

condition 3 formed the caching module (refer to chapter three for the Fennec fox behaviour

system). Caching includes behaviours such as carrying food, dropping the food into small

holes and pushing sand over the top of the food with the nose. These behaviours were too

sporadic and occurred at too low a level to warrant a graph, as the total number of

occuffences of the complete module of behaviour for both non-contingent feeder

conditions was 12 for Barney and 19 for Belinda. Once again, however, this illustrates that

behaviours from the natural repertoire can be elicited using non-contingent food

presentation.
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Meerkat and Dwød mttngoose

Figures 5.3.3c (i) and 5.3.3c (ii) illustrate the levels of general andþcal search

behaviour (respectively) for the two Meerkat groups. It is clear that there exists a trend for

adecrease ingeneral searchbehaviourandanincrease infocal searchbehaviourbetween

the baseline and the non-contingent feeder condition, although the increase inþcal search

behaviour outweighs the decrease in general search behaviour. The mean differences in

these behaviour levels for the two Meerkat groups can be seen in table 5.3.3.2 below.

These results are in the expected directions, and thus support lrypothesis five(a).

Table 5.3.3.2: Mean dffirences in general andfocal search levels in the Meerkøt groups.
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Figure 5.3.3c (i):General search behaviour as a proportion ofþragingþr the Meerknts.
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Figure 5.3.3c (u):Scratching / pawing as a proportion ofþragingþr the Meerknts.
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(r) (2)

Figure 5.3.3d(i): Probing behaviour by the (1) mole

and (2) female of the Meerkat pair.

Figure 5.3.jd(iii): Meerknt pair
Male digs a tunnel beneath

a daisy bush.

Figure 5. j. 3 d(ii) : Forage-digging

by the Meerkat pair.

(2)

(1)

Figure 5.3.3d(iu):(I) Meerkat male one suatches at the

ground near the non-contingent apparatus; (2) Males two

and threeforage in the apparatus with male one standing

sentinel.

When the results for the Meerkat and Dwarf mongoose gfoups are examined, there

also appear to be changes in the relative proportions of behaviours from .lorqgtng

repertoires related to the altered presentation of mealworms using the non-contingent

feeder. Seven occurrences of previously unseenpouncing behaviour appeared in the

Meerkat pair during condition 2, however the frequency of the behaviour was too low to

illustrate graphically. This result does tend to support lrypothesis"frr"(b), although an

increased time of exposure to the non-contingent feeding apparatus may have produced a

stronger result than was obtainable within the limited two week study period.

Behaviours such asprobing appeared to be strengthened by the use of the feeder

apparatus. Thus, there was support for hypothesis five (c), as shown in figures 5.3.3c (iii) to

(vi), which illustrate the relative proportion each component behaviour contributed to

foraging for the two Meerkat groups. As these figures show, the scale of the differences
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between the levels of behaviour in the baseline and non-contingent feeder condition is

relatively small. It must be remembered, however, that this should be expected, as these

behaviours are merely components of the overall foraging subsystem. Thus, extensive

changes in any single behavioural component may cause undesirable imbalances in the

system. As figure 5.3.3c (iii) shows, the level of nosing / snffing behaviour showed a

tendency to increase during condition 2, indicating that mealworms were somewhat more

diffrcult to obtain using the non-contingent feeder apparatus than they were through the

routine scattering of mealworms on the ground. These mean differences (as well as those

for other component behaviours) are shown in table 5.3.3.3.

Similarly, hgure 5.3.3c (iv) shows that the level of diggingbehaviour also shows a

tendency to increase during condition 2, and a comparison of these figures reveals that

these behaviours occur at similar levels. It may be observed that when Meerkats dig for

prey, they place their noses in close proximity to the substrate in which they are digging.

This is one of the characteristics which distinguishes digging as part of the foraging

behaviour system ftom digging withthe aim of constructing a tunnel or burrow. In the

latter case, the volume of substrate displaced is much greater, and the animals tend to make

larger sweeping movements with both front paws simultaneously compared to foraging,

which involves slower and more careful movements with either one or both paws (pictured

in figures 5.3.3d (ii) and (iii)). Thus, the results shown in figures 5.3.3 (iiÐ and (iv) lend

support to hypothesis five(c).

By contrast, the levels of scratching / pawing behaviour shown in hgure 5.3.3c (v)

(and pictured in figure 5.3.3c (v)) displayed no clear tendency either to increase or

decrease. The differences between levels of this behaviour in each condition are shown in

table 5.3.3.3, and indicate that this behaviour was not strongly affected by the alteration in

food presentation. This may indicate that - as this is a behaviour which functions to

uncover potential prey or food items buried under a light layer of substrate or roll a food

item closer to the animal - the need for this behaviour was not altered significantly by the

use of the non-contingent feeder apparatus. That is, once the prey items (ie. mealworms)

were dug up, the animals still needed to roll the prey towards them for easier consumption

or remove a light layer of the substrate from them prior to consumption, resulting in little

change to the levels of this behaviour between conditions.

Probing behaviour, by comparison, showed an increasing trend, again indicating

that the animals needed to expend more effort in locating their prey during the non-

contingent feeder condition and supporting hypothesis Jìve(c). These results are depicted in

figure 5.3.3c (vi). It was discovered that this increased frequency was not simply restricted
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to the feedel apparatus, however. The animals showed an increased tendency to probe

crevices, nooks and cracks located at various sites within the exhibit, as depicted in figure

5.3.3d (i).

Table 5. 3 . 3. 3 : Mean dffirences for foraging component behaviours in the tvto Meerknt

groups.
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Similarly, the reductionin general search and increase in.focal search levels was

also present in the data for the Dwarf mongoose group, however it is a srnall effect, as

shown in table 5.3.3.4 below. These results are illustrated in hgures 5.3.3e (i) and 5.3.3e

(ii). Tlrus, while these data are generally supportive of hypothesis five(a), stronger suppotl

is provided by the results obtained rvith the Ferurec foxes and Meerkats.

Table 5.3.3.4; Mean dffirences in general andþcal searchfor the Dwarf mongoose

group.
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When the results for the Meerkat and Dwarf mongoose groups are examined, there

also appe ar to be changes in the relative proportions of behaviours from the.foraging

repeftoires related to the altered presentation of mealwotms using the non-contingent

feeder. Although no previously unseen behaviours appeared during condition 2,

behaviours such asprobing appeared to be strengthened by the use of the feeder apparatus.

Thus, hypothesis fiveþ) was not supported by the results for the Dwarf mongoose group,

while support was found in the Meerkat pair but not the trio.
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Examination of figures 5.3.3e (iii) to 5.3.3e (vi) reveal that the Dwarf mongoose

group showed trends in the levels of foraging component behaviours similar to those of the

two Meerkat groups. That is, although the non-contingent feeder did not elicit previously

unseen behaviours fromtheforaging repertoire [thus not supporting hypothesis five(b)1,

alterations to the levels of the component behaviours are evident during condition 2. Figure

5.3.3e (iii) shows that the level of nosing / snffingbehaviour increased during condition 2,

with the animals showing an increased tendency to sniff and explore crevices, cavities and

holes in the rocks and logs within their exhibit as well as the tubes in the feeder apparatus

itself. This result supports hypothesis /ìve(c).

Similarly, figure 5.3.3e (iv) shows that dígging behaviour increased more

substantially than nosing / ,snffing behaviour during condition 2. As with the Meerkats and

the Fennec foxes, the mealworms were able to move about and burrow into the leaflitter

once they had exited the apparatus, necessitating the use of more strenuous foraging

behaviour on the part of the Mongooses. This difference in the presentation of the

mealworms also played a role in the increased nosing / sniffing behaviour evident during

condition 2, as the mealworms were able to hide more effectively in cracks and crevices if
they exited the apparatus while there were no Mongooses in attendance.

Suatching / pawing behaviour levels (shown in figure 5.3.3e (v)) exhibited a

tendency to increase during condition 2, although the difference in the levels of behaviour

between the baseline and non-contingent feeder condition were more variable here than

between the two conditions for either nosing / snffing or digging behaviour, as shown in

table 5.3.3.4. Anexample of this behaviour may be seen in figure 5.3.3f (i).

The largest increase in the level ofbehaviour can be observed for probing

behaviour, as shown in figure 5.3.3e (vi) with a photographic example in figure 5.3.3f (ii).

Again, as with the Meerkat groups, the animals generalised this probing behaviour to a

large number of areas within the exhibit rather than limiting it to the pipes within the

feeder apparatus itself. Thus, the results displayed in the figures above support hypothesis

five(c), indicating that the non-contingent feeder positively affects the topography of

foraging behaviour in the subject animals.
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Table 5.3.3.4: Mean dffirences inþraging component behsviours þr the Dwarf
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(c)

(a)

Figure 5.3.3f (iii): Dwarf mongooses foraging during the non-contingent feeder condition

(a) & (b) infeeder apparatus, and (c) near a rock inside the exhibit.

5.4 Discussion

The strength of the effect produced by the introduction of a non-response-contingent

feeding apparatus into the enclosures ofthe three subject species has varied. It can be

observed that the Fennec foxes - the species evincing the most distinct behavioural deficits

in terms of both activity levels and topographical variety - showed the strongest and most

positive response to the new feeding method. Although not a direct replication of the

Brown and Jenkins (1968) autoshaping experiment, wherein the authors discovered that

pigeons tended to exhibit species-specific feeding responses in response to a lighted key

preceding food delivery, the results obtained here may be viewed in a similar manner. It is

evident that the presentation of food using a schedule which approximates that found in the

natural setting without the imposition of a response criterion may also result in the

emergence of a type of 'free-operant' consisting of species-typical feeding responses. In

addition, the natural movement of the mealworms (which is accompanied by sounds below

the normal human range of hearing) rather than an artificial light or sound was used to

signal the arrival of food. It is apparent that the foxes, when provided with the opportunity

to employ a wider variety of behaviour from the foraging repertoire to obtain food,

responded by applying a wider range of possible behaviours in a functionally appropriate

manner, The emergence of audio scanning behaviour during condition 2 indicatedthe need

for the animals to locate the prey within the feeder apparatus, as the prey was no longer

easily accessible on the open ground of the exhibit. Pouncing behaviour - which is

commonly observed in freeJiving foxes - also emerged during condition 2, and may relate

to the fact that the prey was more active dwing this condition. This may be either in terms
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of the movement of the mealworms falling from the pipes within the feeder, or it may be

due to the movement of the mealworms once in the leaflitter below the pipes.

Thns, the feeder apparatus enabled the Fennec foxes to successfully a wider range of

species-typical behaviour successfully in procuring their food. In terms of the feeding

behaviour system, the changes in behaviour are shown in figures 5.4.1a and 5.4.1b below.

These lrgures focus onlheforaging subsystem, as this was the focus of the methodology.

Clearly, the number of different foraging subsystem components 'active' (ie. in use) during

conditions 2 and 3 are greater than during the baseline observations.

Therefore, rather than limiting the foxes to a small selection of possible behaviours,

the feeder apparatus enabled the foxes to employ a more complex pattem of food

acquisition behaviour to obtain their daily mealworm ration. The use of the feeder

apparatus also resulted in the activation of the caching module, wherein the foxes began to

store portions of their evening meal (such as day-old chicks, mice, mouthfuls of fruit and

dry food, for example). This may be the result of the variable time 120sec food delivery

schedule, as the mealworms were available for a longer period of the day. Thus, despite the

size of the mealworm ration remaining the same as during the original feeding regime, this

extended availability may have given the impression of alarger amount of food. It tends to

be the case in free-living foxes that a period of abundant food triggers caching behaviour,

which may be the mechanism producing caching behaviour here in the captive

environment. This behaviour admittedly appeared somewhat comical, as the animals were

limited in their choice of locations for food caches and were unable to keep the locations of

their food stores secret from each other. This resulted in one animal creating a cache of

(eg) a day-old chick and then leaving to obtain another portion of food. During the first

animal's absence from the vicinity of the cache, the other animal would quickly dig up the

chick and relocate it in a cache of its own a few feet distant from the original cache site.

The first animal would then return with a mouthful of food to prepare another cache,

discover that the first cache had been raided and leave the mouthful of food in the original

cache while it went to seek out the new cache created by its cage-mate. The cage-mate

would by this time have returred from the den area with another day-old chick, and the

two animals would then quickly cache their chicks in new locations which were almost

immediately raided, This 'comedy-of-errors' style of caching was more prevalent dwing

the first three bouts of caching; following this, the animals became prone to waiting until

their cage-mate was out of sight in the rear den area before creating a cache in a more

inaccessible location (such as a ledge, for example).
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The results for the Meerkats and the Dwarf mongoose group do not show the same

dramatic alterations to the active feeding behaviour system. The impact of the non-

contingent feeder apparatus appeared to concentrate on increasing opportunities for the

animals to use effectively more complex patterns of food acquisition behaviour. That is,

although no previously unseen foraging behaviours emerged during the use of the non-

contingent feeder, the animals increasingly tended towards more complex combinations of

individual foraging components. During baseline observations, for example, the Meerkats

commonly combined sconning,locomotion, digging, nosing, sniffing and rahing to obtain

mealworms scattered on the ground in the exhibit. Probing occumed as a low-level

behaviour which did not appear to be very effective in procuring food items. During the

non-contingent feeder condition, however, the animals commonly combined scanning,

locomotion, digging, nosing, s'nffing, scratching/pawing, raking, and probing to obtain the

mealworms from the apparatus. The combinations of behaviour varied according to the

needs of the animal at the time of foraging, producing much more variation in feeding

patterns. In terms of increased levels of particular behaviours, it is proposed that the

apparatus made these behaviours more effective for obtaining food items, and that the

behaviours then generalised to the entire exhibit

The issue of tuning must be considered in judging the effectiveness of the feeding

method employed here as well as the feeding and simulated predation techniques used

throughout the next four chapters. Timberlake (1997, p.111) states that tuning is "the

process of selecting variables, developing procedures and apparatus that work, and

identifying measures that allow the easy and straightforward testing of simple functional

laws". Thus, although the non-contingent feeder apparatus was effective in eliciting

species-typical behaviour in the Fennec fox pair, the "pipe banging" behaviour displayed

by the male fox indicates that further tuning is necessary to avoid this during future uses of

this feeding method. This may involve locating feeder tubes within exhibit walls, for

example, where the foxes cannot access them. This has, in fact, been trialed with the

Fennec fox pair in the Adelaide Zoo. Modifications to the mesh enclosing the exhibit will

be needed, however, to prevent resident birds thieving the mealworms before the Fennecs

can obtain them. Further tuning would also be of benefit for the Meerkat and Dwarf

mongoose groups. The apparatus itself tended to focus functional foraging behaviour

within a relatively small area within the exhibit, which may be one reason for the smaller

changes in foraging behaviours for these two species. Altering the apparatus so that

mealworm tubes were located within existing logs, bushes and grassed areas within the

exhibit would provide the animals with a wider variety of functional foraging locations and
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further decrease any food-related aggression exhibited. The reward size and the

reinforcement schedule specihcations may also be altered to produce behaviours more in

line with those exhibited in the natural setting. This was not feasible during the current

research due to time constraints, however it should be considered for future research.

The emergence of species-typical feeding behaviour has also been observed under

conditions of contingent reinforcement (eg Breland and Breland,1966), as well as with

classical conditioning pairings of food and amoving ball-bearing (Timberlake, 1983c) and

a light on a pole and food delivery to hungry dogs (Jenkins et al,1978). As the aim of the

work outlined in this chapter was to apply traditional methods to behavioural management

in a manner functionally reminiscent of the natural habitat, it was determined that any

signals preceding the arrival of food should be a product of the food itself (as it would be

in the natural habitat). Thus, the animals were not conditioned to use the non-contingent

apparatus; rather, the sound and movement of the mealworms were used to instigate the

animals' interest in the apparatus. Once the animals made the initial association between

the apparatus and the appearance of mealworms, the behaviour used to obtain the

mealworms was a matter of the location of the mealworms and the behaviour available in

the species' repertoire to deal with the acquisition of the prey items. Thus, if the

mealworms exited the apparatus and had the opportunity to burrow into the leaflitter or

sand, the animals were required to engage in more digging; if the mealworms were strewn

about on the surface, however, raking, scratching / pawing and snffing / nosing would be

more appropriate prey collection behaviour. It was important that both sound and

movement be available as 'signals', as Fennec foxes tend to rely heavily on hearing rather

than sight to locate prey; for the Meerkat and Dwarf mongoose, by contrast, sight is the

more important sense in the location of prey.

Aggression levels for the Fennec foxes were affected by the introduction of the

non-contingent feeder apparatus. As mentioned previously, the small feeder apparatus -
which brought the foxes into close proximity when they attempted to forage

simultaneously - elicited raised aggression levels from the animals and the exclusion of

the female fox from the apparatus. To attempt to combat this problem, the apparatus was

enlarged to allow alarger effective foraging area for each fox, resulting in a level of

aggression lower than that observed during baseline conditions, accompanied by increased

foraging levels (particularly in the female fox). It was important that the apparatus be

altered to allow the foxes adequate room to forage without interfering with each other,

particularly in light of the exclusion of the female fox from the apparatus. As the aim of the

introduction of the feeder was to increase both the level of foraging and the variety of
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individual/oraging behaviours displayed, it was imperative that the animals be given the

opportunity to develop their fullforaging potential. The Dwarf mongoose group, by

comparison, displayed a tendency toward decreases in aggressionboth related to and

unrelated to food. These decreases were small, however the initial level of aggression was

not excessively high except towards animal A. This may demonstrate the tendency for

functionally appropriate behaviour to replace behaviours which are the result of frustration

or other external stressors (such as the restructuring of the dominance hierarchy that is a

result of a changed group structure). The introduction of the non-contingent feeder did not

result in lowered food-related aggressio¡r levels for the Meerkat trio. Male two tended not

to participate in agonistic encounters, while existing levels of aggressive behaviour

between males one and three were exacerbated by the tendency for these two animals to

forage in closer proximity when using the feeder apparatus. Interestingly, non-food-related

aggression changed during the use of the non-contingent feeder, however the changes were

different for males one and three. Male one showed an increased tendency to retaliate

when male three instigated agonistic encounters, while male three showed a decreased

tendency to instigate these encounters with both males one and two. This is possibly better

attributed to time-related changes in the interactions between individuals rather than any

specific effect of the new feeding regime.

The Fennec foxes also showed a marked decrease in stereotypic pacing behaviour

during the non-contingent feeder conditions. Both foxes showed relatively high levels of

pacing at different periods throughout the day, and this may have been a result of different

causal mechanisms. Prior to the introduction of the feeder apparatus, the morning

mealworm ration was scattered on the ground, where it was easily accessible by the foxes

and quickly consumed. The evening food rations were delivered in bowls by the keeper,

and thus foraging behaviour was ineffective in producing food in the hours prior to the

evening feed. Thus, Barney may have used stereotypic pacing as an outlet for frustrated

foraging behaviour, as his pacing was prevalent during the hours preceding the evening

feed. It was interesting to observe that when Barney heard the sounds of the keeper

approaching through the rear of the enclosure, the speed of his pacing actually increased to

a frantic rate until the keeper appeared inside the enclosure. At this point, he would cease

pacing and retreat to sit or stand beside Belinda until the food bowls had been placed in the

exhibit and the keeper exited. Belinda, by comparison, showed her highest levels of

stereotypic pacing during the early and middle periods of the night. The causal

mechanisms of this pacing are unclear, however it may also relate to frustratedþraging
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behaviour as the provision of the potential for successful nocturnalforaging resulted in a

marked decrease in the level of this behaviour.

5.5 Conclusion

It is evident that - overall - the use of a non-contingent feeding regime which

applies food delivery schedules approximating those found in the natural habitat carries

behavioural benefits for captive wild animals. The use of a variable time reinforcement

schedule without the imposition of a response contingency allows the animals to employ a

wider variety of behaviour from the existing feeding repertoire to obtain food items.

Because the acquisition of food reinforces the behaviour used to do so, behaviours which

may have languished due to lack of functional relevance in the captive environment may

be strengthened via this method. Additionally, an increase in such now-functionalforaging

responses will lead to a decrease in stereotypic pacing and other excessive or maladaptive

behaviours in the captive environment.

It should be noted that for foraging Camivores such as the species studied here,

micro schedules (schedules withinforagizg bouts) are of greater relevance than macro

schedules (daily schedules). This is due to the fact that (a) Fennec foxes tend to be

nocturnal foragers, and thus changes in the feeding hours themselves should not produce

any behavioural benefits (b) the Meerkat and Dwarf mongoose tend to spend a great

proportion of their day foraging, and therefore changing the hours of food availability

during the course of the day will not carry any behavioural benef,rts (c) simply altering the

times that food is available to the animals will not encourage the use of a wider range of

individual/oraging behaviours within a particular bout. This will be examined in the next

chapter with the alteration of macro feeding schedules for the Fennec foxes and Meerkat

gïoups.
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Chøpter Six: Macro schedule mønipulations.

6.1 The effects of macro schedule munipulations.

6.1.1 Introcluctíon.

When investigating small foraging animals, it appears that the micro schedule (the

schedule within a bout or session of foraging) holds more relevance for the animals than

the macro schedule (the time(s) of day that food is presented). Large predators, by contrast,

may be affected by changes to the macro schedule. Those such as leopards and African

wild dogs, for example, may hunt on a macro variable time schedule, according to the

availability of the prey. Thus, changes to macro schedules may be more effective in

adjusting the behaviour levels of these larger species in the captive environment. Smaller

predators which combine hunting and foraging for small prey as part of their food

acquisition strategy - such as Meerkats, Dwarf mongoose and Fennec foxes, for example -
will be more sensitive to the level or rate of prey appearing within a particular þraging
bout Íhanto the overall level or rate of prey availability throughout the day (or night).

Fennec foxes, for example, tend to forage at night; thus, for this species, scheduling

feeding bouts at varying times throughout the day may have little or no effect on either the

level or topography of the foraging behaviour. Thus, manipulation of the macro

reinforcement schedules from fixed time to variable time will not result in an increase in

foraging behaviour. Changing the macro feeding schedule may actually increase

behaviours considered to be problematic (aggression and stereotypic pacing, for example).

This will be similar for both the Meerkat and the Dwarf mongoose, as these species

tend to spend a very high proportion of the day foraging for food to satisfy their high

metabolic requirements. Thus, changes to the macro feeding schedule may be unproductive

for these animals. This may be because in captivity these animals do not have the

opportunity to range across a wide area to find new sources of food to exploit in their

restricted captive setting. Thus, they are unable to forage with even a small degree of
success for extended periods of time, and frustration and aggressive behaviour may occur

as a result.

6.2 Methodology.

6.2.1 Summary of experimental design and datø presentation.

This chapter deals with the results of the macro schedule manipulations only, and

did not involve the use of the feeding apparatus. The feeding time (using the mealworm

portion only, to allow comparison of the effects obtained via this method with the effects

of the micro schedule manipulations) was altered from a variable time to a fixed time

macro schedule in the case of the meerkat pair, and from hxed time to variable time in the

case of the fennec foxes and dwarf mongoose group. This was necessary due to the
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difference in the existing feeding regime for each species. Thus, following the initial

observational baseline, the macro feeding schedule was altered for each of the three

species. The animals were then observed under this new feeding regime for a period of two

weeks, following which a second set of baseline observations were conducted. Following

the micro schedule manipulations using the non-response-contingent feeding apparatus

(which was followed by a set of baseline obsewations), the macro schedule manipulation

was repeated to control for order of condition effects. It may be observed that there were

no conditions involving macro schedule manipulations for the Meerkat trio. This was due

to the fact that examination of the data prior to beginning this study demonstrated that

there were no beneficial effects resulting from this schedule manipulation. Thus, in

keeping with the general aim of altering captive feeding conditions in order to elicit a

wider range of natural behaviour in captive species, this condition was omitted from the

third study.

The behavioural observations - and expression of these observations in graphical

form - follows the same format as the previous chapter. These categories and calculations

will therefore not be listed here.

6.2.2 Hypotheses.

The aim of this section of the research was two-fold: hrst, it was designed to

eliminate the possibility that the alterations to the animals' feeding behaviour patterns (in

terms of both level and topography) could be elicited using a simpler method such as this

basic alteration of feeding times: and second, to strengthen the argument that it is the micro

feeding schedule which is of importance when studying small foraging camivores.

Thus, the hypotheses in this chapter relate directly to the expected effects of the

alteration of the macro schedules on the behaviour of the subject animals. The Meerkat and

Dwarf mongoose spend a grealproportion of the daylight hours foraging, while the Fennec

foxes tend to spend a greatproportion of the nocturnal hours foraging. Thus, for all three

species, there tends to be a relatively static portion of the day set aside for this activity, and

it begins within a short time of the animals emerging from their burrows or dens. For the

Meerkat and Dwarf mongoose, fluctuations of foraging levels within the day may relate to

excessive temperatures, 'babysitting' duties, or the imminence of predators (for example).

It is far less common for these species to encounter a complete absence of prey / food

items in a chosen foraging area; if this does occur, however, the animals simply move

further afield in search of food items.

For the Fennec fox, the tendency to emerge and hunt or forage at night is an

adaptation to their extreme habitat (the majority of which consists of the Sahara Desert);

thus, extreme daytime temperature mean that foraging at this time is not feasible. They

therefore emerge during the cooler evening and night hours, and tend to hunt and forage

until satiated or constrained by the rapidly rising temperature once the sun begins to rise. It

is clear from this that the feeding habits of these three species are governed more by
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exteffial influences such as temperature than by the patchy availability of prey or food

items.

The hypotheses to be tested in this chapter are:

Hypothesis one.

Based on the reasoning outlined in the previous section, there is an expectation that

an alteration to the macro feeding schedule for these three species will have a minimal

effect - if any - on the levels of behaviour observed during the experimental conditions.

As it is not feasible to test a hypothesis predicting no effect, the hypothesis that an effect

will occur will therefore be tested using the results reported in this chapter. In addition, the

Fennec foxes and Dwarf mongoose group began with a fixed time macro schedule, while

the meerkat pair began with a variable time macro schedule. Thus, it is expected that

(a) altering the macro feeding schedule fromJìxed time to variable time will

result in changes to the levels ofþraging behaviour in the Fennec fox pair and Dwarf

mongoose group. Similarly, it is expected that

(b) altering the macro feeding schedule from variable time to fixed time will

result in changes to the levels offoraging behaviour in the Meerknt pair.

A related hypothesis states that

(c) altering the macro feeding schedule from fixed time to varíable time for the

Fennec fox pair and Dwarf mongoose group, and from variable time to fixed time for the

Meerkat pair, wìll result in changes to the level of overall activity displayed by these three

species.

Hypothesis two.
In terms of the levels of aggressive behaviour displayed by the subjects, it may be

that the change to a variable time (or apparently random) feeding schedule from a

previously fixed time feeding schedule could result in frustration on the part of the subject

animals. This could in turn lead to a higher number of aggressive encounters as the animals

wait for their food rations to be delivered. Similarly, alteration from a variable to a fixed

time macro feeding schedule also should result in increased aggression. The subject

animals will have an existing expectation of food delivery at consistent times of day.

Although food may be delivered prior to this time, lack of food at the expected time may

still result in frustration and hence, aggression.

It ís expected that (a) aggression levels in the Fennec fox pair and the Dwarf

mongpose group utill increase in response to the alteration of the macro feeding schedule

fromfixed to variable time.

(b) aggression levels in the Meerkat pair will decrease in

response to the alteration of the macrofeeding schedulefromvariable tofixed time.

As the alteration of macro feeding schedules should have no positive effect on the

levels of foraging behaviour displayed by the Fennec foxes, there should be no behaviour

substitution (ie. replacement of stereotypic behaviour with species-typical foraging

behaviour) occurring. Thus, there will be no decrease in pacing via this mechanism. In
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addition, the foxes will not receive food at the expected times of day, which may result in

increased pacing both before and after these times. Thus, it is expected that

(c) stereotypic pacing levels in the Fennec fox pair will

increase in response to the olteration of the macro feeding schedule from fixed to variable

time.

Hypothesis three.

As the general search behaviour in these captive species often involves scanning

outside the enclosure for the approach of keepers or the public, an alteration to the macro

feeding schedule should result in an increase in this behaviour, as those animals previously

on a fixed time schedule will not know when to expect food delivery. The Meerkat pair, by

contrast, should show a decrease in general search levels (particularly after being subjected

to the new fixed time feeding schedule for a longer period of time). As the delivery of food

can now be expected at certain times of day, the animals have less need to scan for

potential sources offood throughout the day.

It is expected that (a) the Fennec fox pair and Dwarf mongoose group will show

an increase in levels of general sertrch behavìour when the macro feeding schedule is

alteredfromfixed to variable time.

(b) the Meerkat pctír will shou, an overall decrease in general

search behaviour when the macro feeding schedule is alteredfrom variable to fixed time.

Hypothesis four.
It is expected that, as the macro schedule does not alter the within-bout presentation

of food, there will be no change to the level of focal search behaviour in the three subject

species. The hypothesis that will be tested in this chapter states that:

It is expected that the level offocal sectrch behaviour will change in response to the

macro schedule alterations for all three specíes.

Hypothesis fïve.

Similarly, the lack of change to the within-bout food presentation of food should also

result in a lack of change to the foraging topography of the three subject species. The

hypothesis to be tested in this chapter states that:

It is expected that the levels offoragíng component behaviours will change in

response to the alteration of the macro feeding schedules for all three species.

6.3 Results.

6.3.1: Foraging ancl activity.

Based on the reasoning outlined earlier in this chapter, hypothesis one (a) states that

altering the mauo feeding schedule from fixed time to variable time will result in changes

to the levels offoraging behaviour in the Fennec fox paìr and Dwarf mongoose group.

Similarly, hypothesis one þ) states that altering the macro feeding schedule from variable

tíme to fixed time will result in changes to the levels offoraging behaviour in the Meerknt
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pair. Although the data avatlable in field reports indicates that, as small foraging

Camivores, alterations to the macro feeding schedule should hold no relevance for them,

the hypothesis to be tested is one of predicted changel.

Figure 6.3.1a displays the results obtained during the preliminary baseline, condition

1(initial macro schedule alteration), and condition 5 (repeat of condition 1) for the fennec

fox pair. Visual inspection shows that the alteration in the macro schedule did affectthe

levels of foraging for the two foxes. Although the differences are small (less than7.5o/o, as

defined in chapter 4) and in the negative direction, the results support hypothesis one (a).

The details of these differences are displayed in table 6.3.1.1 below.

Table 6.3.1.1: Mean tn levels the Fennec.fox pair

*Conrparisons: A: condition l baseline; B: condition 5 - baseline: C: co¡rdition 5 condition I

Although there are relatively small mean differences between the levels of foraging
during the fixed time macro schedule (baseline) and the variable time macro schedule

(conditions), the differences show a moderate variability. This is expected given the

variable nature of the foxes' foraging during the different time blocks of the day. The

differences in Barney's foraging levels were all in the negative direction with the

exception of the midday and early night periods of the first comparison, which showed

increases of 3.82%o and3.3%o respectively, and the midday period of the second

comparison (a192% increase). This would be due to the presence of the mealworms at

this unaccustomed time leading to a slightly higher Ievel of foragìng; it was outweighed,

however, by the decreases inforaging at all other times. This was particularly evident in

the morning time block, which may have resulted from the lack of regular mealworm

delivery during this period. Overall, however, Barney's level of foraging behaviour

showed a small decrease following the introduction of the variable time macro schedule.

Belinda showed a similar pattern of decrease inþraging levels. The differences

between Belinda's./oraging levels during the baseline and VT macro schedule conditions

were small, suggesting that there was a rveak effect of this schedule alteration on her

behaviour patterns. Although in general the differences are small, the differences in the

level of ,foraging during the morning periods for the male fox show that macro schedule

manipulations can produce an effect on behaviow, although in this instance it is not in the

desired direction. This again illustrates, however, that the manipulation of micro feeding

3.003.721.444.895.04 2.64SD:

-2.73 -0.20-4.48 -0.71-1 .15 -0.50Mean:

Male FemaleAnimal: Male FemaleMale Female

BAComoarison*:

I This is in keeping with standard hypothesis testing procedures
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schedules tends to have a stronger and more beneficial effect on The foraging behaviour of
the fennec fox in captivity.

Table 6.3.1.2: Mean dffirences inforaginglevelsfor the Dwarf mongoose group

1.330.522.071.441.191,400.55SD:

-1.76-1.s0-0.41-0.33-0.73-0.85-2.83Mean:

MGFEDBAAnimal:

Figure 6.3.lb shows the levels of foraging behaviour for the Dwarf mongoose $oup
during each of the relevant conditions. It is clear that the macro schedule alteration had a

small but consistent overall effect onfheforaginglevels of this species, which suppotts

hypothesis one (a). V/hen the group's results are examined closely, it becomes evident that

the differences are smaller than those produced by the micro schedule alterations outlined

in the previous chapter. These differences are illustrated in table 6.3.1.2 above. It is

apparent that the effect of the macro schedule manipulation is in the negative direction,

consistent with the results obtained for the Fennec fox pair. Such small variations in

foraging levels may be observed from day to day, according to factors such as weather

conditions, interactions with conspecifics and the level of performance of necessary

activities other than feeding. Thus, it appears that the effect of the macro schedule

manipulation is not very strong.

Figure 6.3.1c shows the level of foraging behaviour of the Meerkat pair during

baseline observations (macro VT schedule), and condition 1 and 3 (maclo FT schedule). It

can be seen that the differences inforaginglevels are small and in the negative direction,

as illustrated in table 6.3.1.3 below. These small scale differences are consistent with those

obtained for the two other subject species, supporting hypothesis one þ). These differences

may again be accounted for by daily fluctuations in the weather and the levels of vadous

other behaviours (eg. grooming, sentinel behaviour). Thus, the results do not represent a

substantial effect of the macro schedule manipulation itself.

Table 6.3. 1 .3: Mean dffirences in foraging levels for the Meerkat pair.

0.40 0.462.r3 0.852.35 0.49

-1.83 0.13-t.23 -2.38-0.60 -2.46Mean

Male FemaleMale FemaleMale FemaleAnimal

CBAComparison*:

*A: condition I -baseline B: condition 3 - baseline C: condition 3 - condition I

The lack of sizeable effect in both the Meerkat and Dwarf mongoose (which covers

both the transition from variable time to fixed time feeding, as well as fixed time to

variable time feeding) cleatly illustrates that diurnal foragers such as these species are not

substantially affected by alterations to the time of day at which food is available. Although
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there may be a localised increase inþraging level following the delivery of food, the

overall level of behaviour may not be significantly altered. Rather, it is the availability of
food within a foraging bout that is important in determining the patterns and levels of

for aging behaviour displayed.
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Figure 6.3.|a: Foraging levels þr the Fennecfox pair.
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(ii) (iiÐ

Figure 6.3.1d (ii): Barney consumes mealworms while Belinda visually scans the

public viewing area during the baseline; (iii) Belinda displays general search

behaviour towards the keeper entrance.

(Ð

(ii)

Figure 6.3.le (i): Meerkat female consumes egg during condition 1; (ii) Female meerkat

performs general search behaviour towards the outside of the enclosure.

(ii)

Figure 6.3.1f (i): Mongoose E general searches towards the public viewing area;

(ii) Mongoose M with a day-old chick.
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Hypothesis one(c) states lhat ahering the macro feeding schedule from fixed time to

variable timefor the Fennecfox pair and Du,arf mongoose group, andfrom vctrictble time

to fixed time for the luleerkctt paìr, will result in changes to the level of overall activity

displayed by these three specìes.

As there are no expected differences in the levels of foraging behaviour displayed

during the experimental conditions and the baseline observations - and as there are no

other alterations to the conditions in which the animals are housed - it may be expected

that any differences in activity level will be within the range of normal darly activity Ievel

variation. The results for the three species may be observed in figures 6.3.19,6.3.lh and

6.3.1i below, with the mean differences shown in tables 6.3 .1.4,6.3.1 .5 and 6.3. I .6.

Figure 6.3.1g displays the results for the Fennec fox pair, and shows fhat hypothesis

one(c) is supported by the moderate effect obsewed for the female fox (ie. the differences

lie between 7 .5o/o and 15%). The overall differences in activity level for the male fox are

small, however hypothesis one (c) is still supported by these results. It should be observed,

however, that there are fluctuating levels of change across time blocks for both animals.

The female fox in particular displays a substantial increase in activity during the early and

middle night blocks. On examining f,rgure 6.3.2d, however, it is apparent that there is an

accompanying increase in the level of s/ereoîypic pacing in this animal during these time

blocks, which appears to be the cause of the overall increase in activity.

Table 6.3.1.4: Mean dffirences in Fennecfox activily levels.

5.48 4.4010.26 15.21I 1.65 15.45SD

-0.33 -4.68t.l0 10.041.43 14.12Mean

Male FemaleMale FemaleMale FemaleAnimal:

CBAComparison*:

*Cornparisons: A:condition I -baseline B:conclition 5-baselìne: C:condition 5-condition I

Examination of figure 6.3.lh shows that the results for the Meerkat pair support

hypothesis one (c).It is apparent that the differences in overall øctivity levels during

conditions 1 and 5 are small and not consistent between the two animals. This is confirmed

when the mean differences shown in table 6.3.1.5 are reviewed. Thus, activity levels for

the meerkat pair rernained consistently high throughout the two conditions, illustrating a

weak effect of the macro schedule manipulation.

Table 6.3.1.5: Mean dffirences in the activity levels of the Meerkat pair

0.96 1.581.88 1.202.82 2.61SD

-0.41 -0.50-1.25 0.01-1. l3 0.51Mean

Male FemaleMale FemaleMale FemaleAnimal:

cBAComparison*:

* Conparisons:¡\:condition I -baseline B-condition 5 baseline: C:condition 5-condition I
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As figure 6.3,li shows, the Dwarf mongoose group results also support hypothesis

one(c), as the activity levels observed during the baseline are slightly higher than those

during conditions I and 4. Table 6.3.7.6 shows that the differences are all small and

consistently negative for all animals in the group. It would appear that these minor activity

level differences for the Meerkat and Dwarf mongoose groups may be accounted for by

weather fluctuations and normal daily behaviour level fluctuations.

Table 6.3.1.6: Mean level the
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6.3.2 Aggression and stereotypic pacing.
It often appears to be the case that anirnals maintained in a captive environment

become accustomed to particular macro feeding schedules over time, and that disruption of

these schedules can lead to frustration. In some captive animal populations, it may also be

the case that group dynamics change; reasons for this may include animals being removed

from groups or entire groups themselves being rehoused in new exhibits, for example.

In the case of the Fennec foxes, a long established feeding pattern became linked

with other daily 'markers' (such as access to the den area in the evening and the closing off

of the den area in the morning). It is thought that the disruption to set daily patterns

brought about by the alteration of the fixed time macro feeding schedule to a variable time

macro feeding schedule may result in frustration, and hence aggression In the case of the

Dwarf mongoose group, a similar reasoning may be applied. As this group had been

separated from another and moved to a new exhibit a short time prior to the beginning of

the study, the hierarchical structure of the group was in disarray. As a result of this,

Mongoose A (Jumper, the ex-alpha female) had been observed - during the preliminary

and baseline observations - to be the recipient of a grea| deal of aggression, particularly

from the neutered male. Although the level of this aggression appeared to decrease during

the non-contingent feeder condition, it was expected that the alteration from a predictable

to an unpredictable macro feeding schedule would result in an increase in the overall level

of aggression withinthe group, and towards Mongoose A in particular. Thus, the Meerkat

pair should - by contrast - show a decline in aggressive behaviour. Although aggression

levels during the baseline were extremely low, it may be the case that food delivered at

fixed daily times will cause a fuither reduction in the level of this behaviour, as the animals

will not be subject to unpredictable feeding times under a fixed daily feeding pattern.

Thus, hypothesis two(a) states that aggression levels in the Fennec fox pair and the

Dwarf mongoose group y,ill increase in response to the alteration of the FT macro feeding

schedule to a W macro feeding schedule. Additionally, hypothesis tuto þ) stales fhat

aggression ín the Meerkat pair will be reduced by the alteration of the macro feeding
schedule from VT to FT.

As figure 6.3.2a illustrates, the levels of aggression inthe Fennec fox pair did

increase during conditions I and 5 in comparison with the baseline level. The magnitude of
the increase was small but consistent between the two foxes, as displayed in table 6.3.2.1.

Thus, although showing a trend supporting hypothesis tu,o (a), the effect is weak. It

appears that other factors may therefore play a more important role in determining the level

of aggression between the two animals. These may include forced proximity while feeding

and territoriality (possessiveness over particular areas within the enclosure), for example.

As the manipulation of the macro feeding schedule does not affect the manner in which the

foxes feed (ie. does not alter the food presentation itself) or the degree of tenitoriality

displayed by the animals, the weakness of the effect can be understood.
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Table 6.3.2.L' Mean dffirences in Fennecfox aggression levels.

1.26 1.35L57 |.700.90 1.0sSD:

0.09 0.290.59 0.700.69 0.4tMean:

Male FemaleMale FemaleMale FemaleAnimal:

CBAComparison*:

*Comparisons: A:conditionl-baseline B=condition5-baseline: C:condition5-conditionl

As displayed in figure 6.3.2b (i), there exists a trend towards increased aggression

between the members of the dwarf mongoose group, supporting hypothesis two(a). As

illustlated by table 6.3.2.2, the differences are agaiî small; this may be due to the high

existing levels of aggres',sion displayed towards Mongoose A by four of the group

members (shown in figure 6.3.2b(iÐ). As this figure shows, alarge proportion of the

aggression shown by these four group members is accounted for by behaviour directed

towards Mongoose A. The consistent overall increase in oggression for all group members

does indicate, however, that the change to the macro feeding schedule tended to exacerbate

existing levels of aggressive behaviour.

Table 6.3.2.2: Mean dffirences in aggres,sion levels between Dwarf mongoose group

members across conditions.

0.440.690.200.340.180.180.21SD:

2.45r.220.590.640.710.500.45Mean:

MGFEDBAAnimal:

Figure 6.3.2c shows the aggression levels for the Meerkat pair, and it may be

observed that although there was a small increase evident, the overall level remaiued low

throughout the baseline and both altered macro schedule conditions 1 and 5. The

differences in Meerkat aggression levels are displayed in table 6.3.2.3, and confirm that

hypothesis twoþ) was not supported. It may be that as the Meerkats were receiving food

on a variable schedule, the increased predictability offood arrival had no adverse effect on

behaviour. Alternatively, these small observed differences could also be due to notmal

daily fluctuations in behaviour, as the standard deviation values might suggest.

Table 6.3.2.3: Mean dffirences in aggression across conditions for the Meerkctt pair

0.07 0.1 I0.31 0.330.24 0.22SD:

0.05 0.070.1 0 0.160. l5 0.1 3Mean:

Male FemaleMale FemaleMale FemaleAnimal:

CBAComparison

*Conrparisons: A: condition I - baseline; B: conclition 4-baseline; C: condition 4- condition I
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The hypothesis relatingto stereotypic pacingbehaviour will only be examined in

light of the Fennec fox results, as only the foxes displayed such behaviour. It was

previously observed that the alteration from a fixed to a variable macro feeding schedule

had a small negative effect on the foraging levels of the foxes. Thus, as there was no

improvement in the level of this behaviour, it may be expected that the behaviour

substitution effect observed during the use of the non-contingent feeder (wherein the

stereotypic behaviour was - to a degree - replaced by species-typical foraging behaviour)

will not be found during conditions I and 5. In addition, as it is proposed in the previous

chapter that the pacing displayed by Barney during the afternoon timeblock is related to the

evening food delivery, it may be that altering the delivery of the 'morning' food delivery

schedule will not alter pacing levels later in the day, Similarly, Belinda's noctumal pacing

habit should not be affected by the alteration of the macro feeding schedule, as the food

still arrives during the daytime. Thus, hypothesis two(c) states that stereotypic pacing

levels in the Fennec fox pair will increase in response to the alteration of the macro

feeding schedulefromfixed to variable time.

It may be observed in figure 6.3.2.dthat the levels of stereotypic pacing were highly

variable across time blocks ie. at certain times of day, the foxes showed extremely high

levels of pacing. BothBarney's afternoonpacinglevel andBelinda's nocturnalpacing

levels were affected by the alteration of the feeding schedule. Thus, although the overall

mean differences were small (ie. less than7.5%o, as displayed in table 6.2.3.4), particular

times of day showed larger effects andpacing was exacerbated by the alteration of the

feeding schedule. Thus, the mean differences support hypothesis two (c). Belinda's middle

night time blocks, for example, show increases of 21.65% and29.23o/o between the

baseline and condition 1, and baseline and condition 5 respectively. Barney shows a

moderate increase inpacingbetween the baseline and the two conditions during the

afternoon timeblock, with differences of 13.27o/o and 11.80% respectively. Thus, it may be

concluded here that altering the macro feeding schedule did affect stereotypic pacing

behaviour, but that it was not consistent across time blocks. That is, the tirne blocks with

the highest existing levels of stereotypic pacing showed the largest increases. The

implication is that if this stereotypic pacing is related to food expectation (as postulated in

chapter five), then altering the macro feeding schedule would have the gfeatest effect on

the time blocks where food delivery was previously located.
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Table 6.2.3.4: Mean dffirences in pacing levels.þr the Fennec fox pair

0.86 6.585.77 I1.936.25 9.24SD:

-0.0 r 0.322.s0 6. t02.51 6.43Mean

Male FemaleMale tr'emaleMale FemaleAnimal:

CBAComparison*:

+Comparisons:A=conditionl-baseline;B:condition5-baseline;C=condition-5-conditionl

6.3.3 The topography offorøgíng behavìour

Hypothesis three (a) states that the Fennec fox pair and Dwarf mongoose

group will show an increase in levels of general search beheviour when the macro feeding
schedule i,s alteredfromfixed to variable time. This may be expected because the animals

tend to display high levels of general search behaviour prior to feeding, which may be a

result of the anticipation of food delivery. 
'When 

food is not delivered at the expected

times, the animals will continue to perform general search behaviour for longer periods in

anticipation of potentially imminent food. A similar phenomenon was observed by Mills
(1994) when she altered the feeding times of Persian leopards at the Adelaide Zoo; while

positive results (particularly in terms of reductions in stereotypic pacing and species-

typical feeding behaviour) were observed in both leopards, the male displayed an initial

tendency to continue pacing prior to the original afternoon feeding time and continued

mild searching behaviour at this time throughout the study. This would appeff to be the

result of habit, and thus a similar effect may be expected even when the feeding times of
foraging species are altered. Thus, while small foraging Camivores may not react to altered

feeding times with changes to the topography or overall level of feeding behaviour, there

may be changes within a behaviour subsystem brought about by the leamed association of
particular times of day with food delivery.

Hypothesis three(b) states that the Meerkat pair will show an overall decrease in

general search behaviour when the macro,feeding schedule i,; alteredfrom a vqriable time

to a fixed time schedule. It may be expected that general search behaviour will decrease as

the Meerkats will learn to associate particular times of day with food delivery. This will
not be an immediate effect, however, and thus it may be that this hypothesis is not

supported by the data obtained during this study due to time restrictions.

Hypothesis four states that the level offocql search behaviour will change in

response to the macro schedule alterations.for all three speci¿s. This prediction is related

to the previous hypothesis; that is, if general search behaviour increases, a concomitant

decrease infocal search behaviour might be expected. It is not expected that changes to the

level of .focal search behaviour will be related to the macro schedule alteration for the

following reason: when the micro feeding schedule was altered, the mealworms were not

available in a manner resembling a continuous reinforcement schedule. Rather, animals

were given the opportunity to use a wider variety of behaviours from their foraging

repertoires to obtain the mealworms, as they were not always immediately successful. The
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change to the macro feeding schedules will not have this same effect - instead, the same

style of food delivery has simply been changed to a different time of day. Focal search and

other foraging component behaviours may alter slightly (within the scale of natural

variation produced by slight daily differences in the activrty of the mealworms themselves

or the manner in which they are scattered), however the change in food presentation time

alone should not be adequate to elicit previously unobserved foraging behaviours from

captive species which are not expressing their full range of foraging behaviours.
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Figure 6.3.3a shows that the Fennec fox pair display relatively consistent levels of
general search behaviour during the baseline and altered macro schedule conditions. The

exception to this is the late night time block for Barney. It may be observed that the level

of foraging for the late night time blocks during conditions I and 5 decreases to zero; thus,
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as general search behaviour is expressed as a ploportion of total.þraging behaviour, this

also decreases to zero during these time blocks. Therefore, although the overall mean

differences in the levels of general search behaviour are small (as displayed in table

6.3.3.1), the decrease for Barney during this tirne block is 40Yo (a large difference). By

contrast, the results for Belinda show small overall increases. Thus, although the results for

the female Femrec fox support hypothesis three (a), the results for the male fox do not.

Table 6.3.3.1: Mean dffirences in general search behaviour for the Fennec fox pair

8.7 5 1.5319.66 2.t216.93 o-94SD:

-0.73 r.08-6.41 1.71-5.13 0.69Mean:

Male FemaleMale FemaleMale FemaleAnimal:

CBAComparison*:

*Cornparisons:A:conditionl-baseline;B:condition5-baseline;C:condition5-conditionl

The results for the Dwarf mongoose group show that the alteration of the macro

sclredule had a small positive effect on the IeveI of general seqrch behaviour displayed by

the animals. In figure 6.3.3b, it can be seen that the levels are similar across the baseline

and altered macro schedule condition, and this is firther confirmed by the mean

differences displayed in table 6.3.3.2 below. Thus, the results for the Dwarf mongoose

grolrp support hypothe,sis three(a), although the effect is small.

Tctble 6.3.3.2: Mean dffirences in general ,çearch behaviour.for the Dwarf mongoose

group.

0:830.730.690.980.360.820.3 8SD

0.330.250.630.420.26o.320.08Mean

MGFEDBAAnimal:

When the results for the Meerkat pair are examined, it is apparent that there are also

small differences in the levels of general search behaviour between the baseline and

altered macro schedule conditions, as illustrated in figure 6.3.3.c. As the figures in table

6.3.3.3 show, hypothesis three þ) - that the Meerkat pair will show an overall decrease in

general search behaviour when feeding is changed to a fixed time schedule - is partially

supported. The small positive change in general search levels during condition I may be

the result of the animals being unfamiliar with the new feeding regime: this may be a result

of the relatively short time scale of this alteration, which means that the animals may not

have had time to establish that anew predictable pattern of feeding was in effect. The

small negative change between the baseline and condition 5 could be due to the increased

familiarity of the animals with the fixed time feeding schedule.
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Table 6.3.3.3: Mean dffirences in general search behaviour for the Meerkat pair

0.26 1.020.25 -0.r70.31 1.03SD

-0.04 -0.22-0.1 I -0. l60.29 0.05Mcan:

Male FemaleMaìe FemaleMale FemaleAnimal:

CBAComparison

*Conrparisons:A=conclitionl-baseline;B:condition4-baseline;C:condition4-condìtionl

Hypothesis.four statesthat the level ofþcql search behaviour will change in

response to the m(tcro schedule alterations.for all three species. It is expected that the

levels of focal search behaviour will not be affected by the alteration of the macro feeding

schedule because, as previously stated, the food presentation itself remains identical in

terms of the micro schedule. As illustrated in figures 6.3.3d, 6.3.3e and 6.3.3f, hypothesis

.four is supported by the lesults for the three species, although the mean differences in each

case are small and not consistent. The levels of þcal seqrch behaviour displayed by the

three species are remarkably consistent, with the exception of the late night time block for

the male fox (Barney). This large decrease is attributable to the same reason as the large

decrease in general search behaviour - that is, the lack offoraging behaviour evident

during this time block in both of the altered macro schedule conditions. Tables 6.3.3.4,

6.3.3.5 and 6.3.3.6 show the mean differences for each subject animal. It can be seen that

while the male fox shows a small overall decrease, the female shows a small overall

increase. Six of the seven Dwarf mongoose show a small negative change infocal search

levels, while the Meerkat pair both show small negative changes between the baseline and

condition 1, and an equal but opposite change between the baseline and condition 4. The

extremely small scale of these changes (particularly for the Dwarf mongoose and Meerkat

groups) suggests that they lie within the range of normal fluctuations, and may not be

attributable to the effects of altering the macro feeding schedule.

Table 6.3.3.4: Mean dffirences infocal search levels for the Fennec fox pair

¿-o3 0.9312.50 4.8412.13 5.49SD:

0.10 -0.56-4.69 4.24-4.80 4.81Mean:

Male FemaleMale FemaleMale FemaleAnimal:

CBAComparison*:

*Comparisons: A:conditionl baseliue; B=condition5 baseline:C:condition5-conditionl

Table 6.3.3.5 : Mean dffirences in the level of focal search behaviour in the Du,arf

mongoose group.

0.690.350.300.3 50.670.090.38SD

-0.49-0.32-0.29-0.r3-0.52-0.070.36Mean:

MGFEDBAAnimal:
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Table 6.3.3.6: Mean search behaviour levels the Meerkat

tComparisons:A:conditionl-baseline;B=condition4-baseline;C=condition4-oonditionl
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Figure 6.3.3.d: Levels ofþcal search behaviourfor the Fennecfox pair,
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Figure 6.3.3e: Levels ofþcal search behaviour in the Dwarf mongoose group.
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Figure 6.3.3f: Focal search behaviour levels in the Meerkat pair.
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In keeping with the expectation that there will be no substantial effect onÍhefocal

and general search behaviours of the subject species produced by altering the macro

feeding schedule, it may also be expected that there will be no substantial effect on the

other foraging component behaviours. It should be noticed that no previously unseen

foraging component behaviours emerged during the alterecl macro feeding schedule

conditions (such as the audio scanning or pouncing which emerged in the Femec fox pair

during the altered micro feeding schedule conditions). The levels of the existing foraging

component behaviours should be relatively unchanged, baring natural variations in

behaviour levels within each species. Following standard hypothesis testing procedure, the

hypothesis (hypothesis five) to be tested here states that the levels offoraging component

behaviours will change in response to the alteration of the macro feeding schedules for all

three subject species.

Figures 6.3.3g(i), 6.3.3g(ii) and 6.3.3g(iii) display the proportion of foraging

behaviour composed of digging, scratching/patvíng and nosing/snffing behaviour

(respectively) in the Fennec fox pair. The figures illustrate a high level of consistency in

these behaviours across the baseline and two altered macro schedule conditions, with the

exception of three time blocks. These are the afternoon time block of condition 5, and the

late night time blocks for both conditions I and 5 for scratching/pawing behaviour in the

male fox, where moderate to lalge changes can be observed. For the late night time block,

these are explained by the lackof foragingbehaviour; the large decrease during the

afternoon time block is more difficult to understand. When the difference figures in table

6.3.3.7 are examined, it is clear that hypothesis five is supported, although the overall

differences are small for all three behavioulal categories.

Table 6.3.3.7: Mean dffirences in.foraging component behaviours for the Fennec fox pair

0.16 4.373.28 4.t63,21 3.11SD

0.43 0.3 8- 1.55 -0.79-t.98 -t.11NoselSniff Mean:

8.99 t.5213.00 1.629.21 1.56SD

-0.53 -1.21-4.83 -1. l0-4.30 0.1 IScratchiPaw Mean

2.00 2.942.06 2.350.32 L40SD

0,73 0.270.90 0.410.17 0.14Digsins Mean:

Male FemaleMale FemaleMale FemaleAnimal:

CBAComparison*:

*Compalisons: A:conditionl-baseline; B-condition5-baseline:C:condition5-conditionl
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Figure 6.3.3g(ii): Levels of scratching/pawingþr the Fennecfox pair.
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Figure 6.3.3g(iii): Levels of nosing/sniffing in the Fennecþx pair

Similarly, the results for the dwarf mongoose gfoup also support hypothesis five.It
may be observed in figures 6.3.3h(Ð to (iv), however, that the differences between the

levels of the foraging component behaviours in the baseline and two conditions are

consistently small (ie, less than7.5o/o) as illustrated in table 6.3.3.8, Thus, because these

extremely small differences are likely to be the product of normal fluctuations in behaviour

levels, it is proposed that the macro schedule manipulation did not have a strong effect on

the topography of foraging behaviour in the Dwarf mongoose group.
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Table 6.3.3.8: lulean dffirences inforaging component behaviour levels for the Dv,arf

mongoose group.

0.300.650.490.550,210.340.22SD

-0.03-0,r6-0.090.s20.1I0.060,07Probe Mean:

0.300.580.510.120.250.460.12SD

-o.12-0.41-0.23-0.02-0.17-0.26-0.12Scratch/Paw Mean:

0.180.360.630.430.630.720.35SD

0.01-0.15-0.18-0.14-0.20-0.2t-0.25Dig Mean

0.400. r90.190.321.540.090.13SD:

-0.31-0.l3-0.360.29-0.13-0.030.04Nose/sniff Mean:

MGFEDBAAnimal:

'When 
the results for the Meerkat pair are examined, it is apparent that hypothesis

five is supported. Table 6.3.3.9 below illustrates the mean differences between the levels of
behavioul in each condition, however, and it is apparent that the differences are extremely

small. This is confirmed by the data in figures 6.3.3 (Ð to (iv), which shows that the levels

of each behaviour are quite consistent across the baseline and two experimental conditions.

This again illustrates that the effect of the macro schedule manipulation on the behavioural

topography of the subjects is weak.

Thus, as expected for the three subject species, the change in macro feeding

schedule - whether from hxed time to variable time or from variable time to fixed time -
did not have a substantial effect on the composition of the active behavioural repeftoire.

Table 6.3.3.9: Mean dffirences in the levels offoragíng component behaviours for the

Meerknt pair.

0.24 0.180.08 0.180.23 0.33SD:

0.t2 -0.01-0.03 -0.13-0.15 -0.1IProbe Mean:

0.13 0.080.1'7 0.l s0.23 0.t2SD

0.04 0.03-0.1 1 -0.04-0.21 -0,05ScratchÆarv Mean:

0.15 0.r60.r6 0.210.09 0.09SD

-0.04 -0.07-0.09 -0.r I-0.04 -0.04Dig Mean:

0.19 0.l80.06 0.160.21 0.1ISD

0.13 -0.02-0.02 -0.03-0.19 0.01Nose/Sniff Mean:

Male f;'emaleMale FemaleMale FemaleAnimal:

CBAComparison*:
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Figure 6.3.3i(iv): Levels of probing behaviour in the Meerkat pair.

6.4 Discussion.

It is clear that the alteration to the macro feeding schedule did not have the same

beneficial effects on behaviour produced by alterations to the micro feeding schedule using

the non-contingent apparatus. It was noted in the previous chapter that micro schedule

manipulations resulted in the emergence of previously unseen behaviours in the fennec
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foxes, and altered the proportion of the component behaviours in the foraging repertoires

of the three subject species. Thus, the animals not only increased their overall foraging

time, but the complexity of the behaviour was also increased (in the case of the Fennec

foxes). Additionally, behaviours which had occumed at low levels prior to the installation

of the non-contingent feeding appalatus increased in their level relative to other behaviours

within the repertoire.

As shown by the results outlined in this chapter, the changes to the macro feeding

schedules tended to have small effects on the foraging levels of three subject species. The

largest changes to foraging levels were observed during time blocks where previously food

had been reliably delivered (in the Fennec fox and Dwarf mongoose group). The Dwarf

mongoose group, however, tended towards a slight decrease in foraging levels, which - in

the case of three of the seven animals - may have related to an increase in the level of
aggression (between Mongoose A and Mongooses G and M). In relation to the Meerkat

results, it is apparent that the differences in foraging levels for this species could be

accounted for by normal daily fluctuations due to factors such as the weather (for

example). It can be concluded, then, that the effect of the macro schedule manipulations

themselves on the foraging behaviour of the subjects was small, and that larger effects

observed during a small number of individual time blocks tended to be the result of
anticipation of food (as in the Fennec foxes, for example). This result was expected, given

the proposal that the timing of food throughout the day was less relevant to the functioning

of the three subject species than the timing of food within an individual foraging bout.

In terms of general activity, the effects of the schedule manipulations \¡/ere

negligible for the Meerkat pair and the Dwarf mongoose group. These animals showed

high activity levels during the baseline, and these were relatively unchanged during the

experimental conditions. Although the results for the male fox also supported the

hypothesis, the results for the female fox showed larger increases in activity during

nocturnal time blocks which v/ere apparently the result of observed increases in pacing

levels at these times. This was not a desirable outcome in terms of the aims of this series of
experiments, and again illustrates that macro schedule manipulations are not an effective

means of modifying the behaviour of this species in captivity.

Overall, then, it may be concluded that there are more benehcial outcomes to be

gained fi'om implementing a change in the micro feeding schedules of these species in

captivity. In the following chapter, the results of implementing these micro schedule

manipulations within the context of the operant paradigm will be examined. This will help

to determine whether the behavioural benefits of altered micro feeding schedules are equal

when placed in both a response-contingent and a non-response-contingent reinforcement

context.
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Chapter Seven: Micro scheclule manipulations within the operønt conlext.

7.1 The effects of manípulating micro schedules using the operant
co nd it io nìng paradig m-

7.1.1 Introduction.

The importance of manipulating the micro schedule for captive foraging species has

been demonstrated using the non-response-contingent feeder apparatus outlined in chapter

hve. Using this method, the active foraging repertoire of the captive Fennec fox pair was

expanded to include more of the foraging behaviours that would occur in the natural

habitat. As the operant method has been applied in the past with the aim of increasing

foraging behaviour in captive species - with varying degrees of success - the aim of this

chapter is to apply the operant method in an ecologically relevant manner in order to

achieve the following goals. First, to increase the foraging levels of the subject species

wherever this is beneficial. Second, to broaden the active foraging repertoire while

avoiding the response stereotypy and adjunctive behaviours which have often been found

to accompany operant conditioning methods in laboratory settings. And third, to avoid the

excessively high levels of behaviour which have previously been elicited when applying

the operant method in the zoo setting.

With these aims in mind, the method of application of the operant method must be

carefully considered in order to avoid any adverse effects which may otherwise be elicited.

As the conditions in the zoo setting are very different from those in the laboratory in terms

of both the environment and group housing, it is difhcult to apply the operant method in an

orthodox manner. Where laboratory housing allows animals to be conditioned separately,

the zoo setting often necessitates the simultaneous conditioning of multiple animals. This

may present diff,rculties in that subordinate animals may be limited in their ability to gain

access to the operant apparatus by dominant animals, and thus conditioningmay be less

effective for subordinates or may not take place aL aIl. Altematively, it may often be the

case that while one animal performs the operant response, another animal may collect the

reinforcer. In terms of the aims of this series of experiments, an additional diff,rculty arose

in that the responses chosen for reward by the researcher were often not amenable to

recognition by automated apparatus. This necessitated the use of manually controlled

reinforcer delivery and - in some cases - delivery of the reinforcer by hand when intrusion

by a second animal was unavoidable.

7.2 Methodology.

7.2.1 Summary of experimental desìgn.

To facilitate comparisons between the non-response-contingent apparatus and the

operant apparatus, a micro reinforcement schedule equivalent to that implemented by the
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non-response-contingent apparatus was used. That is, a VIl20sec schedule. This schedule

has been termed a variable interval schedule because, unlike the non-response-contingent

apparatus, the operant apparatus required a minimum foraging response prior to reinforcer

delivery. In addition, the same total amount of mealworms (reinforcers) was placed in the

apparatus for each session. To attempt to keep the mode of operation of the operant

apparatus as similar as possible to that of the non-contingent apparatus, the intervals

towards the end of each session were increased. This mimicked the trend observed during

the non-contingent feeder phase, where intervals increased slightly as the number of
mealworms in the apparatus decreased.

During the operant conditioning phase, the animals were reinforced for performing a

variety of foraging behaviours in the vicinity of the operant apparatus; these behaviours

included all those which had emerged during the non-response-contingent condition, so

that reinforced responding would not be limited and possibly produce stereotypy in this

way. For the Fennec fox pair, a two week operant condition then followed which

implemented the VI 120sec micro schedule on the original fixed time macro schedule (ie.

beginning at 8.15am daily). Following this, a short extinction phase was run, followed by a

second two week operant condition which combined the VI micro schedule with the

variable time macro schedule. The first operant condition for the Meerkat pair and the male

Meerkat trio implemented the operant micro schedule manipulation with the macro

variable time schedule, as this was the original macro feeding schedule in place when the

study commenced. The short extinction phase for these two species was then followed by a

second operant condition, which combined the operant micro schedule manipulation with a

fixed time macro schedule. As changes to the overall levels of foraging in both the Fennec

fox pair and the Meerkat pair were consistent for the two operant conditions, the Meerkat

trio and Dwarf mongoose group were not subjected to the second operant condition.

During the course of the operant conditions, it was discovered that although the

Fennec foxes were amenable to typical operant session times, the Meerkats and Dwarf

mongoose tended to come and go during a session time, making it difficult to adhere

strictly to the standard procedure. In addition, particularly in the Dwarf mongoose group

and the Meerkat trio, the animals did not restrict themselves to foraging singly in the

vicinity of the operant apparatus. It was commonly observed that there were at least two

animals foraging near the food chute of the apparatus at any one time, which often led to

pushing and struggling and - in some instances - aggression between conspecifics. The

data will be examined in terms of the overall effect of the operant feeding method on

behaviours such as foraging and activity (for example), and additional consideration will

be given to the patterns of behaviour developing during the course of the operant

condition. This will be examined in terms of development across half-hour blocks of
operant session time to facilitate clearer depiction of the development of behaviours with

increased time spent using the operant feeder.

The apparatus used in the operant conditions is described in detail in appendix D.
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7.2.2 Hypotlteses.

Hypothesis one.

The operant method - when applied in the laboratory - has been observed to result

in increases in the levels of conditioned responses (except in the case of DRL

reinforcement schedules, where animals must withhold responding until a certain interval

has elapsed). Thus, if foraging behaviour is the conditioned response, implementing a

variable interval 120sec reinforcement schedule should result in increased foraging

behaviour. Hypothesis one thercfore states that a variable interval l2}sec mìcro schedule

implemented in the operant context will result in overall increases ìnforaging behaviour

levels in the three subject species.

Hypothesis two.

It must be considered that the operant feeder is time-limited in its operation, with

set sessions scheduled at either fixed or variable daily times (according to the original

macro feeding schedule of each species). Thus, the effects of the operant feeder should be

localised to sessions and short periods immediately following each session. Thus,

hypothesis two states thal the level offoraging behaviour in the subject species u,ill be

higher during operant sessions than during either the baseline or neutral observations.

Hypothesis three.

Increases in the levels of foraging in the three subject species should result in overall

increases in activity levels. Thus, hypothesis three states Lhat there will be an increase in

the overall activity levels inthe three subject species as aresult of the operantfeeding

technique.

Hypothesis four.

It is proposed that as the operant feeder was implemented in a group setting, which

should tend to increase competition over the food source, then apparatus-focused

behaviours will increase between operant sessions during the course of the operant

conditions. This is due to the fact that apparatus-focused behaviours bring the animals into

closer proximity with the food chute, and thus increase the animal's chances of obtaining

food. In addition, because the food reward is delivered in close temporal and physical

proximity to the operant apparatus, it is expected that the proportion of apparatus-focused

behaviours will increase during the course of each operant session. Thus, it is expected that

(a) the proportion of apparatus-focused behaviours will increase between daily

operant sessions over the co'urse of each operant condition in the three subject

species.

þ) the proportion of apparatus-focused behaviours will ìncrease during the course

of each operant session within the operant condition(s) for the three subject

species.

Hypothesis five.

As the operant feeder was implemented in a group setting rather than the single-

animal setting favoured under laboratory conditions, it is expected that there will be a rise
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in aggressive behaviour levels as a result of the animal feeding and foraging in close

proximity to one another. Thus, hypothesis five states that- aggression levels v,ill be higher

during operant feeding sessions than duríng either baselíne or neutral observations for the

three subject species.

Hypothesis six.

It has been obserued in the laboratory setting that animals tend to display adjunctive or

stereotyped behaviour in the intervals between operant reinforcers. It may be expected that

this will also occur in captive zoo animals under operant conditions, and that the behaviour

will serr¿e a dual purpose: that is, it will not only 'kill time' between reinforcers, but also

serve to keep the animal in close proximity to the food chute. This means that the animal

will not lose control over the food source to a conspecihc. Thus, hypothesis six states that

levels of pace tuto behaviour in the three subject species will increase during operant

se.çsion times.

7.3 Results.

7.3.1 Foragìng and general actívity.

As the operant oonditioning method has been observed to result in increases in the

conditioned behaviour(s) involved, it may be expected that there will be substantial

increases inforaging behaviour and - subsequently - in overall actívity levels in the

subject species. Thus, hypothesis one (a) states that implementing the operantfeeder will

result in increasedforaging behaviour levels for the three subject species.

Overallforaging behaviour levels for the Fennec fox pair may be observed in hgure

7.3.labelow. It is apparent that the differences betweenforagíng levels within each time

block vary, and depend upon the time block in which the operant sessions are located.

During operant condition one, when operant sessions were held in the morning time block,

it is clear that the difference of the largest magnitude occurs within the moming time

block, and that the operant technique had a minimal effect on the midday, afternoon and

night-time time blocks. During operant condition two, where operant sessions were held

within both the morning and midday time blocks, it can be observed that the largest

differences occur within these two time blocks. It would appear, then, that the operant

technique has a localised effect on the levels of foraging behaviour in the Fennec fox pair,

rather than an extended time effect as displayed by the non-contingent feeder apparatus

outlined in chapter five. The large increases during hrst the morning and second the

morning and midday time blocks produce a small overall increase inforaging behaviour

when averaged across all time blocks, as shown in table 7 .3.1.1. Thus, the Fennec fox pair

results support hypothesis one, orly with respect to the time blocks in which the operant

sessions were conducted.

The results for foraging levels in the Meerkat pair can be observed in figure 7 .3.\b

below. It is apparent that the operant conditions had a different effect on the behaviour

levels of the Meerkat pair compared with the Fennec fox pair. It can be observed that the
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Meerkats displayed decreased levels of foraging in response to the use of the operant

feeder, contrary to expectations. As table 7 .3.1.2 shows, the decreases were large for the

female and small for the male. This can possibly be attributed to the problem of keeping

the animals in a 'session'; it was commonly observed that the Meerkats would not remain

at the apparatus to forage for extended periods of time. Foragingbouts were constantly

intemrpted by bouts of sentinel andtunnellingbehaviour, making the levels of actual

foragingwithin each session relatively low for each animal. When these session totals

were combined with those obtained during neutral times (ie. non-session times), the effect

was one of lowered overall levels of þragrng, as seen in table 7.3.1.2. Thus, hypothesis

one is not supported by the results for the Meerkat pair'
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Figure 7.3.1a: Overallforaging levets þr the Fennecþx pair: neutral data and operant

sessions combined.
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Figure 7.3.1b: Overallforaginglevelsþr the Meerkat pair: neutral data qnd operant

sessions combined.
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Table 7.3. L 4: Dffirences in overall þraging levels for the Dwarf mongoose group

neutral data and operant session toÍals combined.

9.186.93r0.3I9.571.0t9.418.28SD

6.163.212.786.254.257.982.83Mean

MGFEDBAnimal:

As figure 7.3.Ic above shows, the Meerkat trio displays decreasedforaging levels

in response to the operant feeder, contrary to predictions. This is consistent with the

findings for the Meerkat pair, and suggests that the operant feeding method does not

adequately conform to the behavioural needs of this foraging species. Meerkats tend to

forage throughout the daylight hours, with foraging limited by other behavioural needs

(such as defense, for example) rather than by their prey being available at particular times

throughout the day. Additionally, as sentinelbehaviour (from the defense system) is a vital

component of the Meerkat behavioural repeftoire, it is common for these animals to

intercuptforaging bouts in order to take up elevated positions to keep watch for potential

predators. Thus, one of the main problems with the operant feeding method appeared to be

the need for these animals to forage in longer unintertupted bouts than they would

normally be accustomed to. This, coupled with the problems of implementing an operant

feeding method in a group setting, may have contributed to the lowered overullforaging

levels displayed by the animals. Thus, the small decreases intheforaginglevels (as shown

in table 7 .3 .l .3) of the Meerkat trio do not support hypothesis one.

Additionally, as the Fennec fox pair and the Dwarf mongoose group results show,

an increase in the level of foraging behaviour tends to be limited to the time block in which

the operant session is run. Thus, as figure 7.3.Id shows, the Dwarf mongoose group

showed a tendency towards a small increase inforaging level during the morning time

block (wherein all the operant sessions were located). The midday and aftemoon time

blocks, however, display lower or very slightly elevated foraging levels which may be

attributable to normal variations in behaviour levels. These results are further illustrated in

table 7 .3.1.4. This table shows that overall, there \ryas an average increase inforaging

behaviour levels for the Dwarf mongoose group; as stated previously, however, this is

largely attributable to the increases during the morning time block. Thus, while the Dwarf

mongoose group results show support for hypothesis one, the magnitudes of the changes

are small and limited to a small proportion of the day.

It is proposed that the operant feeder will result in increasedforaging behaviour

during operant sessions, but that there will be little effect on behaviour outside of these

times. Thus, the proportion of foraging behaviour during session times will be compared to

the proportionof foragingbehaviour occurring outside of these times (ie. during neutral

observations) to examine this proposal. Therefore, hypothesís two stateslhat the level of

foraging behaviour will be higher during operant session times than during neutral or

baseline observations for the three subject species.
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Figure 7.3.1e illustrates the results for the male Fennec fox. It is clear that the

þraging levels displayed during operant session tìmes are substantially higher than those

which occurred either during the neutral observations or the baseline, with increases of

approximately greater tl¡øn20o/o during operant condítion one and 40o/o during operant

condition two. It is also apparent that the level of þraging inueases across days during the

two week span of operant condition one. A more erratic trend inforaging levels is apparent

during operant condition two, with the average foraging level remaining approximately

15% lower overall than during operant condition one. The level of þraging was still,

however, substantially higher during the operant sessions than during either the baseline or

neutral observations, thus supporting hypothesis two.

A similar trend is clearþ visible in the Meerkat pair results. The levels of þraging
during sessions in operant condition one are higher than those during operant condition

two for the female Meerkat (as shown in figure 7.3.lf (iÐ). Theforaging levels observed

during operant condition two remained at lower than baseline levels, although they were

substantially higher than those observed during neutral observations. The results in figure

7.3.If (Ð show that during operant condition one, the male Meerkat displays lower levels

of þraging during the operant sessions than the baseline level on days one to seven. Thus,

the results for the Meerkat pair show only partial support for hypothesis two.

d dt co o' o" d "{ sf dP d'oo oo

Operant condition 1 session tbraging levels

Figure 7.3.1e (i): Operant vs neutralþraging levels þr the male Fennecþx (Barney)

during operant conditions one and two. Dark blue bars indicate midday time blocks,

while light blue bars indicate morning time blocl<s during operant condition rwo.
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The results for the Meerkat trio shown in figure 7.3.1g (i) to (iii) again illustrate

partial support fot hypothesis tvto.Theforagirzg levels for male one (figure 7.3.1g (i)) are

variable, and show a tendency to decrease across days, with 8 of the 12 days showing

foraging levels at less than the baseline level. For male two (figure 7.3.I9 (ii)), the

majority of foraging levels during the operant condition are higher than baseline and

neutral levels, while male three (figure 7.3.1g (iii)) shows operantþraging levels

consistently higher than both the baseline and neutral levels. Thus, the results for male

three clearly support hypothesis tv,o,whlle the results for male two show moderate support

and those for male one do not support the hypothesis.

As the results for the Dwarf mongoose group (as seen in figures 7.3.\h (i) to (vii))

show, the effect of the operant feeder onforaging levels in these animals was minimal.

Foraging levels were extremely consistent during baseline, neutral and operant session

times, except in the case of Mongooses M (Moshi, the neutered male), A and E. Mongoose

M showed consistently and substantially lower levels of foraging behaviour during the

operant feeder sessions than during either the baseline or neutral observation times.

Mongooses A and E, however, showed small increasesinforaginglevels during the

opelant sessions. These results clearly do not support hypothesis two, as they are

inconsistent across individuals within the Dwarf mongoose group and only three animals

of the seven showed a clear increase.

It was fuither predicted that if the operant feeder results in increased foraging

behaviour, then there would be an overall increase in activity levels for the subject species.

Thus, hypothesis three states thal there will be an increase in activity levels in the subject

species as a result of the operantfeeding technique. The overall activity levels for the

Fennec fox pair can be seen in f,rgure 7.3.Ii.It is apparent that the changes in activity

mirror the changes inforaging levels illustrated in figure 7 .3.1a, with operant condition

one showing substantial changes to the moming time block, and operant condition two

showing changes to both the morning and midday time blocks. It is apparent that there are

also changes to night time activifl which relate to elevated foraging levels; thus, although

foraging in and around the operant apparatus was unproductive for the animals during the

nocturnal time blocks, it is apparent that they persisted with this behaviour throughout the

operant conditions. This may relate to the presence of the apparatus itself eliciting the

behaviour. Table 7 .3.1.5 shows the average differences in activity for all time blocks

between conditions. The results here indicate that the operant feeding method had an

overall positive effect on actÌvity levels, as illustrated in figure 7 .3 .li. Again, however, the

limitation of the substantial effects on activity levels to the time blocks in which the

operant sessions were run, indicates that there is a localised effect on the behaviour of the

animals. Thus, although the average differences in activity levels shown in table 7.3.1.5

support hypothesis three, the variation in changes to the activity levels across time blocks

should be taken into account, as well as the contribution of other behaviours - such as

stereotypic pacing, for example - to these changes.
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Table 7.3.1.5: Dffirences in activity levels for the Fennec fox pair.

t6.34 19.52t6.76 20.9714.63 15.48SD

1 .13 3.4315.95 14.2814.22 10.84Mean

Male FemaleMale FemaleMale FemaleAnimal:

CBAComDarison*:

*Comparisons: A: operant condition one - baseline; B = operant conditiolt two baseline; C: operant conditiort two

operant condition one

Figure 7 .3 ,lj shows the activity levels for the Meerkat pair during the baseline and

operant conditions. It appears that the level of activity displayed mirrors the changes in

foraging behaviour displayed in figure 7 .3.Ib. Table 7 .3.1.6 shows that the changes in

ctctivity levels were all in the negative direction, with the exception of activity changes

between the two operant conditions for the female Meerkat (comparison C), where the

activity level during operant condition two was 3.17% higher overall than during operant

condition one. These results therefore do not suppofi hypothesis three.

Tahle 7.3.1.6 in activity levels.for the Meerknt

: operant olìe - : operant two -
operant condition one.

As the results illustrated in figure 7.3.|k show, despite an overall decrease in

foraging levels for the Meerkat trio, the activity levels during the morning time blocks

tended to increase by approximately 10%. This increase was balanced by the decreases

observed during the afternoon time blocks for each animal, and overall the observed

differences in activity levels between the baseline and operant feeder condition remained

small. These differences are illustrated in table 7.3.I.7 below. Thus, hypothesis three was

not clearly supported by the results for the Meerkat trio.

Table 7.3.1.7: Differences in activity levels for the male Meerknt trio.

7.17I 1.8314.1 1SD

2.6s2.12-2.91Mean

Male threeMale twoMale oneAnimal:

SD 6.01r.892s.3129.06 25.5 8 21.33

-\3.12-tl.72Mean 3.17-2.78-14.5 t -9.95

FemaleMaleAnimal: FemaleMaleMale Female

BAComnarison*: C
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It can be seen in figure 7.3.L|that the Dwarf mongoose group show overall

increases in activity levels across time blocks. Although these change somewhat in

magnitude across time blocks, the level of activity for each animal is consistently higher

during the operant condition than the baseline, supporting hypothesis three. This

conclusion is reinforced by the average differences in activity between the baseline and

operant condition illustrated in table 7 .3.l.8 below. As the changes in activity do not mirrol

the changes in foraging behaviour, however, there must be other behaviours to take into

account before a hrm conclusion can be reached. These will be considered in the next

section.

Table 7 .3.1 .8: Differences in activity levels for the Dwarf group

7.3.2 The topography offoraging.

The topography of the foraging and other responses elicited by the operant feeder

conditions are as important as the levels of these behaviours in the subject species. The

non-contingent feeder apparatus outlined in chapter five elicited previously unseen

behaviours in the Fennec fox pair (such as cachíng and pouncing, for example). These

clearly form part of the foraging subsystem of this species, and as such are desirable

outcomes of the application of the non-contingent feeder. It is expected that, despite the

wide range of foraging behaviours rewarded as part of the operant technique applied here,

theforaging responses will be highly apparatus-directed rather than focused on the source

of the animals' more natural surroundings (ie. the leaf litter on the ground, for example).

For the three subject species,þraging behaviour categories include the following;

a. Dìg G: digging while focusing on the ground (audio-visual senses)'

b. Dig A: digging while focusing on the apparatus (head raised towards it: audio-

visual senses).

c. Scratch/SniffA: scratching and/or sniffing at the apparatus food outlet.

d. Scratch/Sníff G'. scratching and/or sniffrng at the ground.

e. Wave Paw: (Fennec fox pair only) waving the paw slightly above ground level

while focusing on the apparatus (head raised towards it: audio-visual senses).

f. Probe: (Meerkats and Dwarf mongoose only) probing holes and crevices with

the claws. Is often accompanied by nosing and/or sniffrng.

15.848.435.239.23 r 0.9017.6520.28

Mean r 8.8111.1912.1626.8311.67 13.s218.78

AAnimal: EDB M
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It is proposed that, as the operant feeder was implemented in a group setting (that

is, an enclosure housing at least two animals simultaneously), apparatus focused

behaviours - which tend to bring the foraging animals into closer proximity to the food

chute - will increase during the course of daily sessions due to competition between

animals within the enclosure. Thus, hypothesis four(a) states that the proportion of
apparatus-focused behavíours v,ill increase between daily operant feeding sessions over

the course of each operant condition in the three subject species. Additionally, the operant

feeder is expected to produce nrore apparatus-focused behaviour thau the non-contingent

feeder', because the contingency means that the food reward is delivered in close temporal

proxinrity to the performance of the required behaviours. Thus, hypothesis four þ) states

that the proportion of apparatus-focused behaviours will increase during the course of
each operant session in the three subject species.

It can be observed in figure 7.3.2a (i) and (ii) that the percentages of the two

apparatus-focused foraging behaviours (dig A and scratch/snúTA) displayed by the male

fox (Barney) showed a general increasing trend across days, as displayed in tables

7.3.2.1(i) and 7.3.2.I(i1). This trend is clearer during operant condition one than operant

condition two, however both tables show that the data for the male fox suppott hypothesis

four (a).

Table 7 .3 .2. I (i) : Proportions of apparatus-focused beha.viour during operant condition

one.for the male Fennec fox, Barney.

t9.lr8.3r 7.817.411.211 .tr6.815.815.116.215.214.2Scratch/

sniff A

16.2ls.915.414.913.514.013,2I J.J12.4I 1.910.96.8Die A

12lll09876543
.,IDav

Table 7 . 3.2. 1 (ii) : Proportions of appctratus-focused behaviour dtring operant conditìon

tvto for the male Fennec fox, Bctrney

As shown in the tables below, the data for the female fox also show support for

hypothesis four (a).In the case of the female fox, however, the increasing trend is more

apparent during operant condition two than opelant condition one, as is evident when

examining tables 7 .3 .2.2(1) and 7 .3 .2.2(11).

14.814.413:'t13.613.2t2.512.512.612.212.212.413.2Scratch/

sniff A

8.38,11.91,66.16.16,25.65.25.45.65.7Dis A

t2lll0I8765I3aIDav



t7.5t7.2l7 .t16.116.5t6.215.915.315.5ls.3t4.012.1Scratch/

sniffA

16.5r6. Ir 5.614.013.413.412.312.112.21 r.6r0.-58.rDie A

t2llt09816543)IDay
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Table 7.3.2.2(i): Proportions of appcu'atus-þcused behaviour during operant condition

one.for the female Fennec fox, Belinda.

Table 7.3.2.2(ii): Proportions of apparûtus-focused behaviour during operant condition

two for the Fennec fox, Belinda.

It is apparent from figures 7 .3.2a (i) and (ii) and 7 .3.2b (i) and (ii) that there is also

support for hypothesis four (b) inthe male Fennec fox data. The half hour blocks within

each daily session show increases in the levels of both dig A and suatch/sniff A

behaviours, usually at the expense ofthe substrate-focused behaviours (such as dig G and

scratch/sniffG). The data for the female Fennec fox, shown in figures 7.3.2c (i) and (ii)

andl.3.2d (i) and (ii), ale somewhat more variable. There is a trend towards increasing

proportions ofapparatus-focused behaviour across consecutive halfhour operant blocks

within each day. Thus, the results for the Fennec fox pair support hypothesis four (b).

It may also be observed that the level of behaviour termed wave paw showed

substantial increases during the course ofeach operant session (across halfhour blocks).

This increase in minimal effort or 'token' behaviour peaks in the last half hour block of
each session, coinciding with a relative increase in the schedule requirement towards the

end of each session (as the mealworms become more infrequent). This gradual alteration

to the schedule requirement was implemented in order to mimic the operation of the non-

contingent feeder apparatus, so that a more valid overall comparison can be made between

the two feeding methods. This progression towards least effort as the schedule

requirements increase was not observed during the non-contingent feeder condition,

suggesting that this is a product of the contingency itself.

Figures 7.3.2e (i) and (ii) and 7.3.2î (i) and (ii) show the levels of both apparatus-

focused and substrate-focused behaviour in the male Meerkat of the pair during operant

conditions one and two. It may be observed that there was.an increased proportion of
apparatus-focused behaviour displayed by the male Meerkat across daily operant sessions

during both operant conditions, thus supporting hypothesis four (a). The changes in

apparatus-focused behaviour levels can be seen in tables 7 .3.2.3(l) and 7 .3.2.3(ii) below.

Figure 7.3.2d (iii) illustrates observation of the researcher by the female fox. Figures 7 .3.2d

(iv) and (v) illustrate dig G and scratching/snffingl behaviour in the Fennec pair.

17.016.616.I16.215.7l5.l15.3Scratch/

sniff A

18.317.518.017.416.7

8.3Dis A t0.510.410.09.99.89.19.79.58.5 10.610.6

43,I t2II1065
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Tahle 7.3.2-3(i): Proportions of qpparatus-focused hehaviour during operant condition

one the male Meerknt the
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As hgures 7 .3.2e (i) and (ii) and 7 .3.2f (1) and (ii) show, the male Meerkat did not

demonstrate a clear pattem of increase in the levels of either dig A or scratch/sniff A

behaviour. As was evident in the previous subsection, the level of overall/oraging varies

between operant sessions and even between individual half hour blocks. This is the result

of the other priority behaviours (such as defense, for example) which may interfere with

foraging. Thus, there is no clear or progressive increase in the levels of apparatus-focused

behaviours, as the levels of allforagingbehaviours tend to dip when those such as sentinel

behaviour take precedence. Therefore, hypothesis four (b) is not supported by these results.

The results for the female Meerkat of the pair can be seen in figures 7.3.2g (i) and (ii) and

7.3.2h (i) and (ii). It is apparent that the female shows a slightly less variable pattern than

the male Meerkat, however sentinel behaviour still intruded on the performance of

foraging behaviour and resulted in a less than clear proglession of increases in the levels of

apparatus-focusedforagingbehaviours. Thus, these results also do not clearly support

hypothesis four (b). When tables 7.3.2.4 (i) and (ii) are examined, it is apparent that

hypothesis four (a) is also not clearly supported by the results for the female Meerkat.

Table 7.3.2.4(i): Proportions of apparatus-focused behaviour during operant condition

one for the female Meerknt of the pair.

6.66,s6.36.35.95.45.75.24.84,84.54.4Scratch,/

sniff A

6.16.66.46.26.25.86.65.85.85.95.85.7Die A

121ll09876543)IDav

Table 7.3.2.4(ii): Proportions of apparatus-þcused behaviour during operant condition

two for the.female Meerkat of the pair.

4.54.34.03.84.03.93.93.83.63.53.6)-tScratch/

sniff A

4.84.84.14.64.44.34.14.06.83.63. t3-ZDis A

12lll09I76543)IDav
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consecutive day and half hour block of operant condition onefor the male Meerkat of the

porr.
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Figures 7.3.2i (i), (ii) and (iii) display Meerkat behaviour during the operant

condition, inoluding nosing and scratching at the food chute, and patving food prior to

consumption. Figure 7.3.2i (iv) displays the neutered male Dwarf mongoose (Moshi)

pawing a mealworm prior to consumption.

The results for the male Meerkat trio show similar variability in the levels of both

apparatus-focused and substrate-focused behaviours. As tables 7 .3.2.5(l),7 .3.2.5(rt) and

7 .2.3.5(rr1) show, the trend of increase is interspersed with dips due to the intrusion of
sentinel behaviour onforaging. Thus, these results do not clearly support hypothesis four
(a).

Table 7 .3.2. 5 (i) : Proportions of apparatus-focused behaviour during the operant condition

.þr male one of the Meerkot trio.

3.84.64.94.84.65.84.35.55.75.45.64.6Scratch/

sniff A

4.84.94.76.14.81.55.76.46,86.76.65,2Dis A

t2lll098765I3
,,IDav

Table 7.3.2.5(ii): Proportíons of apparatus-focused behaviour during the operant

conditionfor male two of the Meerkat trio.

Table 7. j.2.5(iii): Proportions of apparatus-focused behaviour during the operant

condition male three o.f the Meerkat trio

Figures 7 .3.2j (i), (iÐ and (iii) illustrate that Meerkat males one and tr,vo showed

more variability in.foraging levels (and therefore in the proportions of each foraging

component behaviour) than did male three. Male three showed a general increasing trend

in apparatus-focused behaviour across days (with the exception of day 12): this contrasted

with the results for males one and two, which were extremely variable. Overall, then,

hypothesis four (b) was not clearly supporled by the results for the Meerkat trio.

7.67.57.57.77.57.67.57.57.37.26.2Scratch/

sniff A

7.57.41.5-n7.51.51.26.96.8o.J5.56.0Dis A

t2lll09I765431IDav

7.6'7.5t-J7.06.86.86.66.9Scratch/

sniff A

5.37.57.67.5

8.78.68.48.68.38.08.07.87.88.3Die A 6.58.7

43)IDav t2l1109I765
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Figure 7.3.2i (i): Male Meerkat noses

and scratches at theþod chute of the

op er ant fe e der appar at us.

Figure 7.3.2i (iii): Female Meerkot

þcal searching towards the operant

opparatus after perþrming the required

foraging responses.

Figure 7.3.2i (ii): Female Meerkat pows a

mealworm that has emergedfrom theþod
chute prior to devouring it.

Figure 7.j.2i (iv): Mongoose M (Moshi)

pqws a mealworm prior to devouring it.
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Figure 7.3.2j (i) and (ii): The proportions offoraging component behqviours on each

consecutive day and half hour block of the operant conditionfor male one of the Meerkat

trio.
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consecut¡ve day and half hour block of the operant conditionfor male three of the Meerknt

trio.
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Figures 7.3.2m (i) to (vii) illustrate the proportions of each foraging component

behaviour for members of the Dwarf mongoose group during the operant condition. As

each animal spent no more than half an hour per day utilising the operant feeder, each day

represents one half hour block of operant session time. The results are therefore only

displayed graphically, as a table would otherwise simply replicate the data in the graphs. It

can be seen in these figures that animals E, F, G and M show clear increases in the levels

of apparatus-focused behaviour displayed during the operant condition. This shows support

for hypothesis four (a); hypothesis four þ) carnot be examined using the Dwarf mongoose

data, due to the fact that each half hour block equates to a single session. Thus, the changes

across blocks within each session cannot be tracked using this data. Animals A, B and D,

however, show more variable levels of apparatus-focused behaviours, and their results

therefore cannot be said to support hypothesis þur (a)- Unlike the Meerkat groups, the

Dwarf mongoose group tended to rely upon two individuals to carry out the majority of
sentinel behaviour (that is, animals A, E and G). It did not appear, then, that the variability

shown by animals A, B and D was simply due to the intrusion of sentinel behaviour on

foraging.

The levels of sentinel behaviour displayed by the Meerkat and Dwarf mongoose

groups during the operant condition(s) can be seen in figures 7.3.2n,7.3.2o,7.3.2p and

7.3.2r. The figures involving Meerkat groups also include tunnelling behaviour, which was

negligible for the Dwarf mongoose group and was therefore not included in these figures.

When the behaviour illustrated in figure 7.3.2n (i) and (ii) is compared with the levels of

foraging component behaviours displayed in figure 7.3.2e, it can be seen that when the

sum of the levels of sentinel and tunnellingbehaviour is relatively high, the levels of all

foraging component behaviours show a distinct decrease. Similarly, when the relevant

figures are compared for the female Meerkat of the pair (refer to figures 7 .3.2g and7.3.2o

(i) and (iÐ), it can be seen that the same relationship between the levels of sentinel,

tunnelling andforaging behaviours occurs. For both the male and female Meerkat of the

pair, it may also be noted that during operant condition two the levels of sentìnel and

tunnellíng behaviour are far more variable [refer to figures ].3.2n (iii) and (iv) and 7.3.2o

(iii) and (iv)], and that this variation corresponds with an overall lower level of all foraging
component behaviours during this condition.

The same relationship between levels of behaviour can be observed in the male

Meerkat trio, as shown in figures 7.3.2p (i) to (vi). Here, all distinct decreases inforaging

component behaviour levels (as seen in figures 7 .3.2j,7 .3.2k and 7 .3.21) correspond to high

summed proportions of tunnelling and sentinel behaviour. 'When the Dwarf mongoose

results are examined, however, a comparison of behaviour levels reveals that fluctuations

in the level of seztinelbehaviour [most noticeable in animals A, E, F, and G and depicted

in figure 7 .3.2r (iii)l did not correspond to fluctuations in the levels of foraging component

behaviours. It may be that the reliance of the group on a few animals carrying out the

majority of the sentinel behaviour resulted in these animals integrating sentinel activity
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into their overall behaviour levels to such an extent that the observed fluctuations had little

effect.
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Figure 7.3.2n (i) and (ii): Sentinel and tunneling behqviour during operqnt condition one

þr the male Meerkat of the pair.
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Figure 7.3.2o (i) and (ii): Sentinel andtunnelingbehaviour inthefemale Meerkat of the

pair during operant condition one.
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Figure 7.3.2p (i) and (ii): Sentinel and tunneling behaviourþr male one of the Meerkat

trio during the operant condition.
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Figure 7.3.2q (i): Evidence of tunneling

behaviour in the Meerkat pair enclosure.

Figure 7.3.2q (il: Mongoose Mforages at the

operant apparatus while Mongoose G scans the

skie,s for potential predators.

Figure 7.3.2q (iii)<left>: Mongoose E stands

sentinel on the tree sTump in the middle of the

enclosure.
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7.3.3 Aggression and stereotypic pucing.

It was expected that, as the operant feeder was implemented in a group setting for

each of the subject species, the level of aggression observed during operant sessions would

be higher than that occurring during neutral or baseline observations. This may be expected

as the species concerned are individual foragers; that is, rather than cooperative hunting

with two or more animals teaming together to capture a larger prey item, these animals

tend to hunt or forage individually and take small prey items. Thus, they tend to be

protective over a food resource and an individual in the immediate vicinity of a foraging

animal may be treated aggressively. Thus, hypothesis five states that aggression levels will

be higher during operantfeeding sessions than during either baseline or neutral

observations.

It may be observed in figure 7.3.3athat the level of food-related aggression in the

fennec fox pair showed an increase during the morning time block for operant condition

one and during both the morning and midday time blocks for operant condition two. This

result supports hypothesis five, as operant condition one involved using operant feeding

only during the moming time block, while op"runt condition two involved using operant

feeding during both the morning and midday time blocks. It may be noted that the

aggression levels are, overall, not excessively high. This may be the result of the specific

variety of stereotypic pacing which developed in the foxes during the operant condition, as

will be discussed later in this subsection.

Figure 7.3.3b displays thefood-related aggressionlevels for the Meerkat pair. The

results support hypothesis five, but the increases in the behaviour levels were small. Thus,

the change in aggressionlevel could conceivably fall within the limits of normal

fluctuations.

The aggressioz levels observed in the Meerkat trio show somewhat different patterns

to those displayed by the Meerkat and the Fennec fox pairs, as shown in figure 7.3.3c. This

is partially the result of the diff,rculty encountered while attempting to implement set

operant session times with this group, meaning that the operant sessions tended to occur

more opportunistically when the animals were prepared to participate. This resulted in

increases in the aggression levels for male one during the midday and afternoon blocks

that were larger than that found during the morning time block. The aggression levels for

male two remained relatively low during all time blocks, while those for male three

remained consistently high. This is a result of the ongoing aggression between males one

and three. Although the operant feeding method resulted in a small increase in the

aggression levels in male three, these were not substantial. Thus, hypothesis five tends to

be supported by the results for the Meerkat trio, however the effects are relatively weak in

males two and three.

The Dwarf mongoose group showed increases infood-related aggression during the

morning time block for all animals, This tends to support hypothesis
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five, as the operant feeding sessions tended to occur during the morning time block for this

group. These results are illustrated in figure 7.3.3d.
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Stereotypic pacing in the Fennec foxes was observed to be of two different

varieties: pace one involved the animals pacing their normal route within the enclosure,

whrle pace two involved the animals pacing directly in front of the food chute of the

operant feeder apparatus. Pace two therefore consisted of a more truncated set of

movements, with the animals taking three small strides to either side of the food outlet and

repeating this motion several times. The Meerkat groups did not display general

stereotypic pacing al any point in the enclosure, however pacing did develop as a result of
the operant feeding method and was restricted to the pace two variety also displayed by the

Fennec foxes. It should be noted here that the Dwarf mongoose group did not display

either variety of pacing behaviour; it appears that these animals actually adapted to using

the feeder apparatus together, as two Mongoose were often observed to 'take turns' at the

feeder and even forage simultaneously without excessive aggression erupting between

individuals. This could have been a function of a more stable hierarchy within this group.

It was obserued that those animals that spent the most non-feeder related time interacting

tending to use the apparatus simultaneously, while those that were the objects of
aggression by other group members (most notably Mongoose A) utilised the apparatus

while the group members were engaged in other activities.

Hypothesis six states that levels of pace two behaviour in the subject species will

increase during operantfeeding sessio¡rs. This may be expected as the feeding of the

subject animals in a group setting with limited access to the food outlet may result in

individuals attempting to protect the food source while waiting for the next delivery of

food. In addition, an animal that has had its approach to the food source frustrated may

resoft to stereotypic pacing as a form of displacement behaviour.

Figure 7.3.3e shows the overall levels of stereotypic pacing for the Fennec fox pair

during the baseline and operant conditions, with both varieties of pacing included together.

The two varieties of pacing are illustrated in f,rgures7.3.3g (i) and (ii). It is apparent that

during the operant feeding method, overall stereotypic pacing levels increased during all

time blocks, rather than simply during the morning time blocks in which the operant

sessions were carried out. The exceptions are the early and middle night time blocks for the

female Fennec fox, which showed a small decrease.
'When 

the operant sessions are examined individually, a general pattern in the

pacing behaviour levels can be observed. Figure 7.3.3f (i) and (ii) show that during operant

condition one, the level of pace one behaviour in the male Fennec fox decreased as the

Ievel of pace two behaviour increased. Thus, during operant sessions, Barney showed an

increased tendency to pace in front of the food chute of the operant feeder. This variety of
pacing increased to the point where an overall increase inpacing resulted, despite the

concomitant decreases in pace one behaviour. This trend in behaviour levels is also

apparent in figure 1.3.3h (i) and (ii), which shows Barney'spacing levels during operant

condition two. Here, the differen ce in pace one levels between (a) days l, 3, 6, 7 , 9, I0 and

(b) days 2, 4, 5,8, I l, 12 appear to be a result of the fact that days listed under (a) involved
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moming operant sessions, while days listed under (b) involved midday operant sessions.

The midday time block was characterised by a higher general level of pace one behaviout',

and although this behaviour decreased slightly as pace two behaviour increased, this effect

was only small. Overall, however, the results for the male Fennec fox support lrypothesis

six.

Figure 7.3.3i (i) and (ii) illustrates the levels of pacing in the female fox during

operant condition one. It can be seen that there was a tendency for levels of pace two

behaviourto increase during the course ofeach operant session; the level ofpace one

behaviour appeared to decrease only during the sessions on days I to 5, while the levels on

days 6 to 12 remained relatively stable. Figure 7.3.3j (i) and (ii) indicates that the levels of
pace two behaviour also showed a tendency to increase during operant sessions in

condition two. It is again apparent that (as was the case for the male fox) the midday

operant sessions involved a higher level of pace one behaviour than the moming operant

sessions. These are again distributed as (a) morning sessions on days I , 3 , 6, 7 , 9, l0 and

(b) midday sessions on days 2,4,5,8, 11, 12. Overall, then, the results for the female fox

(Belinda) support hypothesis six, as there were clear increases in the levels of pace two

behaviour during session times.

The overall pacing levels for the Meerkat pair (illustrated in figure 7 .3.3k) show

that the operant feeding method resulted in the appearance of stereotypÌc pacing behaviour

which had not previously been observed in these animals during the baseline periodl. This

behaviour appeared to be related to the operant feeding method, as stereotypic pacing only

occurred within the morning time block for operant condition one, and during the morning

and afternoon time blocks for operant condition two. The behaviour did not occur at all

during the aftemoon time blocks in either condition. Figures 7.3.31,7 .3.3m,7.3.3n and

7 .3.3o illustrate the pacing levels by session for the male and female Meerkat of the pair. It

can be seen that the level of pacing behaviour shown by the male Meerkat is variable,

particularly on days I Io 7 . Days 8 to 12 show a relatively stable proportion of pacing

across sessions and days. Figure 7.3.3m shows that the Meerkat male displayed a relatively

stable proportion of pacing during operant condition two, possibly due to the lack of
established pacíng behaviour (as was the case with the Fennec fox pair). The results for the

male Meerkat thus support hypothesis six.

The levels of pacing observed in the female Meerkat during operant conditions

one and two appear to be the opposite pattem to that of the male. That is, the levels

observed during operant condition one showed the expected increases across sessions,

while the pacing levels during operant condition two were more variable. This suppotts

I lt should be noted that extremely mild pacing behaviour has been observed in individual Meerkats during

casual observations at the zoo. These were unrelated to the observations carried out for the putposes ofthis

study, and occurred when a group of Meerkat had recently been introduced to a new enclosure.
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hypothesis six, and illustrates that the operant feeding method can have undesirable effects

on the behaviour of subject animals.

The results of overall pacinglevels for the male Meerkat trio (shown in figure

7.3.3p ) again illustrates the relationship between the operant feeding method and

stereotypic pucing behaviour in the subject species, The Meerkat trio displayed stereotypic

pacingbehaviour only during the morning time blocks (in which the operant sessions were

held). When the individual operant sessions are viewed (as seen in figures 7.3.3q,,7.3.3r

and 7.3.3s), it is clear that the results for males one and three support hypothesls slx. That

is, the levels of pacing behaviour showed increases across sessions on each day. Male two,

however, did not conform to the expected pattern and showed an overall tendency to

forage less than the other two animals in the Soup. Male two tended to forage for short

bursts before simply leaving the apparatus and returning to other activities, rather than

spending excessive amounts of time protecting his claim to the food outlet as did the other

two animals.

Thus, hypothesis srx is supported overall, as the Fennec fox pair and the two

Meerkat groups showed overall clear increases in stereotypic pacing behaviour during the

operant condition as compared with the baseline condition. Although certain individuals

did not conform to the expectation of increased levels of pacing across half hour time

blocks within sessions, the overall rise in the level of pacing in these animals demonstrates

that a single outlet operant feeder used in a group setting may be enough to elicit

undesirable behaviour from individuals not engaged in foraging behaviour. It is apparent,

however, that if pace twobehaviour does serve a protective function (in terms of an

indívidual maíntaining control of the food chute), the threat of another animal taking over

control of the food outlet does not have to be immediate in order to elicit this protective

response.
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7.4 Discussion.
It can be seen from the results outlined in this chapter that the operant feeding method

appears to have had effocts on the behaviour of the subjects which may be considered

undesirable in captive group-housed animals. In spite of attempts to reward a wide variety

offoraging behaviour so as not to restrict the active foraging repertoire in the three subject

species, it can be noted that the operant method did not result in the emergence of
previously unseen forag¡ngresponses. Rather, the animals restricted themselves to a

relatively small range of foraging behaviours in order to elicit food from the apparatus. In

addition, those behaviours oriented towards the apparatus itself rather than the substrate

beneath became the stronger responses exhibited by the animals. The proportion of these

behaviours relative to substrate focused behaviour tended to increase during each operant

session, suggesting that the animals became somewhat fixated on the source of the food.

This contrasts with the result found using the non-contingent feeding apparatus, during

which the subjects díd not restrict themselves to a small range of apparatus-focused

behaviours; rather, new responses emerged, as well as related behaviour in the Fennec

foxes (the caching module, for example).

The level of overall foraging behaviour elicited by the operant apparatus did not

apperir to be excessively high. The animals which did show elevated foraging levels

displayed these only dwing the time blocks in which the operant apparatus was active,

These overall increases were only found in the Fennec fox pair and Dwarf mongoose

$oup: the two Meerkat groups showed an overall decrease in their levels of foraging

which occurred across all time blocks. In spite ofthe small apparent rise in foraging during

session times as compared to neutral or baseline observations for the Meerkat pair, this did

not result in an overall increase when the operant levels were integtated with the neutral

levels and compared with the baseline levels for each time block. This same result can be

seen for the Meerkat trio. Thls may relate to the need for these animals to use the apparatus

individually, which means that animals attempting to access the feeding apparatus when

another ammal is already in place may be spending more time attempting to gain access

rather than actually foraging, resulting in a decrease in levels. Thus, the species that
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showed an increase did so only in a localised way, rather than showing changes to levels of
foraging throughout the day. For the small foraging species studied here, it is preferable to

implement a method of feeding which allows the behaviour to occur across all time blocks,

as in their free state these animals tend not to show short, extremely concentrated bouts of
the behaviour in the manner elicited by the operant feeder.

It may also be noted that the operant feeding method resulted in increased aggression

in the three subject groups that showed prior tendencies for food-related aggressive

behaviour, and that this increase appeared not to be limited to the operant sessions. It may

be that the presence of a limited resource within the enclosure becomes a continuous

trigger for competitive behaviour, in spite of the fact that food is not continuously

available. This is again an undesirable outcome; when animals are housed in groups and

have no means of retreating permanently from a source of aggression, attempts must be

(and indeed are) made to minimise the effects of aggressive tendencies on the animals

concerned. A method of feeding may lead to increased foraging behaviour, but must be

implemented with the other needs of the animals in mind. Thus, if the operant method

leads to increased aggression between group members, then it does not constitute a

completely effective manner of conseruing species-typical behaviour.

Stereotypic behaviour, such as the pacing observed in three ofthe four subject groups,

appeared to be another undesirable outcome of the operant feeding method. The pacing

behaviour that emerged in the two Meerkat groups was specifically related to the operant

feeding apparatus, and did not occur in any other context. It would appear that this pacing,

which took the form of two to three steps in each direction directly in front of the food

chute, served a protective function for these animals. That is, each animal ensured that it
maintained control of the food source prior to the delivery of a reinforcer. In tetms of
temporal location, the pacing tended to occur following the delivery and consumption of a

reinforcer, which the animals appear to have leamed indicated that another reinforcer

would not be immediately available.

With respect to orthodox operant procedures and laboratory results, this pacing

appears somewhat unusual: variable interval reinforcement schedules tend not to produce

the post reinforcement pause found under ratio and fixed interval schedules. As the period

of time prior to the next reinforcer is not predictable, the animals tend to maintain

responding throughout the interval, even if this is initially at a low level and accelerates as

the interval progresses. It is during this pause in responding that other behaviours occur.

These behaviours are not directly related to obtaining food (ie. do not involve foraging, for

example) but are induced by the delivery of reinforcement. Far from being a non-

functional by-product of the schedule contingency, however, it appears that the behaviour

serves a definite function, in this case allowing an animal to maintain control over the food

source while waiting for the next delivery of food. Its excessive and repetitive nature,

however, still pose a problem for animals in the zoo setting: public perceptions of captive

animals and the zoos that house them tend to be influenced by the perceived comfort and
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well being of the animals. It is not uncommon to hear zoo visitors comment on the

perceived boredom of the animals they observe pacing about in their cages. Additionally,

there appears to be a stigma of psychological ill-health attached to highly repetitive and

stereotyped movements; as humans often anthropomorphise animals, they tend to equate

such behaviour in animals to the equivalent in humans, and conclude that the very fact of
being caged is causing animals psychological distress.

It appears, then, that the operant method -if carefully applied - has the potential to be

useful for eliciting and maintaining species-typical behaviour: it may also, however, have

undesirable behavioural side-effects. Increases in the level of agonistic encounters between

captive individuals are to be avoided, as are excessively repetitive stereotyped movements

such as stereotypic pacing. Thus, there is scope for improvement in the implementation of

the operant feeding apparatus, including widely spaced multiple food outlets to enable

simultaneous foraging in group-housed animals. This will be further discussed in the

Future Research section.

An extension of the work with species-typical behaviour outlined in the previous

chapters is the use of simulated predation to activate other behaviour systems (such as

defense). It is possible that there are benef,rts to be gained from combining feeding and

predation techniques which cannot be attained using feeding techniques alone. The results

of combining the simulated predation with the three feeding methods (the original routine,

the non-contingent feeder and the operant feeder) will be examined in the next chapter.
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Chapter Eight: Simulated predation and the behaviour of cøptiveforøging
species.

8.1 The effects of predotion und micro schedule manipulations on

behaviour.
8.1.1 Introductíon.

This chapter is concerned with the experimental results obtained when predator

silhouettes were presented to two of the subject groups: the Meerkat trio and the Dwarf

mongoose group. These two groups were selected on the basis of (1) a list of confirmed

aerial predators available in the literature, and (2) convenience and ease of creating and

installing the apparatus. The enclosure housing the Meerkat pair was not conducive to this

type of study, as the giraffes would have been able to reach the overhead wires, thus posing

a danger to the animals. There were no aerial predators listed in the limited available

literature on the Fennec fox; thus, although potential aerial predators might have been

inferred through the use of species lists for the Fennec fox habitat, this was not considered

to be a reliable method of choosing appropriate predator silhouettes for the purposes of the

study.

It was proposed in section 3.3 that the addition of a predatory element to captive

environments may result in benefits to species housed in captivity. These benehts may be

in terms of both activation of the defense behaviour system, which can improve the lives of
captive animals if they are under aroused by conditions in their enclosure, and the

reduction of intra-group aggression through the imposition of an external threat which may

lead to stronger group bonds. It was thought that this second benefit would be particularly

important for the two groups studied under predatory conditions, as both the Meerkat trio

and the Dwarf mongoose group displayed relatively high levels of conspecif,rc aggression

between certain individuals.

8.2 MeÍhodology.

8.2.1 Summøry of the experimental design.

This chapter deals with the predator silhouette presentations and the effects on the

behaviour of the Meerkat trio and Dwarf mongoose group. This includes silhouettes

combined with the original feeding routine, with the non-response-contingent apparatus,

and with the operant apparatus.

Following the initial baseline observations, the first condition for the Meerkat trio

and Dwarf mongoose group involved the presentation of the silhouettes (which can be

viewed in figures 4.3.1b (i) to (v) on page 102) with the non-contingent feeder apparatus.

Silhouettes were presented at random times to prevent predictability and habituation to

particular times of day. The order of silhouette presentation varied, so that the subjects did

not habituate to this. Thus, a predatory silhouette might be followed in one instance by
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another predøtory silhouette, and in another it might be followed by the square or goose

silhouette. A single silhouette "r-rln" actually comprised a double pass over the enclosure,

as the silhouette was returned to its original starting position. This was necessary to allow

the researcher to change silhouettes as needed; it was only convenient to carry out

silhouette changeovers at one end of the apparatus. Silhouette presentations were also

interspersed with'dry runs': that is, the overhead apparatus was run across the enclosure

with no silhouette attached. This was intended to maintain the lack of response to the

apparatus itself, so that subjects' reactions could be assumed to be elicited by the

silhouettes rather than by general overhead movement of the apparatus or the sound of the

apparatus in operation.

Following a second baseline with no feeder apparatus in the enclosure (dwing

which no silhouettes were presented), the silhouettes were run using the same rules as in

the previous condition.

The third condition, which followed a third set of baseline observations, involved

the use of the operant feeder apparatus combined with silhouette presentations. The

silhouettes were again presented under the same rules as the first two conditions.

Table 8.2.1 shows the order of silhouette presentation for Dwarf mongoose group during

each condition. Table 8.2.2 shows the order of silhouette presentation for the meerkat trio.

Figure 8.2.ta illustrates the trajectory of the overhead silhouette apparatus across

the Dwarf mongoose meerkat enclosure. The specifications for the overhead silhouette

apparatuses can be found in appendix D.

(Ð (ii) (iii)

Figure 8.2.1a: The trajectory of the overhead silhouette apparatus across the Dwarf

mongoose enclosure, (i) beginning at the left (where the silhouettes are attached to the

suspended clry) and moving towards the right (ii and iii), where the silhouette must travel

around the support pole and return to the left hand side for a new silhouette to be attached.
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Table 8.2.1a: The order of silhouette presentations for the group.

Martial eagle SquareAfrican eagle

African eagle Backward gooseBackward goose

GoshawkBackward goose Goose

Martial eagleGooseBackward goose

Goose GoshawkMartial eagle

Goshawk Afiican eagleGoshawk

Backward gooseAfrican eagle Backward goose

SquareGooseBackward goose

Square Martial eagleSquare

SquareGoshawk Goose

GooseMartial eagleMartial eagle

Goose Backward gooseAfrican eagle

Goose SquareAfrican eagle

GoshawkSquare Martial eagle

Afiican eagleMartial eagleAfrican eagle

GoshawkSquareCoshawk

Backward goose Backward gooseBackward goose

African eagle SquareAfrican eagle

CooseGoose Martial eagle

GoshawkMartial eagle Goose

African eagleMartial eagleMartial eagle

CoshawkSquareSquare

Condition Tbree:



22 Backward gooseSquare Coose

Square2l Backward gooseSquare

Goose20 African eagleBackwarcl Goose

SquareGoshawk19 Coshawk

t8 Martìal eagleGoshawkAf'rican eagle

Afiican eagle17 Martial eagleCoshawk

Afiican eagleBackward goose16 Goose

l5 African eagleBackwarcl goose African eagle

Squaret4 SquareGoose

Goshawkl3 Afiican eagleGoshawk

Martial eagleCoshawkl2 Backward goose

ll CoshawkMartial eagleCoshawk

Backward gooset0 GoshawkMartial eagle

Afiican eagle9 SquareBackward goose

SquareSquare Martial eagle

GooseSquare Goose

6 CooseAfrican eagleCoose

Backward gooseAfrican eagleGoose

Maltial eagle4 GoshawkGoose

Mafiial eagle3 Afiican eagleSquare

Martial eagleMartial eagle
., Square

I GoshawkMartial eagle Square

(No feeder)(Non-contingent

feeder'l

(Operant fèeder)

Condition One:Trial Condition Threc:Condition Two:
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Tahle 8.2.|h: The order silhouette presentatíons for the Meerkat trio.

8.2.2 Hypotheses.

Hypothesis one.

Contrary to Tinbergen's "shoft-neck hypothesis" (put forward to explain the

responses ofprey species to potential predators), Schleidt (1961) suggested that the relative

rarity of an aerial silhouette would determine the level of the observed lesponse by subject

animals, irrespective of its neck length. If this is an adequate explanation for the responses

of subjects to the overhead silhouettes, however, then it should be expected that there

would be little or no difference in the responses of the subjects to predatory and non-

predatory silhouettes if presented in equal numbers. This may be tested by comparing the

responses of the two subject species to each presentation of each silhouette. As f,reld

observations suggest that the subject species show differential reactions to different aerial

species upon positive identification, hypothesis one as tested here states that the two

subject species will shoy, dffirential reactions to aerial silhouettes followíng the first
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presentation.Itis assumed that the subjects require a minimum of one presentation in

order to identify the nature of each silhouette, and therefore differences in responding

should take place from the second presentation onwards.

Hypothesis two.

The more frequent activation of the defense behaviour system in the subject species

by the presentation of predatory silhouettes should result in more frequent interruption to

feeding behaviour. Thus, it is expected that although the non-contingent and operant feeder

apparatuses would increase levels of foraging behaviour, this increase would be moderated

by the presence of aerial silhouettes. Therefore , hypothesis ftvo states thatforaging levels

in the subject species will be greater during conditions one and three than during the

baseline and condition two.

Hypothesis three.

As the subject species are captive born and raised and thus not exposed to the level

of predation experienced by wild born members of their species, it may be expected that

exposure to predatory silhouettes would result in increased levels of sentinel behaviour in

the subject species. This increase would be greatest during the initial silhouette condition,

as the subject animals should perceive the threat of potential predation as higher than it

actually was. Following the initial presentations of the silhouettes during condition one, the

animals should display a degree of discrimination between predatory and non-predatory

silhouettes, as well as habituation to the passing of the silhouettes overhead. Thus,

hypothesis three states that the subject species will shov, a substantial increase in the level

of sentinel behaviour during condition one, þllowed by a subsequent decrease in sentinel

behaviour during conditions two and three.

Hypothesis four.

The subject animals will tend to remain hidden for an indeterminate period

following the flight behaviour that forms the response to the silhouette presentations, as

this follows from the same tendencies shown by their free-living counterparts. The

emergence latencies (ie. the time between flight to safety and emergence from the den or

bumow in which the animals have hidden) should contribute to an overall decrease in

activity for the subject groups, the effect of which should be highest during condition one

and decrease during conditions two and three as the animals habituate to the silhouettes.

This leads to the fourth hypothesis,that overall activity in the Meerkat and Dwarf

mongoose groups ytill decrease during condition one, follotved by an increase durìng

conditions two and three.

Hypothesis five.

As the defense of social living animals such as the Meerkat and Dwarf mongoose

relies on group cohesiveness, with individuals often working in concert, the increase in

group bonding which should result from the presentation of potential predators should also

result in a decrease in aggression between group members. Thus, hypothesis five states that
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the levels of bothfood-related and general aggression v,ill be lov,er during the silhouette

conditions than during baseline observations.

8.-T Results.

8.3.1 The responses of captiveforaging specíes to aerial predator sìlhouettes.

It can be seen that the Meerkat and Dwarf mongoose groups demonstrated the

ability to differentiate between the different silhouette types passing across their

enclosures. This is, of course, an important ability in the natural habitat, because animals -
particularly small warm-blooded animals with high metabolic rates - cannot afford to

expend energy needlessly. Thus, 'false alarms' would constitute such a needless waste of

energy for the two species under consideration here, and they must therefore learn to

differentiate a potential predator from a harmless species or a neutral stimulus (in this

instance, the Square silhouette). This ability to differentiate is not perfect, as mistakes are

still made and 'false alarms' may still occur. This is, however, a far cry from the animals

fleeing every moving object sighted by the sentries. In this regard, it can also be observed

that there are different types of waming calls emitted by Meerkat sentries when on duty.

That is, certain calls indicate the approach of another animal which may or may not be

identihed as a predator as it moves closer, and these calls cause the group members to alert

to their surroundings and pause for a moment in their foraging or other activities in

readiness for potential retreat (termed the utarning cal[). Other call types indicate the need

for immediate retreat and result in the group as a whole fleeing to the nearest safe haven (a

burrow, termite mound or hollow 1og, for example). The topography of subjects' responses

to the silhouettes will be considered first in order to provide a more detailed look at the

effects of such stimuli on the overall behaviour of the subject species.

The responses of the Meerkat trio to the aerial silhouettes can be illustrated in

tabular form, as seen in tables 8.3.1.1 to 8.3.1.3. It can be seen in table 8.3.1.1 that male

one of the Meerkat trio consistently fled both the Martial eagle silhouette and the Goose

silhouette. It is expected that the Martial eagle silhouette would consistently elicit aflight

response, however the subject would have been expected to show habituation to the Goose

silhouette and recognition of this as a non-predatory species posing no threat. This has

occuned with the Square (neutral) silhouette, as male onefled the silhouette on the f,rrst

three presentations, which then changedto watching and threatening responses when the

Square was presented thereafter. Here, the animal had identif,red the silhouette as non-

predatory and was responding to it accordingly. Male one displayed the fastest learning or

recognition of the Dark chanting goshawk silhouette as non-predafory, as this silhouette

only elicitedfleeing on the first presentation; thereafter, the subject watched and

threatened the silhouette as it passed overhead.
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The results for the presentations of the African hawk eagle and the Backward goose

are interesting in that the initial responses to these silhouettes involved/eeing, which then

altered to watching the silhouette passed overhead. This was then replaced - during the

return pass of these silhouettes -by fleeÌngbehaviour once again. It may be the case that

the subject had become somewhat habituated to the silhouette, and thus threatened the

passing "bird" as it moved overhead; when the "bird" returned to pass overhead again,

however, this may have been taken as a signal of intent to attack, thus eliciting the flight
response from the subject animal.

Table 8.3.1.2 shows the responses elicited from male two of the Meerkat trio by the

aerial silhouettes. It is apparent that the Goose silhouette is the only one that consistently

elicited theflight response in male two of the Meerkat trio. The Martial eagle silhouette

elicitedfleeing úxingthe first three passes, and during the following three the subject was

already hidden underground, which was followed by the animal watching the silhouette

while partially concealed beneath the salt bushes at one end of the enclosure. This

observation while partially concealed was also the manner in which the subject responded

to the African hawk eagle silhouette during the first two passes, which was followed

thereafter by fleeing and one incidence of threatening the silhouette as it passed overhead.

The responses of male two to the Backward goose were very similar to those of

male one: initialfleeing was followed by watching the silhouette during the next two first

passes, andfleeing the silhouette during the corresponding return passes. The responses of

male two to the Square and the Dark chanting goshawk silhouettes were also similar to

those of male one. The Goshawk elicitedfleeing only twice, and the other responses

consisted of watching and threatening behaviour, while the Square elicitedfleeing onthree

occasions, followed by watching and threatening behaviour thereafter. Again, these two

silhouettes were those which the subject animal recognised most quickly as non-

threatening.

Table 8.3.1.3 displays the responses of male Meerkat three of the trio to the

silhouette presentations. Again,flight was the consistent response to both the Martial eagle

and the Goose silhouettes by male three. The African hawk eagle elicitedtheflight

response during the first three presentations, followed by the watching response thereafter.

The Dark chanting goshawk silhouette and the Square were again the two silhouettes

which the subject most quickly leamed not to flee (with two and fhreeflight responses

elicited respectively), while the Backward goose elicited only twolight responses, after

which the animal remained hidden during the silhouette presentations.

Although the subjects showed a tendency to differentiate between predatory and

non-predatory silhouettes, the demarcation of responses \¡/as not as clear cut as it was

previously assumed they would be. The African eagle silhouette elicited mixed responses,

while the martial eagle and Goose silhouettes both elicited a high level of flighl behaviour.

If perfect identification of predators could be assumed, then it would be expected that the

Martial eagle and African hawk eagle silhouettes would reliably elicitflight behaviour. In
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addition, the Backward goose (as usecl by both Tinbergen andLorcnz in 1939) should also

reliably elicitflight behaviour (if the assumption of head/tail configuration as a method of

identifying predators made by Tinbergen and Lorenz is correct). For this reason, the

Goose, Square and Dark chanting goshawk silhouettes would be expected to elicit

watching or threatenlng responses after the initial presentation and identification, rather

tharrflight responses.

The results did not fit the expected pattern as closely as would be assumed by

following this reasoning. The Marlial eagle and Goose silhouettes both elicited high levels

of flight behaviour, while the Backward goose elicited moderaleflight rcsponses. The Dark

chanting goshawk and Square silhouettes did elicit the expected responses, with the

subjects quickly recognising these as non-predatory. The African hawk eagle silhouette

elicited similar responses to those observed in reaction to the Goshawk, which is

unexpected as the African hawk eagle is a natural predator for the Meerkat in its natural

habitat. It would appear from an examination of figures 8.3.1a (i) and (iii) that the wing

shapes in the Goose and Martial eagle silhouettes are quite similar. Additionally, the Dark

chanting goshawk and the African hawk eagle silhouettes also show similarities in their

wing shape, as seen in figures 8.3.1a (ii) and (iv). It may be the case, then, that wing shape

is an important stimulus enabling the differentiation of predatory and non-predatory aerial

species.

The results in tables 8.3.1.1, 8.3.I.2 and 8.3.1.3 indicate that hypothesis one is

generally supported. That is, the Meerkat trio showed a tendency towards stronger

discrimination between silhouette types as the number of presentations increased during

condition one. The subjects' responses to the silhouettes during conditions two and three

showed an even greater disparity between the predatory and non-predatory silhouettes and

the neutral stimulus, indicating that habituation to predatory silhouettes occurred more

slowly than habituation to the non-predatory and neutral silhouettes.

Colour-coded text within the tables below indicates the vocalisation accompanying

the response to a silhouette presentation. Red text indicates an alarm bark,which was a

distinctive, abrupt sound emitted at regular intervals while a threat \À/as approaching and

which ceased when the animal began to physically flee the threat. Purple text indicates a

warning call,whichconsisted of a clear, drawn-out, high intensity note repeated atvarying

intervals and continuing while the animal responded to the threat. This was commonly

observed to occur in response to aerial threats rather than temestrial ones. Blue text

indicates angry chatter, which was a combination of growling and a high-pitched

chattering sound used to threaten opponents. Combined colours within a table entry

indicate that one type of call changed to another during the observation period, while plain

text indicates no audible vocalisations.
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Table 8.3.1.1 : Responses to sílhouettes by male one of the Meerknt trio during condítíon

one.

\VafehWatchFleePot'ttA

ThreafenF lceFlaaSa¡r¡n

FleeE laaPottûh

E leeFleeFleeFital hiñll¡lm¡

\l/nfc.hTh¡eafen

WatchWqfnhE leaFirsl runlìcr& ¡h¡nlinc

FleeElpaFleePorrtrn

\Vor¡hWafchF'leeFìrst øtnn.^Lo."l rm..

F leeWatehFlaa

Th¡eqfenFlpaFleeFìr.<î ntnÁlrl¡¡n a¡cl¡

FleeFlaaFleeF'leePotttrh

E'laaÌIid¡lenFleaf.i¡ot ntnM¡*l-l ¡orrla

AîttSlll¡¡natfa

Dlmcnfrfinn:

Table 8.j.1.2: Responses to silhouettes by male two of the Meerkat trio during conditíon

one.

lrVatchFlee

WatchFlceFlaaSan¡m

F'laeFleaFlapR¿ttth

F'leeFleeF leeF'ìtcl ntntllæa

ThreafcnWaf¡hTh¡enlenWafch

WqÍ¡hWafchFlceF leefl¡rÞ ¡h¡nflnø

FleeF'laaE'lppRchtrn

\l/qf¡hWaf¡hFleeFìrsí ntnDonl¡wor¿t an¡rm

Fla¡F'leeWatch

ThreatenFlceWcfnhÄ.frio¡n ¡¡ol¡

WefchÉIid¡lenf{i¡l¿lpnFleeRêlùlh

Wefnh}{i.t¡l.nElpaFleeIìi¡cl ntnùI¡*lat ¡aolc

^
ItI

Dræ¡¡hrlan.
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Tsble 8.3.1.3: Responses to silhouettes by male three of the Meerkøt trio during condition

one.

WatchWatchFleeReturn

rWatchFleeFleeFi¡st runSour¡c

FleeFleeFleeRelurn

FleeFleeFleeFißlrunGûo¡c

ThreatenTfueatenWatohFleeRelurn

ThreatenThreatenWatchFleeFirsl nn
Dark clrtling

coÕh¡çk

HiddenHiddenFleeReûtnt

HiddenFleeFleeFirst runBrckw¡ld ooo¡e

WatchrWatchFleeRetum

WatchFleeFleeFirst runAft{c¡n eade

FleeFleeFleeFlesRelum

FleeFleeFleeFleeFirsî rtttMerfl¡l a¡ole

13,ISilhooefrc

Prrc¡c¡tatlon:

(Ð (iù

(iii) (iv)

Figure 8.3.La: The bird ,silhouettes used during conditions one, two and three. The ,square has

been excluded, as it can be viewed infigure a.2.3b (iu).

(i) The Greylag goose (Anser anser) (ii) The African hawk eagle (Hieraatus spilogaster)

(iii) The Martial elgle (Pollemaetus bellicosus) (iu) The Dark chanting goshawk (Melierax

metabates).
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It can be observed from the responses shown in tables 8.3.1.1 through to 8.3,1.6

Ilntfleeingwas the most commonly observed behaviour following the emission of an

alarm barkby a member of the group. 'When an alarm barkwas emitted and the animals

did not flee, it can be noted that the common posture was a crouch combined with visual

fixation ofthe silhouefie as it passed overhead. It can also be observed that the alarm bark

vocalisation w¿$ far more common during condition one, vrhen the animals were

unaccustomed to silhouettes passing overhead. During condition two, there appeared to be

a degree of habituation to the presence of simulated aerial predators, leading to a higher

incidence of warning eall,r rathel. than full-bl own alarm barking. The wørning call canbe

viewed as the precursor of the alarm bark, as the animals had perceived a potential aerial

threat but had not yet identified the nature of the approaching shape. When this was the

only call given in response to the approach of an aerial figure, the group members tended

to become alert and orient themselves in the direction of the potential threat. They then

visually fixated the silhouette and took up a defensive crouching posture rather than fleeing

immediately to dens or burrows.

Of the three Meerkats, it can be seen that male one tended to show the highest

number of aggressive responses to the less threatening silhouettes, particularþ the Dark

chanting goshawk silhouette which was the most common target of threatenlng behaviour

for all the group members.

Tables 8.3.1.4 to 8.3.1.6 illustrate thatthe Meerkattrio showed consistent fleeing

responses to the African hawk eagle silhouette presentations during condition two, while

responses to the Martial eagle silhouette changed to less immediate reactions, That is,

initialflighÍ responses quickly changed to the animals watchingthe silhouette pass

overhead while emiüing warning call,s. This reversal of reactions to these two silhouettes is

unexpected, as it was thought that once the subjects showed habituation to a silhouette, the

strength ofthe initial flight response would not be recovered. This reversal of reaction

pattern can also be observed in males one and three in relation to the Backward goose

silhouette. Here, the incidence of theflighl response in reaction to this silhouette is much

higher than during condition one. Reactions of all three males to the Goose silhouette

showed a dramatic change during condition two in comparison with condition one. Here,

the Meerkats did notlee the Goose silhouette at all, whereas this was the response

consistently elicited by the Goose silhouette during condition one. It may be the case that -

if wing shape is indeed a stimulus for identifuing a predatory aerial species - the subjects'

habituation to one silhouette (either the Goose or the Martial eagle) led to more rapid

habituation to the other silhouette. In addition, the Square silhouette elicited only onefltght

response from males two and three during condition two, with male one not fleeing this

silhouette at all. Similarly, the reactions to the Dark chanting goshawk silhouette show

decreasedflighr and incre ased watchrng responses, illustrating that the subjects had clearly

identified this as a non-predatory silhouette.
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Thus, it appears that the subjects have differentiated more strongly between the

varieties of aerial silhouettes presented during condition two, and that this may relate in

some way to wing shape as well as an overall effect of habituation to the silhouettes

themselves.

It can be observed in fïgures 8.3.1.7 to 8.3.1.9 that males one, two and three of the

Meerkat trio appear to have differentiated more clearly between the predatory and non-

predatory species represented by the silhouettes, as well as the neutral stimulus represented

by the square. The responses to the square passing overhead changed from an alert

watching in the previous two conditions to a more relaxed variety of observation, with

males one and two often performing general sentinel behaviour while the Square passed

overhead. This indicates that the animals recognised the lack of relevance of this

silhouette; it elicited no fear response and only a minimal level of interest. The African

eagle silhouette elicited all flight responses and alarm barlcs, while the Martial eagle

elicited a majority of flight and alarm barkresponses from the three subjects, as did the

Backward goose silhouette. The Dark chanting goshawk silhouette elicited the greatest

proportion of threateningbehaviour, as this species is frequently attacked by Meerkats in

their natural habitat; the Goose silhouette elicited threatening andwatching behaviour

from males one and three, while male two showed the least interest in this silhouette, with

a high proportion of sentinel behaviour during Goose silhouette presentations.

Table 8.3.L4: Responses to silhouettes by male one of the Meerkat trio during condition

two.

\t¡qf¡h.ll/atch\UqfchWetchRettm

WatchW¡tch\Vqr¡hWatch*Firsl nt¿Snno¡a

\tr/qfohWafch'W¡fch

Threaten*\Uafchtl/cf¡hfìm¡e

Thrcalen*Threqfcn\IToteh *RelrDn

Thrcaten+Thmelen*WofnhFleeF'it.l ntulìo¡l¡ nh¡ntlnc

SenfinelF'lepFla¡FleeP¿ltnn

SentinclFleeF leeR¡okr¡r¡l ome

FleeFleeFleeE laaRptùrn

FleeF leaF leeFítct ntnÁf¡l¡on ¡oclc

lù/atch\l/afnhWatchFleePotuvô

Watch\V¡r¡hWafchF'lecM¡¡tlrl ¡qol¡

A¡,ISflhnnaf{¡

PræcniafiRn :

r refers to animats following or chasing the silhouettes while watching or tfueatening them.
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Table 8.3.L5: Responses to silhouettes by male two of the Meerkat trio during conditíon

two.

\Uqlnhll/ai¡hSenlinel\l,/lfchIlotatrn

\Vaf¡hWatchSan+inclElppSnn¡m

Thrcrlen\I/d¡kRofum

WefnhWnfchSe¡tinelÊìr<l a¡nllær

ThreetenTh¡eqlenSentinel

ThrealenThre¡fenWoinhF.írsi ntnlìorl¡ ¡l¡lnllno

\Lrqf¡h\l/¡tnhw.r^hPoltm

Wofah\l/atchF'lecR¡¡Þoa;¡l ¡mo¡

FlapF lee['leeThm¡lan,Q¡Flep

F leeFlce\Uqf¡lrThrenfenFìr¡l n¡nÀfrlnqn a¡clo

\Vetnh\UqrnhWafchF'leePoluin

\l,IqfnhWafchFlecF lacIiirot n¡nl¡faÉlal ac¡la

t1,ISllhnnol{o

Þmonfqlianr

Table 8,3.1.6: Responses to sílhouettes by male three of the Meerkat trio during condítion

two.

't¡./afnhWatchll/qfnhll/af¡h

Wqf¡hWalchlI/ofchEla¡S¡mqrr

WqtchlL¡ornh\VatchÊlelu¡n

\l/arnhWatchWatchIîirel ntnflæ

Wqfchf{id¡lmThrcrfcn*

Wor¡hThrealenFleaFlaaFirsl runllcrl¡ ¡honflno

WrtchE'la¡FleeRet¡ttn

WqrnhF leeFleeIìì¡d ntnno¡Loorrl ¡m¡

E'lepF{iddenFleeFlee

E lapF leeFlepE'leaAfilcqn ¡ool¡

WatchW¡fnh\l,Iaf¡hFleePêlrttn

\Vqtnh\Lr¡fnh\l/41êlaFleeFìtd ntnl¡lc*ial ¡ool¡

AI,ISIlhnn¡tla

Dø#¡¡ñ.

* refe¡s to animals following or chasing the silhouettes \ilhile u¡atching or threatening them.
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Table 8.3.1.7: Responses to silhouettes by male one of the Meerkat trio during conditíon

three.

Qp¡rinat\l/etch .8. senfinelSe¡finel\l/¡tch*Potuvn

Senfinel\l,fqtnh ,t¡ <e¡finelS¡nfi¡¡lll/cf¡h

W¡fch*\l,¡qr¡h\I,¡of¡ht\Volah IPphtm

WetchrThænlenF'itel htñÊmo

ThmqfenThæofenll/qfnh .t' fhrêalên

Threnlen*Thm¡tcnrrl./qrnh ,t' rhrprien\L¡ainh ,O rhrêâfêñfi¡¡L ¡lr¡¡rlr¡

lV¡fnhFlÐPelttrn

FleeFleeF'leetr.ìtcl ntnPo¡l¡wor¡l a¡nra

FleeF'leeE'laeF lppPzt"tA

FleeFlepE lpaFleeFlrsl ntnA?l¡¡n ¡¡cle

Wor¡hW¡fchFleePelurn

WalchF'lecFlccF'irot ntnùlfo*l¡l ao¡rl¡

^
I,t

Pæ¡onthllnn:

t rcfe¡s to animals following or chasing the silhouettes while watching or threatening them.

Table 8.3.1.8: Responses to sílhouettes by male two of the Meerkat trio during condition

three.

S¡nrinplSentinelSentinel\l/cichRottrtn

\Vo+¡ÀRenlinel\I/qtclr'Waf¡h

S¡ntin¡lS¡nlinel1l/or¡h

\l/qfchQa¡fi¡¡laa¡ri¡alWafch*Fìrsl ntnê¡ræ

\l/atnhThrc¡fen*WcfchPøhtm

\I,l¡iah ,O Thmor¡¡Thrc¡len*ThrccfenlWrfnh*Ã.írct Htnllo¡l¡ ¡honflnc

FlceElecF lec

FlaeFlapFìrsl ntnR¡¡l¡w¡r¡l cnm

F leeFlapF'leeFleeFlof.tÍn

&'lpaF'leeF'leeE'lee¡rfjaor ¡oal¡

É'lecWqr¡h

\l/qr¡hE laaFleeFìrst ntnM¡*ll¡l mol¡

AI7.IStllran¡ñ¡

Dru¡¡farln¡.

* refers to animals following or chasing dre silhouettes while watching or threatening them.
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Table 8.3.1.9: Responses to silhouettes by male three of the Meerkat trio during condition

three.

t refers to animals following or chasing the silhouettes while watching or threatening thern

The change in response to the silhouette presentations can also be observed in the

alterations to the emergence latencies of the subjects. That is, the time between theflight to

a den or underground area, and the emergence of each subject into the open following the

silhouette presentation. Emergence latencies (measured in seconds) for male one of the trio

are illustrated in figures 8.3.lb (i) to (iii).
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(i) Martial eagle Afrioan Flawk eagle Baokwa¡d
goose

(ii) Martial eagle Afücan Hawk eagle Backward
goose
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5

0
123 123

Goose

1234

ll/qrnÉ1l,zor¡Ï 'W¡lclr\tr/alcÉt

\VqtnhttI/.+^l"tIrt r^LFi¡st nta \LIrtc}t

\l/atnh I\I/of¿fi |W¡to,hWatolrFlelum

\I/qtnl¡ I\tr,/qfofi¡l!æ¡¡ $¡.+,-1"IÃ/af¡:h

Thraafmt Wetnh+\I/qt¡h

\I-Ia+¡hWatc}*Fir..l ntnflorl¡ ¡ho¡tlno \l/qlolr+

Fohtnt F'lecF lee

EleaDlaeB¡cl¡c¡almrc E'lce

EleeËtêê FIPê

First nnÀfr.løt ¡¡¡rl¡ FlecFlÞÞFleeF lee

FlecFlce W¡tc}ll

\l/qtnlr *FIAAl,l¡¡áal ørl¿

Sllhamtto lt,f

#Rû¡m*Fl¡strun

-#Flrstrun #Retum

Square
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12 3

Goose

1234

Figure 8.3.1b (ù, (ii,) and (iii): Emergence latencies þllowing silhouette presentations for
male one of the Meerknt trio during conditions one, two and three respectively.

It is clear in the figures above that male one has discriminated between the non-

predatory and neutral, and predatory sílhouettes.Fromtleeingall sílhouettes ín the hrst

condition, the subject ceased to flee the non-predatory and neutral silhouetfes during

conditions two and three. Similar patterns in emergence \atencies may be observed in

males two and three illustrated in figures 8.3.lc (i) to (iii) and 8.3.ld (i) to (iii)

respectivoly. In figures 8.3.I (Ð to (íii), male two did appear to show some habituation to

silhouettes across conditions as overall, the emergence latencies decrease between

conditions for all silhouette types.
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1234 1234
Coose Squ¡re

Figure 8.3.lc (i), (ii) and (iii): Emergence \atencies þllowing silhouette presentations

for male two of the Meerkat trio during conditions one, two ünd three lespectively.

The lìgures pefi.aìntngto males two and three (8.3.lc (i) to (iii) and 8.3.ld (i) to (iii)
respectively) show a similar pattern of decrease to zero seconds emergence latency ín

response to the non-predatory and neutral silhouettes to the figures depicting the results for

male one. The responses to the predatory silhouette presentations remain at a higher level,

indicating that although there may have been some habituation to the silhouettes taking

place, the overall effect was maintained. This may be due to the variation ín presentatíon

order of the silhouettes, and the use of 'dry runs' at different intervals between silhouette

presentations.
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20
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123 1234 123 1234 1234 1234
(iii) N{artial eagle Aläcan hawk Baokwa¡d Dark ohantíng Goose Square

eagle goose goshawk

Figure 8.3.ld (Ð, (ii) and (iii): Emergence latencies ftsllowing silhouette presentutions

for male three of the Meerknt trio during conditions one, two and three respectively.

When the responses ofthe Dwarf mongoose goup to the silhouette presentations

are examined, it can be seen that they are remarkably consistent between the three younger

animals and the neutered male (mongooses E, F, G, and M), and between the three older

females (4, B and D). Tables 8.3.1.10 (i) to (iii) show the responses to the aerial

silhouettes by the three older female animals during condition one; here, consistentflight

responses to the Martial eagle, African hawk eagle and Backward goose silhouettes can be

observed. Although the animals reacted to the Goshawk, Goose and Square silhouettes

wrthflight initially, the watching response developed more rapidly for these silhouettes

than for the predatory ones. This occured most rapidly for the Square silhouette. In the

following tables, red text indicates the high pitched "tscheer" vocalisation that was a signal

for aerial predators. This was initially emitted by the sentry animal(s) and was then t¿ken

up by the rest of the group as they fled and while they remained in hiding. Table entries

with an asterisk indicate that the subject followed the silhouette across the enclosure.

Table 8.3.1.10 (i): Responses to silhouettes by Mongoose A of the Dwarf mongoose group

during condition one.

ÌI/ofnlrWsfchF lce

'\u¡fc.hÊF'lceFlpê

W¡fchElpcEtêêFlel¡m

\I/qt¡Ì *I'lp¡FleeF'leel5^.õ

FleeFlceElap

ll/elnhE leeFtÞêFíttt ntn

EleeE',leeF leePahtn

FlcpFIAÞFleeF'leeFint ntaRo¡lrwarl

FIèAF'le¿F leeFlpa

FleeFleeFIÞAFirst ntnÄfrlen n¡oln

F'lecFlcpFrêêF'leeFlelum

I'lapEl--lf*J-t 
-J-

It,(llfl.¡¡ar+¿

D-øhÉ-r.

-.#REtum*Fi¡strun
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Table 8.3.1.10 (íi): Responses to silhouettes by Mongoose B of the Dwarf mongoose group

durtng condition one.

Table 8.3.1.10 (íii): Responses to sílhouettes by Mongoose D of the Dwarf mongoose

group durìng condítion one.

F'lee\I/ql¡hRofittn

\l/qt¡lrF'læFleeîìrcl ntn

ElacÞlccFlee['lec

\l,l¡f¡LF'le¡-FleeI'læFír.cl n¡n¡Êma

FleeÌ'lp¡F'leePoht¡nrnahowl¡

E laaFleeFlceIlorË ¡honlln¡

Fl¡¡FleeFleeF'lapÛ|læ

Fle¡FleeEla¡k-ìtst frrnRo¡l¿sar¡l

FleeFlæFlaaF'leePoht¡¡

E'leeElpaFleeFlce,l f-l--- øal-

E la¿FleeFle¿Flæ

F leeFleeElecF leeFittl ntnMo*iel ¡ool¡

ta,IGlflrnnaÉ¡

Dlæ¡ntoll¡n,

'Walc}rll/a1¡hFleePehtm

lVqt¡l¡ iF'le¿Flee

1l/¡tchFlaaEl-âF'lee

Fl¡al'læFleeF lea¡Êmc

FleeFlaeFleePehtmomho*&

FlceFlapF'leeF'irsl ntnllorl¡ rho¡fína

Fle¡F lppFleeE'lee

I'leaF leeFleeFlaaRo¡ks¡r¡l

FleeT'leeElceFleePolntn

E'laeElepE'lpaFlee¡f"l¡on aool¡

FleeFleeF'l eeFlae

FlceF leaFIêAFirsl ntnMoÉiol æol¡

A1,ISilha¡r¡ff¡

9ræxløJl¡¡.
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Table 8.3.1.10 (iv): Responses to silhouettes by Mongoose E of the Dwadmongoose group

during condition one.

W¡tch+'lI/qtchF'lec

'WqfchE'l¡¡FlppFtt.rt nrnSLnr¡ ra

\l/¡tnhWrnhE'laaF leePol¡¡tn

\l/crnh tWnfchFleeFleaF¡aol ârû

F'leeFlecF'lae

\l/qtnhâE lapFleeFít.ct ntnlìorl¡ ¡lro¡linc

F leeElaaF leeFleePohrn

f'leaF leeFlceF lpeEìntnn

F'leeF'lceFle¡E lpp

FlceEl¡pFleeF'leeFir<l ntnÂl¡l¡¡n aocl¡

E lapFleeF'leeFlec

F leeF'leeF'lppE lapM¡rÍl¡l ool¡

AttISllhnnaft¡

Dlxøtcfinn.

Mongoose E, F, G and M also showed consistent tlíght responses to the predatory

silhouettes during condition one, as sho\ryn in tables 8,3.1.10 (Ð to (vii) respectively. The

development of the watchingresponse occüred more rapidly for all of the non-predatory

silhouettes and the Goshawk silhouette, however. Here, although the Dark chanting

goshawk does predate the Dwarf mongoose in the wild, the comparatively smaller size of
the silhouette may have resulted in faster habituation to this shape or possibly the

perception of this silhouettc as less of a threat. It was common to have both seagulls and

ravens landing in the enclosure as they attempted to gain access to the Dwarf mongooses'

food supplies, both of which the neutered male and younger animals were observed to

threaten on occasion. This may have resulted in faster habituation to the Goshawk

silhouette, which appears some\ilhat simitar in size and shape to these two speciesl.

Tables 8.3.1.11 (i) to (vii) show the responses of the Dwarf mongoose group to the

silhouette presentations during condition two. It can be observed thatwatchîng had become

the most coûrmon response to both the non-predatory and Goshawk silhouettes, and that

the tendency toþllow the silhoueffes for short distances across the enclosure which

developed during condition one had also become more coÍrmon during condition two. This

þllowing response was often observed to oçcur in two or more animals simultaneously.

This may be expected in terms of the behaviour of the Dwarf mongoose in its natural

habitat, as these animals often mob an aerial predator - regaxdless of its size - which has

attacked one oftheir group members.

I As stated in the methodology section, the silhouettos were cut to thc approximate size of their live

counterparts. Thus, while the other three bird silhouettes had wing spans of one metre, the Dark chanting

goshawk wing span was 60cm,
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The results displayed in tables 8.3.1.12 (i) to (vii) show that the Dwarf mongoose

group had further habituated to the silhouettes passing overhead during condition three.

For the older females, the predatory silhouettes still consistently elicitedtheflight response

throughout condition three. The Goshawk and non'predatory silhouettes, ho\ilever, showed

much higher rates of watching andfollowíng responses during this condition, although the

Goshawk silhouette still elicited flueírg behaviour during the at least the fust two

presentations. The younger females and the neutered male showed an almost consistent

watchíng and/ot þllowing rcsponse to these three silhouettes, and these responses had also

begun to appear more often during the last few presentations of the predatory silhouettes.

This indicates that the high number of overall presentations has led to habituation to the

passing of predatory shapes, rather than merely the discrimination of predatory from non-

predatory shapes. This assumption of habituation to the silhouettes in general was also

supported by the change in emergence latencies displayed in the relevant figures beginning

on page 254 ofthis chapter.

Table 8.3.1.10 (v): Responses to silhouettes by Mongoose F of the Dwarf mongoose group

during condition one.

'Wof¡h*W¡f¡h*FleeR¿hrn

Wcfnh +\Ilai¡hFleeFìt<t mtnG¡morÁ

ll/otôhFleeFleeFleeP¿h¡ta

lt/¿r¡fi *Watc.h*f'lecE lep

'tVqtnhE lp¡FIeePplttthonshcwL

F'leeFlaaFleeF'itú ntnfìo¡l¡ alrarfina

F'leaFlæFleeF leeÞøhnn

E'lcaF'leeF'leeFlpa

ù-leeE'lecE'lpeFleeRehrn

E'lecE'l¡aFlceF'leeIìir¡l rtnÀfrl¡on mclo

Flp¡F'leeE'lcaPahnn

F leeF'leeFlpeMorflcl aoolc

Â1,ISilhnrr¡lf¡

Dr¡unloll¡n.
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Table 8.3.1.10 (vi): Responses to silhouettes by Mongoose G of the Dwarf mongoose group

duríng condition one.

Table 8.3.L10 (vií): Responses to silhouettes by Mongoose M of the Dwarf mongoose

group during condítion one.

ll/qtch\UafnhPpltnn

\l/¡f¡h *FleeFlecFitol ntn

\lIdnhF leeF'lceFlaa

W¡tch*'\vafnhF leeE lpaFit.qt ntn¡Ê¡m¡

ElppF leeaaohoul¿

\L¡ornhFleeFleeFíril vttøllo¡tz ¡hon¿ina

ÊlpcF'leeFlccF laec¡re

FleeFleeFleeFircl ntnR¡¡l¡sc¡¡l

F lecF'l apFleeFleePatrttn

FlpaFleeFlpcF lp¡Af;la¡¡ ¡¡da

F'læFleeE leenPhlrh

FleeF lapFleeFleeIìirú ntnùfatl¡l acal¡

At7.IsilÈanó¡

Dæ¡nloli¡¡.

'lffetchi'lUatnhFleeR¿l¡tn

ll/qtnhiÊlêêFleeFìt<l ntnS¡tor¡

\l/lfch\tr/¡t¡fi *\I,Iqr¡hFleePottrìn

lUatnh *'W¡fchtr'leeE lcc

W¡tch*FleeFlpam<hm&

E'lceE laaFleef,.ir<l ntnllorl¡ ¡h¡nflna

FleeFlaeFleeFleePoturn

Ì'leeFleeFleaFlpc

FleeF'leeFleeE lapRchDn

FleeF'leeFlêÞFleeFìrtt nmÂf¡i¡rn mal¡

Fl¡eE'lpcFlæF'leePohtn

FlaeF'leeFlceE laeM-*l¡l æ¡l¡

tt1,ISifh¡notf¡

Dv¡rcrrloíl¡n :
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Table 8.3.1.1I (í): Responses to silhouettes by Mongoose A of the Dwarf mongoose group

during condition two.

Table 8.3.1.11 (ii): Responses to sílhouettes by Mongoose B of the Dwarf mongoose group

during condition fwo.

IIIafah*Wafch*\f,/efch\tr/afchPahftn

'W¡feÉf\l/afnhll/qtrÍ\tr/afnhF'irct nt¡SÃro?-

\Vor¡h\I/ot¡L\I/at¡h

Walch'W¡tchW¡tc}l+Fìtct ntnêma

V/¡fch'W¡feü *FfceF'leePohrn¡nahawk

\l.¿ârclrlUqrchE'lecF'laaIììvct ¡¡tnllo¡l¡ ¡hontin¡

F lppF',læ

F'le¿FleeFleetr-ìrpi ntnRool¡so rd

FleeF'lcaE lceFleeE¿ht¡n

F'lpaFlêêE laaÀÈ--n ¡o¡la

E'laaFleeFleeFlæP¿liltñ

F'leeFlæE'l¿eFleeFítú ntnMorfi¡l ooolo

AatISlfl¡¡r¡#o

Dr¡¡antclia¡.

Watchll/ete-h*\ily'efch\l/¡tc}l *Pat¡tm

W¡1¡.hllrqtohll/nrolrll/elolr

\l/or¡hW¡f¡hlLIor¡h

\V¡+¡h*Flælùy'atchFìrsl ruaflm¡c

Wntchttr/afch *FleaFleeÞoh¡moaehrs&

'WqfchFleeRleeFlecf'jv<t ntnñorÞ ¡honrina

\I/ar¡l¡FlppE lap

EIAAFleeFlrú ntnRqrkg¡rd

I'leeFleeFleeFleePohtrh

FleeE'leeFlepF'l eeÀ fiiær aa¿la

FleaFlèêE lcaEl¡¡

FlppF'leeFle¿FleeFìr¡l ntnMrrliol aol¡
^

1,ISlllrano¡+¡

Dræantcfl¡r.
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Table 8.3.1.1I (íii): Responses to silhouettes by Mongoose D of the Dwarf mongoose

group during condition two.

Table 8.3.1.1I (iv): Responses to silhouettes by Mongoose E of the Dwarf mongoose group

during condítion two.

\l/¡lcl f\l.l¡rchù/at¡h *\llor¡ü

ll/ar¡hW¡fch*W¡fchWrtchFirú øtøS¡¡rrm

lUetnh I\l/afch\l/¡fnlr

ìl/qf¡hWof¡h I\voiôL

Il/trnlr *\rl¡¡talrWatchF leeRalrrtnon¡houL

'Wstch.W¡tch
ìtr/qtcllâFleeIiítsi yttrfìo¡l¡ al¡onllno

F'leeElaeÌ'lee

E'læFløFleeFirtt ntnE¡¡l¡v¡¡¿l

Flp¡F leeF leeFlanPolilrø

F leeFleeE'leeFlepF'ircr nnA frt¡on ao¿rlo

FlceE'leaE laeElcp

FlpaFl¡cI'laoF leeFìrcl ntnùf¡ílol oooln

ÀI,IQiIl¡¡n#o

Dæ¡#¡fla¡.

tVatnh *ll/af¡h\I/at^hWatchReht¡n

WolohWafchf\Uctch*'Wafnh*Firú nt¿Snnom

\l/qf¡lrU/qtnh\l/atnh IPol'ttn

It/ai¡hlll,roi¡h *Wor¡}

\l/ofnh'l\Uçf¡h+\Uof¡}\Uøf¡h IRehtrnoa¡hlwk

\tr/otnh f'll/nlchWatchtFleeF'ìrú ntnrlorL ¡lrontinc

FleeFlaeFlee

FleeFleaF lee

Fle¡E'lacF leeR¿ltn

E laaFleeF'leeFleeFìreI ntnlfri¡on ¡onl¡

FlenFleeFleeE'l¿a

F'lecF'le¡ElêêElpp

Aa,ISill¡an¡tto

Drønrrf¡m.
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Table 8.3.1.11 (v): Responses to silhouettes by Mongoose F of the Dwarf mongoose group

duríng condition two.

Table 8.3.1.11 (vi): Responses to silhouettes by Mongoose G of the Dwarf mongoose group

during condition two

Watchr'WnlchWatchll/atchRetr/th

\À/afchWatch+WatchWatch*First runSou¡re

Watch*WatchWatchrReturn

WetchWatch'WatchFìrsl run(]mn

Watch*rilatch*Ìúatch*WatchRelutnøo¡h¡sk

WatchlVatch\Ir'atchFleeFirst runDark ch¡ntlnr

FleeFleeFleeRelurnøoofe

FleeFleeFleeFìrst runRnckw¡r¡l

FleeFleeFleeFleeReltrn

FleeFleeFlæFleeFirsl ntnAfric¡n c¡ple

FleeFleeFleeFleeRelurn

FleeFleeFleeFleeFirst mnM¡rllnl mole

a32ISllh¡n¡lt¡

Præenfnfion:

\l/qfnfiW¡tch*\l/elchlVqt¡}P¿ht¡n

\L¡ot¡fi tWatch\Uatehúllrofnfi *S¡n¡n

\l,Iof¡h ÙlVoteHWatchRet¡m

WqfnhlVaf¡h.Iillefch*

\l,f¡tolr *Wølnh4|F'leeFleePotttvn

Wqrnlr\Vatchlü'qtehWofnh+

F'leeFlceFleePctttth

FleeFlaaFleeF;fcl ñmEa¿l¡u¡r¡l

l'l¡¡Fleetr'leeF'leaÞohtn

E laaF'le¿FlecF laaÀf¡loqn ¡¡ol¡

El--Fl¡nEleeE'lcc

F'leeE laeFleeFleeFirct ntnùlari¡l ¡¡¡t¡

A¡,IGilL¡rr#¡

D¡a¡onro1ia¡.
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Table 8.3.1.11 (vii): Responses to sílhouettes by Mongoose M of the Dwarf mongoose

group during condition two.

Table 8.3.1.12 (i): Responses to sílhouettes by Mongoose A of the Dwarf mongoose group

dur ìng condition three.

\l/clch fll/er¡Ir *\l/qr¡h'WafchPatutn

\I,/¡r¡ha\l/af¡hWqfch.'W¡fchiFítci ntn

W¡tc-h tlI/atch\l/*fnh *

\I/qtnhtt/cf¡h*\l/6r^hFirsl n¡nílnncr

ll/qfnh\Varnhll/ar¡fi *.wâfc.h
Flatrtrnoaehoul¡

'll/ornh'Wntc.hiU/qtchFleeFirtt tttnllar& nhonrinc

FleeFIepI'lep

FlæÍ'læFleeFit.sl nmR¡nÞw¡r¡l

ElapFlpcFlecFlc¿PÞ!üril

FleeFleeFleeFleeA Èl¡¡n aacla

E'le¿F'lceE lpeFlÞÞRPltDn

F lepFle¿F'leeFleeFitcî ntnMoÉlol aqcl¡

AI,tGilhnndl¡

]D¿øøhll¡¡.

lÀ/atch*\l/etch *lUqtehll/¡t¡h

W¡fch\Vqtnh*War¡htWnfch*Fìvsl ntnSnno*

\l/qtchìV¡irh *\V4r^hWafe-h*Pøt¡rn

\Uaf¡h*W¡tch'll,fqfnhf\l/at¡hI.lìtc, mtn

\f/nteh *Fl¡pE'l¡¡

Itr/afohE lppFleeFir.<l ntnllorl¡ ¡l¡onflno

F'lpeE laeF'leeÊ'leePpltt¡û

ÞlpeF'leeFlceFlpeFirst mtnDa¡L¡o>ll

FlceI'laeE lae

E'lacFlÞéF leeFir.rl nrñÂffr¡r ¡øol¡

El¡¡FleeF leeF lecPot"rn

FleeFleeFleeFlaptfo*ial æ¡l¡

Aa,ISlllrnrrcflc

Dsøø¡lafl¡¡:
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Table 8.3.1.12 (ii): Responses to silhouettes by Mongoose B of the Dwarf mongoose group

during condition three.

Table 8.3.1.12 (íií): Responses to sílhouettes by Mongoose D of the Dwarf mongoose

group during condition three.

Wetchtlf,/atchiltr/q tchll/qtolr

\Vofnh'll/qfnht\/¡t¡h't\Uofnh*

\lIor¡hIl/ørntÈWntc,h'Wetc-h*Pehrn

Wafch*\l,tale-h\l,refclr it\lrrfchF'itú ntnflmø

\l,lrfch IFleeFlpe

\I/¡rnhFleeFleeFìrsl ntnfl¡rt ¡honfino

FlaaFleeF'leeFleeRohtrñ

FleeFlecFleeFleeDo¡l¡ooal

E lccFlaaPla¡

F'leeFleeIÌitsl ñtnAfr{aon øcole

ElaaF leeFleeFleaPøhtrn

F'leeFlceFlecE lpalllrÉiol oocl¡

À¡tISlflrnrr¡flo

Dlxprrl¡lianr

Watc.h*lVefch*lVatchlilL/erch

WatohIllqtnlr*lVat¡ÀiWor¡1rf

'$/efclr\1,¡¡i¡h1l7or¡h\Vot¡È *

ùof¡h*Wefchlf,/¡fch*'W¡tnhF'.ì¡cl mtøfø¡¡

lVatnh*\f,,l¡tchFl¡a

ll/afnhll/or¡hFlpertÁ,t -hûnrlnd

ElpeE lacF leeReltrn

FlaaFleeFleeFlcer'ìrst ntnÊo¡l¡oo¡d

F'lee!'læE lecPoh'vh

FlpeFlapF lpa

FlaaFleeFleeÊohtm

FleeFleeF leeF'leeFi¡rt ntnf,¡lar+iol æol¡

A¡t1Slll¡and¡

D¡æ¡¡#+la¡.
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Table 8.3.L12 (iv): Responses to silhouettes by Mongoose E of the Dwarf mongoose group

during condition three.

Table 8.3.1.12 (v): Responses to silhouettes by Mongoose F of the Dwarf mongoose group

during conditíon thre e.

Wafch+Wafch*tMqfnhItr/af¡h

lÀ/afch\V¡fnhW¡1¡hfWafch*Fìt.el ntnSano rc

\/ofoÈ\/or¡h¡f\VcfchWnfchPaluvn

Watch\\/afc-h\l/cfch*Wefclr

\l/ofnh I\}/or¡h\l7of¡h

\l/rr¡h\l,¡ar¡lrFleeFir.cl ntnllort ¡honfinc

\LrahhFleeFleeFlecPolttm

Flee\l/etch*Fl¡eF'lppÞ¿^rru-r¡l

FlecFlaeFleaEchtn

ElecF'leeF leeF'ìrú ntnÂCÍ¡on æala

E'laeFleeFleeFleePêhún

F leeElceFlapF'le¡

At,lSiflrnnafta

Þ'È¡rrlofinn .

lVar¡lrWatnhr\Vet¿1l\I/¡tch I

Wntch*\Vntch'lI/qtoh i\l/or¡h

Wefc.h\I/¡f¡ll't\I,¡at¡ÍIl/al¡h *Peltrn

Itr/qfrh flI/of¡hWntchV/ctchF'itql ntø¡Êôfua

'Watclr*U/atch'll/aTnlr fPoh'rø

\l/ateh*Wqtnft*Wqr¡hnôiL ôkôñtfñn

ìÀ/qfc.hFlecEleaFlæPefurn

'11/afclrf\l/ar¡hFleeFleeF'ircl ntnEo¡l¡oorrl

FleeFleeE'lpe

FleaFlæËlppl tJ^-ñ Á-,1-

FleeF leeE laeÊila¡

F lepFleeFlæFleeF'ìv<î ntnl¡foticl aoclo

AI,fÊill¡¡nd¡

D;æ¡¡hai¡¡¡
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Table 8.i.1.12 (vi): Responses to sílhouettes by Mongoose G of the Dwarf mongoose group

during conditíon three.

Table 8.3.1.12 (vii): Responses to silhouettes by Mongoose M of the Dwarf mongoose

group during condition three.

\I/qf¡hú\Vohh*WatchWefchPofltÍñ

Wafch\l/afch*\l/qtnh *'tl/qf¡lr *F'ìxt ntn

\l/ctnh'lÀ/ct¡h t\llof¡h\Ualnh*

ll/ltcfit\l/of¡h.Wafch*\l/etchF'ìr<l ntnêmc¡

'W¡fch*Flce\l/qtnh

'll/qfch\l/ar¡llF laerlo¡Þ nh¡nrina

WafnhFlepFlpaFle¿Rehnn

FleeEla¡Fle¡F'leeÊì?ú tttnR¡¡l¡sozl

F leeÍ'lccFla¡

FleeE lpaE'lppLC¡ia¡¡ atala

ltr/otnh *EleaF'leeFleePêliltu

F lp¿EleeFleeIÌi¡ú ntnMertlol ac¡lo

AI,Ís,illr^ildô

Dre¡¡¿oll¡r.

lV¡tnh *\Lrqfnhtl/¿1¡h\llntchPelrtPh

U/qr¡h'Wnfchù\Vqfch\l/qfch *Iìirtl lttn

\Va+¡l¡*\ÀIafch\I'latnh\I.¡¡tnh*

\I/ctch\UqfnhWornh*Woi¡hlìmea

ìl/rfal *\I/oroh*\l/afchPphttuomlr¡wL

WatchWafchWetchFìr<t m¡¿llorl¡ ohonflna

\I7at¡h fFleeI'lecElee

trl/afc-h\l/qfch *FleeE'lppR¡¡kw¡ r¡l

FlaeFleePahrn

W¡tchF'leeFleetfj¡¡n æcl¡

fl/ar¡hF leeF'leeFlee

FleeEleeEl4êF'laaFírsl ntnM¡¡tiol coola

AI.,IStlhnr¡¡l*¡

Dræml¡fl¡n.

The following figures show the emergence latencies following theflíght response

in the Dwarf mongoose group during conditions one, two and three. It may be observed

that they tended to show an overall decrease across conditions, which indicated habituation

to the passage ofthe aerial shapes overhead.
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It can be seen from the figures above that the three older female Mongoose showed

an overall decrease in emergence latencies across çonditions as habítuation to the presence

of the silhouettes took place. Initial emergence latencies are high for all three animals, with

emergence times of up to 40 seconds. These quickly decline to the mid-twenty second
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runge and remain there for the predatory silhouettes. The emergence latencies in response

to non-predatory silhouettes declined after relatively few presentations and remained at

zero when there was no flight response. This contrasts with the emergence latencies ofthe
younger animals and the neutered male in response to the predatory silhouettes, which

began at a lower initial level and decreased to between ten and twenty seconds dwing the

second and third conditions. The latencies ínresponse to non-predatory silhouettes were

similar in pattern to the three adult females, and decreased to zero after relatively few

presentations (when the flight response ceased).
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Overall, then, the responses of the captive-bred subjects can be equated with those

of their free-living counterparts. The Meerkat trio displayed a tendency to flee predatory

silhouettes, and relatively rapid recognition of non-predatory silhouettes. It was difficult to

maintain the original responses to the silhouettes following multiple presentations: as there

was no actual attack component associated with the passing of the shapes overhead, the

animals did not associate them with physical danger. Thus, it would be expected that

continued presentations of the silhouettes would result in the eventual habituation of the

animals to the predatory shapes also, as is evident from the trend of increasing watching

responses emerging near the end of the third condition. The tendency for these animals to

threaten the Dark chanting goshawk silhouette can also be linked to observed attacks on

pigeons and seagulls landing in the enclosure at various times. These birds appear

somewhat similar to the Goshawk when in flight and are not natural predators on the

Meerkat, and the subjects in this study were twice observed to attack and hold onto pigeons

which had landed in the enclosure. Both pigeons escaped these attacks, although they

sacrilrced rather alarge number of tail feathers in the process.

The Dwarf mongoose group displayed a tendency for more consistentflight

responses in reaction to predatory silhouette presentations, although they too appeared to

habituate to the passing of the overhead shapes, particularly during condition three.

Interestingly, the younger animals displayed an inclination to threaten and attack birds

which landed in their enclosure, despite the size of the birds and the chance that they may

have been taken by these birds as food.

It is possible that the flight responses could be maintained in the captive setting,

however this would require some type of adverse outcome following at least some

proportion of silhouette presentations which may present ethical problems. This issue will
be considered further in the Discussion chapter.

8.3.2 Foragìng, sentìnel behaviour, aggression and activity.

The expectations for the two subject groups in relation to the level of foragíng
behaviour displayed are somewhat different. As the Meerkat trio is a small group, it relies

on all three of its members to ensure their safety. Thus, iLmay be expected that if there was

an increase in the level of se¡z tinel behaviour as a result of the increase in potential

predation, then there would be a concomitant decrease in the level of foraging behaviour

observed in the group. For the Dwarf mongoose group, the expectation is different due to

the size of the group. As there is a tendency for all members to carry out some proportion

of sentry duty - albeit a small proportion in some cases - then the burden of this would be

spread across more animals. Thus, there may be a smaller decrease in the level of foraging
displayed by the group overall. Alternatively, those animals carrying out the largest

proportion of sentry duty may show substantial decreases inforaging, while other group

members showed little or no change. This should be integrated with the expectation of
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increased/oraging in response to the feeding apparatuses employed during conditions one

and three. Here, the expected increase should be modified by the effects of the silhouette

presentations and result in more moderate increases than those predicted during conditions

involving the feeding apparatuses alone.

Aggressive behaviour - both related to food aoquisition and as apart of the

everyday interactions between group members - should also be modified by the passing of

the silhouettes overhead. As this is intended to mimic the presence of predators and other

bird species which would be found in the natural habitat - with the obvious exception of

the Square silhouette, which was intended to eliminate the possibility Íhat any overhead

movement would elicit the flight response - it follows that the levels of behaviour outside

the defensive behaviour system should be modified by its daily activation. For both the

Meerkat and Dwarf mongoose groups, aggression levels between particular group

members have been relatively high throughout each study. For the Meerkat group, male

one was the object of high-level agonistic behaviour from male three. This aggression was

not simply confined to feeding times, but was observed throughout each day and appeared

to be related to dominance issues within the group. Similarly, Mongoose A was the object

of agonistic behaviour from other group members, particularly Mongooses E, F, G and M.

This aggresslon was not a product of food competition; rather, it occurred when Mongoose

A was situated in the vicinity of other group members. This appeared to be an issue

relating to the disruption of the social hierarchy within the group which occurred when the

previously existing group was separated and reorganised so that the males and females

were housed in single gender groups.

Overall activíty may be expected to show an initial decrease, as the animals should

spend more time fleeing and remaining hidden in burrows or dens in response to the

passing of the aerial silhouettes. Once some habituation and recognition of the predatory

and non-predatory silhouettes has taken place, however, overall activity should again

increase. This is due to the fact that the subjects should spend the time during which non-

predatory silhouettes are presented either responding to the silhouettes in an aggressive

manner or watching the silhouettes pass overhead, rather than hiding from potential

predators.

Hypothesis /wo states thatforagíng levels in the Meerknt and Dwarf mongoose

gloups during conditions one and three will higher than the baseline and condition fwo

levels. Although the subjects should show increases in foraging levels in response to the

presence of the feeding apparatuses, these should be moderated by the repeated passing of

the aerial silhouettes due to the need for increased sentry duty and overall wariness in the

subjects. The moderating effect of the aerial silhouettes should not be as noticeable in the

Dwarf mongoose group, as there are more animals on which to rely for sentry behaviour

and thus the burden of guarding the group's well being is dispersed across more

individuals.
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Figure 8.3.2a shows theforaging levels in the Meerkat group during each

condition. It can be seen that the levels of foraging for all three Meerkats during condition

one (the non-contingent feeder) were substantially and consistently higher than the

baseline, condition two and three foraging levels across all time blocks. Thus, hypothesis

two wus only partially supported by these results. Theforaging levels dwing condition

three, while higher than those during conditiontwo during all time blocks for males two

and three, are similar to those observed during the baseline. For male one, the condition

tlreeþraginglevel is higher than that during condition two only during the midday time

block; the morning and afternoontime blocks showforaglng levets very similar to those

occurring during the baseline and condition two. It appears, therefore, that the non-

contingent feeder apparatus results in a consistent increase inforagingbehaviour which -
in the case of male one - did not appear to be greatly modified by the presence of potential

predators. The same cannot be said for the operant feeder apparatus, which resulted in

þraging levels similar to those occurring during the baseline and the second condition

(which involved silhouette presentation wrth no feeding apparatus).

.ñ ôs "*oe" """" "-r- ,-"' .""" S- ,*co
Trio male one Trio male two Trio male three

Figure 8.3.2a: Foraging levels in the Meerkat trio during the baseline and conditions one,

two and three.
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Figure 8.3.2b: Foraging levels in the Dwarf mongoose group during the baseline and

conditions one, two and three.
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Figure 8.3.2c: Sentinel behaviour in the Meerkat trio during the bqseline and conditions

one, two and three.
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Figure 8.3.2d: Sentinel behaviour in the Dwarf mongoose group duringthe baseline and

conditions one, two and three.

Figure 8.3.2b shows theþraging levels for the Dwarf mongoose group during the

baseline and three silhouette conditions. Here, hypothesis two was only partially supported

by the results. Foraging levels during condition one were consistently higher than during

condition two for all mongooses in the group, while condition three resulted in the lowest

levels of foraging across all time blocks for all anirnals. In addition,foraging levels during

condition one were consistently higher than the baseline foraging levels in Mongooses E,

F, G and M, while this only occurred during one time block for Mongooses A and B, and

during two time blocks for Mongoose D. These results were contrary to the expectation

thatboththe non-contingent and operant feeders would result in increasedþraging

behaviour in the subject animals. It appeared that the responses of the Dwarf mongoose

group to this second presentation of the operant feeder - unlike the groups' responses to

the second presentation of the non-contingent feeder - were less positive than those

outlined during chapter seven. These results must also be considered in the light of other

behaviours such as sentinel behaviour and aggression,however, to present a full picture.

It was expected that the level of sentinel behaviour would be higher during the

three conditions involving silhouette presentations than during the baseline observations.

In terms of the levels of sentinel behaviour during each condition, it should be expected

that condition one show the highest level of sentinelbehaviour, as this is the first

experience of the silhouette presentations for the Dwarf mongoose. As habituation occurs,

this should decrease from the extremely high initial level to a more moderate level during

conditions two and three. This would be expected as the mongoose should discriminate

th166two
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between predatory and non-predatory silhouettes, meaning that the level of perceived

predation would be less than the initial impression received by the animals. Thus,

hypothesis three states that the Meerkat trio and Dv)arf mongoose group tvill show a

substantial increase in sentinel behaviour during condition one which will subsequently

decrease during conditions two and three.

The levels of sentinel behaviour in the Meerkat trio are displayed in figure 8.3.2c.

The results showed that the initial response to silhouette presentations was a substantial

increase in sentinel behaviour during condition one when compared with the baseline

levels. As expected, conditions two and three showed lower levels of sentinel behaviour as

a result of a degree of habituation to the silhouette presentations. These results clearly

supported hypothesis three.It may also be observed that the animals tended to show

complementary levels of sentinel behaviour during each time block: when one or two

animals displayed lower levels of this behaviour, the other group member(s) displayed

higher levels in order to maintain group safety. The changes in sentínei behaviour levels

can be at least partially attributed to the effect of habituation to the presence of the

silhouettes, as conditions two and three show lower levels of sentinel behaviour than

condition one, which was the first time the animals had been exposed to the aerial

silhouettes. Thus, the animals have leamed that not all of the silhouettes represented a

potential threat warranting a flight response, and that even those silhouettes representing a

potential threat did not result in physically damaging consequences. This may explain why

some time blocks in these conditions show levels of sentinel behaviour lower than those

encountered during baseline observations.

It should be noted here that the Dwarf mongoose group displayed a behaviour

termed visual scanning, which was present in the Meerkat trio only at extremely low levels

(ie. less than 0.05%) and thus did not warrant graphical representation. In the Dwarf

mongoose group, this behaviour appeared to take the place of the typical sentry behaviour

(in which an animal located itself on a high vantage point and scanned the skies and

sur¡oundings for potential predators) to a large extent. Visual scanning simply involved an

animal ceasing its current activity for between one and five seconds and scanning the skies

for potential threats to group well being. The Meerkat group tended to rely more heavily on

the lone sentry arrangement, while the Dwarf mongoose group displayed a preference for a

combination of the lone sentry method and periodic visual scanning by individual group

members at various times. The levels of sentinel and visual scanning behaviour in the

Dwarf mongoose group are shown in figures 8.3.2d and8.3.2e (i). The group's pattem of

sentinel behaviour remained the same as in previous conditions in the study: that is, the

levels of sentinel behaviour were highest in mongooses A, E, F and G. Mongooses B, D
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and showed minimal sentinel behaviour, and tended to spend more time huddled together

on the roof of the den box and engagi ng in mounting and, pseudo mating behavìouf.

Interestingly, Mongoose A carried out the majority ofthe sentinel behaviour

overall. This may be a function of the facttløtshe was persecuted by the other group

members and was working to attain acceptance. Additionally, her position as sentinel

appeared to keep her away from the line of sight of other group members. Hence, the level

ofaggressive attention she suffered tended to decrease as the level ofs¿ntinelbehaviour

she displayed increased. Overall, however, the results for sentinel behaviour levels alone

displayed in figure 8.3.2d did not support hypothesis three. The results for visual scanning

behaviour, by contrast, did support hypothesis three. Clearly, except in the cases of
Mongoose A and M, condition two showed the highest level of visual scanning in the other

five Mongoose in the group. When the sentinel andvisual scanning behaviour levels are

taken together as show in figwe 8,3.2e (ii), the overall result strongly supports hypothesis

three.It appears that when the Dwarf mongoose are subject to the threat of potential

predation, they revert to the preferred method of ensuring goup safety, which is a

combination of both lone sentry and random visual scanning by group members. This

appears to be a more effrcient method of ensuring group safety in a larger gfoup such as

this one, as each ammal sacrifices relatively little of itsþragingtime.
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Figure 8.3.2e(i): Visual scan behaviour in the Dwarf mongoose group during the baseline

and conditions one, íwo and three.
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Figure 8.3.2e(ii): Combined sentinel and visual scan behaviour in the Dwarf mongoose

group during the baseline and conditions one, íwo ønd three.

2 Pseudo matinghas been chosen to describe the attempted mating of the neutered male with the group's

dominant female, as this is a behaviour similar in form but without the normal consequences of true mating,
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one, two and three.
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Figure 8.3.2g: Overøll activityJbr the DwarJ'mongoose group during the bøseline und

conditions one, two and three.

Hypothesis þur statesthat overall activity in the Meerknt and Dwarf mongoose

groups will show an initial decrease during condition one compared with tlze baseline

activity level, with this level increasing during conditions two and three. This hypothesis

was clearly not supportedby the results displayed in figures 8.3.2f and 8.3.29, which show

activity levels in the Meerkat and Dwarf mongoose groups respectively. Activity levels

during condition two showed substantial increases above the baseline levels, with the

levels decreasing to near baseline levels during conditions two and three. This can largely

be attributed to the unexpectedly substantial increases ínforaging levels dunng condition

two for both subject groups as well as the increases in sentinel behaviour for the Meerkat

group andvisuctl scanningbehaviourintheDwarf mongoose $oup.Asthe emergence

latencies following silhouette presentations remained relatively short overall and decreased

in response to repeated presçntations, the effect of the time spent hidden from view did not

counteract these increases in other behaviours, resulting in an overall activity increase for

both subject groups,

Hypothesisfive statesthatthe level of bothþod reluted and general aggression in

both the Meerkat and Dwarf monF;oose &roups will decrease to below baseline levels

during conditions one, two and three. As the defense of social groups such as these relies

on the individuals within groups bonding and working in concert, there should be a

tendency toward less agonistic interactions between these individuals when the need for

group defense is made more imperative by the introduction of potential predators.
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The results depicted in figure 8.3 .2h (i) show that ltypothesis five is supported by two of the

three Meerkats in the trio in relation to food aggression. Males two and three displayed

lower than baseline levels of food aggression during conditions one, two and three; male

one, however, displayed lower than baseline levels of þod aggression for conditions one

and two, while condition three uggression levels were lower than the baseline level only

during the morning time block. Figure 5.3.2h(ii) displaysthe general aggressior¿ levels for

the Meerkat trio; it is clear that the results for all three males supported hypothesis five.
The results for the Dwarf mongoose group displayed in figures 8.3.21(i) and (ii)

show partial support for hypothesis five. Mongooses A, B and D showed lower than

baseline levels of food aggye,sslon during all three conditions, while Mongooses E, F, G

and M showed lower than baseline levels of food ctggression during conditions one and

two. Condition three aggression levels were similar to the baseline levels and greater than

the levels found during conditions one and two, indicating that the operant feeder resulted

in higher aggression due to the more restricted access to food. General aggression appears

somewhat different. Mongooses A, B andM clearly showed baseline aggression levels

higher than those which occurred during the three conditions. Mongoose D displayed

similar levels of aggressioru during the baseline and condition three, both of which were

higher than those which occurred during conditions one and two. Mongooses E, F and G,

by contrast, showed levels of aggression during condition three which were higher than

those which occuned during the baseline and conditions one and two.
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Figure 8.3.2h: (i) Food-related and (ii): General (non-food related) aggression levels
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Figure 8.3.2j: The male Meerkat trío observe

a pair of seagulls stealing the remains of their

eveningmeal.
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Figure 8.3-2k: Mongoose E conducts

sentry dutyfrom the branch of a fiee

within the exhib¡t.
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8.4 Discussion.

It was expected from the outset that the subjects would need a minimum of one

presentation ofeach silhouette to identify its nature and the appropriate course ofaction to

take whenever this silhouette was presented. This is confirmed by the results outlined in

this chapter, as subjects fled each shape for a minimum of one presentation. Silhouettes

such as the Square and Dark chanting goshawk were identified as non-predatory within the

first four presentations, and this may relate to the combination of elements within each

shape. The Square, for example, contains no elements common to any bird species, and

was therefore relatively quickly identified as non-predatory. The flight response did not

immediately change into watching or threatening, which may have been a result of this

lack of bird-like elements. That is, the subjects may have found this shape difhcult to

categorise because of this lack of known elements such as head and tail shape, for

example. Once this silhouette had been presented several times over the course of the three

conditions, however, the Meerkat trio began to behave as though this shape was irrelevant.

Thus, following the initial flight response, the Meerkats began to display general sentinel

behaviour when the Square was presented. Thus, this shape \¡/as no longer the focus of

attention when it passed overhead, unlike those silhouettes which were bird-shaped. Hete,

the Goshawk and Goose silhouettes elicited attention from the subject animals as they

passed overhead, albeit watching and following responses rather than flight responses.

The identification of the Dark chanting goshawk silhouette as non-threatening

occumed relatively quickly in both subject groups; this may relate to the somewhat smaller

size of the silhouette (as they were all cut to scale). Thus, although this shape contained the

elements that both Tinbergen andLorenzidentified as raptor-like (ie. the short head and

long tail), this shape was also quickly identified as non-threatening.

It is interesting to note that even for the predatory silhouettes which began to elicit a

watching response during the hrst run (after several presentations), the return run often

elicited a flight response. It may be the case that in the natural habitat, a predatory bird

returning after an initial overhead pass has selected atarget animal for attack. Thus, the

level of danger posed by a bird on a return pass may be perceived as higher by potential

victims than that posed during the first run.

The Meerkat group took longer than expected to identiff the Goose silhouette as

non-predatory, and this may have been due to a combination of factors. First, the wing

shape of the Goose appears similar to that of the Martial eagle silhouette. Thus, if wing

shape is an important element in the identification process, this may have led the Meerkat

trio to incorrectly identify the Goose as a potential predator. A second but less likely

possibility is that the Backward goose presentations - where the Goose shape is reversed

and the head and tail elements aligned in the classic raptor arrangement - interfered with

the identification of the Goose shape as non-predatory. As this did not appear to affect the
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Dwarf mongoose group's ability to identifl, the Goose shape, however, this is not likely to

be the correct explanation.

Faster and more complete habituation to the Dark chanting goshawk silhouette may

have been affected by the presence ofpigeons, seagulls and ravens in the enclosures ofthe

subject animals. The younger Mongoose (animals E, F and G) were often observed to

threaten and chase these birds when they landed in the enclosure, as did the Meerkat trio.

This may help to explain the rapid habituation of the Mongoose group to the Goshawk

silhouette, in spite of the Goshawk representing one of the smaller mongoose predators in

the natural habitat.

Both the Meerkat and Dwarf mongoose groups showed habituation to the silhouettes

both within conditions and between conditions. That is, in addition to the intensity of
response declining as the silhouettes are repeatedly presented during a condition, the

intensity of response in subsequent conditions tends to decline overall, in spite of the initial

response to predatory shapes showing a type of "spontaneous recovery" effect often

encountered in conditioning experiments. That is, although the reactions of subject tends to

decline with repeated presentations of a predatory silhouette within a condition, the first

presentation of this silhouette in a subsequent condition (following a short period wherein

no silhouettes are passed overhead) elicits a strong response akin to that following the

initial presentátion. It must also be considered that the overall response intensity to

predatory silhouette presentations declines during subsequent conditions, and that in spite

of the initial "spontaneous recovery" effect observed, there will be eventual extinction of a

response to the silhouette presentations. One method of combating this complete

habituation to the overhead passing of the shapes is to reinforce the predatory nature of the

silhouettes using some consequence which is associated with the overhead movement of

the shapes. This does, however, raise ethical issues related to the use of physically aversive

stimuli ( such as actual attack) to maintain the response to the silhouettes. It may be

possible to maintain the subjects' responses on a longer-term basis if a broader range of
silhouettes are presented at more widely spaced and random intervals. Additionally, the

flight patterns of the silhouettes might be ohanged so as to infer impending attack without

canying through to any actual attack on the subjects. Overhead cables could be altered to

provide avariety of flight paths for the silhouettes to follow, as well as the lowering of
sections of the cable to give a strong impression of swooping towards the subjects. Another

altemative may be to use sound as an added stimulus. As some predatory birds vocalise

while in flight, a series of vocalisations may be employed to elicit defense responses in the

subject groups. This may be effective, as the observation was made prior to beginning the

silhouette conditions that the animals did initially respond to the sound of the silhouette

apparatus. Thus, although their auditory acuity is not equal to their visual acuity, sound

may still be a signal for the need for action.

Thefollowiøg response which emerged in both the Meerkat and Dwarf mongoose

groups illustrates an action which must be added to the proposed behaviour systems of
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these species (as seen in Section 3.2.3 of the introduction). This response often

accompanies the watching (visual fixation) response, and is clearly intended to provide the

subjects with additional information regarding the species itself, the eventual location of
the silhouette as it moves away, and the likelihood of the aerial shape returning. Thus, it

fits into the investigation module of the aggression subsystem, as illustrated in figure

8.4.1a below. This is also true of the Dwarf mongoose group, as illustrated in figure 8.4.1b

below. It can be seen that the Dwarf mongoose did not progress from the visual fixation

and following combination of behaviours to actual threatening of the passing silhouette(s).

This may relate to both the newness of the group structure and the fact that there appeared

to be an older and quieter female in the alpha position. That is, the original alpha female

(Mongoose A) became the group's 'newcomer' and the object of relatively high levels of

aggression, as she was transferred to the new group's enclosure later than the other

animals. During observations of the original mixed gender Mongoose group, this female

was obseled to be more active in structuring group activity than the new alpha female of
the single gender group (Mongoose D). Mongoose A was more vocal and active in

defending the group during the conditions involving silhouette use, although her

emergence latencies tended to be slightly longer (possibly because she constantly retreated

to a hollow beneath a log in the front of the enclosure on her own rather than accompanied

by other animals as did the rest of the group). As she was able to see out from under this

log, Mongoose A was able to watch the silhouettes from her hiding place with ease. It is

possible that the new alpha female was not yet exerting the same influence over the group

as the previous incumbent did and thus did not lead them in intimidating potential

predators.
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Subsystem Mode

Gene¡al
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Focal

Sêerc}r

Module

Alerfng

lnveelþab

Action

Scan (sentinel)

Rear

Warníng call(general)

Sniff

Msually fixate

Follow

Mobbing call

Flock together

Threat scratching

Piloerec{ion

Gape

Growl

Lunge

Tail erect

Snap

Aggrogsion
Sunrm

MobHng

Threat Dlsplay

A¡sault

Nip

Bite

Grapple

Shake

Chase

Fígure 8.4.1a: The revised aggression subsystem within the deþnsive beltnvíour system

of the Meerkat.
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Altematively, the silhouettes did not pose enough of an immediate danger to warrant threat

or attempted attack by the group. Thus, the subjects tended to spend a short time in the

investigation module of the defensive system; if the silhouette does not return before this

interval has ended (this interval was not measured in this study, however this may be

investigated in future research) then the animals return to a general search mode briefly

before another behaviour system becomes active (the feeding or body care systems, for

example). If the silhouette does return - that is, the animals have reached the investigation

module after the fnst run - the animals tend to back switch to general search mode briefly

before the fleeing subsystem becomes active and the animals refreat at the approach of the

aerial shape.

Subsystern Mode Module Action

General

Search

Focal

Search

Aleiling

lnvestigate

Scan

Rear

Warning call(general)

Sniff

Msually fixate

Follow

Mobbing call

Flock together

Threat scratching

Piloerection

Growl

Lunge

Snap

Nip

Bite

Grapple

Shake

Chase

Aggression

Swarm

Mobbing

Threat Display

Assault

Figure 8.4.\b: The revised aggression subsystemfor the Dwadmongoose defensíve

behaviour system.
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Changes to the topography of response to the aerial silhouettes included - for the

Dwarf mongoose group - a switch between sole reliance on the sentry method of
overseeing group safety to a combination of the sentry method and random group scanning

involving more than one animal at a time. This appeared to be a more efficient method for

the Mongoose group, as the animals appear to lose less foraging time periodically looking

upwards and scanning the surrounding skies for potential predators than would have been

the case using the sole sentry method alone. This is evidenced by the relatively high levels

of visual scanning occurring concomitant with high levels of foraging during condition one

(the first silhouette condition). In addition, levels of sentry behaviour in mongooses E, F

and G declined during the silhouette conditions, in favour of the periodic scanning method.

During these conditions, Mongoose A became the animal responsible for the majority of
the sentry duty, with the contribution of other individuals to this task being minimal. This

appears to be a direct result of the increase in perceived potential predation, as the baseline

levels of visual scanning behaviour was less than ten percent for all Mongoose in the

group.

In terms of the levels of various behaviours in the subject groups, it can be seen that

increases in foraging behaviour and sentinel or scanning activities resulted in an overall

increase in activity during condition one (the first silhouette condition). When the

combined results of overall activity, foraging, aggression, and defensive behaviours are

examined, it can be noted that the most favourable combination of treatments is condition

one, wherein the non-response-contingent feeder and the silhouette presentations are

combined. This condition produced a high level of foraging behaviour in all individuals

(which can be found in these animals in their natural habitat), while resulting in a low level

of both food-related and general aggression between individuals in both the Meerkat and

Dwarf mongoose groups. Overall, condition three (the operant feeder and silhouettes)

resulted in the lowest foraging levels coupled with the highest level of food-related

aggression for both groups of subjects. This confirms that the non-contingent feeder

apparatus carries more benefits and less adverse side effects than the operant feeding

method for these species of small foraging Camivores.
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Chøpter lYine: Summary and conclusions.

9.1 Summary of resulÍs.

As the results outlined in chapters five to eight shorv, the outcomes of the

experimerfal treatments have valied in their effects on the behaviour of the subject

animals. These will be summarised chapter by chapter for clarity and blevity.

Chapter Five.

The prediction that altering the micro feeding schedule to VT 120sec using the non-

response-contingent feeding apparatus would produce overall increases in foraging levels

in the subjects was supported by the data for all animals except the female Meerkat. That

is, the Fennec foxes showed mean daily increases of between7.47o/o and 17.2IYo.The

Meerkat males showed increases of 6.04%o and 19.99o/o, while the female meerkat showed

a mean decrease of I2.39%o. The Dwarf mongoose group showed less substantial

alterations to foraging levels, with individual mean daily differences of between 0.12%o and

9.26%. Thus, utilising a feeding system which implements the micro feeding schedule

most likely to be encountered by free-living members of each species effectively increases

the amount of and duration of work individual animals invest in obtaining their daily food

rations.

The prediction that the largest increases in foraging for the Fennec pair would

occur during the night-time time blocks was not supported overall by the results. The

results indicated that the outcome was more complex, and that changes to foraging levels

in the Fennec pair were affected by factors such as the level of foraging behaviour in and

proximity of the conspecific. Thus, increases were commonly observed to be greatest in

alternate time blocks in the two animals.

The hypothesis that the level of both food lelated and general aggression would be

lowered during the non-response-contingent feeder condition \,^/as supported by the Fennec

fox pair (once the apparatus had been increased in size), the Meerkat pair and the Dwarf

mongoose group. Initial results with the Þ-ennecs indicated mean increases in food-related

aggression of 0.73Yo and0.66% due to the foxes being forced into close proximity while

feeding. Using the large feeder apparatus, the decreases ranged from0.34o/oto 7.09o/o for

food-related agglession, and 0J8%to 0.72% for general aggression. The Meerkat pair

showed negligible levels of aggression overall. The differences observed during the feeder

condition were also small, yet in the predicted dilection. The Dwarf mongoose group

displayed mean decreases in food-related aggression varying between 0.13% and0.56Yo,

while mean differences in general aggression were between0.73Yo and7.69o/o.

By contrast, the male Meerkat trio showed substantial mean incleases in both

general and food-related aggression of between 0S5% and 10.76%. Observations of the

group dynamics during this time indicated that male three repeatedly victimised male one,
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continually seeking this animal out and threatening him. The Dwarf mongoose group

showed support for the hypothesis despite low overall aggression levels in all conditions.

Hypothesis four pledicted that stereotypic paoing would decrease during the non-

response-contingent feeder conditions, and this was found to be the case. Pacing levels

showed a mean decline of between 7.01% and 10.95o/o, concomitant with increases in

foraging levels during the same time blocks. This supports the notion that stereotypic

behaviours can be replaced by functional species-typical behaviours.

Hypothesis f,rve (a) predicted that levels of general search behaviour would

decrease and levels of focal search behaviour would increase during the non-contingent

feeder condition. This was supported by the results for all three species, with the langes of

mean declines in general search behaviour lying betweenT.42o/o and 16.43%o for the Foxes,

3 .63% and 5 .89Yo for the Meerkats, and 3 .2IYo and 4.8Io/o for the Dwarf mongoose group.

Levels of focal search behaviour showed mean increases of between 8.03% and 10.87o/o

for the Foxes, 0.46% and 11 .46Yo for the Meerkats, and 2.85% and 4.360/o for the Dwarf

mongoose group.

The notion unclerlying hypothesis five (b) - that previously unseen behaviours

would emerge in response to the non-contingent feeder condition in all three species - was

supporled only by the Fennec fox and Meerkat pairs. The Fennecs showed 'new'

behaviours of pouncing, audio scanning and caching, while the Meerkats displayed

previously unseen pouncing behaviour.

Hypothesis five (c) predicted that the levels of focal search behaviour components

would increase in response to the non-contingent feeder condition was supported by the

Fennec fox pair, the Meerkat pair and the Dwarf mongoose group. The Fennec foxes

showed mean increases in digging, audio scanning and pouncing of between 4.2lYo and

l6.7lyo, although this was accompanied by mean decreases in scratching/pawing and

nosing/snifhng of between 1.17o/o and20.76%. The Meerkats showed mean increases in all

focal search behavioural components of between0.32o/oIo 6.35Yo, while the Dwarf

mongoose group showed mean increases of between 2.48% andl.52Yo.

Cltapter Six.

Hypothesis one (a) predicted that altering the macro feeding schedule from FT to

VT would result in differences in the foraging levels of the Fennec fox pair and Dwarf

mongoose group. This was supported by the results for the two species, with mean

decreases in foraging levels ranging from0.33o/oto 4.48Yo. Hypothesis one (b) predictecl

that altering the feeding schedule of the Meerkat pair from VT to FT would result in

changes to the levels of foraging behaviour displayed. This was also supported by the

results, with mean decreases of 0 .60/o Io 2.460/o. All of the differences were in the negative

direction, which was particularly undesirable in the case of the Fennec foxes, as their initial

levels were quite low.

Hypothesis one (c) proposed that altering the macro feeding schedule in the manner

outlined in the two hypotheses above would result in changes to the overall activity levels
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of the subject species. This was supported by the results for the three species. The Fennec

foxes and the Meerkat male showed mean increases in activity of between l.l0o/o and

14.72yo, while the Meerkat female and the Dwarf mongoose group showed mean decreases

in activity ranging from 0.01% to l.97Yo.

Hypothesis two (a) stated that aggression in the Fennec fox pair and Dwarf

mongoose group would increase in response to the alteration of the macro feeding schedule

from FT to VT, and this was supported by the lesults, with mean differences ranging

between 0 .41% to 2 .45o/o. The prediction that altering the macro schedule from VT to FT

for the Meerkat pair would result in decreased aggression fhypothesis two (b)] was not

supported by the results, with mean increases of between 0.lo/o and0J6% recorded.

Hypothesis two (c) stated that stereotypic pacing levels would increase in response

to macro schedule alterations for the Fennec fox pair, and this was supported by the results.

Mean increases of between 2.5Yo and 6.43% were recorded during the altered macro

schedule conditions.

The prediction that the Fennec fox and Dwarf mongoose groups would show

increased general search behaviour levels when the macro feeding schedule was altered

from FT to VT [hypothesis three (a)] was only partially supported by the results. The

female Ferurec fox and the Dwarf mongoose group showed mean incteases of between

0.08% and 1.77%o, while the male Fox showed decreases of 5.73Yo to 6.470/o. Similarly,

hypothesis three (b) - that the Meerkat pair would show decreased general search

behaviour in response to alteration of the macro feeding schedule from VT to FT - was

only partially supported by the results, with mean increases during the f,rrst macro schedule

alteration condition of 0.05% to 0.29o/o, and mean decreases during the second macro

schedule alteration condition of between 0.ll%to 0.l6Yo.

Hypothesis four stated that the level of focal search behaviour would change as a

result of macro schedule alterations for all three subject species. This was supported by the

results, with the male Fennec, six of the seven Mongoose and both Meerkats (during the

first condition) showing mean decreases of 0.07Yoto 4.8%o. Additionally, the female

Fennec and the final Mongoose showed increases of between 0.36%to 4.81o/o.The

Meerkats showed negligible differences during the second macro schedule condition.

The prediction that the levels of foraging component behaviours will change as a

result of the macro schedule condition alterations was supported by the results for the three

subject species. The changes in all cases were relatively small, ranging fiom a minimum of

0.0I%to 4.83o/o for the digging, scratching/pawing, nosing/sniffing and probing

components.

Chapter Seven.

The prediction that altering the rnicro feeding schedule to VT 120sec using an

operant feeder apparatus would result in increased foraging behaviour was partially

supported by the results for the three species. The Fennec foxes and the Dwarf mongoose
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group showed mean increases ranging from 1 .36Yo to 7 .98o/o. The hypothesis was not

supported by the Meerkat results, with mean decreases of between 0.81% to 15.99Yo.

The prediction that foraging levels would be higher during operant session times

than during either the baseline or neutral observations (hypothesis two) was partially

supported by the results. The Fennec foxes showed folaging levels higher than baseline

levels by between 282I% Ío 65.650/o, and higher than neutral foraging levels by between

42.94%to 72.77o/o. The Meerkat groups showed more variable results, with some

individual operant session blocks showing lower levels of foraging than either neutral or

baseline levels. Differences in foraging levels varied between decreases of 7 .21%o to

increases of 12.08Yo for baseline observations, and decreases of 3.52o/o to increases of
24.75% for the neutral blocks. Similarly, the Dwarf mongoose group showed partial

support for the hypothesis, with individual sessions showing lower levels of foraging than

either neutral or baseline observations. Thus, diffèrences rangecl from decreases of 1836yo

to increases of 6.220/o fol the neutral blocks, and from decreases of 16.040/o to increases of
6.99% for the baseline blocks.

The third hypothesis, that there will be an increase in activity during the operant

feeding conditions was partially supported by the results. The Fennec results showed

support, with mean increases of between l0 .84% and l5 .95o/o. This may, however, be

related to the increases in stereotypic pacing levels. Two of the three males in the Meerkat

trio showed increases in activity of between 2.65%to 2.72o/o, while the third male showed

a mean clecrease of 2.91o/o. The results for the Meerkat pair did not support the hypothesis,

with mean decreases of 9.95o/o to 14.5lYo,wh1le the Dwarf mongoose group contrasted

with this by recording increases of between 11.67% and26.830/o. Thus, there is overall

support for the hypothesis.

Hypothesis four (a), that the proportion of apparatus-focused behaviours will

increase over consecutive days within each operant condition, showed mixed support. The

Fennec foxes, male Meerkat of the pair and animals E, F, G and M of the Dwarf mongoose

group supported the hypothesis, with mean incleases of between 0.15% to 0.85%. The

Meerkat trio, female Meerkat of the pair and animals A, B and D from the Dwarf

mongoose group did not show clear support for the hypothesis, with mean differences in

apparatus-focused behaviours of between -0.1 6% Io +0.1 5%o.

Hypothesis four (b), that the proportion of apparatus-focused behaviours will

increase during consecutive half-hour time blocks within each operant session also

received mixecl support. The Fennec foxes showed a clear trend of behaviour supporting

this notion, while the two Meerkat groups did not. As the Dwalf mongoose group only

spent a maximum of half an hour per day with the operant apparatus, this observation

coulcl not be made for the group.

Hypothesis five predicted that aggression, both food-related and general, would be

highel during operant sessions than during baseline or neutral observations. This was
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supported in all cases for all three species, with increases ranging between 0.01% to

6.t6%.

Similarly, the hypothesis that the level of pacing behaviour will increase during the

operant conditions was also supported. Pacing behaviour emerged in the two Meelkat

groups dgring operant conditioning, and continued thloughout both operant oonditions.

Thus, increases of between 0.93%to ll.42o/o \ryere recorded for the Meerkat and Fennec

fox groups, while the Dwarf mongoose group did not display pacing behaviour at any point

during the study.

Chupter Eight.

The results here concern only the Meerkat and Dwarf mongoose groups.

Hypothesis one predicted that the subjects would take a minimum of one silhouette

presentation to identify each silhouette. After this, the non-predatory and neutral

silhouettes would elicit less intense responses andlor topographically different responses to

the predatory silhouettes. This hypothesis was supported, as all the subjects showed flight

and warning call responses to initial presentations of all silhouettes, but this was modified

fi-om the second presentation onwards. From then on, the non-predatory and neutral

silhouettes tended to elicit more watching, following and threatening responses, while the

predatory silhouettes continued to elicit fear and flight responses.

Hypothesis two predicted that foraging levels would be greater during conditions

one ancl three than during the baseline or condition two. This was supported by the

Meerkat results,'with foraging levels during the conditions one and three higher than those

during the baseline or condition two by between 0.07% and 17.\Yo. There was parlial

support for this hypothesis from the Dwarf mongoose group, with higher levels evident in

condition one but not condition three. Here, the differences were between +0.38% and

+24.61yo for condition one, and between-0.03o/o and_25.74o/ofor condition thlee' Thus

the Mongoose group did not show the positive response to combinecl silhouette

presentation and operant feeder that the meerkat group did.

Hypothesis three stated that the levels of sentinel behaviour would increase

substantially during condition one, followed by subsequent decreases during conditions

two ancl three. The Meerkat trio results clearly support this hypothesis, as differences

during condition one are between +6550^ and +34.75o/o, differences during condition two

are between-9.63Yo and -32.08o/o, and differences during condition three are between

-10.89% and+7.38o/o. The dwarf mongoose results were somewhat different, with sentinel

behaviour divided into two varieties: solitary (sentinel) and group (visual scanning)

behaviour. For this group, solitary sentinel behaviour levels did not support the hypothesis,

however the levels of visual scanning did (as did the levels of the two behaviours

combined). Here, the differences for condition one were between +ll.72yo and +41 .680/0,

condition two differences were between -:7.93% and +44.85o/o, and conclition three

differences were between -0.5% and +33.84yo.
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Hypothesis four stated that overall activity levels would decrease during condition

one and increase during conditions two and three compared with baseline levels. This

hypothesis was not supported by either the Meerkat or Dwarf mongoose results.

The fifth hypothesis stated that aggression levels would decrease to below baseline

levels during conditions one, two and three. This was supported by two out of the three

Meerkats with respect to food aggression, with differences of between -0.64%o and

-7.93%. The third Meerkat showed differences of between -2.42% and+4.1o/o-The

hypothesis was supported by all three Meerkats with respect to general aggression,

however, with differences of -0.6Yo to _15.09o/o. The hypothesis was partially supported by

the results for the Dwarf mongoose group in terms of both food-related and general

aggression. That is, food aggression levels in Mongoose A, B and D were lower than

baseline levels during the conditions, with differences between -0.I8% and -1 .21%o.Food

aggression levels in animals E, F, G and M were varied, with levels during conditions one

and two showing decreases while condition three did not. Differences were between

-0.66%to +1.27o/o. General aggression also showed differences between animals.

Mongoose A, B and M showed differences of between -0.I% and-8.46o/o during the

conditions, while animals D, E, F and G showed differences of between -0.89o/nto

+3.04o/o.
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Chøpter Nine: Summøry ønd conclusions.

9.1 A generøl comment.

Overall, the results outlined in chapters 5 to 8 can be viewed as supporting the

application of behaviour systems models and the theromorphic view of animal behaviour

to the maintenance of species-typical behaviour in captive animals. Although a negligible

effect of alteration to macro feeding schedules was expected, this condition actually

resulted in a negative effect on the levels of behaviour in the subjects, with little effect on

behavioural topography. By contrast, implementing the variable-time micro schedule using

first the non-contingent and then the operant feeding apparatuses resulted in clear and

distinctly different effects on behaviour. The non-contingent apparatus produced more

variable and complex behaviour, while the operant apparatus tended to produce increased

stereotypy in responding, as well as inducing other stereotyped behaviours (such as pacing,

for example).

Combinations of different feeding schedules with simulated predation produced

interesting results in terms of learning in the Meerkat and Dwarf mongoose groups, as well

as benefits with respect to the decreases in the levels of intraspecific aggression displayed

by the subjects.

The effects of the experimental techniques applied here demonstrated that the use

of a behaviour systems framework in the semi-naturalistic zoo setting can compare

favourably with the results found in the more controlled laboratory setting. Where

laboratory studies may produce important information regarding specific behaviour in

solitary animals, the zoo setting may expand on the knowledge produced here in terms of

considering the dynamics of responding in group-housed animals. Thus, techniques

developed in laboratory settings can be effectively applied to the study and maintenance of

species-typical behaviour in zoo animals when equipment or apparatuses are modified to

take group dynamics into accoturt. If the well-being of captive animals is measured in

relation to the degree of naturalistic behaviour displayed (as stated by Tudge, 1991), then a

further benefit of such techniques can be observed in terms of improved well-being.
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9.2 Cøptive behøvíour ønd the topography of response.

9.2,1 Tlte íssue of tuníng.

The results outlined in the four experimental chapters show that, while distinct

effects of experimental treatments were observed in the Fennec fox pair, stronger effects

might have been produced in all three species following tuning of the apparatus. As the

experimental apparatuses used here were in their initial form, the observations made during

each experimental condition may result in the subsequent improvement of designs. This

has already occurred to a small degree in terms of the modihcation of the size of the non-

contingent feeding apparatus used during the Fennec fox study. It was difficult to predict in

advance the effective foraging area necessary to produce increases in both the level of

foraging and its topographical variety without increasing the level of food competition

between the animals. As reports of Fennec behaviow in the natural habitat are somewhat

sparse, there is a lack information on the minimum acceptable proximity of foraging

animals.

The results for the Meerkat pair and Dwarf mongoose group during the non-

contingent feeder condition were not problematic in terms of food-related aggression,

compared with males one and three of the Meerkat trio. The implication here is that for

these species, foraging in closer proximity to other animals is acceptable when there are no

existing agonistic tendencies between individuals. Although this was the case in the Dwarf

mongoose group (between Mongoose A and Mongoose M in particular), it was possible for

the two animals to maintain a degree of separation which allowed foraging to occur

without exacerbating the existing levels of aggressive behaviour.

Tuning has been described by Timberlake (1998) as"the iterative process of

developing procedures and apparatus, identifuing and refining meesures, and selecting

independent variables that facilitate the emergence of interpretable behaviour in

laboratory tests." (p. 11). This is a process often used but little acknowledged by

researchers in animal behaviour. It is clear from the results of these initial studies,

however, that modifications which would allow the researcher to exploit more fully the

regulatory processes and organisation of perceptual-motor modules in the subject species

would result in greater behavioural benefits to the animals themselves. Thus, as mentioned

previously, the Meerkat groups would beneht from an expansion of the feeding apparatus

to include more crevices and nooks for probing, adding an upward dimension to the

previously ground-based feeding method. This would result in the animals having the
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option of foraging and digging through leaf litter, sand or dirt, searching through grass, and

probing the nooks and holes in logs (for example) in order to obtain prey. This would add

to the available foraging area and allow animals with pre-existing aggressive tendencies to

forage simultaneously while still freely expressing a wide range of possible behaviours.

9.2.2 Schedules and contingent versus non-contingent reinforcement: the

effe cts o n be havio urøl topogrøp hy.

As Timberlake (1990) has stated "the response-independent delivery offood

provides afertile paradigmfor exploring the nature of behaviour systems and natural

learning" (p. 51). Thus, he argues "the regular presentotion of small amounts of food

appears to entrain a cycle of motivational modes related to.foraging." (p. 5l). This can be

observed in the topography of foraging in the Fennec foxes, as it was strongly affected by

the implementation of the non-contingent feeder and variable time micro schedule. The

emergence of behaviours not previously observed in the captive pair indicated that this

experimental condition provided the appropriate releasing stimuli for these behaviours.

Although the two other species did not show emergence of new species-typical behaviour

to the same degree - despite the small effect in the Meerkat pair male - the topography of

the existing repertoire was altered, producing more complex and variable combinations of

foraging responses than had previously been observed. Thus, the application of the non-

contingent feeder and variable time micro schedules is seen to have varied in its effects,

according to the species type and the behaviours in the existing behavioural repertoires.

The operant feeder, which implemented a variable interval micro schedule (the

contingent equivalent of the variable time micro schedule), tended to have similar effects

on each of the subject species. That is, in spite of attempts to reward the same variety of

behaviours as produced during the non-contingent feeder condition (so as not to produce

excessively stereotyped responding), this was the strongest result obtained when

implementing this technique. Such stereotyped or abnormal behaviours or behaviour

pattems are easily understood in terms of the behaviour systems approach. That is, where a

feeding subsystem (here the foraging subsystem) is activated by a given releaser which is

not then followed by other stimuli appropriate to the continued movement of the animal

through the modules and actions within the subsystem, the animal may become stuck at a

given point within the subsystem. When the results of the operant condition are examined

from this point of view, it can be seen that such stereotyped responding and adjunctive

behaviours are easily understood. Here, in contrast to the non-contingent feeding
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apparatus, the operant apparatus itself quickly became the focus of the subjects' attention.

Foraging responses became increasingly directed towards the apparatus: animals would dig

beneath the apparatus, yet watch the food chute for the emergence of food, rather than

focus on the substrate in which they were digging and scratching. This behaviour led to the

animals remaining in close proximity to the food chute and - in many cases - performing

stereotyped pacing in front of the food chute during inter-reinforcer intervals.

Consequently, it appears that some characteristic of the operant apparatus did not

provide the correct stimulus to facilitate the animals' movement through the feeding

subsystem, resulting in a limited range of foraging behaviour as the animals cycled

repeatedly through a single module within the foraging subsystem. This illustrates a need

for tuning of the apparatus in order to examine ways in which to produce the necessary

stimuli for the activation of a broader range of behaviours within the subsystem. Thus, a

tentative conclusion here is that the contingency-free feeding method produced

improvements in behaviour topography and levels which were unmatched by the operant

feeding method. The mechanism of this and its generalisability to other species is thought

to be a topic for further research.

9.2.3 Simulatedpredationfor the beneJit of captive species.

Viewed in the tight of the behaviour systems approach, simulated predation can be

of benefit to captive species in several ways. As the defense behaviour systems illustrated

in the introduction show, defense against both predators and conspecifics is relatively

straightforward in terms of the stimulus inputs and subsequent behavioural outputs by the

animals. At the most basic level, an individual either sights a potential predator or is

alerted to one's approach by the waming call of a sentry. The animal must then identiff the

specific nature of the threat and ascertain whether immediate action is necessary according

to the observable characteristics of the organism. The appropriate action may then be

determined by several factors, such as the exact nature of the threat, the proximity of

appropriate escape routes, and the proximity of conspecifics (where group aggression may

become the best alternative). Once the animals have taken the necessary course of action to

ensure immediate safety, they may cycle back to the beginning of the defense system for

an indeterminate period in readiness for further potential danger: if none is forthcoming,

other behaviour systems become activated (such as body care or feeding, for example).

In social species such as the Meerkat and Dwarf mongoose, group cohesion fotms

an integral part of defense, and this need to work together in an "all for one, and one for
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all" manner for the group well-being helps to maintain bonds between group members. It

may be the case that when defense systems are under-used - as is common in captivity due

to the lack of natural predators- group bonds are not strongly or regularly reinforced.

Creating the opportunity for these bonds to be strengthened - as well as the need to indulge

in non-food related behaviour for a specific purpose - should lead to benefits in tetms of

group relations in captive animal populations. Once again however, as with the

implementation of feeding techniques, the application of defense system activating stimuli

must be undertaken with the ecology of the species in mind. Thus, faux predators should

be presented at intervals not in excess of that encountered in the natural habitat. Care must

also be taken to avoid complete habituation of the animals to these predators. That is,

unlike latent inhibition, habituation tends not to be context specific. Thus, habituation to a

stimulus in one context will generalise between contexts, as has been well established

experimentally. This is particularly important if the eventual aim is release of these

individuals into the wild. Complete habituation to potentially threatening stimuli can result

in extremely short-lived individuals due to a lack of response to actual predation, an

eventuality which would obviously be better avoided. In terms of the species in this thesis,

the issue of response maintenance over time will be dealt with in the future research

section.

9.3 Implications for captive behøviour manugement.

The application of previously laboratory-bound methodologies of studying learning

can be an effective means for zoos to manage the behaviour of captive animals. Relatively

simple feeding methods such as the non-continent feeder can carry behavioural benefits for

captive species which may be an expansion of the positive results often obtained using

simple environmental enrichment techniques. The advantage of using a behaviour systems

framework to design techniques and apparatus for species-typical behaviour maintenance

are three-fold. First, those directly involved in animal maintenance will gain a clearer

understanding of the causal mechanisms in behavioural stereotypies and abnormalities.

This can result in the faster and easier identification of problem behaviours and their

possible causes, leading to the more rapid implementation of solutions. Second, a complete

picture of behaviour systems provides clues as to the appropriate external stimuli and cues

that animals need in order to function within the complete behaviour system, rather than

simply within restricted modes or modules. This can lead to the addition of such stimuli to
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the enclosures themselves - either during the design phase or as modifications to an

existing exhibit - so that behaviour may be maintained in the long term.

Third, implementing a behaviour management scheme which makes the behaviour

systems of captive animals functional over the long term, facilitates public understanding

of the species housed within the zoo and the impoftance of these behaviours for animal

well-being. As this researcher has discovered, the public find animals behaving naturally

far more fascinating and wortþ of attention than inactive animals, or those with obvious

stereotypies. Animals in the latter two categories tend to evoke reactions of pity or

disinterest, while many enquiries were directed to the researcher by members of the public

regarding the nature of the behaviours being obserued during experimental conditions.

A theromoryhic approach - that is, viewing the world from the animal's point of

view - would therefore be of great benefit to the maintenance of zoo-housed animals,

particularly with respect to the facilitation of decisions regarding captive housing. Issues to

be considered include (1) what elements of the environment are essential to animals'

normal functioning in their natural habitat? (2) do aesthetically pleasing enclosures from a

human's point of view actually fulfrl the needs of these animals in terms of feeding,

defense, shelter, camouflage or distance from the public? Thus, although the behaviour

systems approach to animal management does not provide a "quick-fix" for the

behavioural problems of all captive-housed species, it does provide a firm foundation from

which to work towards improving captive conditions.

9,4 Future reseürch.

An important beginning for future research is the replication of the current series of

studies. As previously outlined, although there were numerous behavioural benehts gained

from the implementation of specif,rc micro feeding schedules in a non-contingent context

and simulated predation, there is a need for further refinement of the techniques and

apparatuses employed in this research. The techniques should also be tested using a wider

range of species in order to ensure the generalisability of results across both species and

settings. As the emphasis in the literature thus far appears to have been mammalian species

- and in particular primate species - it would be prudent to assess the effectiveness of these

behaviour management techniques with reptilian and avian species.

Expanding on the current research may take the form of studying the predatory

subsystems of the subject species: that is, specific releasing stimuli (which differ from

those relevant to the foraging subsystem) should be investigated. This may be followed by
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further refinement of the application of the appropriate stimuli (auditory, olfactory and

visual) to activate these subsystems. Perceptual abilities should be taken into account when

such studies are conducted, and different stimuli alternated and produced in different

combinations to mimic the natural habitat. Thus, an approach incorporating a greater

physiological emphasis would - when combined with the behaviour systems approach -

provide even greater benef,rts for the captive species, as well as understanding on the part

of animal carers and behavioural researchers.

The elicitation of both predatory and foraging subsystems should also follow: to

conserve complete behavioural repertoires, individual parts of these repertoires must not be

neglected. Similarly, the work with simulated predation must also be expanded. As

previously stated, one problem of presenting faux predators in the captive environment is

the danger of eventual complete habituation. Although this research suggests that multiple

presentations of such predatory stimuli in the short term (ie. over a six week period) results

in mild habituation which can be overcome to a degree by intermittently breaking the

pattern presentation (eg. inserting a four day break can result in a 'spontaneous recovery'

effect in terms of the intensity of the subjects' responses), longer term regular presentation

may prove more problematic. It is suggested that research on simulated predation expand

into the use of other perceptual cues (ie. olfactory and auditory rather than simply visual

cues). Combining these cue types can provide a clearer picture of the methods which can

be applied to elicit defense behaviour in captive species. In addition, the use of terrestrial

predator silhouettes - as well as the alternation of terrestrial and aerial predators - should

assist in maintaining higher intensity responses by subjects to potential (simulated)

predation.

It should be clear that the opportunities for improving the situation of captive-

housed species, as well as increasing understanding of the mechanisms of behaviour and

learning from an ecological viewpoint, are boundless in the zoo environment. Even within

the limited range of species within this series of studies, there are years' worth of valuable

research projects possible. Once this has been expended to include the application of

techniques across species (with the necessary modifications in terms of the specific needs

and perceptual sensitivities of each), the scope for improvements in captive breeding

techniques and the release of endangered species into the natural habitat are potentially

limitless.
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- Appendix A -
The Fennec Fox (Fennecus zerdct).

Species Classification

Class - Marnmalia.

Family - Canidae.

Order - Carnivora

Genus - Fennecus.

Super-family - Canoidea.

Species - zerda.

Fennecus are recognised as a discrete genus clue to their extreme morplrological

adaptations to their deseft habitat. There have been attempts to include the Fennec in the genus

Vulpes, but this proposal has not gained wide acceptance (Sheldon,1992).

Morphological / Phvsical Characteristics.

Henry (1936) stated that foxes differentiated from the rest of the canids early in their

evolutionary history, and retained some early miacid-like characteristicsl, For this reason, Henry

views them as something of a rnidpoint between canids and felids. Foxes share many

characteristically canine physical traits, including serni-rigid elongated legs; an elongated skull and

protruding zygomatic processes; a smooth tongue; and well-developed carnassials (although the

overall dentition of Vulpes vulpes (the Red fox) and the Fennec fox are relatively feeble). In

addition, they display several distinctly felilre characteristics, including the long tail; small, soft

foot-pads with semi-retractile claws; long vibrissae (whiskers) on their muzzles and wrists; and

delicate bones and dentition.

Fennec foxes share this combination of cat-like and dog-like physical characteristics, yet

they are quite distinct frorn other foxes in many aspects of their morphology. They are the smallest

canid, weighing approximately 1.5 kg and standing 15 - l Scm tall at the shoulder, with a head-

plus-body length of 30 - 40cm (Sheldon,7992; Alderton, 1994). Their ears are long and broad,

measuring up to l5cm in length, allowing heat dispersal; in addition, the enlarged auditory bullae

enhance the sensitivþ of the Fennec's hearing.

Colouration varies from the northenr areas of Fennec habitat to the southern areas,

although all appear to show a pale cream pelage along the underbelly. Individuals from farther

north in Africa showing fur darkening to a reddish or greyish tinged sandy colour along the sides

and back, while those frorn frirther south may be almost cornpletely a pale sandy-cream in

colouration (Sheldon, 1992). The pelage is very dense, long and soft to protect animals from the

I Miacids are the common ancestral group for both canids and felids. They comprised small weasel- and

genet-like Carnivores with elongated bodies and tails, short lirnbs, and (frequently) semi-retractile claws
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intensely cold desert tights. The tail is long and well furred with a dark brown tip and conspicuotts

caudle gland spot at the base (Alderton, 1994). The soles of the paws are extensively furred to

protect them against excessively hot sand as well as to provide grip on the shifting sands (Burton,

1e62).

Distribution and llabitat.

The Fennec fox inhabits the arid desert regions of North Africa, including Morocco,

Algeria, Tunisia, Libya, Egypt and the Sudan. Sightings have been reported in the Middle East (the

Sinai desert and Kuwait), although their status in this area is uncertain (Alderlon, 1994; Sheldon,

1992; Rosev ear, 1974; Harrison, 1968; Meester and Setzer, 1911). They live and hunt primarily in

the sandy regions of the desert and subdesert, thus avoiding direct competition with the Blanford's

fox, which inhabits the rocky cliffs and crags. In addition, the Fennec requires a soft sandy

substrate for burrowing, and thus stable sand dunes provide an ideal habitat (Sheldon, 1992; Dorst

and Dandelo1,1969).

Activitv Pattern

Fennec foxes are nocturnal in their natural habitat, probably due to the extreme heat of the

desert environment during the day. Captive foxes often display crepuscular activity pattems, as this

often coincides with feeding times and keeper activities within the zoo environment ((Sheldon,

I 992; Rosev ear, 197 4; Muller-U sin g, 197 5).

Locomotion

Ferurec foxes can run quite fast, although it is more common to observe them at a walking

or trotting pace. They can jurnp distances of L2 metres (4 feet) or more, which is a valLrable ability

when affempting to capture prey (Alderton, 1994).

Diet.

Fennecs are omnivorous, with insects figuring prominently in their diet. Free-ranging

individuals feed on small rodents (such as gerbils and jerboas), srnall birds, eggs, lizards, vegetable

matter (particularly bulbous and tuberous roots witlr high moisture content), and various fruits. In

captivity, their diet is expanded even frirther with fish, chicken, vegetables and commercial dog

foods. Fennecs are capable of killing animals larger than themselves, although this is not a

colnlnolt occuffellce in free-ranging animals due to the lack of availabilþ of larger prey in their

desert and sub-desert habitat. They can survive almost indefinitely without drinking free water due

to their lrighly efficient water conservation strategies (Alderton, 1994; Sheld on, 1992; Muller-

Using, 1975; Banholzer, 7916 cited in Nowak and Paradiso, 1983; Rosevear, 1974)-
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Hunting and Foraging

Fennecs have excellent night vision, but rely more lreavily on their extremely sensitive

hearing to detect the slightest movernent of insects or rodents, both above ground and below

ground to a distance of several metres away. Once alerted to the sound of pl'ey above ground, they

swivel their heacls to pinpoint the source of the sound, and then silently stalk closer before using a

catlike pouncing technique to capture their prey. Tlrey may wait immobile until the prey r-rroves

closer before pouncing. They then grab the prey in their mouths, shake it to death and 'play' with

it. That is, they throw it up and sideways, run and jump with the prey in their mouth, and throw the

prey down from high-situated places against vertical objects or into holes. The latter three forms of

behaviour may serve to kill or paralyse the prey if the "death-shake" has not already done so

(Gauthier-Pilters, 1962). Underground insects or rodents, once pinpointed, may be rapidly dug out

anddevouredaftertheobligatoryprey-gamesoutlinedabove.(Bekoff, 1975). Preyandotherfood

items are generally eaten away from the area in which they were acquired. Ferureos may also

'browse' for fruit or berries which have fallen to the ground, as well as digging for roots and

tubers. They rnay also climb trees with low branches to obtain eggs or fruit (Alderton, 1994).

Excess food is cached in variously located shallow boltholes, to conceal it fi'om rival

anirnals while allowing ready access for later consumption. Shallow holes are dug in the sand and

the food placed inside, before being covered with alayer of sand using either the nose or paws to

puslr the sand over the food item (Gauthier-Pilters, 1967).

Reproduction and Development.

The reproductive pattern of Fennecs conforms to those of most members of the Canidae

(eg. fonning stable mating pairs, for example), with the exception that the female may produce

more than a single litter in a year.lf the fìrst litter is lost, tlren another may be produced within

three months. The rutting period is typically 4 - I weeks (January - February), and during this

period the male becomes aggressive and urine-marks his territory. The female is on heat for several

| - 2 day periods within that time and when she is receptive to the male, she flags her tail to one

side in ahorizontal position. Mating occurs several times during each of these periods (on average

every 2 - 3 hours) (Gauthier-Pilters, 1967), with each bout ending in the copulatory tie so common

in the Canidae. Fennecs have a gestation period typically between 49 - 63 days, and litter size

ranging from one to six kits in free-ranging animals (2 - 5 kits in captive Fennecs).

A pregnant female remains in constant auditory, visual and olfactory contact with

conspecifics, and a low-pitched ululating call is commonly heard frorn the both the rnale and

female during this period. Once the kits are born, the female becomes quite aggressive and defends

the den against intruders, which often includes the rnale partner. This aggression continues until

weaning had occurred (Bekoft 1975; Gangloff,1972). The male fox provides food for the female

throughout the pregnancy and after parturition, placing it at the threshold of the den entlaltce rather
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than delivering it inside. In addition, he actively defends the den and its surrounds until the kits are

approximately four weeks old. The male and female provide food for the kits until they are ready

to lrunt alongside their parents. Kits are weaned at between 6l -'70 days, with the mother carrying

and grooming the young most intensely between 28 - 10 days of age. Fennecs typically attain adult

size by the age of 9 - 11 months (Alderton, 1994; Sheldon, 1992).

Social Organisation and Behaviour.

Fennecs are more social than many other fox species, living in family groups of

approximately 10 anirnals with the mated pair atthe hub: that is, the breeding pair and their young.

ln addition, they have a widely branching burrow system that is often interconnected with several

other burrows, and their affîliative behaviours are quite pronounced (Alderton, 1994; Sheldon,

1992; Grzimek, 1990). They show the typical Canid greeting display (greeting face, tail wagging,

ducked posture, squeaking and rolling over) which - in captivity - is often triggered by the

approach of humans (Gauthier-Pilters, 1962). Fennecs are also one of tlre more playful fox species:

all age groups are involved in frequent play bouts, with the exception of the adults during the

breeding season when the breeding pair tend to exhibit increased levels of aggression. Play

behaviour also encompasses incomplete "prey-games", where foxes may lie in wait for, jump at

and shake each other (Gauthier-Pilters, 1967). This type of play may also be combined with

patterns of agonistic behaviour. Adults also display social play and games with a play object (ie.

substituted prey), as well as running games (chasing, etc). Sleeping in contact with conspecifics is

also comrnon, with anirnals sleeping next to or piled on top of one another (Sheldon, 1992).

I)efense, Aggression and Submission.

Aggressive encounters include a variety of behaviours. Individuals may snarl, snap and

bite at other individuals. During threat (pre-attack or threat alone) the ears are held ahnost flat to

the head, and the head itself is positioned low to the ground, with the eyes narrowed. The tail fur

may show piloerection during this time and Galthier-Pilters (1961) has described a "back-arched"

threat, both of which are extremely catlike in nature. Teeth rnay be bared in warning to

conspecifics, and nipping may occur if an anirnal is attempting to drive another away (frorn its

cache, its den, a kill, etc). Play behaviour may also escalate into agonistic behaviour (Gauthier-

Pilters, 1962). (Please refer to the "vocalisations" section for descriptions of the accornpanying

vocalisations).

An animal wishing to show submission to an aggressor will roll on its back, taking up

either a defensive "belly-up" posture designed to inhibit further attack. Whining and/or squealing

(which sounds sirnilar to screamin g) may occur when an animal is under attack.
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Vocalisations.

These are often difficult to describe. Some short-range calls include:

- whining (often heard when anirnals are in the defensive / subrnissive posture)

- purrs (in similar contexts to those in which domestic cats purr)

- growls and snarls during agonistic interactions

- yapping (prior to attack or when threatened)

- barks (in threat and warning contexts)

- squeaking (as part of the greeting ceremony)

- a piercing, high-pitched decrescendo rutting cry when rnating and directly after

copLrlatory separation

- growling (during copulation) (Gauthier-Pilters, 1962;Sheldon, 1992)

Some long-range calls include:

- a wailing distress cry

- a contact call : howling cry (rnelancholy, shuddering and slightly descending)

(Haltenorth and Diller, 1980)

Snecial Physical and Behavioural Characteristics.

The Fennec fox is omnivorous, a solitary hunter and forager showing the sanre catlike

characteristics as the red fox, and lives in farnily groups. Unlike its cousin the red fox, the Fennec

is brilliantly adapted to the extreme heat of its desert environment. In the Sahara desert, daytime air

temperatures can reach 60 to 65 degrees centigrade, while the sand itself can reach 90 degrees

centigrade. Essentially the Fennec fox has developed a few morphological oddities to ensure that it

has become one of the most efficient ald resilient desert mammals in the world.

Their ears, which are up to 15 centimetres long and constitute approximately 20o/o of their

total body surface - play an ilnportant role in thermoregulation. They are highly vascularised, and

the many blood vessels close to the skin surface transport heated blood to the extremities, allowing

rapid heat exchange to keep body temperatures at a reasouable level. Their large ears are also

adapted for extreme sensitivity of hearing, because they depend on their hearing to locate prey such

as insects, lizards and small rodents.

They are extremely well adapted to conserving water, to the degree that they can exist

almost indefinitely without drinking free water. This is achieved in four main ways:

(l) the kidneys are designed to minimise water loss by concentrating the urine.

(2) they display delayed onset sweating. That is, they can let their bodies heat up from the

normal 38.2 degrees to 40.9 degrees before they begin to sweat.

(3) they stay underground during the heat of the day, and generally emerge to hunt and

forage in the cooler hours of the night.
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(4) they don't begin panting until the temperature hits approximately 35 degrees

centigrade; when they do pant, the tongue is curled up to conserve saliva. Most of the

water they need is obtained from food solìrces like srnall animals, insects ancl

particularly tuberous or bulbous roots.

Fennecs are masters of energy conservation as well: their metabolism chugs along at only

61%o of the rate expected in such a small marnmal, so they can survive without having to eat as

often as other small warm-blooded anirnals. (Macdonald, 1992)

Status.

In terms of status in the wild, there is a distinct lack of reliable infonnation available. It is

thought that despite their breeding fail-safe mechanism, the future of the Fennec is not as assured

as that of the Red fox. Although they are relatively immune to persecution by man in their

scorching desert environment, the Fennec is still hunted intensively in some pafts of northwestern

Africa, where populations have become sparse (Sheldon, 1992). Because pronounced deviations in

the population are rare in the stable desert habitat, this species doesn't recover easily frorn the

abrupt declines in numbers brought about by man. Fragmentation of existing populations is another

danger, because small populations cause inbreeding weakness and can result in the eventtlal death

of the species as a whole. The IUCN Red Book currently lists this species under the heading of

'threatened', but it is thought that if intensive hunting continues they rnay soon be categorised as

'endangered'.
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- Appendix B -
The Meerkat (Suricata suricatta)

Srlecies Classification

Class - Mammalia. Order - Carnivora. Super-family - Feloidea. Family - Viverridae.

Genus - Suricota. Species - suricaÍîct.

Morphological / Physical description.

Meerkats are medium-sized members of the mongoose family, weighing in at between

600 and 900 grams and standing a maximurn of l5crn high at the shoulder. Head and body length

is usually between 25 to 35cm, and the tapering tail is usually 17 .5 to 25cm in length (Walker,

I975). Pelage colouration is a light tan-gold along the belly, darkening to a grizzled reddish-tan

with darker brown horizontal stripes along the back. The facial region is pale with dark markings

around the eyes (Macdonald , 7992;1985). The fur is relatively thin and coarse-textured to aid in

heat dispersal. They are a cohabiting species, with little sexual dimorphism between males and

females. Because digging is a large part of Meerkat life (to obtain food or construct burrows), they

have the long, non-retractile claws typical of burrowing species, and slim, low-slung bodies with

short legs, enabling them to use their noses during foraging. They also have a series ofridges and

skin flaps on their ears that close the ear canal offand prevent sand entering as they dig.

The Meerkats' feet and legs are well-adapted for both quadrupedal and bipedal motion,

and the strong spine and tail support them when they are in the upright bipedal stance (when

basking or standing sentry, for example).

Meerkats have extremely acute stereoscopic colour visiolt, and can distinguish a

predatory bird frorn a harmless one while it is still a mere speck in the distance to the h.uman eye.

Their sense of smell is also acute, aiding in the location of prey.

Habitat and Distribution.

They are distributed across the southern end of soutlrern Africa, including parts of Angola,

Namibia, and southem Botswana. Over half of this area comprises the Kalahari Desert2. The

Kalahari is dry for more than half of the year, during which time the vegetation becomes bleached

and the prey populations decline. With the arrival of the rainy season, however, the vegetation is

quickly rejuvenated and supports an abundant food supply, particularly in the form ofinsects.

The Meerkat generally inhabits relatively open areas that feature scrubby grass with a few

scattered trees, rather than the more heavily wooded savanna preferred by other Mongoose species.

Tlre Meerkat has a home range or territory of - on a\erage - 10 square kilometres, which is

much larger than other species of mongoose. Within this territory, a series of burrows - each with

2 'Semi-desert' may be a better description, as the Kalahari receives a regular yearly rainfall
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several levels - are dug approximately 50 to 100 rnetres apart. Each level of the burrow is

inhabited according to the current climate: the hotter the weather, the deeper the level of the

burrow that the group will inhabit, since depth equates to lower temperatures (Lynch, 1980).

Existing burrows dug by ground squimels and yellow rrongooses may also be inhabited, whether

tlre original occupants have vacated the premises or not (Knight and Joyce, 1997). The abundance

of burrows is necessary because, although the group rotates regularly from one square kilometre

section of their territory to another, they still forage quite close to their horne base or burrow. This

rotation of foraging areas and bumows means that the group will avoid exhausting food supplies in

a given area, as they tend to replenish themselves within a week of the Meerkats' passing.

The entire boundary of a group's territory is regularly patrolled and marked by group

rnembers, and is vigorously defended against intrusion by rival groups. These territorial squabbles

have the appearance of gang warfare, and usually involve a show of strength and numbers, with

larger groups emerging victorious. Groups challenge each other with members standing tall, their

fur erect, junrping about while hissing, spitting and growling. They indulge in threat scratclring

(exaggerated digging motions) to irnpress the rival group members.

Activity pattern.

Meerkats are strictly diurnal, which is the active period for the varieties of insects and

other creatures they consume (Wemmer and Fleming, 1975).It is also the active period for

predators like rnartial eagles, lanner falcons, jackals and snakes. Meerkats are active for the

majority of the day, from just after dawn - when they emerge from their bumows to bask in the

early morning sun - until dusk, when the entire group will retreat underground for the night,

sleeping in a large heap to conserve heat dLrring the cool of the night. During the hottest parts of the

day, they may rest together in the nearest shady patch or in the lower levels of their burrow where

it's cool. Overall, Meerkats are active approximately I 0 lrours out of every 24, approximately 31%o

of which is spent foraging (Macdonald,1992;1985).

Locomotion and Postures.

They may appear clumsy when walking or running as the legs are widely placed on the

body, and the shortness of the legs makes trotting an inefficient gait. The canter or gallop is most

commonly used when speed is required, though they are not capable of excessive speed and can be

outrun by a human. Young Meerkats jump well, but this ability appears to decline as age and

weight increase.

Meerkats adopt a variety of postures according to the needs of the situation. "Low sìt" is an

upright 'seated' posture which can be maintained for extended periods. Animals on sentry duty

may adopt this posture. "High sit" involves animals standing on hind legs and using the tail for

balance; this is the main posture used by sentries. "Hearth-rugging" involves the animal lying on its
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stomach with the legs stretched out forwards and backwards so that the stomach is flat to the

ground. Thìs is involved in behavioural heat regulation, and individuals will often lie this way in a

shady spot during the heat of the day. "Basking" involves the individual exposing a nraximutn

amount o1'Lrnderbelly to the sun's rays; this may be done by lying on the back with legs

outstretched or in the low or high sit positions. It usually occurs in the morning when Meerkats

emerge frorn their burrows to forage (Macdonald, 1992; Ewer, 1963).

Diet.

Meerkats are omnivorous. Diet consists of insects (beetles, centipedes, millipedes), worms,

crickets and locusts, scorpions, small mammals and reptiles, birds and eggs (both bird and reptile),

spiders, tubers and roots. Tortoise eggs are a less common addition to the Meerkats' diet, as are

active termite colonies. Meerkats will attack and devour scorpions despite the strong venom, as

they are immune to amounts of venom that would kill a small child. Similarly, small snakes may

also be taken, as they show similar imrnunity to snake venoln (Knight and Joyce,1997;

Macdonald, 1992; Ewer, 1973).

Hunting and Foraging

Foraging and feeding occupy a high ploportion of each day for tlrese animals (up to 37%o

of total time available - Macdonald, 1992). The vegetable rnatter and insects consurned comprise

the main source of moisture, and Meerkats can exist for indefinite periods without drinking free

water. Although Meerkats forage as a group in relatively close proximþ, they don't do so

cooperatively. That is, food items are small, abundant and not easily shared, and there is no need

for teamwork when capturing the prey. With the exception of infants and sick or injured

individuals that are fed by the other group rnembers, Meerkats will not tolerate others approaching

them while they eat. They generally warn off the interloper with a growl and retreat with their

catch to a safe distance. This 'rule' is ignored for the duration of a yoLrng Meerkat's

"apprenticeship", when it may be permitted to forage alongside an adult as paft of its preparation

for adulthood.

Hunting ald foragilrg methods vary with prey types, although all insects and small

burrowing vertebrates are consumed headfirst. For insects and small burrowing vertebrates, the

Meerkats dig with their noses close to the ground to catch the scent of the prey. The prey are then

grasped and held against the ground before being consumed. lnsects that inhabit logs or rock

crevices are hooked with the long claws and pulled out before being eaten. Burrowing prey are

fully disinterred before being eaten (Ewer, 1963). When the rainy season arrives and insects are

plentiful in the newly rejuvenated vegetation, Meerkats will hunt crickets and beetles, which they

pounce on cat-like and similarly devour.
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Srnall rodents and reptiles are pounced on aud held down with the claws before tlie killing

bite is delivered to the back of the head. This is often accompanied by the "deatlr shake", before the

prey is consumed in small chunks. Nests of bird or reptile eggs represent a feast for Meerkats, and

the group will squabble over possession of these prized items, which the crack open with their teeth

before lapping up the contents.

Some types of prey do require specialtreatment. Scorpions arc aprized prey item for

Meerkats, and they tackle these skilfully, dodging around the scorpion until they can disable the

sting. Although they are relatively immune to scorpion venom, and show no ill effects after being

injected with enough venom to kill a srnall child, they still need to disable the sting to reduce risk

of being repeatedly struck (in the face, eyes, or ears) while they are eating (Macdonald, 1992).

Reproduction and Development.

Normally only the alpha pair breed. When conditions are favourable, however, a maximum

of two other high-ranking females will also breed, usually between October and April. This occurs,

for example, if seasonal rains have arrived and prey is in abundance. If the young all survive, then

rnothers will suckle each other's offspring, which are colnlnunally reared. This, cornbined with the

ability of female Meerkats to produce 3 litters of Lrp to 5 young every 1 1 weeks, mean tlrat the size

of the group can be increased quite rapidly. This will be necessary if the group is small, either

because it is a newly formed group (having split off from the parent group), or because emigration

has depleted Meerkat numbers in the parent group (Macdonald, 1992).

The young are bom blind and hairless, and are fully dependent on the mother and

babysitters for the first 4 weeks, after which they emerge from the den to explore. The young hold

a special place in the group: they have first rights to food caught by any group member until they

can fend for themselves (at about 3 l/2 ¡¡e¡1¡6s), or are displaced by a new litter of young. They

will beg or thieve food, wlrich often means a quandary for the younger adolescents, because they

rnay still be begging food from adults them.selves and then have to give it up for the next

generation of dependents (Macdon ald, 1992).

The young are protected by all group members in the event of attack: at the alarm signal,

the entire group will rush over and surround the young, standing upright and scanning the skies or

the ground for the source of danger. If it is relatively safe to do so, the youttg will be moved into

the bumow by the babysitters. lf the danger occurs in the form of a snake, the burrow becomes a

death trap and the babysitters will rnove the young away from the area until the rest of the group

have driven the snake away or killed it.

Meerkat yolìng develop rapidly: by 6 weeks of age they have emerged from the den and

attached themselves to a "trainer" to begin their apprenticeship in the art of Meerkat survival. The

adult will teach the youngster all the duties and skills it will need to survive, and gives the

youngster first pick ofthe best food. The youngster, in turn, defends its trainer fiercely against
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other interloping youngsters begging for food or attention. By the age of two months, the young

resemble adult animals, and tlrey are sexually mature at one year old. Generally, if a Meerkat

sulives beyond its first year, then the average life expectancy is up to 10 years in the wild.

Social Organisation and Behaviour.

Meerkats are a highly social species, living in groups of up to 35 animals. Each group is a

well-coordinated and extremely organised community with a strong emphasis on unity and

cooperation. This means that each individual works for the well being of the comrnunity, even to

the point of making personal sacrifices for the benefit of the group.

A breeding group must be composed of an alpha pair and at least three other adult animals.

There are other viable combinations for non-breeding groups, but five adults is the minimum

number necessary for the successful rearing of young. The dominance hierarchy within each group

is relatively stable and strongly enforced, and appears to be tiered, with the alpha pair at the top.

That is, there are several levels, which are decided by factors such as age and relatedness to the

alpha pair, and individual rankings within each level. Despite the overall stability of the hierarchy,

an individuals rank or status within the group may change, depending on a variety of factors. These

include age, acceptance of unrelated animals by group members and displacement by other

animals. The latter two factors come into play when emigration has occurred, which is particularly

common between neighbouring groups. An animal may leave one group and join another that it is

not related to, at which point its status is extremely low. Females that move to other groups tend to

work their way into tlreir new gror-rp by essentially becoming the slave of the dominant female.

This initially subordinate animal may have to work much longer and harder than the other group

members for a time, but the reward is usually acceptance by the new group, and sometimes the

alpha position if the dominant fernale dies. Roving groups of bachelor males - which have usually

emigrated from their home to attain breeding status sooner than they otherwise would- may attack

a breeding group and displace the resident males in order to take over their territory and their mates

(Macdonald, 1992).

The five adult minimum criterion for a successful breeding pack is a product of the

cooperative nature of Meerkat society and their security needs: there must be enough adults to

perform the duties essential for the well being of the group, and particularly the young. These

duties are divided into three rnain categories: sentry duty, baby-sitting and boundary patrol.

Various group members carry out these duties to different extents, with 'specialists' within each

group taking on the bulk of a particular type of task.

. Sentry duty involves an individual sitting atop a high vantage point and keeping watch for

predators while the rest of the group forages. This is carried out to the greatest extent by the

subordinate males, who may spend several hours per day standing watch. The subordinate

females stand watch at a substantially lower level, the alpha male and the adolescents at

extremely low levels, and mothers with infants don't take part in this activity at all
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(Macdonald, 1992). This is where individual sacrifice comes into play. The animals that

carry out several extended periods per day on sentry dr.rty are giving up valuable foraging

tirne to safeguard the rest of the group. The case is sirnilar for baby-sitting duty and

boundary patrol. In large groups, the workload can be dissipated across a greater number of

animals. In groups containing less than f,tve adults, the amount of tirne devoted by each

animal to sentry duty alone - without taking into account any otlrer tasks - is so great that all

members suffer.

. Baby-sitting involves care of young group rnembers by subordinate females.

. Boundary patrol is usually carried out by a solitary rnale, who regularly patrols the futhest

reaches of the group's territory. He refreshes tlre scent marks left there on prominent logs,

bushes or other 'landrnarks' to warn rival groups that they are intmding on claimed territory.

Defense, Aggression, and Submission.

. Defense: Protection of the group and its territory is carried out by the entire group (minus tlre

babysitters and infants), with the alpha rnale taking the lead. When an enemy approaches -

for example a jackal, a snake, or a rival gang of Meerkats - the sentry signals with a fear-

aggression call or alarm bark. The call indicating anaerialpredator is higher inpitch

(resembling a pure fear call). The alpha male then leads the group in a coordinated threat

dance usually followed by mobbing of the enerny, which is accompanied by aggressive

growls and spitting. Because of the Meerkat society's reliance on a cooperative group

structure, the alpha pair takes the added responsibilþ for ensuring that group members pull

their weight and carry a fair share of the workload. An animal that hangs back during a battle

or fails to volunteer for sentry duty breaks the basic tenet of Meerkat society ("one for all

and all for one"), and will often be punished by one or both of the dominant animals.

Subordinates may also join in this punishrnent attack, currying favour with the alpha pair and

ensuring that they are not the recipients of later punishment'

. Submissive behaviours are present in the Meerkat behavioural repertoire, but do not appear to

be terribly effective either in these situations or when a rival group attacks. A sufficiently

crouched posture or a defensively- curled posture (where the animal lays on the ground on

its back and presents claws ánd teeth to the attacker to protect the soft underbelly while

simultaneously cringing) may help draw the aggressive encounter to an end. This is because

it signals to the aggressor that the victim acknowledges its subordinate status. It may not

always be effective, however, and many an animal has been seriously injured while in the

extreme submissive posture, depending on the circumstances of the aggression.

Social Behaviour and Vocalisations.

Social behaviours facilitate social bonds within groups. These take several forms
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. Mr-rtual grooming (also known as 'allogrooming'). Animals high in the dominance hierarchy

and the youllg are groorned the rnost, indicating their status and strengthening the

relationship between the animals. Allogrooming takes the form of licking and nibbling,

depending on the area of the body being attended to. Subordinate females spend a

substantial amount of time grooming the alpha female, lavishing attention on her and trying

to win her favour. The rnembers of a high-ranking sublevel will all groom each other, and

may drive away any low-ranked animals that try to join in, reinforcing their own elevated

status. Low-ranking or unrelated anirnals are known to be accepted when they are groomed

by at least one of the alpha pair.

. Lying in contact plays a dual role for Meerkats, and involves two or more animals sleeping,

basking or otherwise laying alongside, or on top of, one another. In addition to cementing

relationships between individuals, this behaviour also functions to preserve body heat.

. Meerkat sociality reaches epic proportions in the aftermath of a battle. VictorioLrs animals will

mill about grooming and 'hugging' each other, and scent marking each other's flanks with

their anal pouches (Macdonald, 1992).

. Play is dual-function behaviour that focuses on the yourlg, with most of the older grotlp

rnembers vying for a chance to play with the youngest mernbers of the group. Play not

only reinforces the bonds between the young and the adults, but also gives the young a

chance to learn wrestling tactics and the submissive postures that they will need when they

are older. The adolescents (sub-adults) spend alarge proportion of their time playing,

although they tend to focus on their own age cohorl. They play-fight, mock wrestle, mock-

mate, and chase each other about, as well as playing with things they find in their

environment (like ostrich eggs, for example). During this play, they vocalise as they would

during areal aggressive encounter, growling and spitting at their opponent. Interestingly,

when a Meerkat is injured - by uwrestling partner biting too hard, for example - it rnakes

no pain sound.

Meerkats have a wide range of vocalisations. Newborn youllg make small bird-like cries

wlrenever they are awake (termed "nest-chirping" by Ewer, 1963). These cries become

differentiated in the first few months of life (more specific to the needs of the young). Other

vocal isations include:

- growling and/or spitting when a terrestrial enerny approaches or a conspecific

approaches too closely during prey consurnption

- arepeated violent 'clucking' noise is used for defensive situations

- a repeated "wlrrk wrrrk" sound often accompanies feeding

- a high intensity, clear drawn-out note is used to signiff fear; this note is long a drawn

out for aerial predators, and more abrupt when a terrestrial predator is sighted

(reflecting a mixed tendency to attack and withdraw)
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generalised alarm barking (a repetitive shoft, sharp bark) often heard in response to

auditory stimuli as well as being produced by the youlg whelr they are distressed

Ewer (1963) notes that there appears to be no specific pain cry

Status.

Meerkats are common in their natural habitat. They are threatened only by the habitat

destruction which threatens most of the world's animal populations, as they are not detrirnental to

human concerns or suitable for human consumption.
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Species Classification

Class - Mammalia. Order - Carnivora.

Farnily - Herpestidae. Genus - Helogale.

- Appendix C -
The Dwarf Mongoose (Helogale parvula)

Super-family - Fe loidea.

Species - panula.

Morphological Æhysical Characteristics.

The Dwarf mongoose is the smallest member of the mongoose family, weighing between

230 and 600 grams, with a maximum body - tail length of 46cm. Tlrey are a cohabiting species,

with little sexual dirnorphism in terms of size or aggressive tendencies. Dwarf rnongoose

colouration is reddish-brown with grey speckling, helping them blend in with their environment

and providing some camouflage from predators. They have short strong legs that are specialised

for digging, and five toes tipped with long non-retractile claws for efficient digging and climbing.

Dentition shows more specialisation for insectivory than that of the meerkat (Macdonald, 1992;

Hare and Lambeft, 1993).

Distribution and habitat.

The Dwarf mongoose is native to central and east Africa, and populations are found across

the plains areas of Somalia, Ethiopia, South Africa and Narnibia. They prefer areas with more

available natural shelter than do meerkats, and tend to inhabit dry acacia bush and savanna scrub

with tree cover and plenty of termite mounds. They tend to occllpy the cooling vents or tunnels of

termite mounds rather than digging their own burrows for sleep and shelter purposes (Rasa, 1917).

They are semi-nomadic within home ranges or teuitories spanning approxirnately one

square kilometre of land, and within this territory, they irnplement regular rotational habitation of

discrete sections (Rasa, l936). The group returns to each section every 2I days: this isjust prior to

the group scent deposited on the markers in that section fading away. This rotation means tlrat the

food supply does not become overwhelmed beyond regeneration, yet the group's territorial

boundaries may still be maintained. The group scent used to mark out territorial boundaries is

deposited by each individual member Lr rank order (Hare and Lambert, 1993; Macdonald, 1992)'

Dwarf mongoose are highly territorial and will defend both their territory and termite

mounds against intrusion by rival groups (Macdonald ,1992).

Activity Pattern.

The Dwarf mongoose is completely diurnal; activity begins soon after sunrise and ends at

sunset when the group retires to their termite mound at the end of the day. This coincides with the

activity cycles of both their prey and their predators. ResVsleep periods may be taken during the
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hottest part of the day, and mongooses will often lay together in shady patches for the noon 'lunch

hour' wlren the sun is at its zenith. Running from predators constitutes approxirnately 20Yo of their

total daily activity (Hare and Larnbert, 1993; Macdonald, 1992).

Locomotion and Postures.

V/alking, trotting and running (the galloping gait) are the three most colnlnon gaits used by

this species. Sentries adopt either a sitting or standing-on-all-fours posture (dependent on where

they take up sentry duty); if a potential threat is sighted, sentry will crouch or adopt the 'high sit'

posture. Upright rearing posture often adopted by individuals on the ground when predator -alert

call is heard. Crouching is common during allogrooming; crouching, standing or lying on back

with head curled up towards rear end is common during autogrooming. Lying flat ('hearth

rugging') postures are adopted during rest periods or hot weather. The 'handstand' posture is

commonly adopted when scent marking high objects or vertical surfaces, while a squatting posture

is adopted when scent marking low or flat surfaces. An upright 'rearing' posture adopted when

wrestling with conspecifi c(s).

Diet.

Dwarf mongoose are omnivorous. Although primarily adapted for insectivorous diet, they

will eat anything from crickets and locusts, termites, snails, beetles, woflns, lizards, scorpions,

centipedes, reptiles and the eggs of ground birds and snakes (Macdonald , 1992; Rasa, 1977;

Walker, 1975).

Hunting and tr'eeding.

The alpha female signals the group to set out foraging, and no group rnember will leave

before this signal is given. She decides in which direction or to which area the group will travel

that day, and how far afield they will go. The animals will all forage individually, as the prey is

usually some form of insect and is thus too small to be successfully shared. The prey is also

scattered and requires extensive searching to locate (Rasa, 1987). Individuals will dig, scratch at

the ground or topsoil, and probe nooks, grassed areas and crevices in order to find prey items.

Other opportunistically obtained food iterns do not require as much effort, as the animals may

come across a nest of eggs, which can then be removed without the need for digging and other

foraging cornponent behaviours.

When a Dwarf mongoose encounters an egg, it turns its back to a solid object (a large rock,

for example), grips the egg between its front paws and throws it back forcefully between its hind

legs to smash open on the rock. The yolk is eaten either by directly lapping with the tongue, or by

dipping the paws and licking the yolk from them.
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Reproduction and Development.

Nonnally only the alpha (dominant) pair breed, producing 2 to 3 litters of up to 6 yoLrng

per year after a gestation period of 5 - I I weeks (Macdonald, 1992; Walker, 1975). Field data

appears to indicate that young are born between October and March (the warrn, wet sunrmer

months) (Hare and Lambert, 1993). Throughout the year, the level of oestrogen reflects the status

of each female. The dominant female has the highest level, and the higher ranked subordinates

have higher levels than those low in social ranking. All females come into heat synchronously, but

usually only the alpha female builds up enough oestrogen to ovulate (and thus produce offspring)

(Rood, 19S0). Oestrogen builds up as the breeding season approaches, stirnulating rnating, which

fufther increases hormone levels. At the peak of sexual activity, the mating may occur up to 50

times per hour.

For lower ranked subordinates, low status effectively acts as a contraceptive; low levels of

hormone mean that they do not ovulate, and thus do not produce offspring. Higher ranked

subordinates may build up honnone levels to ovulation point; up to 10Yo of them may become

pregnant. If they give birth, however, the alpha female will usually kill the litter. It is more

common for subordinate females to come into milk without giving birth and then act as wet nurses

for the alpha female's litter. Subordinates may have surviving offspring if they give birth at the

same time as the alpha female; this is accomplished by sneaking some of the young into the alplra

female's litter. If the alpha fernale dies with an rìnweaned litter, the subordinate females will come

into milk and suckle the young (Macdonald, 1992; Rood, 1980). Overall, the other group mernbers

spend more tirne with the alpha female's young than she does, as she is out leading the group's

activities (eg. foraging).

All Dwarf mongoose males have equal amounts of hormone (except the emigrants, which

are being attacked by group members); instead, the likelihood of the alpha male being the father is

increased by the fact that he has larger testes and rnore sperm than the subordinates do. Thus, eveu

if a subordinate male mates with the alpha female after the alplra rnale has, it is unlikely that his

sperm will be able to out-compete those of the alpha male (Macdonald,1992).

Because of the relatively nomadic lifestyle of the Dwarf mongoose, the young must be

precocious at birth and develop quickly. It is in the first 25 days of life that young Mongooses are

at their most vulnerable, and they are the heaviest burden on the adult group members at this time.

After this period, they leave the nest and are better able to move about and follow group members

as tlrey move about and forage. They are completely weaned from the age of 7 weeks. From this

point, they are communally reared, and have the same privileges as meerkat youltg (that is, they get

first choice of any food obtained by any group member, and the group members protect them fi'om

predators until displaced by a new litter of young). This period is when the teaching of the young

mongooses occurs (the group teach them how to forage and hunt, grooming etiquette, anti-predator

behaviours, etc).
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Animals are considered juveniles until one year of age, sexual maturity is reached between

1.5 -2 years of age (during subadulthood), and animals reach full adult status at 3 years old (Rasa,

1977). Longevity is recorded as 12.75 years in captivity, while average life expectancy in free-

living mongooses is approximately l0 years.

Sociat Organisation and Behaviour.

Groups may number up to 40 animals and - as with Meerkats - they are highly structured

and well-organised communities that emphasise unity and self-sacrifìce for the benefit of the

group. They exist as cohesive groups tied together by mutual dependency.

The trend towards absolute monarchy (which is apparent in meerkat society) is at its

pilrnacle in Dwarf mongoose groups. The alpha pair - which completely dorninates the other group

members - usually comprise the oldest animals in the group. These animals are often the original

founders of the group. This pair may rule for many years, and although both animals receive lavish

attention, it is the alpha fernale and her youngest offspring that group members pay the most

attention to.

There is an established hierarchy in Dwarf mongoose groups. Age and relatedness to the

alpha female are the two most important factors influencing social rank within the group, and so

younger animals have a long journey to cornplete their ascension of the social ladder. Additionally,

the fernales in any age cohoft are always ranked higher than their male counterparts. This is an

important factor when younger animals are deciding whether to stay with the home group or

emigrate. If the anirnals emigrate, there is a chance that they will find a group where the dorninant

animal lras recently died without an heir to the throne, and so may attain breeding (alpha) status

very quickly. New females who join a pack at the bottorn of the social ladder may spend the most

time with the dominaltt female's young, attaining a rise in status tlrrough hard work (Macdonald,

r9e2).

There is also the chance ofjoining a band of free-roaming emigrants and attaining the high

status that it would take years to reach with the home group. In this instance, females are lnore

likely to stay with the natal group than males. That is, 50% of females stay at home compared with

only 5% of the males. This results in matrilineal groups, where the dominant status is passed from

mother to dauglrter. In the event that there is a challenge for the alpha position, the new matriarch

is usually chosen through a grooming tournarnent. That is, the fwo contenders attempt to lick one

another into submission over the course of several days, swapping positions ûrtil one manages to

groom the other from above. Males may emigrate to packs with less resident males (or even roving

bachelor groups) and then attack other mixed sex groups in order to take over. Up to 25Yo of males

reach alpha status this way. Generally, rnales will join another pack as a subordinate member and

attempt to work their way up the hierarchy (Macdonald, 1992).
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The minimum number of adults in a viable Dwarf mongoose breeding group is fìve. Field

studies sholv tlrat groups comprising of less than five adults tend to survive less than two years' as

less adults rntrst carry a much greater burden of work. The division of labour in Dwarf mongoose

groups: the alpha male takes on much of the work in terms of sentry duty: the alpha female leads

the pack wlien they set off each day to carry out their various tasks, such as boundary patrol, scent-

marking and foraging, for example. By contrast, the alpha pair usually allow higher-ranking

subordinate males to take the lead during any attack on predators or rival groups, while they stay

back out of lrarm's way and tear at the ground, growling and generally appearing fierce

(Macdonald , 1992).

Pack members will tend a sick or injured pack-mate until it recovers or dies, but this is

restricted to adult invalids, as the loss of sick babies does not constitute as great a threat to the

group's well being.

The highly social nature of the Dwarf mongoose necessitates a variety of affiliative

behaviours to maintain and strengthen social bonds within the group. Allogrooming is one method

of maintaiting social bonds. Two or more animals will lick and nibble each other simultaneously,

usually in the head, neck, shoulder, back and anogenital regions. The importance of grootning is

such that it is the first social behaviour to emerge in the young, at about 12 days old. Soft twittering

sounds often accompany grooming, except when a grooming animal irritates the recipient of the

attention, in which case it is warned away with a shrill peeping sound.

Dwarf mongooses sleep piled one on top of the other, to conserve heat during cold nights

as well as maintain close contact with group rnenbe¡s. Periodically, an individual on the bottom of

the pile may work its way out and reposition itself on the top. Resting and sleeping tend to occur as

whole-group activities; that is, all the animals are sleeping or active at the same time.

Play behaviour is an important bonding mechanism as well as an educational tool for the

youngsters, and the older animals will all compete for the chance to play with the infarrts. It is

important that young Dwarf mongooses also learn social, aggressive and foraging behaviours

during play, because they don't have the same apprenticeship system that meerkats do, with the

one-on-one training of a youngster by an adult. The appropriate vocalisations accompany each

playful version of the real behaviour, ranging from peeping contact calls to aggressive growling

and excited peeping when a good supply of food is discovered or the youngster is excited (Rasa,

te17).

Members of Dwarf mongoose packs do not show the same specialisation in duties as

meerkats. Babysitting and rearing of the young is conducted by the entire group, as is sentry duty.

There is a "roster system" which must be kept running smoothly to ensttLe the safety and well

being of the group, though division of this labour is not equal among group members (Rasa, 1989).

This requires a minimuln of 5 adults to accomplish; fewer than this means that the pressure of
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predation and the excessive amount of time spent on sentry duty take their toll on foraging ability

and the group usually rvill not sgrvive longer than two years (Macdonalcl, 1992).

I)efense, Aggression and Submission.

Defense: Coordinated group defense against predators is a feature of Dwarf mongoose

society, and involves the rnobbing of a predator by several individuals. This is particularly

common when one of the group members has been captured, and Dwarf mongooses manage to

save up to 50Yo of captured group-mates using this counter-attack technique. Captured individuals

will also become rigid in the grip of a raptor's talons ('play possum') until the grip relaxes, at

which tirne they 'cofiie to life' and escape. This rnethod also appears to prevent excessive injury, as

the raptor does not grip the individual as tightly as it would if the animal struggled.

Predators bombard Dwarf mongooses at a rate of approximately I .5 times per hour, and

one in ten approaches escalates into actual attack. Sentry duty involves one or more individuals

positioning themselves atop ahigh point in the area occupied by the Dwarf mongoose, and visually

scanning the skies and surrounding ground for approaching predators. Bouts of this behaviour may

last up to an hour, but the sentries are usually replaced before this. The alpha rnale takes on a large

share of this sentry duty, followed by the subordinate males. This is accompanied by a series of

warnilg calls, all of which give different messages. At the appearance of a distant predator, the

sentry visually fixates on tlre animal, as indicated by sharp, jerky head-bobbing moveme¡rts

("flagging"). If the predator moves closer, the alerting call is given (a "tschee - er" sound) and is

picked up by all group members (and often animals from neighbouring groups also). An intense

bout of this 'mobbing' (Rasa, 1977) may last up to half and hour, continuing even after the source

of danger has departed. If the predator continues to approach, the mobbing call is either followed

by a single, intense "tschrff" or (in the case of sudden face-to-face contact) a variety of twittering

notes ending in a 'otschrrr". Both calls are accompanied by immediate flight by the group. The

Mongoose are also commonly observed to perform general visual scanning during the perfonnance

of other behaviours (such as foraging). Thus, animals will randomly cease their current activity for

a short period of tirne and scan their surroundings for potentially threatening occurrences. This is

often the more time-efficient method of keeping watch for predators, as each individual animal

does not need to sacrifice large blocks of foraging tirne in order to ensure the safety of the group'

Individuals commonly either run away or adopt defensive postures when tlrreatened by

conspecifics. An extreme defensive posture rnay be adopted if an individual under threat refuses to

relinquish its position. This involves the head tucked under the belly, tail curved forward across the

nape of the neck, and the muzzle (with mouth agape) protruding between the legs. The animal's

back is tumed towards the aggressor and a high intensity protest scream given. This posture is

designed to deter attack, as the episode rarely escalates to this point once this posture is adopted

(Rasa, 1977).
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Aggression occrÌrs in response to lival groups trespassiug on claimed territory; at which

time the two groups will fight and the larger gloup usually wins. Dwarf mongooses will attack

snakes that attempt to infiltrate the group's termite mound and drive them away. They have a high

level of immunity to snake venom, which means that even if they are bitten by such species as the

PuffAdder, they recover quickly. When the Spitting Cobra spits venom into a Dwarf mongoose's

eyes, group members will groom the venom out and the individual usually recovers within l5

minutes.

Aggression within the group may occur under several conditions: that is, if two females are

competing for the alpha position (here, other group members will quickly move in and forcibly

separate the two animals to prevent serious injury). There may be high intensity dominance

behaviour between a high-ranked animal and a subordinate, however this usually culminates in the

dominant animal knocking the subordinate to the ground and straddling it without actually biting it.

Food jealousy may be a cause of aggression, and anirnals that persistently invade another's

individual distance (particularly during feeding) may be attacked and bitten in the neck or shoulder.

'Threat scratching' is commonly observed when conflicting tendencies to attack and flee

are present; the animal stands on its toes with legs rigid and scratches at the ground with short but

intense motions. The tail is raised, the body hair pilo-erected at this tirne. No vocalisation is heard,

but the individual will seek out smooth surfaces to scratch on to magnifl, the sound.

An intruder onto claimed territory is visually fixated from a crouching position with the

head low to the ground, the hair erect and the neck extended. The aggressor will either charge the

intruder frorn this position, or stalk up to it (in a way very similar that of a cat) to a distance of a

metre away and then charge at a gallop. The aggressor then springs on the intruder, at which point

the intruder may flee. Actual fighting is silent; the two animals bite each other and hold the neck-

ruff with the teeth, rolling over and over until one manages to tear itself free and flee. This fighting

has not been obseryed to occur in colony rnembers, only between strange animals (Rasa, 1977).

Submissive behaviours are marked. Dwarf mongoose will either turn their head during a

greeting and avoid making eye contact, or crouch low when approached by another animal and

raise one leg partially in the air, signalling its intention to roll on its side and take Lrp the defensive

posture. This rnay be accompanied by a 'protest scleam' to deter the aggressor from actual

physical attack (Rasa, 1911).

Vocalisations.

The Dwarf mongoose exhibit alarge range of vocalisations:

- twittering accompanies mutual groomhtg

- a shriek is used to express irritation with another animal

- growling precedes lunging attacks at other anirnals
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- a loud 'protest scream' of varying intensities is ernitted when an animal is under attack

(and adopts the defensive posture) or is pushed away from a food source by another

- a high pitched 'protest scream' is ernitted when charging at an enelny

- alpha female emits a particular call when leading the group away to forage

- young emit repetitive and rapid "tseep tseep tseep" when alolte

- predator warning call ("tscheer") is emitted at dilferent pitches, according to the type

of predator sighted: aerial predators elicit a higher intensity call than terestrial

predators

- group members ernit calls to alert others that they have found a food source

- a short pulsing 'contact call' used by group members while active

(Hare and Lambert, 1993; Rasa, 1977)

Special Physical and Behavioural Characteristics.

Hornbill and Dwarf ntongoose mutualisru in the Taru desert. Hornbills and Dwarf

rnongoose packs often forage cooperatively in the Taru desert region, as there is muttlal benefit for

both species. The Hornbills keep watch not only for predators tlrey have in common with the

mongoose, but also for Mongoose-specific predators; when one is sighted, they emit a "wok wok"

alann call. In return, the Mongooses flush out insect prey that the Hornbills would not otherwise

find. The Hornbills remember which termite mound their group of Mongoose chose to sleep in the

previous night and they arrive at dawn to await the emergence of the Mongoose for the day's

foraging. The birds often become impatient, and stick their bills into the ventilation shafts of the

mounds, emitting a loud "wok" to summon the Mongooses.

The birds follow the Mongooses and eat the flushed insects; occasionally, the birds may

steal an insect that a Mongoose is pursuing. In this case, the Mongoose may chase off the bird. An

iritated Mongoose treats the Hornbill as though it were another Mongoose: growling at it and hip-

slamming it as it would a rival in the pack. Hornbills give the Dwarf mongooses special treatment:

although the young Mongooses are within the size range of the Hombills' preferred prey, Hornbills

do not eat them (although they may push them aside to steal the prey item they were pursuing).

(Macdonald, 1992; Rasa, 1983)

Status.

Abundant across all habitats. Pose no threat to human interests, and are not a suitable food

source.
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- Appendix D -

Apparatus Specifications.

The Fennec fox feeder box (diagram avoilable in chapter 4, lìgure 4.2,1d).

A box of clirnensions 250mm x l25mrn x 130mm was coltstructed using l8 gauge metal

and given a perspex lid. A series of sloping rnetal baffles (each of which could hold up to three

tablespoons of mealworms) diverted the mealworms to exit through three 18mm diameter black

plastic pipes (lengths 700mm, 550mm and 400rnm). The plastic pipes clipped onto 23rnm metal

pipe outlets that were spaced at equal distances of 172 mm along the box (which was mounted on

the front of the enclosure). The ends of the pipes were splayed out to encompass as much of the

900mrn x 900rnm x l20rnm sand pit (filled also with leaf litter) as possible.

Because the study took place during the winter rnonths and the mealworms were not very

active (the arnbient temperature varied between l0oC and 17oC). As the movement of the

mealwonns was important to the rate at which they were dispensed, the outside of the box was

insulated with l5rnrn thick Canite board. Additionally, eight 6v 3W festoon globes were wired in a

series-parallel arrangement and suspended from the top of the inside of the box. These were

powered by a 12 volt car battery and when switched ott, increased the temperature inside the box

by up to nine degrees above the ambient ternperature. This was used each morning to heat the

rnealworms to approxim ately 17 oC so as to make them active, and then switched off for the rest of

the day. Once the interior was heated, the ambient temperature remained high enough to keep the

rnealworms active throughout the day.

For condition 3 of the fox study, the apparatus was increased in size due to the aggression

and dominance behaviour that emerged in the male fox during condition two. The larger apparafus

had three extra pipe outlets attached to the mealwonn box, which was doubled in length (to

500rnrn). The sand pit itself was increased in size to 2000mm x l300rnrn x l20mm.

The Operant or automated feedins apparulus (diagram available in chapter 4,./igure 4t2.1e).

This feeder consisted of37 equally spaced buckets attached to a rubber belt stretched

between two 30mm diamete¡ rubber rollers. These were set approximately 500mm apaft on a frame

of 1.6mm thick flat metal measuring 650rnm long and 120mm wide. The belt measured 70mm

wide and ran between two side plates which were held apart by two spacers. Each bucket had an

open (top) measurement of 45mm2, with a depth of 20rnm at the back and a floor space of 45 x

20mm which angled up towards the front of the bucket. These buckets were tnade of 0.5mrn thick

galvanised metal and soldered together on the joints.

The rotating belt was driven by a 12 volt D.C. x B R.P.M. motor which was coupled

directly to the top rubber roller. Stop-start circuitry was activated by a micro switch situated on the

feeder and a hand held switch in a control box on a lead 7rn long. Each pless of the switch indexed
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the belt so that each bucket in turn could empty its contents into a chute leading into the sand pit in

tlre enclosure. Eighteen of the buckets could be loaded at any one time prior to beginning the

indexing procedure.

The entire unit was bolted to the outside of the enclosure and a weatherproof cover fitted.

The modílied automatetl feetler ßtudies lwo, three and four: Íi.gures 4.2.2b and 4.2,2c).

The automated bucket-and-rotating-belt arrangement was removed to allow the fitting of

the new perspex feeder mechanism. A vertical perspex tube of 19mm inner diameter and length

380mrn was fitted into a hole in a cube of perspex 44mm x 34mm x 50mm. There was a 3.5mm

gap between the end of the tube and the aluminiurn bracket in which it sat, through which the

rnealworms were dispensed. A light duty 12 volt D.C. motor which ran at 330 R.P.M. was used to

drive a rack and pinion device. This device moved a piece of stainless steel 15m x lmm fotrvards

and backwards beneath the perspex tube in a sliding plunger rnotion. When the tube was loaded

with rnealworms and the device activated, the plunger pushed up to four mealworms at a time

through the swing-door slot at the bottorn of the log. The wire controlling the unit was placed in an

electrical conduit underground which ran to an on/off switch with an operant counter held by the

experimenter outside the enclosure.

TIrc aerìal predator apparatus.

The aerial predator silhouettes'were rlul along a 'flying fox' type arrangelnent. This

consisted of a dark green cable (4mm diameter'pre-stretched' nylon cord of length 23 metres)

purchased from a marine store. The ends were overlapped and bound together with twine, as

splicing was not an option for this type of cord. A small brass collar was threaded onto the cable to

allow a plate type fixture to be fitted, which hung down 200mrn from the cable. This fixture

measured 90mm2 and was fitted with four press studs, allowing the silhouettes (cut from 4mm

thick marine plywood) to be easily attached.

There were five silhouettes for the aerial predator plrase of the studies. The oLrtline for each

was obtained from photographs in reference books, traced onto clear A4 plastic sheets and placed

on an overhead projector. The image was then projected onto paper at the comect size (each with a

wing span of 1 metre, except the Dark chanting goshawk silhouette which had a wing span of

60cm) and traced to allow the shape to be easily cut from the plywood. These shapes can be seen in

chapter four [figures 4.2.2b (i)to 4.2.2b (v)]. They consisted of: (l) Square (2) Dark chanting

goshawk (3) African hawk eagle (4) Martial eagle (5) Greylag goose.

The goose silhouette was also run backwards in order to explore the hawk/goose effect (as in

Tinbergen (1939) andLorcnz (1939).

The aerial apparatus was supported by two Radiata pine posts (of 140rnrn diarneter) which

were sunk into the ground for stability, leaving approximately three metres above the ground. To
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prevent to posts rotating, 200mm lorg metal angle brackets were also fitted and pegged into the

ground. There was a distance of approximately 23 rnetres between the posts, and near the top of

each, a 30mm hole was drilled. Through this, a l.5m length of 29mm diameter steel tube was

placed (at right angles to the ground). Circular type clamps were put on the front and back of the

steel tube where it went through the hole so that it could be held in place yet still allow for any

adj Lrstrnents n ecessary.

Two brackets were fabricated from 25mrn square steel tube and other various sizes of flat

mild steel. These each housed a trolley wheel of plastic and rubber construction with a diameter of

100mm and a width of 30mm and a centre roller bearing. These brackets fitted onto the 20mm steel

tubes so that they hung downwards and were designed so that an open face of the wheel pointed

towards the post. The centre wheel was approximately one metre away from the post, which

allowed the silhouette attached to the cable to pass around the post without collision. A 9mm deep

groove was machined into the tread of the wheel to keep the cord on track.

On one of the posts, the wheel was free running on its 8mm diameter shaft. The other

wheel had its end bearing removed and a specially made drive shaft was fitted, with the bearings

being located in the framework of the bracket. This shaft was connected to a9.6 volt variable

speed "metabo" cordless drill (rnodel no. SB EA 10012 R+L) with a speed range of 0 - 1000

R.P.M. The battery pack of the unit was removed so that wiring and circuitry could be adapted for

the drill to be run directly off a 12 volt car battery placed on the ground, providing a tnuch more

durable power source. A special operating switch was made so that the drill could be operated via a

long control cable. At full speed, a silhouette took 4 seconds to traverse the length of the enclosure

at approxim ately 2 metres above ground level.
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- Appendix E -

The checksheetfor the Fennecfox study: non-contingent and neutral observations.

DATE
DAY:

TEMPERATURE
START TIME:

CONDITION: ANIMAL: MALE / FEMALE
WIND:Y/N RAIN :Y/N FEEDTIME:
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The checksheetfor the Fennecfox operant sessíons and video tøped session scoring.

DATE
DAY:

TEMPERATURE:
START TIME:

CONDITION:
WIND: Y/N RAIN

ANIMAL: MALE / FEMALE
Y/N FEEDTIME:
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The Meerkat pair checksheet: non-conlingentfeeder ønd neutral observations.

Animal Start: Condition: Date: Weather:

Tolal:

30.m
293D
29æ
28_30

28 00

27 30

27@
26_30

26 00

25æ
25æ
24.34

24.@
23 30

230o
22.30

22 00
21 30

21 00

20-30

20 00
19_30

'19 00
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18 00
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17,00

16 30
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15 30
15 00

14 30

14 00
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13.00

12.30
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11 30

't'1.00
10 30

10.00

930
9m
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800
7æ
700
6æ
ô00
530
500
430
400
330
300
230
200
130
100
030

GirafTeB¡rdOtherVocal¡æOefense/
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ForagingPostureateäfIME
lmlnsl
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The Meerkat pair and trio operant session, simulated preclutiott conclitions and vídeo

taped session scoring cltecksheet.

DATE
DAY:

CONDITION:
START TIME:

ANIMAL:
WEATHER

FEED TIME:
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The Dwarf nxongoose checksheetfor the operant sessions, simulated preclator conditions

and video toped sessions.

FEED TIME:DATE:
DAY

CONDITION: ANIMAL
START TIME: WEATHER
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